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ABSTRACT 
An intensive archaeological survey was conducted at the Shepard site 
(20CA104) in Battle Cr�ek, Michigan from April 29 through July 12, 1996. 
Historical background research had indicated that the site was the location of 
Native American activity until the 1830s when it was settled by the town's 
first school teacher, Warren B. Shepard. In the early 1850s, Shepard 
constructed a large, brick Greek Revival house on the site that stands to this 
day. The house and its associated landscape have been the focus of our 
investigations. 
Documentary evidence suggested the presence of various outbuildings 
and other landscape features that were typical components of a mid-19th 
century farmstead. The purpose of the survey was to identify and evaluate 
material traces of buildings and activity areas in the vicinity of the house and 
interpret their changes in a political economic framework. Toward this end, a 
team of archaeologists and geophysicists from Western Michigan University 
conducted a walkover survey, interviewed local residents, and employed 
geophysical methods followed by subsurface investigations. The purpose of 
this work was to locate archaeological materials that have the potential to 
yield information about the site occupants, pioneer history, and the changing 
organization of space during the transition from agriculture to industry that 
characterized much of late 19th-century America. 
Investigations exposed artifacts and features in undisturbed contexts 
from the mid-19th century through the present. Although the site has 
experienced disturbances throughout its history and especially in the recent 
past, excavations have shown that there are many material deposits with 
contextual integrity. It is our opinion that the site is eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historical Places. 
Changing artifact frequencies and spatial relationships have allowed 
investigators to discern several different land-use patterns that correspond 
with changes in site function and activities, as well as the social roles and 
statuses of the occupants. In short, our findings demonstrate that the 
archaeological record at the Shepard homelot is sensitive to transformations 
in the lives of the occupants; the cultural landscape is a material microcosm 
of broader changes that characterized American society. Further work is 
recommended to refine our preliminary models of spatial organization by 
identifying the locations of outbuildings and other 19th century refuse 
deposits. This should include more intensive excavation near the house, to 
recover a larger artifact sample for comparative purposes, as well as more 
extensive surveys of broader areas to identify the full range of social roles and 
relations that contributed to the spatial organization of the landscape during 
each period. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Michael S. Nassaney 
This report documents the results of archaeological and historical 
investigations conducted by the Department of Anthropology, Western Michigan 
University (WMU) at the site of the Warren B. Shepard house (20CA104) (Figure 
1-1) under a grant provided by the Miller Foundation to the Historical Society of
Battle Creek (HSBC). In the first year of a proposed multi-year project, research
was designed to initiate an intensive archaeological survey of the cultural
landscape associated with the Shepard house. The purpose of the survey was to
collect information to evaluate: (1) the site's National Register eligibility; (2) the
application of geophysical remote sensing techniques to historical archaeological
sites in southwest Michigan; and (3) the use of a landscape archaeology
perspective to interpret changes in the physical remains of human activities and
their spatial organization at a site occupied from the Native American and
pioneer period (ca. 1834) to the present. The work was proposed in conjunction
with a long-term plan to recreate the landscape at the Shepard site as it appeared
in the mid-19th century and interpret the site's agricultural history to the public
by the HSBC.
The initial background research was conducted by WMU students Daniel 
Sayers and Jason Lapham (1995) as an independent study project (Winter, 1995) 
under the direction of Michael S. Nassaney, the project's principal investigator. 
This preliminary work showed that the site had the potential to yield information 
about the agricultural history of the region and the emergence of a middle class 
through the identification and examination of potential archaeological remains of 
outbuildings, activities, and landscape features adjacent to and associated with 
an extant 1850s Greek Revival house, the site's most prominent feature. 
Field work consisting of informant interviews, geophysical prospecting, 
and subsurface testing were conducted in conjunction with the 1996 WMU 
Archaeological Field School from April 29-June 19, 1996, followed by three weeks 
of more intensive field work with a paid crew of field technicians Oune 24-July 
12, 1996) under Nassaney's direction. Several graduate assistants supervised the 
field work including Lynda Kennard (WMU), Daniel Sayers {WMU), and Carol 
Nickolai (University of Pennsylvania). Dr. William Sauck (Department of 
Geology, WMU) served as the geophysical consultant and he was assisted by 
graduate students Hidetsugu Kosaka (Anthropology) and Kristina Sprietzer 
(Geology). Daniel Sayers prepared the artifact inventory (see Appendix C) with 
the assistance of other Department of Anthropology personnel during the 1996-
97 academic year. All artifacts and stratigraphic data (e.g., field notes, maps, 
photographs) are currently curated at the Department of Anthropology, Western 
Michigan University. 
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Chapter>2>of>this>report>describes>the>location>of>the>site>and>the>historical>
context>of>the>site>occupants.> The>theoretical>and>methodological>underpinnings>
of>the>work>are>discussed>in>Chapter>3>where>we>detail>the>research>design>and>
summarize> the> methods> used> to> examine>,>the> documents> and> guide> our>
geophysical>and>archaeological>investigations.> Discussions>of>our>preliminary>
research>findings>are>presented>in>Chapter>4>with>a>focus>on>surface>landscape>
features,> land-use> patterns> discerned> from> multiple> lines> of> evidence,> and>
discrete>subsurface>features.> Chapter>5>is>devoted>to>a>description>of>the>artifacts>
recovered>from>our>excavations>organized>by>functional>category>and>an>analysis>
of> the> faunal> remains.> Chapter> 6> synthesizes> our> current> understanding> of>
changes> in> the>cultural>landscape>of> the>Shepard>site>and>how> they> relate> to>
changes> in> social,> political,> and> economic> relationships.> In> the> concluding>
chapter> (7)>we>summarize> the>major>contributions> of> the>work> thus> far> and>
suggest>avenues>for>future>research>at>the>Shepard>site>as>it>relates>to>the>study>of>
urban>farmsteads,>agricultural>history,>and>changing>social>relations>in>19th>and>
early>20th>century>America.>

CHAPTER2 
SITE DESCRIPTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Michael S. :t:Jassaney, Daniel Sayers, and Carol Nickolai 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
In 1990 the Historical Society of Battle Creek (HSBC) acquired the Shepard 
house, a Greek Revival-style residential structure on lot 1 of Riverside Court (373 
Riverside Drive) in Battle Creek, with the financial assistance of the Miller 
Foundation (Figures 1-1 and 2-1). The house had been abandoned for several 
years. The HSBC recognized the house's historical significance as one of the 
city's oldest standing brick residences (Belk and Belk 1988:3) constructed in the 
early 1850s. Furthermore, this house was owned and built by Warren B. 
Shepard, the town's first school teacher, on land that he homesteaded in 1834 
(Figure 2-2). The land acquisition was made in order to restore the structure to 
its 19th century appearance as part of a long-term project aimed at using the site 
to interpret the early history of Battle Creek to the public. To better understand 
the landscape and associated historic features and to assist in the restoration, the 
HSBC sought to initiate an archaeological survey to identify the locations of 
former outbuildings and activity areas, as well as changes associated with their 
use. By locating undisturbed archaeological deposits and demonstrating their 
historical significance, both the house and its associated landscape could be 
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places. This would potentially 
facilitate obtaining further support to repair the building and begin restoration. 
The dominant feature at the site is a two-story, gable-roofed, Greek 
Revival-style building of orange-colored brick with white-painted wooden trim 
(Figure 1-1 ). Prior to our research, there had been very limited historical and 
architectural study of the house and its occupants. According to Mary Butler 
(personal communication, 1995), the house is listed in the City and State 
Registers of Historic Places and has been determined eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register. (A complete listing of the informants consulted during the 
project can be found in Appendix A.) Its historical significance derives from the 
architectural style that it embodies and its association with the home of a Battle 
Creek pioneer and the city's first educator, Warren B. Shepard (1809-1875). 
1-IlSTORICAL OVERVIEW OF BATTLE CREEK: PREI-IlSTORY - PRESENT 
Although Detroit, Michilimachinac, and several smaller trading posts 
were established by the French in the early 18th century, much of the lower 
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Figure 2-1. Plan of the Shepard site (20CA104) and adjacent lots showing the 
locations of contemporary buildings and select above-ground features. 
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Figure 2-2. Photograph of Warren B. Shepard taken when he was about 65 years 
old (ca. early 1870s) (courtesy of the HSBC Archives). 
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peninsula of Michigan was settled by Euro-Americans relatively late in the post­
Revolutionary period of westward expansion (Dunbar and May 1995). Native 
American groups have occupied the region now known as southwest Michigan 
since the end of the Ice Age, maintaining a continuous albeit sometimes sparse 
presence. Late prehistoric and early historic native inhabitants of the area were 
probably represented by the Potawatomi and related groups who practiced 
traditional subsistence pursuits associated with a mixed horticultural economy 
that required a seasonally-mobile settlement pattern (Cremin 1996). Natives 
were willing traders with early Euro-American settlers, and the two groups co­
existed relatively peacefully for at least two decades until most Indian groups 
were forcibly removed to areas west of the Mississippi River in the 1840s 
(Neumeyer 1968). In a recent analysis of early Euro-American settlement in 
Kalamazoo County, Susan Gray (1996:90) suggests that native goods and 
interaction benefitted the Yankee pioneers by subsidizing white settlement in 
western Michigan. 
The area that is the present-day city of Battle Creek was initially surveyed 
by Colonel John Mullett in the spring of 1825. He selected the name "Battle 
Creek" in reference to a skirmish that he and his survey party had with some 
local Potawatomis (Ratner 1991). The native Americans involved were evidently 
concerned that the European intruders were trying to steal and destroy the land 
and thus demanded that they leave. When they refused to depart, the natives 
attempted to forcefully remove them with stolen guns and other weapons; their 
efforts were in vain and the surveyors continued with their mission and detained 
the Potawatomi. Evidently, later pioneers found this to be a significant event and 
used it to name their growing community. 
These earliest pioneers were attracted to the area by the confluence of the 
Battle Creek and the Kalamazoo rivers. Rich fertile prairies, particularly Goguac 
Prairie, and ample timber also made it a desirable locus of settlement. 
Furthermore, it was near Territorial Road, established in the area by the early 
1830s, which allowed for relatively easy access particularly from the East (Figure 
2-3). The tract of land that encompasses the city of Battle Creek was first
purchased by two men, neither of whom actually came to live there. Like many
speculators of the day they probably bought the sizable tract for $1.25 an acre to
sell later at a profit.
The first recorded settler, Isaac Toland, arrived in 1831 and built a cabin 
adjacent to Territorial Road. Toland rented out sleeping quarters to travelers and 
pioneers who were moving westward from Detroit, a common practice during 
the early settlement period (Dunbar and May 1995). In 1834 the original tract of 
land passed into the hands of Sands McCamly who saw potential profit in the 
water power that could be harnessed at the rivers' confluence (Gregory 1988:6). 
By the same year the population had increased to the point where a full-time 
� 
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Figure 2-3. Transcription of an 1836 map showing Battle Creek in proximity to 
Territorial Road in southern Michigan (redrawn from Farmer 1836 [1987]). 
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teacher was needed and Warren Shepard was attracted to the area from New 
York as the first schoolhouse was being built. 
Population expansion continued throughout the 1830s with most people 
living near the rivers and/ or Territorial Road. Sands McCamly had drawn up 
the first plat map of the future city of Battle Creek, built a millrace near the 
conjunction of the rivers with the help of Irish laborers, and established the Bank 
of Battle Creek. By 1838 there were about 400 people living in the area and 
businesses included sawmills, flour mills, taverns, smithies, and even a cabinet 
maker (Gregory 1988:8). It seems that by the close of this decade the seeds of 
class division were already being planted within the community; there were 
obviously artisans and merchants with disproportionate amounts of capital, as 
well as agriculturalists whose land holdings ranged in size, quality, and 
proximity to markets. 
The 1840s saw the beginning of the transition from mercantile to industrial 
capitalism as some individuals became divorced from the means of production 
and were forced to sell their labor for cash. Small manufactories, such as Henry 
Willis's pottery and William Wallace's woolen mill, were founded in the early 
1840s. By the end of the decade, mill races were being built and utilized by 
wealthier manufacturers and investors. The mill pond of one such race was 
responsible for the flooding of some of Warren Shepard's land in 1847-48 (see 
below). Despite this economic growth, the business community was still too 
small in 1845 to support the town's first local newspaper (Gregory 1988:12). 
Economic stability was established by about 1850, a pattern also noted in other 
regional population centers (Bidwell and Falconer 1925). 
In 1850 the settlement was incorporated as a village with a population of 
1,064. This year also saw the first civic need for law and order with the election 
of the first marshal!. The first successful newspaper (Battle Creek Journal) was 
published in 1851. During the 1850s, manufacturing success continued and 
production expanded to meet larger regional and national markets. Local 
products included lumber, grain, wool, iron, and agricultural implements (Mary 
Butler, personal communication, 1997). Concomitant with this increase in 
manufacturing was the need for laborers to perform the manufacturing. In this 
way, a more permanent class division in urban areas was forming as the 
distinctions between laborers and owners became readily apparent. A parallel 
shift in socioeconomic relations occurred in agricultural production. Whereas 
laborers were relatively scarce among subsistence farmers, the mechanization of 
agriculture to produce a marketable surplus created a need for hired hands in 
rural areas. 
Concomitant with this shift in agricultural economy was the progressive 
farming movement. This movement sought to optimize productivity and 
redefine the gender-based division of labor (see McMurry [1997] for a detailed 
discussion, as well as Nassaney and Abel [1997] on the material impact of this 
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ideology in urban settings). Various farm journals that arose during this decade 
were important means of disseminating the philosophies of this movement to 
members of agricultural society. These journals also worked to elevate the 
general social standing of the farmer, stressing the importance of the profession, 
oftentimes the superiority of agricultural life compared to urban life, and the 
great importance of a well maintained farmstead. Thus, the farmstead became a 
material symbol that served to create and reproduce class, gender, and ethnic 
social relationships among the occupants. 
Religion also became an important means of social discrimination during 
this period in Battle Creek, as well as elsewhere in the nation. While churches of 
the older Christian denominations (e.g., the Baptists) appeared as early as 1835, a 
Seventh Day Adventist church was founded in Battle Creek in 1855 by James and 
Ellen White. This religion espoused a naturalistic philosophy that stressed 
healthy lifestyles (e.g., vegetarianism), abstinence from vices like tobacco and 
alcohol, and general self-reliance. To the Adventists, materialism had become 
central to people's lives and thus was weakening the connection between 
humans and the Divine. Thus, they upheld the ideal of anti-consumerism much 
as the Shakers and other utopian groups did earlier in the century (e.g., 
Harmonists, Owenites). This leads us to think that the origins of modern 
consumerism can be traced to the middle of the 1850s (see Cook et al. 1996; 
Spencer-Wood 1991). 
Other religions in the area took up moral causes. The Baptists and, in 
particular, the Quakers were successfully operating the Underground Railroad 
throughout this period. Most notable in this cause were Erastus Hussey and 
Henry Willis, both Quakers. These so-called "conductors" of the Underground 
Railroad were people who operated a clandestine means of transporting and 
supporting escaped captives from the American South across southern Michigan 
to their freedom in Canada via Detroit and smaller settlements along the coast of 
the St. Clair River and Lake Huron. Battle Creek was a famous "depot" on the 
route and was in itself considered by many slaves to be a safe haven. According 
to Ben Wilson (1985), the area south of Battle Creek was home to a significant 
African American community throughout the pre-Civil War decades. Strong 
abolitionist sentiments coupled with political action in southwest Michigan had a 
significant impact on the demographic composition and socioeconomic relations 
in the region. However, despite the willingness of local landowners to accept 
African Americans in the region, these recent migrants were usually absorbed 
into the working class and had to struggle to own their own land with few 
exceptions. 
By 1860 the population had reached 3,511 and by 1870 5,838 people lived 
in the city of Battle Creek, having been incorporated in 1859. In the 1870s 
transformations in home utilities that were sweeping the nation generally from 
East to West and from rich to poor were becoming available to people in 
southwest Michigan. For example, gas lighting began to replace kerosene and 
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wood in about 1871 (Gregory 1988:29), although it is difficult to determine when 
it became available to rural areas outside the city. In 1872 the weekly paper 
became a daily and Atlantic and Pacific brought the telegraph to the city. 
In 1880 the population \Yas 7,063. In 1881, the Caramel Food Co. became 
the first cereal company to begin production in Battle Creek (Gregory 1988:36). 
Other "modern" conveniences included milk delivery, telephones in urban 
households, and streetcars downtown (Gregory 1988:38). In 1887 the first water 
pipes were functioning in Battle Creek, though these were likely confined to the 
urban areas until after the beginning of the 20th century. 
By 1890 the population of Battle Creek had grown to 13,197. This 
represents a significant increase in population between 1880-1890, perhaps due in 
part to the increased need for labor in the burgeoning manufacturing sector of 
the city. By the mid 1890s, cereal companies began forming, including J. H. 
Kellogg's Sanitas Nut Co. and C.W. Post's Postum Co. (Gregory 1988:48). By the 
end of the century half a dozen cereal companies were manufacturing their 
products in Battle Creek, although the cereal boom did not begin until the first 
years of the 20th century. 
The efforts to capitalize on the cereal industry in the first decade of the 
20th century are the subject of numerous books and videos (e.g., Butler 1996). It 
was during this period that Battle Creek became synonymous with breakfast. 
One of the many companies that sprang up at this time was the World's Fare 
Food Co. When it was founded in 1902 the Company purchased over 100 acres 
of the Shepard property from Shepard's daughters, Emily and Amanda. To a 
great extent, the founding companies had grown to establish controlling interests 
in the market such that the smaller ones that were founded after 1900 typically 
failed and merged with larger companies. 
Those cereal companies that did survive needed not only grains for their 
products but also means of packaging. Thus, a whole series of ancillary 
industries arose in support of the cereal market both in the city and the region. 
For example, both Kellogg and Post established their own carton manufacturing 
companies. In 1905, the last independent box producer went bankrupt and was 
purchased by W. I. Fell who managed Hygienic Foods. Fell moved the 
machinery across town and founded the Michigan Carton Company in 1907 
(Gregory 1988:66). Laborers in this company, which later became the Michigan 
Paperboard Corporation, were unionized into Local 20910, for purposes of 
collective bargaining, at some point in the past. One of its union members may 
have resided at the Shepard site, probably in the 1940s or 50s. 
In 1917 the Camp Custer military cantonment was built in the township of 
Battle Creek west of the city. This initially served as a training center for World 
War I military personnel and closed after World War II. It is now an industrial 
park. In 1933 C.C.C. workers were trained here before going to their camps 
(Mary Butler, personal communication, 1997). 
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Throughout the remainder of the century Battle Creek seems to have 
generally prospered. Although many Battle Creek residents were victims of the 
1930s Depression, as were most Americans, the large cereal companies helped 
the community to buffer itself against this economic hardship (Mary Butler, 
personal communication, 1997). During World War II manufacturers overhauled 
their plants to produce war machines, tools, and food packaging. By the height 
of the war, significant numbers of workers (ca. 9,500) were engaged in defense 
production in Battle Creek perhaps leading to a demographic influx. With the 
end of the war, Battle Creek again resumed civilian production and capitalized 
on the prosperity of the post-war economy which continues to this day. The 
impact of these broad political-economic changes on the landscapes of Battle 
Creek, particularly the Shepard house, are presented in the discussion of 
landscape reconstruction in Chapter 6. 
This historical overview suggests that contemporary landscapes have their 
roots in the not-so-distant 19th century which marked the decline of agriculture 
and the development of large-scale industrialization (e.g., Nassaney 1997; 
Nassaney et al. 1996; Nickolai 1994; Rotman 1995; Rotman and Nassaney 1997; 
Sayers and Lapham 1995). This process contributed to an increase in migration, 
the formation of a distinctive working class, and ethnic- and gender-based 
fluctuations in the labor force due to the external market, as well as attempts to 
counter these trends (e.g., utopian communities and other "intentional" societies). 
Moreover, the transformations that have occurred in American life along the 
lines of class, gender, and ethnicity are etched in the stone fences, razed barns, 
abandoned wells, and home improvements that we witness and experience daily, 
both above and below the ground. Although these everyday spaces and places 
are often taken for granted, they can be studied to understand how social roles 
and relations were reproduced through the material world. 
HISTORY OF THE SHEPARD SITE (20CA104) 
Pioneer Period: 1830s-1850 
Warren B. Shepard, affectionately known to his friends as "Bee," was 
among the thousands of New Englanders and New Yorkers who arrived in 
Michigan in the 1830s, many driven by the American dream to own their own 
farms (see Mascia 1996). He attended Aurora Academy in Aurora, New York, 
before migrating to Battle Creek in 1834. Upon arrival, Shepard purchased the 
west half of the northeast quarter of section 13 in Township 2, Range 8 from the 
federal government. This parcel of land comprised 79 and 15/100 acres and was 
located in Battle Creek township, just south of what was to become the city of 
Battle Creek in Calhoun County. In 1838 Shepard purchased an adjacent 40-acre 
tract of land to the south bringing his total land holdings to nearly 120 acres 
(Figure 2-4). 
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Figure 2-4. 1873 map showing the extent of Shepard's land holdings (Beers 1873). 
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Early historical accounts indicate that this vicinity may have been 
occupied or frequented periodically by Native Americans immediately before 
Shepard arrived. In a caption to a photograph entitled "Indian Village Site - Near 
Kalamazoo River" Robe�ts (1932:323) commented: 
On the Warren Shepard farm on the Old Coldwater road is the site of an 
old Indian village and burying ground. Overlooking the beautiful 
Kalamazoo river valley where the mill pond is now, was this broad sandy 
flat, well watered for their use. In the. picture is shown the beautiful 
"Chief's Knoll" along the foot of which babbles a beautiful spring brook. 
In early days, Miss Shepard said it was the site of a white man's rustic 
house. Numerous Indian graves have been dug up in this vicinity and 
others are known. 
The "Chief's Knoll or Chief's Mound" to which Roberts (1932: Figure 442) 
refers was a gradual hummock covered with locust trees that lay about 800 feet 
east of Riverside Drive and directly in line with the present Territorial Road. 
According to an editorial note added at a later date, the mound was supposedly 
levelled by the city of Battle Creek about 1954. Roberts (1932: Figure 527) also 
commented on the Indian cemetery: 
At the southeast corner of Riverside Drive and the location of an old 
Indian cemetery, through which Sissions (sic) Avenue now is laid out, is 
this 250 year old tree, which was used by them as a landmark by which to 
locate the place, it being the largest tree near there it was visible for some 
distance. 
The cemetery was in use until 1840 when the Indians went west to Kansas. 
The articles dug up there show contact with the nearby French trading 
post, glass bottles and a brass kettle being found in the graves. 
Given the uncertainty of the location of the original Territorial Road and 
subsequent land modifications to this area, no positive identification has yet been 
made of any indigenous landscape features such as mounds or cemeteries on the 
ground in the immediate vicinity. 
Historical documents also indicate that Shepard interacted with local 
indigenous peoples on his property in the 1830s. One story recounts that 
Shepard would make the Indians walk 3 miles before they could consume the 
liquor that they had obtained from him in trade. He was apparently more severe 
in his dealings with the native folk than a local minister who would only require 
them to walk a quarter mile (Michigan Pioneer and Historical Collections 
1904:265-266). Roberts (1932: Figure 441) notes that since Shepard had come to 
own the old Indian village and burying ground, the native Americans still "used 
to come and camp here, and hold their ceremonial dances in the night." Despite 
their apparent amicable interactions, Roberts (1932: Figure 441) claims that 
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"Shepard was glad when the Indians were removed to Kansas in 1840 and left 
him to develop his land in peace." Another unsubstantiated account indicates 
that native American children visited Shepard's school when he was teaching to 
satisfy their curiosity as to why people would be sitting inside a building during 
the day (Anonymous 1930). 
Warren Bronson Shepard came to Battle Creek at the invitation of the 
town's residents to serve as the first school teacher. The town's first school house 
was erected in 1834, about the time that Shepard arrived. Shepard initially lived 
in his pupils' homes until he was able to build a log cabin of his own on the land 
he bought in November, 1834. The construction of his first living quarters may 
have been prompted by the end of his tenure as schoolmaster for unknown 
reasons, six months or so after he had started. 
With his full-time teaching career behind him, Shepard started a brick­
manufacturing partnership with another historically well-known pioneer, John 
Champion. Their efforts marked the first brick production in Battle Creek 
sometime between 1835 and 1840. They extracted the necessary clay from the 
banks of Goguac Lake, about a mile from the Shepard site. Shepard's interest in 
the brick-manufacturing business appears to have lasted until the early 1850s 
according to the so-called "diary" or account ledger that he maintained to record 
numerous details of his business activities (cited as Shepard 1843). The ledger, 
written in Shepard's own handwriting, is held in the HSBC archives (see Sayers 
and Lapham [1996] for a more detailed discussion of the types of information 
that the ledger contains). 
Account ledger entries for the 1840s indicate that Shepard began 
producing agricultural surpluses to feed himself, his family, and a few laborers 
(Figure 2-5). These included such goods as wheat, corn, pumpkins, apples, pork, 
and mutton. Furthermore, dairy products like eggs and butter were traded with 
merchants in Battle Creek. Sheep, probably of the Merino breed, were the 
principal livestock raised on Shepard's property. Thus, Shepard used a 
diversified agricultural strategy to produce consumables for home use as well as 
commodities for the market, thereby avoiding the risks associated with the 
specialized production of wheat that plagued some early pioneer farmers in the 
region (see Gray 1996:48-65). Market price fluctuations, climatic perturbations, 
and high transportation costs to distant markets often kept profits at a minimum 
in these early years. 
Laborers were hired on a job-by-job basis to do general labor or yard 
work; few entries of this period indicate a direct link to agriculture. Some entries 
also report that these laborers were hired to perform work that may have been 
associated with brick-manufacturing, like hauling clay. This may suggest that 
part of the manufacturing process was performed on Shepard's property. 
A single entry shows that Shepard was tutoring a student in his home in 
1843. The student may have been a laborer or came to live with the former 
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Figure 2-5. A page from the Shepard account book showing various quantities of 
agricultural surpluses in the 1850s. 
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schoolhteacherhforhthehsolehpurposehofhobtaininghanheducation.h Thehdiaryhentryh
giveshnohclueshtohthehspecifichcharacterhofhthehrelationship.h Finally,hthehledgerhalsoh
suggestshthathShepardhwashahlandhsurveyor.h
Thish broadh rangeh ofh activitiesh indicatesh thath Shepardh maintainedh ah
diversityhofheconomichinterestshduringhthehpioneerhperiod,halthoughhbrickhmakingh
mayhhavehbeenhprimary.h Diversificationhwashconsistenthwithhthehgeneralhpoliticalh
economyhofh theh regionh (Grayh1996:56-65).h ByhmakinghbrickshwithhChampion,h
Shepardhwashablehtohsupplyhproductshthathcouldhbehtradedhorhsoldhtohmerchantshinh
BattlehCreekhandhelsewherehinhthehregion,hashwellhashtohneighborshandhfriends.h
Agriculturalhproductionhfunctionedhinhahsimilarhfashionhtohsomehextent,halthoughh
farminghprovidedhbothhhouseholdhconsumableshandhsomehsurplushgoodshforhlocalh
exchange.h Teachingh mayh haveh alsoh augmentedh productionh onh thehproperty,h
albeithtohahlimitedhdegree.h
Progressive Period (1851-1876) 
Thehlateh1840shandhearlyh1850shmarkhahtransitionalhperiodhinhthehcareerhofh
Warrenh Shepard,h hish farm'sh productivity,h andh hish economich worthh andh itsh
materialhexpressions.h Duringhthishtimeh(1852),hShepardhwashawardedhahroughlyh
$2000h settlementh inh ah lawsuithagainsthahgrouphofh localhbusinessmenh forh floodh
damageshtohhishpropertyhcausedhbyhthehmillracehthathraisedhthehwaterhlevelhofhtheh
KalamazoohRiver.h Thish sizableh sumhofhmoneyhsuggestsh thath theh floodhwatersh
damagedh somethinghofhsignificance,hperhapshhishoriginalh loghcabinhandhlivingh
area orh someh ofhhish brick-clayh sources.h Inh anyh event,h theh lawsuith probablyh
contributedhsignificantlyhtohhisheconomichfortuneshsincehthishwindfallhcoincidesh
withhthehconstructionhofhthehextanthbrickhGreekhRevivalhhousehthathwashcompletedh
byhabouth1854h (Figureh1-1).h Furthermore,hsuchhahmonetaryhawardhwouldhhaveh
facilitatedhanheasierhtransitionhintohfull-timehagriculturehbyhsupplyinghcapitalhforh
machineryhandhotherhelementshofhinfrastructure.h Forhexample,hahbarnhappearshonh
thehpropertyhsoutheasthofhthehhousehbyh1858h(Figureh2-6)handhreferencehtohmoreh
thanhonehsuchhoutbuildinghoccurshinhthehaccounthledgerh(Shepardh1843-58).h
Shepard'shoccupationalhemphasishshiftshinhthehearlyhparthofhthehdecadehtoh
full-scalehagriculture.hThishishinferredhfromhthehlackhofhaccountinghevidencehinhtheh
ledgerh forh brickh productionhafterh1852.h Furthermore,h theh1850h censushrecordsh
showhthathheh consideredhhimselfhah"farmer"hwhereash10hyearsh earlierh hehwash
involvedh inhbothhmanufacturinghandhagriculture.h Entriesh inhhishaccounthbookh
fromhthishdecadehalsohreflecthnewhactivities.h Productionheffortshwerehincreasinglyh
focusedhonhagriculturalhproductshlikehwheathandhcorn,handhevidencehforhon-siteh
animalhslaughteringhfirsthappears.h Thehanimalshthathwerehbutcheredhappearhtoh
havehbeenhmostlyhpigshandhsheep.h Bothhgrainhandhanimalhproductshwereheitherh
consumedhwithinhthehhouseholdhorhsoldhinhthehmarket.h Accordinghtohcensushandh
diaryhdata,hdairyhproductionhincreasedhsignificantlyhduringhthishdecadehbuthwash
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Figure 2-6. Transcription of an 1858 map showing Shepard's 1834 (79 acres) 
and 1838 (40 acres) land purchases, his house, and a barn. 
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no longer sold to merchants. These goods may have been used to compensate or 
provide board for an increasing number of laborers who were hired to conduct 
agricultural work as well as non-agricultural work (see Table 2-1 for a list of site 
occupants and laborers during this period). Some, if not most, of these laborers 
may have lived on the property during the period of their employment, although 
only a few entries are explicit about this living arrangement. Furthermore, the 
first entries that tell of negotiated contracts or terms of employment for the 
laborers appear in the 1850s. 
As the account ledger only covers the years 1843 to 1858, our 
understanding of the following decades is somewhat more limited. However, 
production appears to have been stable from the late 1850s until Shepard's death 
in 1876, according to the agricultural census. Essentially the same commodities 
were produced, and laborers continued to be hired. 
The previous discussion emphasizes Shepard's economic activities during 
the pioneer and progressive periods. Obviously he was not engaged in these 
pursuits alone and he performed other roles besides teacher, brick maker, and 
farmer. Warren Shepard married Almeda Davis in Battle Creek in 1838. Before 
her death in 1868, Almeda had given birth to seven of Warren's children (Table 2-
1), although only two of them survived to adulthood, Amanda (b. 1842) and 
Emily (b. 1852). The contributions of his wife and daughters to household 
activities are discussed further in Chapter 6. For various reasons well known to 
historical archaeologists, much of the historical documentation associated with 
19th century historical sites is biased towards the activities of the male head of 
household. Nevertheless, information on women and household laborers can be 
teased from the documents and examined through the more democratic material 
record that exists both below and above ground. 
It was not unusual for men to dominate public roles and political positions 
in the 19th century. With his educational background, Shepard found an affinity 
for community affairs soon after migrating to Michigan. In 1836 he was elected 
as a Jacksonian Democrat to the position of County Assessor and Overseer of 
Highways, and local Democrats convened periodically at his home for 
organizational meetings (Kestenbaum 1990). An unsuccessful bid for the 
position of Highway Commissioner in 1847 appears to have been his last effort at 
obtaining a public office. We do not know how long he involved himself in 
politics after 1847. 
Later in life, Shepard was heavily involved with the Battle Creek First 
Baptist Church founded in 1835. Documents indicate that his wife, Almeda, was 
also involved in church groups in the mid-19th century and possibly earlier (First 
Baptist Church Ledger 1876). His wife's activities may indicate that Warren 
Shepard was also active in church affairs earlier in his life. 
Several ledger entries also point to two other affiliations that brought him 
in contact with like-minded associates. Transcriptions of the Freemason alphabet 
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Table 2-1. List of site occupants and laborers, 1850-1897. 
Occu:eant Date of Occu:eation Reference 
Warren B. Shepard 1850-1875 Abstract of title 
Almeda Shepard 1850-1868 Calhoun County Death Records 
Amanda Shepard 1842-1897 Birth Records; Abstract of title 
Emily Shepard 1952-1897 Birth Records; Abstract of title 
Ascyneth Shepard unknown Oak Hill Cemetery Records 
Janette Shepard unknown Oak Hill Cemetery Records 
Maria Shepard? ca. 1846 · Shepard account book
John Shepard? ca. 1846 Shepard account book
Eliza Shepard? unknown Shepard account book?
John Shepard ca. 1853-1880 1850-1880 Federal census
Caria Shepard 1880 1880 Federal census
Birtha Shepard 1880 1880 Federal census
LabQrer 
Jackson Hodges June-Sept. 1850 Shepard account book 
Clarissa Jones May-Aug. 1850 Shepard account book 
William Hoag May-June 1850 Shepard account book 
Elijah Pitts June-Sept. 1850 Shepard account book 
Henry Perry July-Sept. 1850 Shepard account book 
Simeon Carr Dec. 1850 Shepard account book 
Rick Johnson 1851? Shepard account book 
Caleb Lymons April 1851-Nov. 1852 Shepard account book 
George Miller June-July 1851 Shepard account book 
R. Bradish ca. May 1852 Shepard account book 
Frederick Wells April-May 1852 Shepard account book 
Caleb Lymons April?-Dec. 1853 Shepard account book 
Rick Bradish May?-Sept. 1853 Shepard account book 
Aaron? M. Burrell? Nov. 1852-Sept. 1853 Shepard account book 
Ashley Feb.-May 1853 Shepard account book 
John Lowry Feb.-July 1853 Shepard account book 
W. Trask May?-June 1853 Shepard account book 
Stephan Brundage June 1853 Shepard account book 
Henry Watts April-Sept 1853 Shepard account book 
Gilman Davis Aug. 1853? Shepard account book 
D.S.? Crandall Sept. 1853-March 1854 Shepard account book 
Morrison Neal March-Oct. 1854 Shepard account book 
John Kelly Nov.-Dec.? 1854 Shepard account book 
George Shepard Jan.-June 1855 Shepard account book 
Chauncey Warriner Oct. 1854-1857 Shepard account book 
Henry Watts April 1856-Feb. 1857 Shepard account book 
Morrison Neal Jan. -June 1855 Shepard account book 
Benjamin Dewitt Nov. 1855-March 1856 Shepard account book 
Lewis Kost March 1856-June 1858 Shepard account book 
Pompey Tucker July 1857-Mar. 1859 Shepard account book 
William Wheaton Sept. 1857-? Shepard account book 
Walter Decker March-July 1858 Shepard account book 
Ishmael Johnson 1860 1860 Federal census 
Ezum Johnson 1860 1860 Federal census 
John Burke 1870 1870 Federal census 
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and other secretive codes in his diary indicate that Shepard may have been a 
member of this worldwide fraternal organization, one of many that gained 
popularity in 19th century America (see Carnes and Griffen 1990). Membership 
in such a society is congruent with what we know about Shepard's high profile 
in the Battle Creek community., 
Finally, there is some circumstantial evidence that points to the fact that 
Shepard may have been informally associated with the Underground Railroad. 
Among other indications, known conductors of the Railroad such as Henry 
Willis and Erastus Hussey were business associates of Shepard's and Henry 
Willis's name appears in the diary in an unusual context. These relations are 
consistent with Shepard's Baptist affiliation. Baptists were known to have 
spoken out against the social ills of the day including capital punishment, 
slavery, and general immorality (Formisano 1971:142; Streeter 1918:212). Thus, it 
comes as no surprise that Shepard's business associates included Henry Willis, a 
Quaker friend of Sojourner Truth who was involved with the Underground 
Railroad (Lowe 1976:244; Weigmink 1930:667). Willis appears to have paid the 
debts of three people who lived with and worked for Shepard during the 
summer of 1850, suggesting that these individuals were escaped captives (Sayers 
and Lapham 1996:43-44). A decade later, the 1860 census indicates that Shepard 
was housing an African-American named Ezum Johnson. Whether Johnson was 
actually from Canada as the census record shows or was a harbored captive from 
the American South whose identity was hidden from the census taker cannot be 
determined at present. Another tantalizing hint of Shepard's abolitionist 
sympathies is his former employment of Pompey Tucker as a laborer between 
1850-1851 (Sayers and Lapham 1995:54-55). Slave owners often bestowed 
Roman, Latin, or Biblical names on captives in jest, suggesting that Pompey 
Tucker may have been an African-American. Thus, circumstantial evidence 
suggests that Shepard may have assisted runaway captives or was at least 
sympathetic to their plight. Material evidence in the form of hiding places, 
Africanisms, or other markers of ethnic identity may still exist on the Shepard 
property and be amenable to archaeological identification and examination. 
Such evidence has the potential to contribute significant insights into the 
histories of African-Americans who constituted a minority group in 19th century 
Michigan. 
Final Agricultural Period (1877-1896) 
The period beginning after Shepard's death (1876) until the death of his 
elder daughter, Amanda (1919), is poorly understood from the documentary 
record. Research proposed by Carol Nickolai for her doctoral dissertation 
exploring how the Shepard daughters interacted with each other and the wider 
community will help to fill this gap (see Nickolai 1997). 
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It appears that the property continued as a working farm until the end of 
the century based on the 1880 census data. Sometime after 1876, Amanda 
Shepard married the widower Apollos Goff who was 22 years her senior. They 
had no children and appear to have divorced by 1880. Apollos Goff went on to a 
third wife, continued to be influential in the Summit Baptist Church, and died in 
1911. It is still unclear whether Amanda moved away from the farm she co­
owned with her sister during this time, or if Apollos Goff moved into the 
Shepard house. Emily Shepard never married and followed in the footsteps of 
her father's early occupation as an educator, working in a bookstore later in life 
(Battle Creek Moon Journal 1937). 
Amanda and Emily Shepard likely maintained their father's farm as an 
agricultural enterprise until the turn of the century, though there may have been 
a family dispute over the inheritance of the farm. Somewhat strangely, Emily 
and Amanda are both listed as "boarders" in the house they owned in the 1880 
federal census. A "John Shepard" is listed as the head of household and his wife 
Caria and daughter Birtha also lived in the house. John first appears on the farm 
as a seven-year old in the 1860 census; he and his parents are listed as having 
been born in Ireland (and his wife in England). It seems possible that he was a 
relative of the family who came to live with Warren Shepard and work on the 
farm due to the economic hardship of his family in Ireland. Shepard would have 
had no other sons to perform much of the necessary labor on the farm which 
would explain why he needed to hire male laborers in the 1840s and 50s. Warren 
Shepard's estate was not taken to probate court until 1897 by his daughters, an 
action that may have been precipitated by the desire to sell off part of the 
property (see below). It is especially interesting that the court action naming 
Amanda and Emily as the only legal heirs includes sworn testimony by both 
women that they were their father's only children to survive infancy. Mrs. 
Matilda Haskell also testified that she had never heard of "any child of any 
deceased child" (Calhoun County Probate Court Records 1897). These statements 
suggest that there may have been a dispute, likely from this John Shepard, over 
ownership of the property. 
Subdivision and Urban Farmstead Period (1897-1935) 
Within a week of receiving legal title to the property in March 1897, 
Amanda and Emily Shepard sold a parcel to the north of the house to family 
friend Thomas Mitchell, setting in motion the process of land subdivision and 
infilling that characterized many rural farmsteads in late 19th century America 
(see Rotman and Nassaney 1997; Stewart-Abernathy 1986a). In 1902 the sisters 
sold all but four acres of the remaining property to the World's Fare Food 
Company for nearly $10,000. This business interest was a cereal and land 
development venture trying to cash in on the success enjoyed by the Postum 
company. Amanda Shepard Goff and Emily Shepard continued to live in the 
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house until 1919 when Amanda died and Emily moved to a smaller house in a 
suburban development across town. In 1925 the house passed out of the hands 
of the Shepard family when it was purchased by Silvano Meacci, an Italian 
immigrant, who had apparently begun renting the house sometime earlier in the 
decade (ca. 1920?). 
The Meaccis occupied and later owned the house until 1935. Interviews 
with their daughter (Bruna Meacci Shafer) and nephew (Harold Mazzie) 
indicated that Silvano and his sister's family all lived in the house together. 
According to oral accounts, there were alterations to the property and structural 
changes to the house itself made during the Meacci's occupancy (Mary Kline, 
personal communication to Carol Nickolai, 1996). The house may have also been 
remodeled into a duplex with a separate entrance for the upstairs apartment at 
this time. The Meaccis also kept chickens and rabbits in an outbuilding and 
enclosure east of the house, continuing to maintain the site as an "urban 
farmstead." 
Tenancy Period (1936-1985) 
The house was sold again in 1935 when it reverted to use as a rental 
property. Either during or immediately after World War II, much of the 
remaining four-acre parcel was sold off and a single lot was retained. The 
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company purchased the parcel to the south, and a 
few smaller houses were built behind the Shepard house, to the east (Figure 2-1). 
An east/west access road to these houses was also established (Riverside Court) 
about four meters south of the Shepard house. 
Preservation Period (1985-present) 
The house was occupied until the early 1980s when a new owner made 
major modifications to the property and house, including some land leveling and 
removal of the north porch and rear addition in 1985 (Gary Thorngate, personal 
communication, 1996). These attempts at rehabilitation, and the acquisition of 
the house by the HSBC in 1990, usher in the preservation period that continues to 
this day. In the fall of 1994, Frank Quinn and Bonnie Robinson of the HSBC 
contacted the principal investigator, Michael Nassaney, to determine the 
feasibility of conducting archaeological investigations at the Shepard house, thus 
initiating the work that led to this project. 
CHAPTER3 
RESEARCH DESIGN: INTERPRETING CULTURAL 
LANDSCAPES 
Michael S. Nassaney, Daniel Sayers, Carol Nickolai, and William Sauck 
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Contemporary archaeologists typically employ a research design or 
systematic plan that guides their data collection and analysis. An important 
component of a research design is the formulation of specific research questions 
and use of an explicit theoretical orientation. An intensive archaeological survey 
also requires the collection of some standardized types of information that will 
allow an evaluation of National Register eligibility. Within these broad 
parameters there is often room for more focused questions that may be derived 
from a previously existing body of knowledge about the site and its occupants. 
A site may also have the potential to yield information on broader historical and 
cultural processes in a region by examining how changes in the frequency, 
distribution, and function of artifacts, features, and ecofacts express and 
condition the development of distinctive social relations. 
The research context selected for this study derives from the Southwest 
Michigan Historic Landscape Project which was designed and implemented in 
1994 to explore the social meaning of the built environment. Thus far, the 
Landscape Project has focused on using historical and archaeological methods to 
document the spatial organization of gardens, houses, barns, and fences 
associated with two 19th- and 20th-century homelots in southwest Michigan (see 
Nickolai 1994; Rotman 1995; Rotman and Nassaney 1997). These and other 
studies have shown that men and women, rich and poor, native and immigrant 
build their cultural environments and organize space in ways that serve to create, 
reproduce, and transform their social roles (e.g., Nassaney and Paynter 1995; 
Paynter et al. 1994). In historic America, Battle Creek notwithstanding, social 
relations were codified through the material world. These material texts of social 
action can be read in ways that differ from verbal and written records and often 
provide more reliable evidence of actual social relations. 
The work at the Shepard site is part of a larger, multiphase regional study 
aimed at understanding historical settlement patterns as expressions of social 
relations at multiple scales of analysis. These material expressions might take the 
form of changing artifact types and frequencies or temporal variations in the 
landscape-the articulation between the built environment and the natural 
world. In short, the houses, barns, and gardens that comprise cultural 
landscapes embody information about their makers because members of society 
use space to reinforce and resist relations of power, authority, and inequality by 
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organizing the landscape to facilitate the activities and movements of some 
individuals, while concurrently constraining others. Thus, landscape features 
and their spatial arrangement are not static entities; moreover, they encode 
information about how the built environment actively serves to create, 
reproduce, and transform so�ial relations (see Nassaney and Paynter 1995; 
Rotman and Nassaney 1997). 
Over the past decade, landscape studies--Once the exclusive domain of 
cultural geographers (e.g., Cosgrove 1984; Harvey 1973; Jackson 1984; Meinig 
1979; Stilgoe 1982)-have emerged as a central concern in the field of historical 
archaeology (see Crumley and Marquardt 1987; Kelso and Most 1990; Leone 
1984; Miller and Gleason 1994; Mrozowski 1991; Nassaney and Paynter 1995; 
Patterson 1994:57-61; Paynter et al. 1994; Yamin and Metheny 1996). Approaches 
to cultural landscapes have been quite varied, and both scientific and humanistic 
perspectives have been used profitably to identify and explain change and 
continuity in the built environment through interpretations of documentary and 
material remains. The need for historically-accurate landscape reconstructions 
began at sites associated with American elites, but the field has grown to 
encompass the landscapes of people with limited historical documentation such 
as laborers, women, minorities, immigrants, the underprivileged, and the 
emerging middle class. 
These studies underscore the idea that landscapes were usually designed 
and created to be seen and experienced, just as commodities were produced for 
consumption. Thus, we conceptualize historic landscapes and artifacts as 
communication media that symbolically express status or other social roles. The 
size, shape, location, and condition of fences, barns, gardens, and outbuildings 
encode messages to viewers about their makers and users, as do ceramic place 
settings, glass containers, and food remains. We acknowledge that the potential 
viewing audience for each category of remains may be different depending on 
one's social distance. For example, passers-by could note fine dentilation on a 
house and its handsome symmetry, whereas only house guests and intimate 
visitors would see the newest ceramics displayed in the dining room. 
The study of cultural landscapes can take place at multiple scales because 
social relations are spatially reproduced at different scales from design elements 
on individual artifacts or features to the organization of roads, factories and 
neighborhoods at the regional scale. In this study we chose to confine our 
analysis to the domestic and agricultural work areas of a farmstead, excluding 
agricultural fields. Thus, one of the principal goals is to reconstruct change and 
continuity in the activities and social roles associated with a succession of 
occupants at the Shepard site beginning in the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century. 
Historical archaeology-the study of the material world with the aid of 
historical documents-is by definition multidisciplinary. Practitioners are able to 
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weave together information on social relations, artifacts, and the built 
environment from various sources including documents, informants, geophysics, 
and archaeological remains. In the section that follows we discuss the 
methodologies used to collect landscape information from each of these sources. 
None of these sources �re given priority; each are used as cross checks against 
the other in an attempt to gain a better understanding of areas of source 
complementarity and ambiguity to guide further investigations and the 
development of research approaches. It should be clear that the challenge for 
landscape archaeologists is to reconstruct patterns of land use and identify the 
appropriate political, economic, and social factors that contributed to the spatial 
and temporal variation in the ways in which individuals configured the spaces 
around them. Much of the analyses and interpretations presented in this report 
are initial efforts in a work in progress that continues to confront and juxtapose 
new information about life and landscape in southwest Michigan. 
METHODOLOGY IN LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY 
This section discusses the data sources that were consulted and the 
procedures used to collect landscape information on the Shepard site. These 
include: 1) historical documents; 2) interviews with local informants; 3) 
geophysical survey; 4) observations on vegetation, architectural remains, and 
other surface features; and 5) archaeological investigations. In our examinations 
and procedures, emphasis was placed on identifying landscape changes and 
social relations of the site occupants from the early pioneer period through the 
present. Each of these sources of information exist independently and they may 
complement and sometimes contradict each other. 
Documentary Research 
In a recent study discussing the methodology of landscape archaeology, 
Mascia (1996:154) suggests that investigations should begin by searching and 
examining five different document groups. These data sources include: 1) 
primary government and legal documents (vital records, census records, tax 
records, probate records, maps); 2) family or farm documents (personal diaries, 
farm and/ or household accounts, letters, and specific materials unique to the 
farm); 3) newspapers and journals; 4) photographic evidence; and 5) any relevant 
secondary documentary sources (agricultural, town, and family histories). 
The initial phase of documentary research on Shepard and the property 
was conducted by Sayers and Lapham (1995). This background work 
summarizes Shepard's role in the development of Battle Creek; the social, 
political, and religious climate of the second and third quarters of the nineteenth 
century (1834-1875); and the range of potential landscape modifications to the 
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property during the same period. Although the focus was clearly on the 19th 
century, information on the 20th century also emerged. The following are some 
of the documents that were used during the historical background research. A 
complete listing can be found in Table 3-1. 
Government and Legal Documents. Information obtained from 
government and legal documents is an integral component of this research. The 
patent records and land transaction descriptions allowed us to trace ownership 
of the land from Shepard's initial purchases up to the present. The sequence of 
owners can in turn be linked with particular landscape alterations that have 
social and economic significance. The tax records provided comparative 
information on Shepard's economic status and the value of his land. Probate 
records, while somewhat underutilized at present, have given insights into the 
number of Shepard's offspring, the inheritance struggles between his daughters 
Emily and Amanda and the mysterious John Shepard, and further information 
about his lack of personal property. 
The circuit court records brought to our attention the flood that damaged 
Shepard's property, who he sued, and how much he was awarded in damages. 
A limited number of maps showing the property were consulted to identify 
landscape features and changes since the mid-19th century. Unfortunately, these 
maps were seldom detailed enough to show any features besides the house, two 
barns, a mineral spring, and a creek (e.g., map of 1873). Finally, agricultural and 
population censuses were examined to gauge the nature and extent of 
agricultural activities at the Shepard site from 1850-1870. This information had 
economic and landscape implications that helped us to model material 
expectations in our subsurface investigations. 
Family Documents. The only extant document that was actually written 
by Warren Shepard is his "diary" or account ledger (Shepard 1843). This source 
is held in the archives of the Historical Society of Battle Creek and consists of a 
notebook in a fairly good state of preservation with a hard, cardboard-like green 
cover; it is divided into several sections. The first eighty-two pages are devoted 
to keeping accounts. This is followed by seven pages of surveying notes and 
algebra lessons and seven final pages containing Masonic information. There are 
a number of blank pages separating each section. 
The first section is an account ledger with sporadic entries spanning the 
period 1843-1858. The ledger is organized to keep track of laborer consumption 
and spending, labor arrangements or contracts between Shepard and his 
employees, and the debts owed Shepard by various customers and associates. 
This document is also a meticulously detailed statement on farm productivity, 
agricultural economics, and labor relations. It also indirectly implicates 
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Table 3-1. Documentary Sources Consulted During the Historical Background 
Research of the Shepard Site. 
1. Government and Legal Documents
a. Battle Creek Township Tax Records, 1844-1849; 1853-1854; 1856-1877
(Missing years indicate that the records were not available.)
b. Calhoun County Circuit Court Records, 1852, Case #491. These
documents pertained to the mill race flood lawsuit.
c. Calhoun County Land Transaction Descriptions, various, from 1849-
1902
d. Calhoun County Patent Records, 1831, p. 315 (Initial property
purchase records)
e. Calhoun County Probate Court Records, 1897, death record of Warren
B. Shepard and, 1919, the will of Amanda Shepard-Goff
f. Federal Censuses of Michigan, 1840-1880
g. Maps from 1836, 1838, 1858, 1873, 1894, 1916, 1929(?), and 1945
h. State of Michigan Agricultural Censuses, 1840-1870
2. Family Documents
a. Warren B. Shepard Account Ledger, 1843-1859(?)
3. Newspapers and Journals
a. Battle Creek Journal, 1850s
b. The Michigan Agriculturist, various issues from 1845-1860(?)
c. The Battle Creek City Directory,1869
4. Secondary Sources
a. The Battle Creek Sesquicentennial, 1831-1981.
b. The Early Days of Battle Creek (Weigmink), ca.1930
c. The History of Calhoun County, 1877
d. Memories of Battle Creek, ca. 1930
e. Michigan Historical and Pioneer Collections, various volumes, ca. 1911
f. Michigan State Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1857
g. Numerous agricultural history texts
5. Photographic Sources
a. Rambles with a Camera Around Old Battle Creek, Roberts 1932(?),
photograph and written description collection.
b. Photo of the Shepard house in the early 1930s.
c. Gary Thorngate photo collection, ca. 1985
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landscape changes, gender relations, and patterns of household consumption. 
Finally, Shepard's involvement with the Underground Railroad is also hinted at 
in his writings. 
The second section of the ledger includes a series of surveyor's notes and 
algebra lesson plans. These indicate the ways that Shepard supplemented his 
income from farming, though these entries are undated. 
The third section details secret signs and symbolic gestures performed by 
Freemasons, including the Masonic alphabet. These writings allow us to infer 
that Shepard was a practicing member of this organization indicating yet another 
of Shepard's social affiliations and penchant for networking. 
Newspapers and Journals. These sources sometimes helped to 
supplement historical information about Warren Shepard and his family that was 
unavailable in other sources. For example, Emily Shepard's employment at a 
bookstore in the later years of her life was unrecorded except in the local 
newspaper. Journals, in particular, also provided a broader context for larger 
issues in regional and local history. In the case of agricultural journals, insights 
were gained into farming trends and economics lacking in other sources. 
Secondary Sources. These sources served to detail the history of Battle 
Creek in many diverse ways and situate life on the Shepard farm in historical 
perspective (e.g., Lowe 1976). The Battle Creek business and city directories not 
only provided an historical narrative of Battle Creek but also contain pertinent 
information regarding Shepard's possible business relations. For example, we 
learned from the account book that Shepard was purchasing commodities from a 
dry goods dealer named Coleman. The directories indicated where this business 
was located, along with a detailed description of the business itself. The 
Historical and Pioneer Collections offered informative reminiscences of 
numerous interesting and pertinent people and events in the community, 
including a few detailed accounts of Shepard's involvement in politics in his 
earlier years. Finally, the History of Calhoun County (Everts 1877) contained 
comparative illustrations of farmstead landscapes from which we derived a 
predictive proxemics model. 
Photographic Sources. Photographs taken of the site and house prior to 
our investigations have been useful in tracing architectural and landscape 
changes at the site. The earliest photos consist of two roughly contemporaneous 
(ca. early 1930s) black & white prints of the Shepard house (Figures 3-1 and 3-2). 
Interestingly, these photos seem to show significant differences in the exterior of 
the house and associated vegetation so they were clearly not taken at precisely 
the same time. One of the photos owned by the HSBC shows a woman dressed 
in clothing that dates from the 1910s through the early 1930s based on the style of 
the cuff, collar, belt, and hat (Marlene Breu, personal communication, 1997) 
(Figure 3-1). Some have suggested that the woman may be Emily Shepard (Mary 
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3
1 Figure 3-1. Photograph of the Shepard house taken ca. 1931 (from Sayers and Lapham 1996:39) (courtesy of the 
HSBC Archives). 
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Figure 3-2. Photograph of the Shepard house taken in the early 1930s (from 
Roberts 1932: Figure 89). 
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Butler, personal communication, 1996). The photo is oriented toward the 
southwest with the woman standing in the foreground in front of the house. The 
photo was taken during the Battle Creek Centennial Celebration in 1931. 
The other photo is found in a collection of over 1,500 photographs and 
detailed captions compiled in the early 1930s by E. W. Roberts (1932). The 
photograph of the Shepard house (Figure 3-2) is oriented to the east-northeast 
with the gravel Coldwater Road in the immediate foreground (Figure 3-2) 
(Roberts 1932: Figure 89). Among the collection are several pictures showing 
other areas of the Shepard property, though determining their precise location 
remains difficult. One depicts the general area of "chief's knoll," somewhere near 
Territorial Road (Roberts 1932: Figure 442). A later editorial note appended to it 
indicates that the knoll was leveled by the city in 1954. Other captions provide 
reference to an earlier Euroamerican pioneer who occupied the land before 
Shepard and the presence of native Americans on the property when Shepard 
first arrived (Roberts 1932: Figure 323, 441). Unfortunately, much of this 
information has not been documented elsewhere and thus must be verified 
independently to assess its accuracy. 
Another collection of photos was shown to us by Bruna Meacci Shafer at 
the Open House held at the site during Preservation month in May, 1996. These 
photos, taken sometime in the 1930s, show her father, Silvano Meacci, standing 
to the north of the house. Behind him are two rows of grape vines separated by a 
bocce court. We have yet to obtain copies of these photos to examine them 
closely. Gary Thorngate also appeared at the Open House and showed us an 
entire roll of 36 color prints that he had taken of the house interior and exterior, 
as well as the associated landscape before he remodeled the house and leveled 
the ground surface (Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5). We were fortunate to obtain copies 
of these prints for research purposes. They have been of great utility in 
understanding changes to the house and landscape, many of which were initially 
puzzling to the research team. 
In sum, documentary research provided important information on 
changes in the built environment and on occupants associated with the site over 
the past 160 years. According to these sources, numerous outbuildings once 
dotted an agricultural landscape in the 19th century including two barns and 
other facilities required to conduct animal husbandry such as various enclosures, 
a slaughtering area or building, and a smokehouse. Other archaeological 
features that may be encountered include Shepard's earlier log cabin, housing for 
laborers, gardens, walkways, a well or springhouse, middens, and privies. The 
appearance and disappearance of these features likely corresponds with changes 
in household composition, site function, and socioeconomic status of the 
occupants as the site was transformed from an agricultural farmstead to an urban 
farmstead to a rental unit and finally to an abandoned but preserved historic 
building. 
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Figure 3-3. Photograph of the house's rear addition and north porch before 
demolition in 1985 (Thorngate Collection). 
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Figure 3-4. Photograph of the house's rear addition and south porch before 
demolition in 1985 (Thorngate Collection). 
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· Figure 3-5. Photograph of rubble from the house and porch used to fill the
abandoned creek bed east of the Shepard house (Thorngate Collection).
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INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL INFORMANTS 
In historical archaeology, living informants who observed the activities 
and the landscapes of earlier occupations, or who recall descriptions of them, 
may be valuable sources of information. Much of this information, which can 
often be elicited through formal and informal interviews, seldom occurs in 
written documentation about a site. (A complete listing of the informants 
consulted during the project can be found in Appendix A.) 
Oral history interviews were conducted with ten informants during the 
course of the 1996 field season. These informal interviews were all conducted on 
the site by Carol Nickolai. The interviews were done on an opportunistic basis 
and were not tape recorded. Any visitor who indicated that s/he or members of 
their family had lived in or near the house was given an extensive tour of the 
project and interviewed. 
Of the ten informants, four had never lived in the house and were not 
relatives of residents but had resided in the vicinity. Mr. Felix Fliss has lived on 
the property immediately to the south (on part of the land sold to the World's 
Fare Food Company) since the late 1920s. Mr. Fliss did not remember the 
Shepard family, but did remember the Meacci's and later residents of the house. 
He discussed the Meacci's landscape changes, the porches of the house, the 
building of the small houses on Riverside Court, and a fish pond that was located 
on the lot between his house and the Shepard house before the creek was 
diverted by the city. He described the fish pond as being 20 feet by 14 feet and 
six feet deep; he filled it in because he felt it was dangerous for local children to 
be swimming unsupervised in it. He also recalled a dump-like area where a dog 
house was located in 1996. Finally, Mr. Fliss remembered a family from Missouri 
running a dry-goods store in the lot between the Shepard house and the Kline 
house (next house north) for a short period of time in the 1930s. 
Mr. Paul Kline and his mother Mrs. Mary Hume Kline, owners of the 
residence north of the Shepard house, were also interviewed. They recalled 
many details of their house. They also recalled some information on the Shepard 
house, and Mrs. Kline knew and remembered the Shepard sisters though her 
failing health made it difficult for her to talk. She recalled the Meacci's clearly, 
though not favorably, repeatedly saying how they had "ruined" the Shepard's 
beautiful house. Both she and her son remembered the various uses for which 
the addition on the back of the house had been employed including as an 
outhouse, a kitchen, a laundry, and finally, a garage. Mrs. Kline was also able to 
discuss the porches on the Shepard house, as well as a few details of the interior. 
She and her son were also able to provide names for several of the residents of 
the house. According to Mary Butler (personal communication, 1997), taped 
interviews of Mrs. Kline were conducted by Ann Hansen under the auspices of 
the Historical Society of Battle Creek, though these tapes remain in the 
possession of Ms. Hansen. 
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Finally, Mr. Todd Chapel was also briefly interviewed. He knew very 
little about the house, other than that the boundary of the property to the north 
of the house was a plentiful source of raspberries. He approached us because his 
wife had lost her wedding ban� there while picking raspberries a few years ago 
(ca. 1993) and hoped that we might find it during our work. 
Interviews with former residents of the house, and members of their 
families, included two members of the Meacci family. Mr. Harold Mazzie is the 
nephew of Silvano Meacci and said he was born in the house in 1923. He recalled 
the vegetable gardens, but could not recall any outbuildings on the property. He 
also said that his mother ran a small grocery store on the lot between the Shepard 
house and the Kline house. Mrs. Bruna Meacci Shaffer, the daughter of Silvano 
Meacci was also interviewed. She claimed to have been born in the house in 1922 
and lived there until 1925. She visited frequently until 1934 as her aunt was 
living in the house. She had a picture that appeared to show the fish pond. 
Another one showed her father standing to the north of the house in front of a 
grape arbor. The arbor apparently extended in two rows east and west and a 
bocce court was located between the rows. Mrs. Shaffer was also able to recall 
some details of the inside of the house when her family lived there, and the store 
on the northwest corner of the property. She also remembered some other 
details regarding the driveway and yard, but was uncertain about the presence 
or locations of outbuildings. 
Mr. Maynard Gibson was the only tenant of the house to be interviewed. 
He was 12 or 13 years old when his family rented the first floor apartment for 18 
months in 1942 and 1943. He recalled that the Taytro family may have lived 
upstairs (this family does not appear in the chain of title). He did not remember 
many details of the house, other than the wet basement, and did not recall the 
grocery store mentioned by the Meacci's. 
The nephew of Alfonse Williaume, Mr. Raymond Deno, was interviewed 
about his uncle's occupancy of the house. Mr. Deno could recall visiting the 
house many times while his uncle lived there. He said that there had been a 
great deal of trouble with water in the basement. He recalled that his uncle had 
brought in a lot of fill for the driveway on the north side of the house, and that 
the garage had been converted from a kitchen. He also said that the small well 
head just east and barely south of the house was installed by his uncle. 
The son-in-law of Alfonse Williaume and Olive Nuding Williaume, Tennis 
Plummer, provided brief information about the period that he lived in the house 
between 1950 and 1957. This interview confirmed the extensive alterations that 
had occurred to the house from the time it had been owned by the Shepard 
family. He also mentioned the north side porch and the new well just southeast 
of the house. 
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Finally, Mr. Gary Thorngate was interviewed twice. Mr. Thorngate had 
begun remodeling the house in the mid-1980s but was unable to finish the 
project. His photographs of the house before remodeling are a very useful source 
of information about the_house's earlier appearance (Figures 3-3 and 3-4). During 
his visit, Thorngate was able to identify the metal pipes and timbers lying in the 
lot north of the house as materials that had been removed from the house. Large 
sections of mortared field stone in the lot northeast of the house represent the 
remains of the north porch foundation. Significant quantities of the debris from 
the porch and rear addition were pushed into the-old creek bed to help fill it and 
create a level ground surface (Figure 3-5). Furthermore, he stated that he had 
attempted to level most of the yard with heavy machinery. Our excavations 
indicate that this disturbance is confined to the upper 10 cm of the soil profile 
(see below). He was able to recall what the back and side of the house looked 
like before he began his work, and to identify modifications that were done 
poorly because he intended them to be temporary. He also pointed out several 
places where he had burned some debris from his remodeling work. 
These interviews represent only a sample of what still exists in the 
collective memory of the community about the Shepard house. Any further 
research on the house should include more structured interviews with each of 
these informants and any others that can be identified. Furthermore, future 
interviews should be tape-recorded. Despite the informality of the impromptu 
interviews conducted thus far, we were able to obtain some valuable information 
about the landscape, house interior, and site occupants with minimal effort. A 
more intensive effort will be richly rewarded. 
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 
Recent technological refinements in surveying equipment allow 
archaeologists to use noninvasive techniques to identify subsurface anomalies 
which may correspond with historic landscape features (e.g., stone walls, trash 
pits) and artifacts (Heimmer and De Vore 1995; Scollar 1989; von Frese and Noble 
1984). These techniques can be particularly useful in an intensive archaeological 
survey in which the goals are to identify the locations of subsurface features and 
artifacts and evaluate their potential significance for National Register eligibility. 
Because features on 19th-century sites may be relatively rare or isolated (e. g., 
wells, privies, and barn foundations), they may require considerable efforts to 
locate using traditional techniques such as hand-excavated shovel test pits 
underscoring the potential effectiveness of rapid, noninvasive remote sensing 
methods. 
The geophysical prospecting devices used at the Shepard site in 1996 
include a magnetometer, electrical resistivity, and ground penetrating radar 
(GPR). The purpose of these devices is to identify subsurface anomalies in 
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magnetic fields, soil conductivity, or density that may correspond with 
archaeological remains of interest that can be evaluated using traditional 
excavation strategies as a means of ground truthing (i.e., determining in the field 
whether these geophysical anomalies are actually signatures produced by 
artifacts and other cultural features). The uses of geophysics in the context of a 
landscape archaeology approach have had limited application in conjunction 
with historical archaeology and have yet to be applied systematically in 
Michigan to our knowledge. Combining these theoretical and methodological 
approaches to landscapes provides a powerful paradigm for interpretation and a 
research framework for effectively evaluating site significance in the context of 
National Register eligibility. 
The three geophysical systems used and the techniques of their 
applications at this site are described below. They are the magnetometer, 
electrical resistivity, and ground penetrating radar systems. 
Magnetics 
The instrument used to conduct magnetometry was the cesium vapor 
type, manufactured by GeoMetrics. The GeoMetrics G-858 measures total 
magnetic field intensity to a precision of less than 0.1 nanoTesla (nT) when 
cycling at a rate of 10 samples per second. Thus, it is effectively a continuous 
recording instrument which is walked along survey lines with its sensing head 
about 25 to 40 cm above the ground. Line number, direction, position marks, 
magnetic readings, and associated times are stored internally for later 
downloading to a computer. It is powered from a belt battery pack. The display 
screen shows the various control menus, and can also display the six most recent 
lines in map format for quality control. 
In magnetic surveying, care must be taken to avoid or correct for time­
varying fields. Short-period variations due to passing cars could be detected as 
far as 30 m from the street. Hence, while surveying near the street, individual 
lines were measured only when there were gaps in traffic. On-site parked 
vehicles were kept more than 30 m from the block being surveyed. The most 
significant long-term magnetic variations are due to solar-terrestrial interactions, 
and produce the diurnal cycle and longer-term effects. The diurnal cycle is a 
magnetic change from night_to solar noon of about 40 - 50 nT (in the presence of a 
total field of about 54,000 nT in this area). More intense magnetic "storm" activity 
due to sunspots was not observed during the survey period. These long-period 
background magnetic changes were detected and corrected for by using a 
magnetometer base station-an easily accessible and relocatable spot on the site 
(N121 E51) in an area with locally smooth magnetic field. The magnetometer 
was returned to this position for a base station reading before and after every 10 
x 10 m square was measured. 
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Marked fiberglass metric tapes were extended across each square along 
the lines to be measured. Marks were inserted into the recorded data by pushing 
a button as the sensor head passed each two meters along the tape. Thus, any 
variation in walking speed could be accounted for in later processing. The tape 
was moved laterally by 0.5 m and another line was done. All lines were 
surveyed in the S to N direction. 
After each day of field surveying, the magnetometer memory was 
downloaded to a desk-top computer. MagMapper software, bundled with this 
instrument, was used to correct for time variant magnetic changes observed at 
the base station. SURFER and GEOSOFT programs were used to make the 
finished products. Then results were presented as black line contour maps for 
each 10 x 10 m square, and color contour maps for the presentation of multiple 
squares (see Appendix B). 
Resistivity 
A SYSCAL R2, made by IRIS instruments (France), was used for the 
electrical resistivity surveying. This is a digital instrument, with RAM storage 
for 1024 data blocks. Each data block contains x,y location, array parameters, 
current, voltage, calculated resistivity (apparent resistivity), number of pulses 
stacked, and a statistical measure of the stability of the readings. It is powered by 
internal batteries, and an external belt battery to power the current electrodes. A 
Wenner Array was used with equal interelectrode spacing ("a" spacing) fixed at 
0.5 meters via a rigid horizontal frame attached to a vertical handle. The 
electrodes were 20 cm steel spikes protruding from the bottom of the insulating 
frame. In the Wenner Array, the outer pair of electrodes are used for current 
injection, while simultaneously the voltage drop is measured between the inner 
pair. All four electrodes are moved at the same time by lifting the frame and 
pressing the electrodes into the ground at the new position. 
Measurements were made at 0.5 m intervals along the 5-N lines, and were 
registered at the midpoint of the electrode array. Separation between adjacent 
lines was one meter. The field measurement was an average of 10 or more cycles 
(10-fold stacking) of the alternating polarity square wave pulse. As the bulk 
resistivity of the near-surface materials can change appreciably with temperature 
and moisture changes, one line from the previous 10 x 10 m square was always 
repeated at the beginning of each new day. This enabled an average 
multiplicative constant to be calculated which was used to "level" each square to 
the first survey square. 
Digitally stored data from the field instrument were downloaded daily to 
a desk-top computer via a serial line. Each data block was then reformatted to 
single line, columnar form using QuickBasic programs written by Sauck. Once in 
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that format, it could be imported into the standard SURFER and GEOSOFI' 
mapping routines. 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
A Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. (GSSI) SIR-10 pulse radar system was 
used on this site. This is a digital system which records on magnetic tape and 
also displays on a color screen. It is designed for continuous profiling along 
traverse lines, registering a vertical scan as often as 30 to 50 per second. At 
normal walking speeds this translates to a scan every 2 to 3 cm. The scan length 
is completely adjustable and its choice depends on target depth, antenna 
frequency, and ground conductivity. Depths to reflectors can be determined if 
velocity is known or assumed. In sediments, radio wave velocity is primarily a 
function of water content, decreasing with increasing soil moisture. In granular 
soils above the water table, velocity is approximately 1/3 to 1/4 of the velocity of 
light in vacuum ("c"), while below water table it is about c/5. 
Antennae of three different frequencies were tested; 500, 300, and 100 
MHz. Most of the surveying was done with rigidly connected dual 300 MHz 
antennae, one to transmit and the other to receive. As the system requires a 
relatively smooth path about one meter wide, it could not be used in much of the 
site, and was restricted to the grassy areas. In front of the house, long lines from 
the S to the N edge of the lawn were traversed, with the lines spaced at one m. 
As with the other methods, data are passed from the field magnetic tape to 
a desk-top computer for processing in profile format, i.e., in horizontal distance 
vs. depth coordinates. The GPR output is high density vertical plane image 
sections, with a fifty m long line typically using one to two Mega Bytes of storage. 
Post-processing and color plots are done using RADAN3 software, a proprietary 
package from GSSI. Some header text and scaling information must be added, 
then the horizontal scale is rectified. Removal of some continuous horizontal 
lines (system artifacts) may occasionally be necessary. Bandpass filtering along 
each scan is often done, and some horizontal smoothing between adjacent scans 
may be necessary. Many other processing steps may be done if the data requires 
it, including deconvolution (de-ringing) of oscillatory reflections, migration of 
steeply dipping features to their correct locations, and amplitude balancing in the 
vertical and horizontal directions. In short, GPR postprocessing can be a rather 
intensive task. One form of final paper output is color cross sections done with a 
HP PaintJet printer. 
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BOTANICAL, ARCIIlTECTURAL, AND SURF ACE SURVEYS 
While much evidence of historic land use lies beneath the surface or 
obscured by subsequent activities of a destructive nature, there are often 
numerous clues evident' in the extant vegetation, architecture, and other surface 
indications at a site that can be detected by a trained eye. For example, denuded 
areas, rusty wire fences, and overgrown vines may indicate how landscapes were 
configured in the past. Thus, garden historians and landscape architects can 
often use the presence and locations of plants and arbors to reconstruct what a 
yard may have looked like in the past. Likewise, the house itself-as 
architectural historians well know-is often the largest "artifact" at an historical 
archaeological site. Original features and subsequent modifications may speak 
volumes about social class and the aesthetic values of a site's occupants. Other 
surficial evidence may also provide clues to intentional home improvements. For 
instance, remnant foundation walls may indicate where a house addition or 
outbuilding once stood. A simple walkover survey is all that may be needed to 
identify, map, and describe these types of surficial features. At this stage in the 
analysis, our observations of landscape features, vegetation, and architectural 
remains at the Shepard site provide suggestive data for understanding the 
changes in the built environment and associated social activities. 
Botanical Survey 
A preliminary vegetational survey was conducted during the month of 
May, 1996. Ideally, vegetation should be observed throughout the year to 
identify the maximum diversity of species. As part of an Expert-in-Residence 
Program sponsored by the Kellogg Foundation, Scott Kunst, a landscape 
historian conducted a walkover survey of the area immediately around the 
Shepard house identifying various plants and suggesting what vegetation may 
have existed on the property at various times in the past. A running commentary 
on his observations was recorded on audiotape and has subsequently been 
transcribed (Kunst 1996). Members of the 1996 WMU archaeological field school 
asked questions and offered their own observations during this informal survey. 
Among those in attendance for the botanical survey was Cheryl Lyon­
Jenness, a doctoral candidate in the WMU History Department with a 
background in botany and agricultural history. With her knowledge of local 
vegetation in 19th century Michigan, she conducted a more systematic plant 
inventory of herbaceous and woody plants directly surrounding the house and in 
the adjacent wooded areas to the north and south (Figure 2-1). In her survey 
conducted later in the week, Lyon-Jenness (1996) attempted to list all of the plant 
species present on the site and plot them on a map, with the exception of several 
species of sedges and grasses south of the house and weedy species present in 
the mown lawn. Particular attention was paid to possible ornamental or 
cultivated plants, many of which are exotic to the region suggesting that they 
were culturally introduced. 
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The site exhibits a broad range of plant species, many of which may have 
been purposefully planted. Among these are black locust, white mulberry, day 
lilies, dame's rocket, and honeysuckle. Other woody species that may have been 
planted as ornamentals include trees such as sugar maple, white pine, and red 
cedar, shrubs or small trees like flowering dogwood, high bush cranberry, and 
raspberry, and vines such as Virginia creeper, multiflora rose, and American 
bittersweet (see Table 3-2). Based on their frequency, distribution, and original 
habitat, several nonlocal plant species likely represent intentional ornamental 
planting. These include lilacs, hosta, iris, European euonymus, star-of­
bethlehem, lily of the valley, phlox, the trailing euonymus, privet, orpine, and 
day lilies. Since they appear to be concentrated in the wooded areas north and 
south of the house, they may indicate locations where floral and/ or vegetable 
gardens flourished in the 19th and early 20th centuries before the establishment 
of the wooded vegetation that now dominates these lots. Lyon-Jenness (1996) 
suggests that the site contains a mixture of plant species that is quite typically 
associated with human habitation on a riverine floodplain. Various plants are 
clearly adapted to floodplain and seasonally wet habitats (e.g., hackberry, 
boxelder, skunk cabbage), while others are common to disturbed sites (e.g., 
poison ivy, pokeweed). There is no doubt that species such as lilacs, hosta, and 
lily of the valley represent intentional planting, though it remains difficult to 
determine when these species were introduced. 
Architectural Survey 
Just as styles and distributions of vegetation at the site waxed and waned 
in popularity, many attributes of the house are also chronologically sensitive and 
were likely constructed, added, or removed at specific periods of time. As a 
result, we have begun to examine the house as a large artifact that can provide 
information about changing vernacular styles and how they reflect and express 
the class, gender, and ethnic identities of its occupants. While typically the 
domain of architectural historians and vernacular architects, houses are also of 
interest to archaeologists for the formal and spatial attributes that they present to 
viewers and occupants alike. The house is an aspect of the built environment 
that reproduces social relations on a daily basis. 
Much of the research on the formal characteristics of the house has been 
conducted by Nicole Kuemin, an undergraduate student in the 1996 WMU 
archaeological field school. . Thus far there has not been a formal architectural 
survey undertaken, although Randy Case (1995) has produced scaled 
architectural drawings of the house (see below) and Frank Quinn (1996) has 
drafted a narrative description of the house's architectural detail in preparation 
for a National Register nomination. 
In order to trace the history of the Shepard house, Kuemin (1997) 
examined a number of monographs and articles relating to 19th century 
architecture, especially those dealing with the Greek Revival style. She also 
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Table 3-2. Select plants noted at the Shepard site by common and taxonomic 
names (after Lyon-Jenness [1996]). Species marked by an asterisk (*) may have 
been planted as ornamentals. 
Common Name 
Agrimony 
American Bittersweet 
American elm 
Basswood 
Bedstraw 
*Black Locust
Black Walnut
Boxelder
Broad Dock
Catnip
*Celandine
Chickweed
*Cinnamon Fern
Common Burdock
*Daffodil
*Dame's Rocket
*Day Lily
Elderberry
Enchanter's Nightshade
*Euonymus
False Solomon's Seal
Field Garlic
Flowering Dogwood
Gill-Over-The-Ground
Goldenrod
Grape
Greenbriar
Hackberry
*High Bush Cranberry
*Hosta
*Iris
Jack-in-the-Pulpit
Lady's Thumb
*Lilac
*Lily of the Valley
*Moneywort
Motherwort
*Multi-flora Rose
Orchard Grass
*Orpine
Taxonomic Name 
Agrimonia sp. 
Celastrus scandens 
Ulmus americana 
Tilia americana 
Galium aparine 
Robinia pseudoacacia 
Juglans nigra 
Acer negundo 
Rumex sp. 
N epeta cataria 
Chelidonium majus 
Stellaria sp. 
Osmunda cinnamomea 
Arctium minus 
Narcissus sp. 
Hesperis matronalis 
Hemerocallis sp. 
Sambucus sp. 
Circaea quadrisulcata 
Euonymus europaea 
Smilacina racemosa 
Allium vineale 
Camus florida 
Glechoma hederacea 
Solidago sp. 
Vitis sp. 
Smilax sp. 
Celtis occidentalis 
Viburnum trilobum 
Hosta sp. 
Iris sp. 
Arisaema atrorubens 
Polygonum persicaria 
Syringa vulgaris 
Convallaria majalis 
Lysimachia nummularia 
Leonurus cardiaca 
Rosa sp. 
Dactylus glomerata 
Sedum telephium 
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Table 3-2 (continued). 
Common Name 
Oxalis 
*Phlox
Pokeweed
Poison Ivy
*Privet
Purple Dead Nettle
Raspberry
Eastern Red Cedar
*Rose
Skunk Cabbage
Soapwort
Staghorn Sumac
*Star-of-Bethlehem
Sugar Maple
*Tatarian Honeysuckle
Violets
Virginia Creeper
White Ash
WhiteAvens
*White Mulberry
White Oak
White Pine
Wood Nettle
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Taxonomic Name 
Oxalis sp. 
Phlox sp. 
Phytolacca americana 
Toxicodendron radicans 
Ligustrum vulgare 
Lamium purpureum 
Rubus sp. 
Juniperus virginiana 
Rosa sp. 
Symplocarpus foetidus 
Saponaria officinalis 
Rhus typhina 
Ornithogalum sp. 
Acer saccharum 
Lonicera tatarica 
Viola sp. 
Parthenocissus quinquejolia 
Fraxinus americana 
Geum canadense 
Marus alba 
Quercus alba 
Pinus strobus 
Laportea canadensis 
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consulted various documents such as probate records, censuses, and a draft of 
the National Register nomination form for the house (Quinn 1996), as well as 
Shepard's personal account book. On-site inspections have been conducted on 
several occasions, during which time Kuemin (1997) took note of original 
features and possible alterations. She has also used old photographs, interviews 
with local architectural historians (Mr. Randall Case and Dr. Peter Schmitt) and 
an archivist (Ms. Mary Butler) with knowledge of period housing, and interviews 
of past residents conducted by Carol Nickolai to compare the salient features of 
the Shepard house with other contemporaneous Greek Revival houses in the 
community. Kuemin (1997) also used the current floor plan as a model to posit 
two possible original plans for the dwelling. These floor plans have implications 
for spatial organization and room function that relate to gender roles within the 
family, parent-child relations, and socioeconomic status (Barber 1994; Spencer­
Wood 1991). Finally, the Shepard home was compared to eleven other Greek 
Revival houses in the city to determine its salient characteristics. A summary of 
our current understanding of the floor plan and design of the house in the 19th 
century, subsequent changes, and their social meanings are presented in the next 
two chapters. Although an architectural historian trained in recording local 
architectural detail can potentially provide additional insights, Kuemin (1997) 
makes a good initial effort at tracing the history of the house by noting and 
interpreting significant modifications to exterior features and interior design over 
time. 
Surface Survey 
Over the past two years, much of the original 120-acre parcel has been 
subjected to a walkover survey with the exception of the golf course which has 
seriously modified the topography of the southern two-thirds of the site. We also 
mapped significant surface features such as standing structures, fence lines, 
vegetation, and artifacts in the core area of the site measuring about 160 x 100 m 
(Figure 2-1). The rationale for intensive investigations and our findings in this 
area are discussed in the next section. 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Historical documents, oral accounts, surface indications, and geophysical 
anomalies can help identify locations of potentially-significant subsurface 
remains. However, archaeological investigation is usually needed to: 1) reveal 
the contextual patterning among the artifacts, ecofacts, and features uncovered, 
and 2) assess the functional and temporal significance of that patterning (Sharer 
and Ashmore 1993:239). 
Subsurface investigations involved the use of small shovel test pits (STPs) 
(50 x 50 cm) and larger excavation units (1 x 1 m, 1 x 2 m) sometimes placed 
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adjacent to each other to expose areas horizontally as a means to discern spatial 
relationships. All STPs and excavation units were dug to culturally sterile soil 
whenever possible; excavations in units that encountered features often 
terminated when a sizeable artifact sample was recovered and/ or the feature's 
context and integrity could be.evaluated. These procedures followed from the 
goals of an intensive archaeological survey which are to identify the locations of 
subsurface features and artifacts and evaluate their potential significance for 
National Register eligibility. An intensive survey differs from a large-scale data 
recovery excavation project because the goal of a survey is not to excavate 
entirely any features or artifact concentrations that are identified, hut merely to 
assess their potential to provide information on the history of the site and its 
occupants. 
In all of our excavations, the soil matrix was removed with shovels and 
trowels in 10 cm levels and passed through 1 / 4 " mesh. All artifacts were 
collected and separated by provenience. Plan views of soil discolorations were 
drawn at ten cm levels and observations on the locations and densities of 
artifactual materials and their associations were recorded on level sheets. 
Representative profile walls were drawn to scale and described using 
standardized techniques, and photographs (color slides and B&W prints) were 
taken of plans, walls, and features as deemed appropriate by the project director. 
All of the documentation and artifacts are currently curated in the Department of 
Anthropology at Western Michigan University, though they remain the property 
of the Historical Society of Battle Creek. 
Excavations began with a series of STPs to familiarize the field school 
students with the procedures and conditions at the site and as an exploratory 
means of assessing subsurface deposits. Two short transects of STPs at 5-m 
intervals were dug along an east-west axis at Nl 18.50 (9 STPs) and N134 ( 6 STPs) 
lines. As this work was nearing completion, we were obtaining geophysical 
information on the locations of several subsurface magnetic anomalies. Larger 
excavation units were used initially to explore these anomalies. Near the end of 
the field season we were able to use STPs to identify the source of dipolar 
anomalies which previous excavations had taught us were the result of discrete 
metal objects. 
Several units were placed judgmentally to investigate surficial features or 
to follow leads given to us by local informants. Surficial features were explored 
east of the house where we exposed the foundation of the rear addition in two 
locations. We also used a 1 x 2 m unit to examine a circular garden bed about 10 
m east of the house addition and expanded this excavation when we detected an 
early 20th century drainage feature (Feature 15). We also placed a 1 x 1 m unit at 
N96 E68.5 where the landowner (Ricky Chantrenne) reported to have hit a 
foundation wall when he tried to plant a maple tree. He moved the location of 
the tree as a result. Our initial efforts failed to identify the outbuilding. We later 
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used chaining pins as probes to identify its location and excavations to expose a 
portion of this concrete foundation wall at N95 E66 (Feature 16). 
We also used a series of STPs staggered along transects at 5 m intervals in 
the woods southeast of the house to try to identify subsurface remains associated 
with one of the 19th century barns. The results of these investigations are 
discussed below. 
In sum, historical documents, oral accounts, surface indications, and 
geophysical anomalies were employed to help identify locations of potentially­
significant subsurface remains. These procedures were followed by subsurface 
investigations to ascertain and record the presence of subsurface deposits 
including features and artifact concentrations and to assess their integrity. Both 
undisturbed features and artifact concentrations with contextual integrity were 
identified making the site potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places. In the subsequent section we detail the research findings that support 
this recommendation. 

CHAPTER4 
RESEARCH FINDINGS: 
FEATURES AND LAND-USE PATTERNS 
Michael S. Nassaney, Daniel Sayers, and Nicole Kuemin 
In this chapter we present our preliminary research findings regarding the 
material remains associated with the inhabitants of the Shepard site from its 
earliest occupation through the present. First, we discuss the surface features at 
the site, how they have changed over time, and their implications for social 
relations. The dominant feature at the site is the mid-19th century residence, so 
the majority of the discussion is devoted to it, although information on other 
above-ground landscape features is also presented. 
Remote sensing and subsequent subsurface investigations allow us to 
delineate changes in land-use patterns at the site over the past 150 years. The 
presence and absence of features and dateable artifacts imply spatial variation in 
activity areas over time that reflect the dominant themes of successive periods of 
occupation. Finally, by examining the locations, functions, and contents of 
features and other objects of material culture, we can begin to understand the 
development of the landscape as an expression of changes in social relations and 
the articulation of the site occupants with the broader community at the local, 
regional, national, and global scales. 
SURFACE FEATURES 
Architectural Remains 
The Warren B. Shepard house is a two-story, front-gabled, orange-brick 
Greek Revival structure that dates from the early 1850s. Based on documentary 
evidence from tax records and the Shepard's accounts, construction on the house 
likely began in ca. 1851 and was completed by 1854 (Battle Creek Township 1853-
54; Shepard 1843). As of 1851, Shepard was probably still engaged in brick 
manufacture, so we suspect that he produced the bricks used in building the 
house. As mentioned earlier, house construction began at about the same time 
(ca. 1851) that Shepard received the roughly $2000 compensation for the flooding 
of his land. In the remainder of this discussion, we present a description of the 
house as it first appeared and we detail subsequent changes that have been 
identified. Much of this discussion is adopted from Kuemin's earlier analysis 
(1997), with minor updates and editorial changes. 
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The earliest Battle Creek pioneers of the 1830s and 40s, Warren Shepard 
among them, built and occupied log cabins as their first residences. As they 
accumulated the necessary financial resources in the later 1840s and 1850s, many 
families constructed homes in the Greek Revival style, since the majority had 
migrated from New England and New York where this type of architecture first 
gained popularity (Hamin 1944). As one author notes, "a pioneer family could 
count itself established when it moved from the just primitive log cabin into a 
sawn-timber Greek Revival farmhouse" (Massie 1987:59). One reason this style 
became widespread was that it could be constructed as the simplest or finest of 
houses; all home owners could afford some version of a Greek Revival. 
In the mid-19th century, the Greek Revival prevailed over other 
architectural styles in Battle Creek. Residents of southwest Michigan, as well as 
the rest of America, held a fascination with Greek culture. Many studied and 
read of the great democracy of ancient Greece and admired their fight against the 
Turks for independence in the 1820s (Schmitt 1995). This was probably due to 
America's new found independence from Britain. To Americans like the 
Shepards, Greek temples were symbols of equality, stability, democracy, and 
power. They emulated these temples not only in domestic architecture, but in 
government buildings, banks, prisons, churches, and even privies (Schmitt 1995; 
Wilkins and Schultz 1990). The Greek Revival united all ethnic groups in that 
immigrants from around the world constructed this style of home after coming to 
America. 
A number of characteristics exemplify the Greek Revival style (Figure 3-
1 ). The "temple" shape of many homes was an attempt to replicate the 
proportions of a Greek temple. The gable end imitated the Greek pediment at 
the front of the house, and a heavy entablature was usually present at the eaves. 
Doorways were typically surrounded by heavy moldings as well, with a type of 
entablature on top. In addition, entry ways commonly included windows 
adjacent to the door. The most recognizable features of this style include the 
Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian columns placed on a portico at the front of the 
house. In the absence of a portico, pilasters would substitute for columns, 
framing the entrance. Such features are symbols of power and stability 
associated with Greek democracy. Their large size and sturdiness attracted 
attention to their presence, reflecting the feelings of accomplishment and pride 
that many members of the emerging middle class sought to project to potential 
viewers. 
Variations of the temple-style include additional wings on one or two 
sides (Figure 4-1). However, wings were to be shorter and off center in order to 
emphasize the temple shape of the main frame. Roof lines were low-pitched and 
accentuated by eliminating or minimizing chimneys. Brick, wood and stone 
were the most popular building materials for this period in Battle Creek. 
Although sturdy and simple to build, these homes tended to be poorly insulated. 
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Figure 4-1. Architectural variation in the Greek Revival style is shown by the 
two wings on the ca. 1856 Ellen White House in Battle Creek. Photograph ( ca. 
1930) courtesy of Adventist Historic Properties, Inc. 
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Andrew Jackson Downing, an influential architect of the period, suggested that 
air space should be left between the outside and inside walls for insulation, but 
remarked that this was rarely done (Downing 1860). To his credit, Shepard (or 
his house builder) saw to it that a void was maintained between the brick 
exterior and interior walls. This would imply that the progressive Shepard was 
knowledgeable about contemporary home construction techniques. 
In its present condition, the vacant Shepard house is a two-story brick 
building measuring 24 feet (north-south) by 33 feet (east-west) with the boarded­
up remains of a rear extension that was once about 20 feet long (east-west) and 16 
feet wide (north-south) (Quinn 1996). Recent interior modifications include the 
removal of the parlor walls, almost complete demolition of the rear extension, 
and the removal of two porches north and south of the house (see Figures 3-3 
and 3-4). The original floor, roof, and front portico have all been replaced with 
modern materials, and all windows are boarded up with plywood leaving the 
house in an state of dilapidation. 
The home can only be entered today through the front entrance; the rear 
door leads into the rear addition which is completely enclosed. An entablature 
under the eaves is present and below is a row of dentilation (Figure 3-1). Two 
buttressing chimneys are located at the east and west ends, and a 20th century 
front portico is held up by two iron poles. Shutters frame the front entrance and 
a belt course three bricks high appears above the foundation. Furthermore, areas 
of new brickwork are located on the north, east, and south walls where windows 
and doors have been sealed. 
Inside the house, the floor plans indicate that the house served as a duplex 
during its last period of occupation (Figure 4-2). There are six rooms on both the 
first and second levels, as well as a full basement and attic. On the second floor 
which was converted into a separate apartment there is a stove in the large 
southwest corner room and an extant bathtub in the southeast corner room. 
Downstairs, in the ground floor apartment, a toilet remains in the northeast 
corner room. Such household appliances provide clues to the last use of various 
rooms and spaces. The first floor also contains beautiful Greek pilasters and 
entablatures surrounding the windows in the southwest corner room that served 
as the parlor, carrying the Greek Revival theme to the interior of the house. 
Limited documentary and architectural evidence suggest that construction 
on the house began and was completed in the early 1850s. For example, an entry 
in the account book states that by March 1854, a laborer had been paid for his 
"work" on the house, hinting that the house was completed by this time (Shepard 
1843:44). 
The earliest known detailed image of the house is a 1931 photo which 
probably displays the house much as it originally appeared (Figure 3-1). Visible 
is the old cellar entrance on the north side, and a front portico consisting of an 
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entablature above two Ionic columns, all of which were popular on mid-19th 
century Greek Revival houses. However, the photo displays a wooden porch on 
the north side of the house that was most likely a late 19th century addition; its 
machine-made pillars were very common on late 19th-century Queen Anne-style 
homes. The south porch along the rear addition, seen in another 1930s 
photograph (Figure 3-2) was probably of similar form to the north porch. Mrs. 
Mary Kline, the next-door neighbor of the Shepards, remembers the "beautiful 
matching porches" on both sides of the structure (personal communication to 
Carol Nickolai, 1996). Greek Revival homes did not typically include porches. In 
the mid-19th century, people viewed the outdoors as a wilderness to be avoided, 
not enjoyed. Only later in the century did people begin to connect nature to 
health and recreation which might explain the Victorian porches (Schmitt 1995). 
The buttressing chimneys may not be original either, as such chimneys are 
not characteristic of Greek Revival houses, but are very common on homes built 
in the Victorian era. Fireplaces were not popular in the 1850s either (Clark 1988). 
It seems the house lacked a side-lighted doorway as there are no windows 
adjacent to the front door. Moreover, the shutters that surround the door lie over 
a layer of brick, suggesting that windows were never present. The shutters may 
have been placed there to give the impression of windows since side-lighted 
doorways were an ideal feature. Furthermore, the south wall lacked symmetry 
in its original construction. Three windows and a doorway were on the first 
level, and only three windows were on the second level which was a peculiar 
trait when compared to the rest of the house. 
The rear extension measured approximately sixteen by twenty feet and 
was a 19th century, if not original, construction. Photographs taken in 1966 and 
1985 show the entablature below the eaves, matching the main frame (Figures 1-1 
and 3-4). However, the entablature may not be original as the 1930s Roberts 
photo (Figure 3-2) shows the extension to be much taller. Sometime between 
1930 and 1966, the extension was shortened and new woodwork may have also 
been added. Windows and a doorway are shown on the extension in the 1985 
photos, but which features are original remains unknown. 
Other than the addition of new porches and possibly chimneys, little 
information exists about alterations on the house until the first photographs 
appear. The Roberts photograph shows that the rear extension still existed, yet 
the old front portico had been removed. Sometime after the early 1930s (late 
1930s?), the wooden porches on the north and south sides of the house were 
replaced with mortared, stone foundation landings. It is not known if these 
landings were associated with a superstructure. In the case of the north side of 
the house, the new porch corresponds with a new entrance that led immediately 
to the second floor of the building. This suggests that the house may have been 
converted into a two-family residence with a private entrance to the upstairs 
apartment at this time. 
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By 1942, the house was definitely a two-family duplex residential unit; one 
informant recalls his family renting the first floor apartment during World War 
II. Many alterations were made to the house in order to provide a suitable living
space for two families, many of which are clearly visible in the 1985 photographs
of the house interior a·nd exterior. As mentioned, an unfaced stone porch
foundation led to a doorway that opened into a private entrance to the second­
story apartment. The rear extension was converted into a one-car garage and the
south porch was reconfigured to match the unfaced stone foundation on the
north. The south entry way into the main frame was replaced by a window, and
a fourth window was added to that same wall on the second story, as it appears
today. In addition, the exterior cellar access was sealed and a new basement
entrance from the first floor was installed.
One other modification was the construction of a new front porch 
sometime before 1965 (1930s?), with a portico held up by four pillars. In 1985, 
the north entry way and two rear windows were bricked-up, the pillars of the 
front ·porch were replaced with two iron poles perhaps due to decay, and much 
of the collapsing extension was demolished. After all of these changes, the new 
owner of the house decided it was too costly to repair and sold it to the Historical 
Society of Battle Creek. Finally, the house was reroofed and windows were 
boarded up to help preserve this historical landmark. 
Interior and exterior modifications to the Shepard house have implications 
for changing social relations among the occupants. This topic is discussed 
further in Chapter 6. In the next section information is presented on changes in 
the non-architectural landscape associated with native American and 
Euroamerican occupation beginning in the early 19th century. This 
reconstruction is based on a variety of sources including archaeological 
investigations. 
LAND-USE PATTERNS 
Surface and Subsurface Features 
Our understanding of changing land-use patterns at the Shepard site 
occurs within the context of changes in land ownership and site function over 
more than 150 years of occupation. For example, many of the outbuildings 
required for agricultural production during the Progressive period (1851-1876) 
would have been unnecessary during the Tenancy period (1936-1985) and, thus, 
would have disappeared from the landscape. Likewise, a driveway led to the 
rear addition of the house only after the extension was converted into a garage 
sometime in the second quarter of the 20th century. The most recent land-use 
practices at the site are discussed first, since they are best known, before 
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exploring[ the[ earliest[ evidence[ of[ human[ occupation[ and[ subsequent[
developments.[
The[ process[ of[ land[ subdivision[ that[ created[ the[ present[ property[
boundaries[ has[ already[ been[ described.[ While[ the[ Shepard[ house[ is[ now[
associated[ with[ a[ lot[ measuring[ about[ 2/Sth[ of[ an[ acre,[ the[ "site"[ of[ our[
investigations[ and[ analysis[ extends[ to[ adjacent[ lots.[ Our[ most[ intensive[
investigations[were[concentrated[within[a[core[area[of[the[original[farmstead[that[
measures[approximately[100[m[(east-west)[by[160[m[ (north-south)[ (Figure[4-3).[
This[ core[ area[ exhibits[ residential[ land[ use;[ it[ supports[ several[ habitation[
structures[that[are[associated[with[smaller[contemporary[outbuildings[and[the[
visible[remains[of[a[barn[(see[below).[ A[gas[utility[area[is[fenced[off[about[30[m[
southwest[ of[ the[house.[ Much[of[ the[vegetation[is[mown[lawn,[manicured[or[
overgrown[vegetable[and[flower[gardens,[and[secondary[woods[with[few[trees[
greater[than[40-50[years[old.[
The[ site[ is[ nearly[ bisected[ by[ a[modern,[hard-topped[ access[ road[ that[
precluded[subsurface[investigations[(Riverside[Court).[ Evidence[of[a[small[(ca.[1[
m[wide)[creek[bed[can[be[seen[running[roughly[diagonally[through[the[site.[ It[
has[been[intentionally[filled[with[rubble[in[places[along[its[former[course[making[
it[difficult[to[trace[its[entire[route[(Figure[3-5).[ The[water[that[flowed[in[the[creek[
derived[ from[ a[ series[ of[ springs[ located[ on[ a[ hillslope[ more[ than[ 100[ m[
southwest[of[the[site[(Felix[Fliss,[personal[communication,[1997;[also[see[Figures[
2-4[and[4-3).[ The[creek[was[diverted[in[the[late[1980s[and[currently[runs[in[an
underground[culvert[parallel[to[Riverside[Drive[where[it[eventually[flows[into
the[Kalamazoo[River[east[of[the[site.
The[ floodplain[setting[ of[the[site[has[had[a[significant[influence[on[ the[
local[soils.[ Three[soil[types[converge[at[the[site[according[to[the[latest[soil[survey[
of[Calhoun[County[ (Rogers[and[Smith[1919).[ The[northernmost[portion[of[the[
site[is[marked[by[a[Fox[fine[sandy[loam.[ The[remaining[portions[of[the[site[are[
nearly[equally[divided[between[Fox[loam[and[Coloma[fine[sand[with[the[ latter[
being[ found[ nearer[ the[Kalamazoo[River.[ Fox[ loam[ was[ the[ best[ suited[ for[
agriculture[based[on[its[location[and[drainage[characteristics[(Rogers[and[Smith[
1919:40).[ Shepard[likely[took[advantage[of[various[topographic[and[geographic[
characteristics[of[ the[parcel[ to[create[a[spatial[organization[ for[domestic[and[
agricultural[activities.[
Likewise,[ the[ sale[ of[ different[ parcels[ of[ land[ has[ led[ to[ subsequent[
variation[in[land-use[patterns[since[the[late[19th[century.[ Subdivision[is[apparent[
on[the[ground[ through[differences[in[vegetation[and[other[physical[ boundaries[
such[ as[ fence[ lines[ that[ separated[ the[ southern[ portion[ of[ the[ site.[ In[ the[
following[ discussion,[ we[ use[ contemporary[ patterns[ of[ land[ ownership[ to[
subdivide[ the[ core[ area[ into[ six[ smaller[ spatial[ units[ or[ lots[ to[ facilitate[
discussion.[ These[lots[are[also[useful[analytical[units[to[present[current[land-use[
practices.[
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Figure 4-3. The area of the Shepard farmstead selected for subsurface 
investigations. Shown are the locations of contemporary buildings, select above­
ground features, shovel test pits (50 x 50 cm), and larger excavation units (1 x 1 
m, 1 x2m). 
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I&U. The Shepard house is situated on a parcel of land (Lot 1) at 373 
Riverside Drive that measures 93 feet (north-south) by 164 feet (east-west). The 
most prominent feature at this lot-the house-has already been described. 
Most of the landscape associated with this lot is planted in grass covering a fairly 
level surface, likely the result of Thorngate's bulldozing activities. At the north 
edge of the property is a wood line overgrown with grapevines and raspberry 
bushes. Debris from the 1985 house renovations (e.g., metal pipes, timbers, 
porch foundation) is piled here just beyond the property line. In front of the 
house the curb is interupted at about N115 to facilitate vehicular movement 
north of the house. There are several trees in front of the house that are probably 
no more than fifty years old. The rear property line is marked by an irregular 
and discontinuous line of bushes and trees. A large black walnut tree at N104 
E51 is surrounded by a circular garden bed about 6 m in diameter. 
Immediately behind the house there is surficial evidence of a large stone 
level with the ground surface that marks the corner of the foundation for the rear 
addition. A small pile of bricks with a few stones was noted northeast of the 
house at N107 E39. Finally, the remains of a well head appear as a circular metal 
pipe about 4" in diameter extending about 30 cm above the ground surface at 
N96E43.5. 
Much of the magnetic survey was concentrated in this lot and the one 
immediately to the east. At this scale of analysis, most of the high and low 
magnetic anomalies occurred in close proximity to the house (see Appendix B). 
Survey blocks greater than 20 m from the house exhibited a more homogeneous 
magnetic background suggesting that evidence of human activities was 
concentrated near the house. 
To explore this pattern as well as a range of specific geophysical anomalies 
and other surface features in Lot 1, excavations consisted of nine STPs, three lxl 
m units, and 10 lx2 m units west, north, and south of the house. Twelve 
subsurface features were identified and a range of artifact types were recovered 
dating from the mid-19th century to the present. The STPs were located along an 
east-west transect at N118.50. No features were encountered in these units, 
though many contained historic artifacts from the late 19th and 20th centuries. 
A 1 x 2 m unit (N104 E16) was placed at the front entrance of the house to 
investigate an alternating pattern of high and low magnetic anomalies. At 10-20 
cm beneath the surface, we encountered a linear trench which was found to 
contain a 2" diameter water pipe that probably extends from the water main to 
the house interior. 
Another 1 x 2 m unit was excavated in front of the house at Nlll.5 Ell.5 
to explore a large horseshoe-shaped geophysical anomaly. While the source of 
the anomaly remains unknown, excavations in this area revealed a complex 
stratigraphic sequence (Figure 4-4). The upper 15-17 cm of matrix appears to be 
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fill spread over an old ground surface that dates to 1985. Beneath the fill in the 
north third of the unit is the remains of a clinker driveway surface which was 
designated Feature 5. It feathers out to the south and is truncated on the north 
by a linear trench-like east-west feature (#6) of unknown function. Glass, brick, 
and metal objects, as well as a whetstone were found in this unit to a depth of 50 
cm below datum (BD). A small intrusive pit (Feature 8) observed in plan and in 
the west wall originated at about 24 cm BD and extended to a depth of 68 cm BD. 
The fill in this possible post hole was slightly looser and darker than the 
surrounding matrix and contained small quantities of charcoal and clinkers. 
The clinker driveway was also exposed in two other units. In Nll0.5 E40 
the density of clinkers increased dramatically at the base of level 1 (ca. 6-8 cm 
BD) with a concentration in level 2 (Figure 4-5) where 38 kg of clinkers were 
recovered though only a sample was saved. Physical evidence of this driveway 
stopped abruptly at about 20 cm BD. The underlying sediments appear to be 
layers of stratified fill with relatively high concentrations of artifacts associated 
with domestic activities including transfer-printed and possibly pearlware 
ceramics, glass, brick fragments, clay pipe fragments, a bone handled knife, and 
large quantities of bone (Figure 4-4). These mid- and late-19th century deposits 
overlay an old ground surface at 50 cm BD that likely was exposed prior to or 
immediately after the construction of the house (ca. 1840-1855). This deposit 
suggests a dumping pattern similar to what South (1979) has called a Brunswick 
pattern of refuse disposal in which artifacts were clustered near entrance ways to 
houses where they were discarded during domestic cleaning activities (cf. Sayers 
1997). 
Clear evidence of the buried driveway was also encountered in unit Nl 15 
E38, again at the base of level 1 and into level 2. Clinkers were confined to an 
area along the south and east walls of the unit because the driveway had been 
disturbed by a linear intrusion that extended roughly diagonally from southwest 
to northeast (Feature 12). This trench was filled with artifacts that date to the 
first half of the 20th century, including a 1939 Michigan automobile license plate. 
Other objects were predominantly glass including mason jars, lids, and various 
food containers, metal artifacts (e.g., nails, hardware, wire), and some ceramic 
pieces, among them a complete saucer produced by the Onondaga Pottery 
Company in upstate New York for the Battle Creek Sanitarium. In the northeast 
corner of this unit at 40 cm BD we exposed the top of a large, convex concrete 
structure that was initially enigmatic (Figure 4-6). At the base of Feature 12 we 
observed a 4" (13 cm) clay (sewer?) pipe coming from the direction of the house 
and leading to the large concrete feature in the corner of the unit. To gain a 
clearer understanding of the concrete in the corner of the unit, we expanded our 
excavations using two lxl m units (N116 E39, N116 E40) to reveal a fairly 
smooth, dome-shaped solid concrete cap that likely covers a septic tank that was 
installed in the 1940s. 
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Another drainage-related feature (#15) was identified on the southern 
edge of the round garden bed east of the house in unit N102 E49 (Figure 4-3). 
The upper 2 levels (0-20 cm BD) of this unit contained very dark gray brown­
black loam with numerous historic and modem artifacts suggesting considerable 
mixing of deposits. A large piece of modern plastic was noted in the west wall 
profile at about 26 cm. BD. Sterile B horizon soils appeared in the northern half 
of the unit at about 30 cm BD, whereas the top of what later became a larger 
concentration of brick, field stone, and concrete appeared in level 4 (30-40 cm BD) 
and persisted in association with a darker soil stain to 50 cm BD (Figure 4-7). 
This irregular-shaped concentration extends into the 1 x 1 m unit that we dug to 
the southeast (NlOl E50) to expose more of this enigmatic feature. A 4" ceramic 
drainage pipe was found leading into the feature from the direction of the house 
in level 5 (40-50 cm BD). Unlike Feature 12, we were unable to observe in profile 
a clearly delineated trench for the pipe leading to Feature 15. At present, our best 
assessment of this feature is that it represents an early 20th century(?) drainage 
facility that may have functioned like a dry well to disperse gray water into the 
creek from laundering, bathing, and dish washing activities that occurred in the 
kitchen wing of the house to the west. 
South and east of this feature, we investigated the area around the well 
head had produced high magnetic readings throughout the N90 E40 block. A 1 x 
1 m unit was excavated at N95 E43 to investigate this recently abandoned well 
with the idea that it may have been the location of an earlier, historic feature of 
similar function. A 19 cm balk was left in place into order to keep the well in the 
north wall of the unit. Sediments in the upper 5 levels appeared to be very dark 
brown (lOYR 2/2) sandy loam containing fragmentary artifacts scattered 
throughout including bones, ceramics, glass, pipe fragments, and a coin (Lincoln 
head cent, dated 1919). These A horizon soils or fill extended to a depth of 70 cm 
BD in a small area seen in the north profile wall west of the well which was 
designated Feature 14. This small depression may have been an area that was 
excavated near the well to attach a newer pipe to an older segment that was 
fitted with a joint at ca. 38 cm BD. No evidence of an older historic well was 
found in the location of this recently abandoned well which was drilled by the 
1950s landowner, Alfonse Williaume, according to his nephew (Raymond Deno, 
personal communication to Carol Nickolai, 1996). 
Five 1 x 2 m units were placed in three locations near the house to explore 
various architectural features. Excavations at N99 E38 exposed the construction 
details of the south foundation wall of the rear addition. A dry field stone wall 
(Feature 3) approximately 65 cm wide (2 ft.) extended across (east-west) the 
northern portion of the unit beginning just below the modern ground surface 
(Sayers and Lapham 1996:43). A 1.5 " diameter lead pipe extended into the 
foundation from the south profile wall about 20 cm BD. This pipe served to carry 
water into the kitchen from a source such as a well or a cistern. At about 28 cm 
BD a single layer of large river cobbles (5-10 cm in diameter) extended to the 
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south of the foundation for about 30 cm (1 ft.). These cobbles had been carefully 
placed on a layer of yellow brown (lOYR 5 / 4) sand. It is not clear if these stones 
had a functional purpose (i.e., added foundational supportive or facilitated 
drainage away from the �ouse), or were meantto be aesthetic. 
The northeast corner of the rear addition foundation was examined with 
two lx2 m units placed at right angles to each other {Nl04.5 E39.5 and N104.5 
E40.5). Here we exposed a large corner stone, the top of which lay even with the 
ground surface. Historic artifacts were encountered on both the interior and 
exterior of the foundation. At the east edge of the foundation we observed large 
quantities of small (10-20 cm) tabular pieces of greenish sandstone in level 1. At 
30 cm BD a second tier of cobbles similar to that seen in N99 E38 was exposed on 
the east side of the foundation. At neither location do the cobbles seem to be 
lying in a trench, suggesting that they may have been covered by 30-40 cm of fill 
(see also Nll0.5 E40). Unfortunately, few artifacts were recovered from the old 
ground surface at ca. 50 cm BD or deeper with the exception of a graphite pencil 
core and a small quantity of coal. 
The last area to be investigated in Lot 1 was at the north side of the house 
east of the porch that had been removed in 1985 (N106.13 E33.40 and N106.13 
E34.40). Two sequentially-excavated units placed adjacent to each other exposed 
an area 2 x 2 m in horizontal extent. A considerable quantity of unburned coal 
was recovered from the upper levels of these units. It appears that coal was 
transported to a coal-burning stove through a basement chute in this vicinity. 
Further support for this interpretation is provided by the recovery of what looks 
like a badly deteriorated coal pail from level 4 (30-40 cm BD) and a bail from 
level 2. These two units were dominated by a large concentration of small­
medium (5-15 cm) field stones placed in a roughly circular pile. Although these 
stones usually occur in only a single layer, they are not positioned to form a level 
surface but rather peak toward the center of the concentration. The function of 
this rock pile, designated Feature 9, remains unknown. It seems too dissimilar to 
the stone layers adjacent to the foundation of the rear addition to have had the 
same function. They may be related to the stone foundation that support the 
Victorian porch. 
In the east wall and in plan at 30 cm BD, we noted a preserved, upright 
wooden post in a post hole associated with a horizontal wooden board about 20 
cm long (Feature 10). It seems like these pieces of wood were undisturbed and 
likely represent the remains of the 19th century porch that predates the more 
durable one associated with the stone foundation that was removed in 1985. This 
interpretation assumes that there was a porch on this side of the house prior to 
the 1930s when the interior staircase was reoriented and a north entrance was 
created to access the second floor directly from the exterior. 
This area of our excavations yielded abundant evidence of lost and 
discarded artifacts dated to the later half of the 19th century. Among these are a 
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wide range of diagnostic ceramics including hand-painted and transfer-printed 
varieties, as well as 45 clay pipe bowl and stem fragments. The presence of 
numerous shingles, bricks fragments, and other construction debris is evidence 
that this area was partially disturbed by architectural modifications, casting 
doubt on the integrity and func;tion of Features 9 and 10 in this area. 
A final architectural observation is worth noting. A 10 cm balk was 
initially maintained between our excavations and the house foundation. When 
we removed it to examine the house foundation to a depth of about 30 cm BD (or 
below ground surface, in this case), we noted that most of the foundation stones 
that had· been below the surface were unmodified and those above were faced. 
This suggests that had the original builders wanted only the visible foundation 
stones to appear finished, the ground surface in 1854 would have been at 
approximately the same elevation as it is today in this area of the site. This may 
indicate that the house was raised on a 30-40 cm artificial terrace since our 
excavations indicate that there is at least that much fill overlying an old ground 
surface north and east of the house. When and how that fill was deposited is a 
subject for further investigation. 
l&il- This lot is the largest parcel of the site, situated north and northeast 
of the Shepard lot. The dominant feature on this property is a currently 
unoccupied ca. 1897 wood frame Victorian house owned by Mrs. Mary Hume 
Kline,. Immediately east of the house is a concrete platform that marks the 
former location of a small shed, and even further east is a barn foundation of 
field stones that has been repaired or expanded more recently with concrete. The 
barn dates to the early 20th century when milk cows were kept at the site (Felix 
Fliss, personal communication, 1996). The foundation has attracted illicit 
dumping activities as it is easily accessible yet partly concealed from the gravel 
road to the north (Territorial Road) that connects to Riverside Drive. Most of the 
lot is currently wooded with the exception of a small area of mown lawn north, 
west, and southeast of the house. Within the wooded area south of the house is a 
peculiar L-shaped configuration of ornamental vegetation that represents 
intentional planting possibly defining the 1930s building that may have stood in 
this location. No structural or architectural remains were found in our 
excavations, although our STPs were placed immediately south of the vegetation 
and hence may be on the exterior of the building. 
Excavation units in the southern portion of this lot exhibited the following 
soil sequence. Beneath a shallow layer of leaf litter, we encountered a dark 
brown (lOYR 3/3) A horizon averaging about 15 cm in depth, underlain by a 
mostly sterile dark yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) sandy loam B horizon, with the 
exception of two areas. In the STP nearest Riverside Drive (N134 EO), we 
encountered about 35 cm of fill overlying an undisturbed soil profile. The fill is 
likely related to road construction. In unit N125 E53, significant quantities of 
modern and historic artifacts were recovered predominantly from the eastern 
half of this 1 x 2 m unit to a depth of ca. 30-40 cm BD. It appears that this unit 
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exposed artifactual materials in secondary use-related context that were used to 
fill the linear depression associated with the creek bed that runs along a roughly 
southwest-northeast course southeast of the Shepard house. We also exposed 
construction debris in this abandoned bed in Lot 3 (see below). With the 
exception of these mate�ials in this dumping ·area, few artifacts were collected 
from our excavations in this lot. 
LQU. Immediately east of the Shepard lot is a parcel that was owned and 
occupied by Ricky and Susan Chantrenne when we conducted our subsurface 
testing. Two prominent buildings on the lot are the main residence and a small 
shed to the west. The house was built sometime in the early 1940s and later 
enlarged. Both high and low magnetic anomalies increased in frequency near 
this house providing similar patterns to those observed in Lot 1. Unfortunately, 
no excavations were placed near the house to explore this pattern further. Four 1 
x 2 m units were placed in the northwest corner of the property to investigate 
magnetic anomalies and surficial features of interest. Three of the 4 units came 
down on construction debris associated with the Shepard house remodeling that 
had been pushed into the old abandoned creek bed (N112 E56, N116 E56, N119 
E53). These units were dug to varying depths (20-110 cm BD) and they yielded 
some 19th century artifacts, none of which were in primary context however. 
Unit N119 E63 proved to differ significantly from this pattern. It was 
located to investigate a high magnetic anomaly. Beneath a layer of sod, the soil 
was a fairly homogeneous very dark brown (lOYR 2/2) sandy loam that became 
somewhat lighter (lOYR 3/3) and sterile in the southeast corner at 22-25 cm BD. 
A small concentration of metal was noted near the center of the unit at about 29 
cm BD which likely explains the anomaly. Further excavation showed this to be 
a sizeable concentration of metal (e.g., bed springs, a pitch fork, barrel rims) 
along the edge of a pit or steep slope trending southeast to northwest. In the 
plan view at 62 cm BD, this feature (#13) appeared to be a significant late 19th­
early 20th century trash deposit that was very distinct from the sterile B horizon 
soils in the eastern and southeastern portions of the unit. The deposits continued 
into the west and northwest walls of the unit below 80 cm BD where our 
excavations ended (Figure 4-8). The artifacts recovered include mostly 
household and domestic debris such as serving dishes, a chamber pot, medicinal 
bottles, a shoe, lamp chimney glass, and animal bone. It appears that the objects 
may represent a primary deposit thrown into a large pit of unknown function. 
The current hypothesis is that this feature is a privy given its location, contents, 
and configuration; however further excavation is needed to verify this 
preliminary interpretation. 
Sometime in the last few years the landowner tried to plant a shade tree 
southwest of the house but was forced to move its location slightly because he 
had encountered a foundation wall. We placed a lxl m excavation unit in the 
vicinity of the tree (N96 E68.5) where excavations to a depth of 30 cm BD 
revealed some gravel and small pebbles but no evidence of a foundation. We 
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excavation.i AilxlimiunitiatiN95iE66iexposediai4"iwideiconcreteifoundationiwalli
(Featurei16)iorientedieast-westiatitheisoutherniedgeiofiouriexcavationsiextendingi
intoi thei westi wall.i Alongi theieastiendiofi thei foundationi isi ai 2"imetalipipei
protrudingi nearlyi vertically.i Thei artifacti densityi declinesi southi ofi thei
foundationi ini leveli 3i (20-30i cmiBD)iwhichicorrespondsiwithi thei A/Bi soili
transitioni (Figurei4-9).i Materialsiincludingi latei19thiandiearlyi20thi centuryi
ceramics,iaiceramicidooriknob,ibricks,igravel,iandii:!ggishellsicontinueditoiaidepthi
ofi60icmiBDinorthiofitheiwalliwhereiexcavationsiended.i Theisoilsi remainidarki
andifill-likeiinitheieasternitwo-thirdsiofitheiunitiatithisidepth,iwhileitheimatrixiini
theiremainderiofitheiunitiappearsisimilaritoiBihorizonisoil.i Ai2-3"ileadipipeiwasi
alsoinotediinitheinorthifaceiofitheiconcreteiwallithatianglediverticallyiati40-50icmi
BD.i Althoughiitiisidifficultitoidetermineitheifunctioniofithisifeatureifromiouri
veryi limitedi excavations,i ouri preliminaryi interpretationi isi thati thei walli
representsitheifoundationiofiaismallioutbuildingithatiwasiuseditoihouseidomestici
animals,imostilikelyichickensioriperhapsirabbits.i Whenitheioutbuildingiwasiini
use,iandiwheniitibecameiabandoned,iremainiunknown.i
Lotsi4iandi5.i TheiBattleiCreekiGasiCompanyiownsiand/orimaintainsithei
parceli ofi landi immediatelyi southi ofi thei Shepardi sitei (loti 4),i whereasi thei
Densbornihouseiandishedioccupyiloti5.i Thesei lotsiareidiscussedi togetherifori
easeiofipresentation.i Aiwireifencedigasiutilityiareaiisilocatedionitheisouthwesti
corneriofi thisi property,i thei installmenti ofiwhichi hasi certainlyi disturbedithei
earlieri landscape.i Muchiofiloti4iisiwoodedi(Figurei4-2),iwhereasiaimownilawni
surroundsi thei ca.i 1940si residencei ini loti 5.i Thei woodedi areai stilli exhibitsi
evidencei(vegetationalianditopographic)iofiaismallistreamithatipassedithroughiiti
prioritoibeingireroutediinitheilatei1980s.i Thereiisiailargeiconcentrationioficinderi
blocksiandi otheri constructionidebrisiatithei locationiwhereitheioldistreamibedi
intersectsiwithiRiversideiCourt.i
Weiinitiallyibeganiexcavationsiinithisiareaiofitheisiteiwithitheiplacementiofi
fivei1ixi2imiunitsitoiexploreiobviousidipolarimagneticianomalies.i Inieachicase,i
relativelyilargeimetaliobjectsi(e.g.,ilargeinutiandibolt,i2"idiameterimetalipipe)i(seei
AppendicesiBiandiC)iwereiencounteredialmostiimmediatelyibeneathitheisurface.i
UnitiN87iE17iwasialsoilocateditoiinvestigateiaihighimagneticigradient.i Ailargei
concentrationioficobblesi (Featurei2)iandiaicurvedimetali rodiwerei exposedi ini
leveli2.i Theicobbles,iwhichioccuriinitheieasternithirdiofitheiunit,iareioniaveragei
5-10icmiinidiameteriandislopeiupwardifromiwestitoieast.i Toiexploreithisifeature
furtheriweiexpandedi theiunitinorthiandiwestiandiencounteredimoreistonesiin
theseiareas.i Closeiinspectioniindicatesithatimanyiofitheistonesiareisplitiorifaced,
andi somei havei mortari attached.i Iti doesi noti appeari asi ifi thesei stonesi were
purposelyiplacediandimortareditogether,ihowever.i Atipresent,itheyiappearito
representi ai randomipilingiofi stones,imortar,i andimortaredi stonesi thatimay
N96 E66 
II 
F. #16
N95 E66 
N96 E67 
p 
IV 
I 
N95 E67 
I = 1 O YR 5/8 yellowish brown sandy loam (B horizon) 
Only excavated to 40 cm below datum. 
TI = 1 O YR 5/8 yellowish brown sandy loam mottled wit_h 1 O YR 4/4 
dark yellowish brown sandy loam 
III = 2.5 YR 3/2 very dark grayish brown sandy loam associated 
with historic artifacts including construction debris 
p = angled (lead?) pipe protruding from concrete foundation wall 
IV = Feature #16---concrete foundation wall exhibits a smooth, 
finished north face 
� 
O 10cm 
Figure 4-9. Plan view of feature 16 in unit N95 E66 at 60 cm BD. 
N 
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derive from the removal of the south porch or a waste pile that was associated 
with some architectural construction activities. 
Although the geophysical survey detected few anomalies in the woods 
south and east of the house, we used a STP strategy to examine the subsurface in 
this vicinity because we thought that it corresponded with the locations of one of 
two barns shown on the 1858 and 1873 maps or a creek-related feature (e.g., fish 
pond?) reported by an informant. The soil stratigraphy in this area of the site 
typically exhibited a dark, richly organic A horizon (7.SYR 3/3 dark brown 
sandy loam) often to a depth of 40 cm BD. This was underlain by a B horizon 
ranging from a 7.SYR 5/8 strong brown sandy loam near the old creek bed to a 
more clayey (2.SYR 2.5/ 4) dark red. In several places the sediments had been 
disrupted and mixed, fill-like soils were noted.· For example, at N70 E50 dark 
richly organic soils continued to a depth of 80 cm BD, interupted only by a thin 
lens of yellowish red (5YR 4/ 6) sandy loam at 50-60 cm BD. The stratigraphy 
immediately to the east (N70 E45) also exhibited a mottled appearance; large 
zones of dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/6) sandy loam were mixed with dark 
brown (l0YR 2/2) sandy loam to a depth of 70 cm BD. This irregular 
stratigraphy may be consistent with modifications made to create a small pond in 
the creek bed at this location for recreational or other purposes. These STPs 
coincide with the absence of sizeable trees creating a small clearing (ca. 10 x 10 
m). Similarly, the stratigraphy in N75 E47.5 exhibited fill to a depth of at least 83 
cm BD where a wooden board was recovered. We expanded this unit to lxl m, 
and recovered ceramics, plaster, nails, and other metal artifacts to a depth of >1 
m. 
The density of artifacts in this area of the site is generally low. However, 
the area proved to have potential archaeological significance for the following 
reasons. First, Late Woodland period aboriginal earthenware ceramic sherds 
were recovered from two STPs (N75 E47.5, level 4; NBD E30, level 2). This is the 
only location on the site where native American pottery was found. Second, 19th 
century objects were collected from several locations in this area of the site. 
Finally, some 19th century objects that we recovered were deeply buried 
suggesting that they may have been associated with an old landsurface or 
features that may be related to the outbuildings shown on the mid-19th century 
maps of this area of the site. 
l&t..2. The last lot (#6) to be discussed is located along the southern edge 
of the site (Figure 4-3). Our investigations were focused on the western end of a 
much longer, linear property owned, maintained, and occupied by Mr. Felix 
Fliss. His father purchased the property in the 1920s. The extant house on this 
lot was constructed ca. 1927 whereas the garage is a ca. 1940s construction that 
replaced an earlier building of the same function. The current garage is 
artificially raised with a layer of fill about 0.5-1.0 m above the surrounding 
landscape. A small shed that was formerly used as a chicken coop is located on 
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the northern edge of the property. Most of this lot is covered by a well­
manicured lawn; there are garden areas imediately adjacent to the house, large 
pine trees behind the house, and several pear trees further to the east. According 
to Mr. Fliss, the remains of a barn existed behind his house in the late 1920s (into 
the 1930s). He is uncertain exactly what became of them and when they may 
have been removed. 
Several geophysical survey blocks were examined with resistivity and 
magnetometry in the presumed area of the barn and further east (Appendix B). 
Most of our excavations in this area were located to investigate subsurface 
anomalies, with the exception of a transect of 6 STPs extending east from NS0 
E90 at irregular intervals. In addition to these STPs, we excavated a lx2 m and 
six lxl m units in lot 6. 
Excavations in lot 6 generally exposed a dark brown (l0YR 3/3) sandy 
loam plow zone ranging in depth from 20-30 cm on average. The underlying B 
horizon appeared as a dark yellow brown (lOYR 3/6) to strong brown (7.SYR 
5/8) sandy loam. Most artifacts were found in the upper 20-30 cm, although 
subsurface features and soil disturbances occasionally extended below the plow 
zone. For example, in N43 E82.5 (lx2 m) we noted a linear configuration of 
mottled soil oriented northeast-southwest. This feature (#17) proved to be a 
trench dug to lay a 2" wide pipe at 74 cm BD. In profile, evidence of the trench 
appeared immediately beneath the plow zone. 
Another anomaly was identified at N31.5 E85.5. Excavations exposed a 
vertical metal pipe about 35 cm long encased in a roughly circular piece of 
concrete about 16-18 cm in diameter. The pipe may represent the remains of a 
metal post used as a base for a fence or some type of irrigation feature. Other 
dipolar magnetic anomalies include a wire bail (N37.5 E94.75), a metal can (N42 
E64), a flatware knife with a metal blade and handle (N43.5 E93.5), and a Stroh's 
beer can and a brick (N47 E92.5). A metal pipe (1-1/4" diameter) was exposed 
about 10 cm BD in lxl m unit N29.5 E91.5. Using a probe, it was determined that 
the pipe is approximately 1.5 m long. Finally, we placed a lxl m unit at N30 E84 
to investigate the possible comer of a linear or rectangular resistivity anomaly. A 
sharp contrast was noted at the base of the plowzone (ca. 34 cm BD), but a dark 
soil stain appeared in the northwest corner of this unit to a depth of 55-70 cm BD. 
Unfortunately, no artifacts were associated making it difficult to interpret the soil 
stratigraphy in this unit. 
Several dipolar anomalies were investigated in lot 6. Apart from the 
obvious cause of these anomalies, there were relatively few artifacts recovered in 
our excavation units. The consistent plowzone in this area of the site may have 
disturbed all but deeply buried artifacts and features, some of which may have a 
19th century origin. No evidence of outbuildings has been revealed, although 
further investigations should be conducted to determine the nature of the 
disturbance associated with the soil horizons in unit N30 E84. 
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In sum, there is clearly considerable evidence of 19th and 20th century 
activities in undisturbed archaeological context in the core area of the Shepard 
site. Subsurface investigations have identified at least 17 features and numerous 
artifacts that can inform.about land-use practices since the site was first available 
for human habitation. Before presenting a preliminary landscape reconstruction 
in chronological sequence, a more detailed inventory of the artifacts recovered 
from our excavations is discussed in the next section. 

CHAPTERS 
RESEARCH FINDINGS: MATERIAL OBJECTS 
Daniel Sayers, Michael S. Nassaney, and Christine McMillan 
Artifactual materials can vary along a number of different dimensions that 
pertain to form, function, raw material, and style. Despite attempts at 
standardization, historical archaeologists have not established any single 
convention by which to inventory and analyze artifacts and ecofacts from 
archaeological deposits. Although artifact typologies are often based on different 
attributes depending upon the goals of the analysis, in reality archaeologists 
usually use a number of attributes to create a classification system and examine 
variation in the archaeological record. 
All of the artifacts recovered from the 1996 investigations were washed, 
labeled, and catalogued while maintaining their specific contextual proveniences 
within the site. Materials within proveniences were organized initially by gross 
categories based predominantly on raw material (e.g., brick, ceramic, clinker, 
glass). Members of the Anthropology Department under the direction of Daniel 
Sayers then conducted a detailed inventory of the collection (Appendix C). At 
present, a full scale analysis of the entire collection has not been conducted. In 
this chapter we present a preliminary summary of the types of artifacts that were 
recovered and their chronological, functional, and contextual meanings. It is 
important to note that this is a preliminary description that selectively examines 
a sample of objects. The collection is in a ready state for a more detailed 
description and analysis should one choose to study the materials with specific 
research questions in mind. Given the initial goals of an intensive archaeological 
survey, the following descriptions should sufficiently demonstrate that the 
materials, many of which were derived from undisturbed archaeological 
contexts, have the potential to yield information on the history of the site making 
it potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. 
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS 
After examining a number of artifact typologies, we have decided to adopt 
the artifact categories presented by Stewart-Abernathy (1986b: Table 7) to 
organize the materials recovered from the Shepard site (20CA104). As can be 
seen from Table 5-1, the organizing scheme for presenting the Shepard artifact 
collection is based on an integration of context and function (Stewart-Abernathy 
1986b:54). Function is particularly important as this is the primary purpose for 
which an object was made and the principal way in which it was used (Stewart-
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Table 5-1. Functional categories used for artifact classification (adapted from 
Stewart-Abernathy [1986b:54]). 
I. Personal
A. Clothing
1. Buttons, snaps, and fasteners
2. Shoe parts
3. Accouterments
B. Health and Grooming
1. Containers
2. Hair items
3. Dental
C. Adornment
D. Recreation
1. Marbles
2. Doll parts
3. Metal toys
E. Vices
1. Tobacco accessories
2. Alcohol containers
II. Household
A. Foodways
1. Kitchenwares
a. glass vessels
b. stoneware vessels
c. coarse earthenware
d. cutlery
2. Tablewares
a. glass vessels
b. ceramic vessels
c. cutlery
d. utensils
B. Furnishings
C. Facilities
1. Lighting
a. lamp chimney glass
b. light bulbs
2. Cooking
a. iron stove parts
3. Fuel related
a. clinker
b. coal
c. slag
Material Objects 
Table 5-1 ( continued). 
D. Maintenance and Repair
1. Sewing items
2. Household repair
m. Built Environment
A. Construction Material
1. Shingles
2. Mortar /Plaster
3. Wood
4. Concrete
5. Window glass
6. Brick
B. Fencing
C. Hardware
D. Fasteners
1. Nails
2. Threaded fasteners
IV. Occupational
A. Agricultural
B. Hunting
V. Exchange
A. Commerce
1. Coins and tokens
B. Communication
1. Writing implements
C. Transportation
1. Animal related
2. Vehicle related
VI. Miscellaneous
VII. Native American Artifacts
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Abernathy 1986b:54). The framework consists of four major categories (personal, 
household, built environment, and occupational), all of which can be 
subcategorized as needed (see Table 5-1). 
Personal: Clothing 
Artifacts derived from clothing-related items were recovered in various 
units at the site. The manufacturing age-range of these artifacts is from no later 
than 1850 to the present. 
Buttons. snaps and, fasteners. A total of 45 buttons were recovered, 
comprising the most abundant subclass of artifacts in the clothing group. 
Twenty-three excavation units yielded buttons and all were located within the 
activity range area (ca. 62 feet) that is commonly associated with farmsteads 
(Moir 1987) with only a single exception. The button that was uncovered outside 
of this range was located in the area (N43 E82.5) that may have supported one of 
the barns associated with the Shepard occupation according to documentary 
evidence and an oral informant. This 2-hole button is made of an unknown black 
material (2.5 g) and may very well be refuse associated with the occupants of the 
20th century dwellings in lots 5 or 6. 
The 44 buttons that were recovered in the activity area associated with the 
farmhouse are composed of a variety of materials including 13 shell (29.5%), 9 
glass (20.4%), 9 metal (20.4%), 5 plastic (11.3%), 1 rubber (2.2%), 1 bone (2.2%), 2 
composite (4.5%), and 4 unknown (9.9%). 
The rubber button, although fragmentary, is imprinted with the patent 
name ("N.R. Company") and patent date (1851). This 4-hole button was likely 
produced by the Novelty Rubber Company of New Brunswick, New Jersey, from 
1855-1870 (Luscomb 1967:140). Although there is significant variation in the shell 
buttons, many can be given approximate dates based on their characteristics; 5 of 
these have probable production dates in the 19th century (Hume 1969:90-91). 
The bone button was associated with other mid-19th century artifacts suggesting 
that it dates to the same period. Numerous metal snaps were also found which 
are likely to be of 20th century origin. One complete, 2-piece metal loop fastener 
was found located within the activity area. 
Six buckles of varying types were also recovered in excavation. One 
specimen recovered from level 5 of feature 13 is badly rusted and measures 
approximately 1 inch square without the arm. Another was found in level 6 of 
feature 16. It is 2 inches square and still has the arm attached. Its corroded green 
color suggests that it is made of copper and the shape indicates that it may be a 
belt buckle. 
Shoe parts. Parts of shoes uncovered include both leather and rubber 
fragments. Many rubber components were charred or partially burned. Feature 
13, a turn of the century refuse area, yielded 6 shoe parts. Feature 15, a defunct 
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20th century water/sewage disposal system, contained 2 shoe parts. A 1940s-
1950s sewage basin and pipe system, feature 12, contained 1 part. Presently, 
these are the only datable objects from this subclass. In each of these cases the 
objects appear to be in primary transposed context as a result of dumping or 
infilling activities. It may be useful to determine whether shoes were fashioned 
for men or women since they represent an artifact class that can be used to 
identify gender-specific objects in the archaeological record. 
Accouterments Portions of clothing zippers were found in one location at 
the site, feature 12. This context is datable, having a terminus ante quern of 1939 
and a probable terminus post quern of 1960 or so. Zipper fragments were found in 
levels 2-4, 1 in each level. 
Also, a buttonhook, likely for shoes, was located in STP N118.50 E35 north 
of the house. It is remarkably similar to a buttonhook associated with a pair of 
early 20th century(?) shoes curated by the HSBC and kept in its traveling exhibit. 
The words "BA TILE CREEK SHOE STORE" are etched in upper case letters on 
the handle of the curated buttonhook. Both examples appear to be late 19th-early 
20th century objects; the one found in archaeological context may have been 
discarded as refuse when the shoe type for which it was intended went out of 
style. 
Personal: Health and Grooming 
Containers. Containers that were possibly used for health and beauty 
purposes were few in number. Feature 13 yielded one complete dark blue, mold­
formed bottle, possibly used for storage of medicinal substances. This type of 
bottle, having 2 vertical mold seams extending from the base to the lip of the 
bottle and an off-center pontil on the base, was probably manufactured between 
1880-1903 {T. S. Newman 1970). Fragments of similar dark blue bottles were 
found in this unit as well. Another bottle from feature 13 was a short, opaque­
yellow, screw-top, bottle with roughly vertical waves, or wavy-lines, running 
from the base to the threads of the lip. This bottle may have held some beauty­
enhancing substance, although it could also have been an elaborate salt or pepper 
shaker. We have been unable to determine the age of this bottle from 
comparative specimens, though its context would suggest an early 20th century 
manufacturing date. Feature 15 held a very small perfume bottle that lacks 
embossing. This bottle probably dates to the period 1920-1940. 
A partial chamber pot was recovered from near the "top" of feature 13, and 
appeared to be one of the last objects thrown into the deposit. Its presence in the 
deposit suggests that feature 13 may be a privy. This ceramic object is a white 
glaze ironstone container with a flared rim about 10-12 inches wide at the orifice. 
It has a maker's mark that reads "Stinthal Crooksville." 
Hair items. Portions of combs (n=lO) were found in a few locations at the 
site. Seven of these were plastic and probably date to this century. A few parts 
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of rubber combs were found and may pre-date the plastic ones, particularly one 
found associated with other mid-19th century objects in levels 3 and 4 of unit 
Nll0.5 E40. Also, a straight-edge razor blade (without the handle) was 
recovered in feature 16. This badly rusted blade is triangular in cross-section. A 
short tang extended into the handle from a 2.5 in long blade. 
Dental. Toothbrushes were primarily of the plastic variety and certainly 
date to the latter half of this century. However, a portion of the head of a bone 
toothbrush was found in feature 13. This attests to the importance of dental 
hygiene at least as early as the beginning of the 20th century. Shackel (1993) has 
argued that dental hygiene was an important component of modern personal 
discipline that emerged in the late 18th and early 19th century. While this 
practice was well established by the time the Shepard site was occupied, 
variation in tooth brush morphology may also inform about ideological changes 
in hygiene that may be based in class relations. 
Personal: Adornment 
Very few objects associated with bodily adornment were found at the site. 
One example is a portion of an ornate bracelet found in a unit north of the house 
and in the yard (N118 E20). This consists of seven rectangular links of copper or 
brass, each about 1 cm long and etched with a repetitive floral design. One end 
has a portion of the two-part clasp on it. We also recovered an earring in our 
excavations from unit N112 E56 in level 3. It had both the decorative portion and 
the backing with a small chain connecting the two pieces. It appears to be made 
of a non-rusting metal, perhaps silver. The center of the decorative end is 
marked by a small raised circular area surrounded by a ring reminiscent of a 
crown. 
One other object of adornment is worth noting. In level 1 of unit N116 E40 
we recovered a small labor union pin. The pin is inscribed with the words 
"Michigan Carton Co., Local 20910" around its circumference. In the center is an 
important union symbol-two clasped hands. The lettering and symbolism is 
raised on a painted blue background. The Michigan Carton Company was 
founded in 1907 to make cereal boxes for this burgeoning industry. We have yet 
to determine when labor became unionized at the company, as well as other 
details about the labor force that can be used to link the pin with a specific site 
occupant. The context suggests that the pin was deposited in the latter half of the 
20th century, though it may have been worn earlier in the century by a union 
member. 
We also recovered an emblem inscribed with "AMA Tour 1961" from level 
1 of Nl 12 E56. The writing is placed on a pair of wings on this non-rusted piece 
of metal that is broken on one side. 
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Personal: Recreation 
Marbles. A total of 21 marbles were found at the site in a variety of 
locations. They are made of either glass or fired clay. Feature 15 contained one 
marble in level 1 and one marble in level 2; both are glass. Unfortunately, these 
levels exhibited some degree of disturbance making the context of these objects 
suspect; undisturbed levels of the feature below 20 cm BD may have been 
deposited in the period ca. 1910-1930. Feature 1 contained 2 glass marbles in 
level 1 which suggests that they may have been introduced into the feature when 
the trench was filled probably in the mid-20th century. Three clay marbles were 
found at the site, all of which probably pre-date ca. 1930. One of these was found 
in level 3 of Nll0.5 E40, a probable mid-19th century deposit. 
Doll parts. Both ceramic and metal doll parts were found in a number of 
locations at the site with no apparent concentrations. Parts of a porcelain doll 
head were found in association with feature 15. These fragments were white 
with pink-red facial highlights. Another may possibly be the interior support 
piece for the head of a cloth or paper doll; the object is a hollow metal spheroid 
with a metal neck and lip, which is presumably the bottom. It resembles a trailer 
hitch although its hollow and light (47.2 g) nature would seem to preclude this 
possibility. This was found in feature 16. 
Unit N119 E63 contained ceramic doll fragments in level 3 
(strati.graphically above feature 13); one is the hoof and lower leg of a porcelain 
horse effigy and 2 other fragments are from the head of a porcelain doll, 
including a portion of the ear. This later specimen is distinct from the doll 
mentioned above from feature 15. 
Feature 15 also contained complete and partial toy porcelain tea cups 
(MNI=2) in levels 2 and 3. Their context places their probable use-age at 1900-
1940. Numerous plastic toys were found throughout the upper levels of 
excavation units, all dating within the past thirty years. 
Metal Toys. A few metal toys were found in excavations, two of which 
appeared in level 4 of excavation unit N102 E49. One of these is a broken dump 
truck manufactured by Yatming Co. of Hong Kong, a former British colony. The 
other is a front end loader from "Matchbox" with a production date of 1976. 
Personal: Vices 
Tobacco Accessories. Numerous white clay pipe fragments were located 
throughout the site. Bowl shapes and bore hole diameters are temporally 
sensitive attributes of clay pipes in Colonial and Historic America (Binford 1961; 
Harrington 1954; Hume 1969). Specimens in the sample exhibit bowl shapes 
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which suggest a period of manufacture and use after ca. 1840; by this time bore 
diameters varied little thus providing only gross temporal parameters for the 
fragments that we recovered. The absence of clay pipe bowls in many 
archaeological sites that post-date 1900 suggest that this artifact style had been 
supplanted by other types of smoking paraphernalia by the turn of the century. 
One bowl was marked with the letters "BD," while others (n=7) had a leaf motif 
on either the bowl or stem. 
Alcohol containers. One definite alcohol bottle was recovered in Nl 15 
E38. It has a warning label of alcoholic contents molded onto the glass which 
suggests a post-Prohibition production date (Newman 1970). Other possible 
glass fragments of alcoholic bottles (i.e. olive green and brown colored glass) 
were recovered throughout the site. Most of these are fragments, making it 
difficult to attribute alcohol container functions to them. The partial base of what 
appears to be a wine bottle was recovered from level 3 in feature 13. This 
container may have been associated with the wine that was supposedly 
produced by the Meaccis, perhaps during Prohibition. Finally, a ca. 1940s 
"Stroh's" beer can was found in level 1 of N47 E92.5. This can produced a 
magnetic anomaly. The label is barely legible and the can was opened with a can 
opener as it lacks a manufactured opening characteristic of containers beginning 
in the 1960s. 
Household 
The objects in this class relate to activities that took place in a domestic 
social context. These objects would have been material aids in the continuance 
and perpetuation of household activities as well as signifiers of changes in those 
activities throughout the occupation of the site. These have been divided into 5 
subclasses: Foodways, Furnishings, Facilities, Vices, and Maintenance and 
Repair. These four have been further subdivided as will be seen below. 
Household: Foodways: Kitchenwares 
Glass vessels. Complete glass vessels, particularly those that had a 
definite kitchen/ domestic function, are uncommon in our collection. Among 
these are a complete mason jar (with dried contents sealed within) and numerous 
mason jar and lid/seal fragments, many of which were found concentrated in 
features 12 and 13. Also numerous probable fragments of mason jars were found 
in various units throughout the site. 
Feature 12 also yielded a complete jar manufactured by Duraglas which 
was produced between 1940-1963 (Crass and Brooks 1995); this appears to have 
been a condiment container. The feature also contained a milk bottle from the 
Buttercup Dairy of Battle Creek and a soft drink bottle from the Eberle Beverage 
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Company; we presently do not have manufacturing dates established for these 
containers. 
Glass bottle closure devices were confined to metal bottle caps which were 
found in various locations throughout the site. The largest concentration (n=lO) 
was recovered from level 5 of feature 13. All of these were rusted and no brand 
names could be determined. 
Stoneware Vessels� Sherds of stoneware vessels, such as utilitarian 
containers like crocks and jugs, occur frequently in the site assemblage, although 
no complete vessels were found. Some fragments often display a two-tone style 
such as a dark brown exterior and a gray interior. Others are monotone, having 
the same coloration on the exterior and interior. Possible production dates of this 
type range from the early 1800s to the present, but we have yet to examine these 
closely. 
Yellowware fragments were found, with a sizable rimsherd in feature 16. 
This is a crock or perhaps a planting pot. The sides are vertically mold-incised 
and there is no glaze or other decoration. These types of ware were popular 
between 1830 and 1920. 
Coarse earthenware. Feature 13 contained large portions of a redware pot 
or crock that has a clear glaze on the exterior and a white slip on the interior. 
This seems to be a somewhat rare and unusual specimen, as we have yet to locate 
discussions of it in the literature. 
Cutlery. The one knife that fits this category is a paring knife found in the 
disturbed context of the recently filled-in creek bed east of the house. Thus, 
dating this object has been problematic. This complete knife has a wood or bone 
handle and a thin blade that is 2.5 inches long. Another knife classified as 
"tableware cutlery" is described below. 
Household: Foodways: Tablewares 
Glass vessels. Feature 12 yielded an array of drinking-glass fragments. 
These are typically plain and almost certainly date to the 1930s-1940s. Fragments 
of two tumblers were also recovered from feature 13 (62-80 cm BD). These clear 
glass containers were decorated with raised, vertical ridges on the exterior. 
Ceramic vessels. Ceramics included in this class of artifacts include plates, 
saucers, bowls, and cups. The level of analysis performed thus far with this 
assemblage does not allow for any detailed statements to be made regarding the 
objects. However, the recovery of ceramics from certain contexts allow for some 
preliminary statements about chronology and socioeconomic status. 
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At this stage in the analysis, decorative techniques have been most useful 
for chronological ordering. Lynn and Latuszek (1997) have examined a broad, 
representative sample of. ceramics from various contexts at the site. Their 
preliminary study has led to the identification of ceramic sets and individual 
specimens that span nearly the entire 19th and 20th centuries. The following 
discussion is derived primarily from their work which focuses on the period 
1837-1940. 
The earliest ceramic types were found in proximity to the house (units 
N106.13 E34.40 and N106.13 E33.40). Among these are sherds from a mulberry 
(pink) transfer print saucer that was produced by the Staffordshire potteries in 
England from the 1820s to the 1850s (see Figure 5-1). The design is a farmyard 
scene with people dressed in early 19th century garb. Moreover, the barn 
depicted has a pagoda roof indicating the influence of expensive Chinese imports 
on English potteries of the period. This vessel may have been a piece from a set 
that was purchased for use in the Shepard's new home in the early 1850s. It was 
likely deposited in the mid-19th century as it was also found associated with 
other similarly-dated objects. 
Other ceramics recovered from this area of the site include a minimum of 
5 vessels from a set of dishes manufactured by Mellor, Venables, & Company of 
England around 1847 (Figure 5-1). The design is a powder-blue transfer pattern 
of the Romantic period known as "Medici" (Williams 1978:333). The twelve-sided 
plate rims exhibit a pattern of scrolls forming reserves, each containing an urn. 
The center of the plate shows a classical scene depicting a large urn, statues, and 
a stone column. The decline in the popularity of this set, often sold in twelve 
pieces, by the early 1850s suggests that Shepard may have obtained these dishes 
while he still lived in the log cabin and later moved them into his new house. 
Only a few types of hand-painted ware were recovered in our excavations. 
The most diagnostic of these were recovered in N106.13 E34.40. These have a 
floral motif that utilizes darker colors, like red and blue and a somewhat light 
shade of green (Figure 5-2). Lighter colors came into use after 1840 or so; thus, 
the production date for these likely post-dates ca. 1850. 
Annular ware, though present, is rare at the site and is represented by 
only a few fragments, perhaps of the same vessel. Some were found in 
association with feature 16 and one other was found in the south woodlot (N75 
E47.5). The colors of these sherds include light blue, dark brown, tan, and white 
which were popular from the 1830s to 1926 (George Miller, personal 
communication to Daniel Sayers, 1997). 
An example of shell or feather-edged pottery was found at the site in 
association with feature 13. The fragments are of a plate, with dark blue over the 
molded edge and a gold chain design overlaying that dark blue edge. This gold 
design was obviously placed on the plate after the firing had occurred. This was 
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Figure 5-1. Select sample of diagnostic 19th century ceramics from the 1996 
excavations. Powder blue, transferware Medici pattern (above) and mulberry, 
transfer ware exhibiting Oriental influence (below). 
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Figure 5-2. Blue and green-sponged creamware (above) and a ceramic saucer 
recovered from feature 12 (below). The latter piece was produced by the 
Onondaga Pottery Co. of New York and has the letters "BCS" painted on its rim, 
indicating its use at the Battle Creek Sanitarium. 
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a popular method used between 1900-1920 (George Miller, personal 
communication to Daniel Sayers, 1997). This date is consistent with other objects 
recovered from the feature that date to the late 19th and early 20th centuries (ca. 
1880-1930). 
A very popular ceramic style in the assemblage is Decakomania, named 
after the ceramic decorative technique that was developed in the late 19th 
century. Its popularity peaked in the first quarter of the 20th century, though it 
continues to the present. The technique of production involved using images 
from paper (i.e., decals) and applying them over ceramic glazes and other 
materials (e.g., glass and wood). These were typically floral images that were 
relatively uncomplicated in comparison to transfer prints. Primarily rose decals 
were found on ceramics in many units, including those excavated into features 13 
and 16. Feature 13 yielded many fragments and parts of a simple rose decal-on­
white ironstone set. This set includes plates, bowls, and cups. At the beginning 
of the 20th century, potteries produced relatively inexpensive ceramics in order 
to make them affordable to a larger segment of the society. Decakomania 
ceramics with the rose pattern were most likely made and used from 1890 to the 
late 1920s (Lynn and Latuszek 1997). These ceramics may have been the first 
dining assemblage used by the Meacci family when they occupied the house in 
the 1920s. Other examples include a very simple holly pattern found throughout 
the site. This style may have been produced in the late 19th century but its 
depositional context at the site suggest that these specimens were discarded in 
the first half of the 20th century. 
Given the domestic function of the site, it is not surprising that little 
evidence of institutional ware was recovered from the site. One particular 
example is noteworthy, however, because it is a complete saucer inscribed with 
the green painted initials "BCS" (Figure 5-2). The vessel, produced by the 
Onondaga Pottery Company of New York, undoubtedly derived from the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium. The context of the vessel in feature 12 suggests that it was 
probably deposited sometime in the 1940s and 1950s; however, it may have been 
popular at the "San" much earlier, perhaps at the tum of the century and into the 
1920s. 
Exactly how this saucer made its way onto the site and into the 
archaeological record is indeed puzzling. When the vessel fell into disuse at the 
Sanitarium in the late 1920s, it may have been disposed of at one of the dumps 
used by the Sanitarium. Ceramic vessels are known to have been recycled from 
these dumps by collectors (Duff Stoltz, personal communication, 1997), and this 
activity may have been common during the Depression years of the 1930s. 
Alternatively, it may have been pilfered from the San during this period Gason 
Lapham, personal communication, 1997). If the saucer was an individual piece, it 
might have been discarded into the fill of feature 12, after a decade or so of use. 
It may have entered the archaeological record during the tenancy period around 
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WW II when new occupants introduced their own ceramic assemblage or they 
cleaned out a storage area where the solitary vessel had been kept. 
Cutlery. Table knives and knife fragments were found in a variety of 
locations at the site. Feature 13 contained a knife 'handle and a partial blade. 
Excavations near the extant foundation of the rear addition (N104.5 E40.5) 
uncovered two conjoinable parts of a knife that was probably made in the period 
1880-1930 (Hurne 1969:177-183); unfortunately, this was found in level 1 and is 
thus quite possibly disturbed from its original context. A unit placed adjacent to 
feature 15 (Nl0l E50) contained fragmentary blades in both levels 3 and 4. The 
unit that contained portions of a probable mid-19th century domestic trash area 
also contained a bone-handled knife in level 3, although part of the blade is 
missing. The formal attributes of this knife are consistent with our chronological 
assessment of this deposit. Also, a handle and partial blade was found in lot 6 in 
level 2 of unit N43.5 E93.5. Given the distance from the Shepard house (ca. 70 m) 
it seems likely that this object was deposited by 20th century residents, although 
it may have had some utility in the Shepard-era barn possibly located further to 
the west. Other knife fragments (n=4) were uncovered in either disturbed 
contexts or in poorly understood units. 
Utensils. Other kitchen tableware utensils were rare at the site. Four 
spoons were recovered from the site; 3 from excavations and one from the 
surface in the wooded area of lot 1. Feature 13 yielded a fragmentary spoon 62-
80 cm BD. Fragments of a badly corroded pewter or lead spoon were collected 
from excavations north of the house (N106.13 E34.4). This area, which yielded 
many 19th century objects, was covered by a wooden porch constructed by about 
1880 and possibly even earlier. The raw material and form of the spoon points to 
an early production and use date, perhaps the mid-19th century. Also, the fill 
associated with the foundation wall identified as feature 16 in unit N95 E66 
contained a complete sterling silver spoon in level 5. 
Household: Furnishings 
According to Stewart-Abernathy (1986b:54), furnishings can be divided 
into three groups: furniture hardware, curtain hardware, and decorative items. 
Objects that could be placed in any of these categories are very rare at the 
Shepard site with two exceptions. One is a piece of furniture hardware identified 
as a drawer-knob of white porcelain from unit N115 E38. The other is an item 
that would fall into the decorative category, though its precise function remains 
uncertain. It is a thin pounded metal (faux gold) leaf (fragmented) found in 
feature 13. Insofar as flowerpots were meant to hold flowers for decorative 
purposes, the numerous terra cotta fragments that were located in various 
excavation units would also belong to this category. The colors ranged from 
classic orange to light tan. One unit, N104.5 E39, contained significant portions 
of one orange flowerpot. Given the fragility of these containers, they probably 
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had a short use-life at the site. The style, context, and condition of the sherds 
suggest that most flowerpots deposited at the site were used in the 20th century. 
Household: Facilities 
This group refers to artifacts that relate to lighting and cooking 
technologies. 
Household: Facilities: Lighting 
Lamp chimney glass. A number of glass fragments derived from lamp 
chimneys were recovered in our excavations. Feature 13, for example, yielded an 
entire rim in level 7. The clear glass rim is decorated with a contiguous row of 
bulbous teeth. It was found in association with other objects that date to the late 
19th and early 20th centuries (ca. 1880-1930). Other possible fragments were 
located in various units throughout the site, including feature 12. These were 
similar to the specimen described above, although the shape of the beaded rim 
varies slightly. 
Light bulbs. Light bulb fragments were recovered in a few locations at the 
site. Unit NllS E38 contained three parts in levels 3 and 4, including internal 
mechanisms and glass. Their style is consistent with the other contents of this 
feature which point to a mid-20th century date. 
Household: Facilities: Cooking 
Iron stove parts. An artifact resembling a gas stove burner associated with 
a segment of an iron gas pipe line was found in level 4 of unit N95 E66 associated 
with feature 16. These objects were not likely related to the function of this 
feature which served as the foundation for an outbuilding, but probably were 
derived from dumping or storage activities in the building that occurred later in 
the early 20th century. 
Household: Facilities: Fuel Related 
Clinker. The most common fuel-related artifacts on the site were the 
copious amounts of clinkers found in many of the excavation units and test pits. 
Clinkers were identified as pieces of slag or cinders derived from a coal-burning 
stove. Coal was probably first burned at the site in the mid-19th century. The 
use of coal declined by the mid-20th century (see Schlereth 1992), though a 
precise date for the replacement of coal by gas as a heating source has not yet 
been determined. The largest concentrations of clinkers were found north of the 
house along an east-west transect. We interpret this pattern as the result of the 
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use of clinkers to create a porous surface for vehicular traffic (i.e., a driveway). 
Clinkers would have served to fill in low areas and absorb sunlight to melt snow 
and ice in the winter creating a level and easily passable roadway that would 
have extended from Riverside Drive east towards the rear addition that later 
served as a garage. Clinkers have been documented elsewhere in southwest 
Michigan as an inexpensive driveway treatment in the early decades of the 20th 
century (Rotman and Nassaney 1997). 
CQal. Pieces of coal were also recovered from our excavations. The largest 
concentration of coal was found in units N106.13 E33.4 and N106.13 E34.4 
immediately adjacent to the north foundation of the house. The large quantity 
here suggests that coal was likely delivered to the basement stove through a coal 
chute or bulkhead at this location. 
Sl.a_g.. Finally, we also recovered numerous pieces of slag scattered 
throughout our excavation units. While less abundant than clinker, slag was 
typically distributed in close proximity to the house. It appeared as a white or 
tan hard layered residue, although some pieces were darker in color. We suspect 
that slag derives from oven-use or coal burning. 
Household: Maintenance and Repair 
Sewing items. One complete thimble was found in a unit (N106.13 E33.4) 
adjacent to the north side of the house. Although it is not currently datable, the 
context suggests that this may be a lost item from the period when a wooden 
porch stood in the area (ca. 1880-1935). We also recovered a small, clear glass 
bottle that once contained sewing machine oil. It was found in level 2 (10-20 cm 
BD) of unit N102 E49. Embossed on the bottle's exterior is a design element 
consisting of a large "S," two crossed needles and a bobbin or spool partially 
encircled by the words "THE SINGER MANFC CO." 
Household Repair. One partial whetstone was located in a unit in front of 
the house (Nlll.5 Ell.5). Its provenience in a level beneath the clinker driveway 
surface suggests that it was deposited prior to the 20th century. While 
whetstones are generally thought to function as stones to sharpen knives, they 
were also used to maintain a point on graphite pencil cores. 
Built Environment: Construction Material 
As might be expected, a large amount of building material was found 
throughout the site. These materials include shingle fragments, mortar, plaster, 
concrete, wood, window glass, and bricks. With the exception of a piece of cut 
wood and those construction materials found in association with feature 16, no 
construction materials were found in primary contexts that suggest that they 
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were]parts]of]outbuildings;]most]of]the]materials]appear]to]have]been]related]to]
construction,]demolition,]or]renovation]of]the]main]house.]
Shingles.] Shingles]varied]according]to]the] color]of]the]stone] inclusions]
embedded] in] the] exterior] surface]of] the] tar]matrix.] Many]of] these] probably]
derive]from]periodic]reroofing]activities]over]the]life]of]the]house,]with]the]last]
event]occurring]shortly]after]the]building]was]purchased]by]the]HSBC]in]the]late]
1980s.] At]present,]we] have]no]archaeological]or]architectural]evidence]of] the]
type] of] shingles] that] originally]covered]the] roof.] Since]no] fragments]of] slate]
roofing]materials]were]found,]it]seems]likely]that]wooden]shingles]would]have]
been]used]before]asphalt]ones.]
Mortar/Plaster. Mortar]and]plaster]are]distinguishable] throughout] the]
assemblage]but]variation]within]each] is]not]discernible]at]the]present.] Mortar]
tends] to]be] grey]and]rather]hard,]whereas]plaster] is]white]and]soft]or]flakey.]
There]were]no] significant]concentrations]of]either] substance] identified]in]our]
excavations.]
Wood. A]piece]of]cut]wood]was]found]in]a]unit](N75]E47.5)]in]the]south]
woodlot]overlain]by] ca.]110] cm]of] fill.] This]area] corresponds]with] the] barns]
located]on]the]1858]and]1873]maps]of]the]site.] In]addition]to]this]deeply]buried]
piece] of] wood,] this] unit] also] contained] a] few] ceramic] fragments] that] date]
securely]to] the]mid-19th] century] including]a]whiteware]plate]with]a]maker's]
mark] ("William] Young]&] Sons")] (1853-1857),] one] brown] floral] transfer] print]
sherd,]a]partial] lip]and]neck]of]an]Albany]slipped]redware]jug,]and]a]poorly]
crafted] hand-made]bowl] fragment.] Limited]excavations] in] this]area] and] the]
disturbed]nature]of]the]deposits]make]it]difficult]to]determine]whether]these]
objects]were]discarded]at]roughly]the] same]time]or] if]the]wood]relates] to]the]
earlier]barn]or]a]later]depositional]event.]
Other] potentially] significant] wood] fragments] consist] of] a] preserved,]
upright]wooden]post] in] a]post]hole] (feature]10)]associated]with] a] horizontal]
wooden]board]about]20]cm]long]located]along]the]north]side]of]the]house]in]unit]
N106.13] E33.4.] These] pieces] of] wood] appear] to] be] undisturbed] and] likely]
represent]the]remains]of]the]19th]century]Victorian]porch](see]Figure]3-1).]
Concrete.] Various]amounts]of] concrete]were] found] in]most]excavation]
units,]particularly]those]in]lots]2]and]3.] Concrete]fragments]were] identified]in.]
units]N112]E56]and]N116]E56]from]the]surface]to]a]maximum]depth]of]70]cm.]
These]pieces]of]concrete,]some]as]large]as]50-60]cm]in]length,]likely]derive]from]
the]concrete]platforms]and]stairs]associated]with]the]fieldstone]porches]on]the]
north] side]and]southeast]corner]of] the]house](see]Figures]3-3]and]3-4).] These]
porches]were]removed]by]Gary]Thorngate]in]1985]when]he]bulldozed]them]into]
the]dry]creek]bed]east]of]the]house](Figure]3-5).]
Another]piece]of]concrete]was]found]in]unit]N31.5]E85.5.] This]roughly]
cone-shaped]piece]16-18]cm]in]diameter]encases]a]vertical]metal]pipe]about]35]cm]
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long that stood upright. The concrete may have been intended to fix the base of 
the pipe that could have supported a fence post or other above ground metal 
fixture. While difficult to date this concrete, it appears to have been poured in 
place around the metal pole probably sometime after the Fliss's acquired lot 6 in 
the 1920s. 
Window glass. Not surprisingly, window glass was common in 
excavations, particularly in units near the house and those excavated into 20th 
century trash deposits. The glass ranged from clear to dark yellow. 
Unfortunately no detailed analyses of these have yet been done. Moir (1987) 
argues that window glass can be dated based on relative thickness and can be 
used to establish socioeconomic statuses of the people who purchased the glass. 
Such an analysis may prove to be useful at the Shepard site. 
Bi:kk. Bricks and brick fragments were the most prevalent building 
material found at the site. Given the problems associated with interpreting the 
chronological significance of brick attributes, only a sample of brick was saved 
from our excavations. Bricks varied in color ranging from dark red to gray to 
light or bright orange. A rather peculiar fragment of relatively soft (under-fired?) 
brick was recovered from unit N104.5 E39.5 near the northeastern corner of the 
rear addition. Maker's marks were conspicuously absent on the bricks that we 
observed. Finally, no discernible machine-made bricks were recovered, though 
we did identify one brick that was made using a mold from unit N99 E38. 
Built Environment: Fencing 
Pieces of barbed wire used to construct fences were recovered in three 
units at the site. One was located in lot 6 (N32 E72.5), in close proximity to where 
one of Shepard's barns may have stood. Another fragment came from the fill 
associated with feature 16 (N95 E66), a concrete foundation for an outbuilding. 
The third piece came from a disturbed context in level 1 of N112 E56, apparently 
incorporated into the sediments that were used to fill the creek bed. 
Built Environment: Hardware 
Doorknob handles represent a type of object that can be classified in this 
category of material culture. Two specimens were found in the fill associated 
with features 12 and 16. The older of the two deposits, feature 16, yielded a 
broken but conjoinable ceramic redware knob that was painted black with a 
partial mechanism. The more recent handle, associated with a mid-20th century 
trash deposit, has a white glass handle attached to a partial metal mechanism. 
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Built Environment: Fasteners 
�- Nails are common artifacts found on historic archaeological sites, 
and the assemblage from the Shepard site includes numerous varieties, most of 
which were machine made. Most of these were concentrated within 30 m east, 15 
m north, and 20 m south of the farmhouse. Square nails, although few in 
number, have been identified in unit Nll0.5 E40. Features 13, 15, and 16 
contained high relative densities of machine-made nails in some levels. Their 
formal attributes should be examined more closely to determine if they are 
temporally consistent with other diagnostic artifacts in the deposit. 
Recent studies from farmsteads in the American Upland South (Kentucky 
and Tennessee) suggest that nails can be used as more than merely gross 
chronological markers (Young 1994). Ethnoarchaeological investigations 
conducted by Amy Young (1994) indicate that the distribution and formal 
attributes of nails (unaltered, pulled, and clinched) will vary in ways that 
correspond with activities responsible for their deposition. Concentrations of 
nails are typically produced by one of four different scenarios, each with it own 
diagnostic signature, including: "construction of a building; razing of a building; 
decay of a building; and decay of lumber in a disposal area" (Young 1994:56). 
While we have yet to compare quantitatively the proportions of different nail 
forms at the Shepard site, this type of analysis has the potential to inform us 
about the behavioral processes that led to the so-called "nail rain" that occurs at 
this site as well as other late historic archaeological sites in the United States. 
Threaded fasteners. These types of fasteners (e.g. screws) were much less 
numerous than nails but still prevalent. They were found in roughly the same 
areas as nails. Based on their context, most objects in this group likely post-date 
the 19th century. There is very little literature regarding significant attributes of 
these types of fasteners, so interpretations of objects in this group remain limited. 
Occupational: Agricultural 
Despite the function of the site as an agricultural locus of production for 
over 60 years, few objects directly associated with agricultural activities were 
found in our excavations. The head of a large fork was recovered in feature 13. 
It has five tines and was likely deposited in the feature at the end of its filling. 
It seems appropriate at this point to mention the recovery of one type of 
ecofact that is often associated with agriculture. In the fill north of feature 16 and 
in the excavation units beneath the north porch, small but significant egg shell 
fragments were recovered. In the former case we think that these shells derive 
from the hens that were housed in the small outbuilding supported by feature 16 
perhaps in the first half of the 20th century. In contrast, the egg shells found near 
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the house may be merely the result of refuse associated with food preparation. It
is almost certain that eggs would have provided a significant contribution to the 
diet, particularly before the breakfast reformation that the Kelloggs instigated at 
the turn of the century. Carbonized fragments of a corn cob were also recovered 
from feature 15 in unit NlOl ESQ. Other subsistence remains consist of a 
significant assemblage of animal bone which is discussed separately below in a 
section devoted to the analysis of faunal remains. 
Occupational: Hunting 
Ammunition. Twenty-one bullet shells were found at the site along with 
the base of one buckshot cartridge (Figure 5-3). All of the bullet shells were .22 
caliber. Some of these were recovered from features 1, 13, and 15. 
Exchange: Commerce 
Coins and Tokens. Several one-cent pieces with legible dates were found 
on the site. Their occurrence in some contexts made them useful chronological 
markers. The types and dates include three Indian head cents, (1883, 1893, 1901), 
four Lincoln cents of the wheat variety (1919 [n=2], 1941, 1944), one Lincoln cent 
of the memorial variety (1974) and one Lincoln memorial with an illegible date. 
The 1901 coin was found in level 1 of feature 15. 
The context of the 1883 coin provided to be of particular interest. It was 
found in level 4 of Unit NllS E38 beneath the clinker driveway surface. This 
provides a terminus post quern for the driveway at 1883, whereas a terminus 
ante quern date for the driveway is provided by the contents of Feature 12 (ca. 
1940s-1950s ). 
Only one token was found in level 1 of N116 E39. This object is totally 
rusted on both sides making any interpretation difficult. 
Exchange: Communication 
Writing implements. Graphite pencil cores were recovered in two units, 
N86 E12 and N80 E20. Modern pencil leads were recovered in association with 
feature 12 and areas around feature 15. Also, one was found near the foundation 
of the house's rear addition (N104.5 E40.5). The graphite pencil cores, being the 
older of the two types, typically measure about 2-3 cm in length, 0.5-1.0 cm in 
diameter with slightly flattened shafts, and have angled and faceted tips. 
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Figure 5-3. Ammunition shells, stone projectile points, and a badly rusted 
handgun recovered from the 1996 excavations. 
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Exchange: Transportation: Animal related 
Two horseshoes were recovered. According to Hume (1969), horseshoe 
attributes can be chronologically sensitive. One horseshoe is badly corroded, 
although its rounded shape and wide distance between both arms suggests a 
production date of 1862-1900 (Hume 1969:238). The ends of the arms also have 
slight lips on them. There is also a nail sticking out of one of the attachment 
holes. It was recovered from level 2 of N104.5 E39.5, a unit that exposed part of 
the house addition foundation. The other specimen was located in the same unit 
as feature 15 (Nl0l ES0) and had a popularity date range of 1880-1920 (Hume 
1969:238). It is narrower than the first with a slight inward curve in the middles 
of the arms which flares out at the ends of those arms. Also at the curve of the 
shoe, on one side, there is a raised lip about 0.5 cm. These characteristics suggest 
a slightly later production date than the previous shoe. This date range (1880-
1920) overlaps with our tentative age estimate of feature 15. 
Another animal-related artifact is a copper livestock bell that was located 
in level 4 of unit N99 E38. A similar bell designed for sheep or other small 
livestock was noted in the 1907 Sears catalog (Diana Lynn, personal 
communication, 1997). Though this style may have persisted into the mid-20th 
century, the context of the bell suggests that it was made and used nearer to the 
turn of the century. 
Exchange: Transportation: Vehicle related 
Numerous automobile parts were recovered and identified including tire 
valves, windshield wiper fragments, odometer parts, a spark plug, and a car 
door handle. Obviously, these must date to the twentieth century, although 
given the relatively well-preserved state of most of these objects, it seems likely 
that they date to the last half of this century. The door handle has a shape 
reminiscent of automobiles from the 1940s-1950s , but it is badly corroded. Aside 
from automotive parts, a portion of a bicycle bell was found in unit N119 E63 
adjacent to feature 13 in level 3. 
A licence plate registered to a Michigan motorist was recovered from 
feature 12 in unit N115 E38. Though badly rusted, the number "C 1741" is clearly 
legible. We have not been able to determine to whom the plate was registered. 
Miscellaneous 
One of the most unusual artifacts encountered in our excavations was a 
rusted hand gun from feature 16 (Figure 5-3). Its maximal length (from trigger 
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arm area to the nose) is about 4 inches whereas the maximal height is about 3 
inches (bottom of handle to trigger arm location). Unfortunately, the poor state of 
preservation prohibits any detailed description and assessment. The context, 
however, suggests an early to mid-20th century date of discard. 
Native American Artifacts 
As mentioned previously, excavations have exposed sparse evidence of 
native American activity in the area. However, no clear concentrations of 
materials that could be identified as indicating activity areas have been located. 
Finds including 33 pieces of debitage were recovered throughout the site, 6 of 
which were collected in level 5 of feature 13. This feature may have disturbed a 
larger concentration of material. Alternatively, the flakes may have been merely 
incorporated into the fill. Two scrapers of tan chert were found east of the Fliss 
house. The specimen located in level 2 of N31.5 E85.5 exhibits some small flake 
scars on the perimeter and a groove through the center of it, perhaps a plow scar. 
The other was located in N30 E84 in level 3. 
Two complete chipped stone projectile points were recovered in our 
excavations (Figure 5-3). One point is a small, side-notched specimen with a 
concave base from N104 E16. The other is broken at the tip. It resembles a 
Brewerton Eared point type (see Justice 1987:120-123). Both specimens are 
similar to Late Archaic period (ca. 5000-3000) forms found elsewhere in Michigan 
and the Northeast. At present it is difficult to determine if these objects were 
produced and/ or used at the site or if they were collected elsewhere and lost or 
discarded at the site in the modern period. 
Two, small earthenware sherds of apparent Late Woodland cultural 
affiliation were also found. These undecorated specimens are too fragmentary to 
discern vessel form or function. Nevertheless, chipped stone tools, debitage, and 
ceramics attest to the validity of the documentary information regarding the 
native American use of this area into historic times. 
Faunal Remains 
A total of 2126 complete and fragmentary animal bones were recovered 
from numerous excavation units throughout the site (see Appendix D); While 
some of these remains probably represent the natural intrusion of small animals 
that lived on or near the site (e.g., squirrel, mice, other rodents, cardinal), the 
majority of the animal bones represent food remains associated with the 
subsistence practices of the site's residents. The identification and analysis was 
undertaken by Christine McMillan, a graduate student in the Anthropology 
Department who was enrolled in the 1996 archaeological field school. 
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In general, the condition of the bone assemblage is good. While many of 
the individual specimens are fragmented, a sizeable number of the elements are 
large enough to permit identification. All of the specimens have been identified 
to taxonomic order or class, whereas 540 specimens have been identified to the 
family, genus, and/or species levels. (The common and taxonomic names of all 
animals identified in the sample by genus/species are given in Appendix D.) 
Some of the remains (especially the ends of long bones) have been gnawed 
(postmortem) by animals, and others exhibit evidence of butchering marks. 
Otherwise, the faunal assemblage is well preserved. 
The faunal remains were recovered from several 50 x 50 cm shovel test 
pits, as well as numerous 1 x 2 meter excavation units that were dug in 10 cm 
levels to sterile soil. The contents of the excavated units were dry-screened for 
the recovery of both artifacts and ecofacts, using 1/4-inch mesh. Locations for 
the excavated units were based upon evidence from the test squares, surficial 
features, and subsurface geophysical anomalies. A total of 44 loci yielded faunal 
remains at the site (see Appendix D). 
All the remains were cleaned and cataloged in the laboratory after they 
were brought in from the field. The analysis began by sorting the faunal 
materials into two groups: elements that were identifiable, and fragments of bone 
too small to be identified beyond order or class. The latter were counted and 
weighed. The identifiable elements were studied with the help of the 
comparative skeletal collection at Western Michigan University, and by 
consulting several animal bone identification texts, particularly Olsen (1968, 1979, 
1985), Gilbert (1973), Sisson and Grossman (1953), and others (Carr 1952; Flower 
1966; Schmid 1972). Along with the identifications, other relevant factors that 
were recorded include the degree to which epiphyseal fusion was evident, the 
presence of butchering techniques, and the age, condition, and any modification 
of the bone specimens. 
Minimum number of individuals (MNI) of each species represented in the 
faunal assemblage was calculated. This method, explained by Grayson (1984), 
involves identifying left and right side skeletal elements, and then simply 
counting the number of left and right elements present for each taxon, which 
then reveals the minimum number of individuals which those elements 
represent. These data are summarized in Table 5-2. While researchers agree that 
calculating MNI is the best way to determine the number of each taxon 
represented in a faunal assemblage, the investigator must be aware of biases 
inherent in determining MNI (Grayson 1984; Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984; Stiner 
1994). The Shepard faunal assemblage was not immune to some of these biases. 
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Table 5-2. Minimum number of individuals (MNI) by animal species in the 
Shepard site faunal assemblage. 
Genus /Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos taurus 
Odocoileus virgi.nianus 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Sylvilagus jloridanus 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striatus 
Sciurus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus brachyrhynches 
Turdus migratorius 
Gallus domesticus 
Colinus sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmondena cardinalis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
full 
Cyprinus carpio 
Gastropods 
Angiospira sp.
No. of Elements 
134 
110 
11 
3 
3 
8 
23 
2 
4 
3 
128 
1 
4 
12 
5 
1 
8 
1 
12 
2 
2 
7 
MNI 
9 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
13 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
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First,NexcavationNtechniquesNinfluencedNtheNrecoveredNsample.N TheNvolumeN
ofNexcavatedNmatrixNisNrelativelyNsmall,NcomparedNtoNtheNtotalNsizeNofNtheNShepardN
site.N InNaddition,N onlyNdryNscreeningN (1/4NinchNmesh)NwasN employed;N smallerN
elements,NsuchNasNthoseNassociatedNwithNfish,NmayNbeNunderrepresented.N Finally,N
whileN aN fewN unitsN producedN elementsN suchN asN teeth,N itN isN possibleN thatNmostN
butcheringNofNanimalsNoccurredNelsewhereNonNorNoffNtheNsite,NandNhence,NtheNactualN
elementsNrecoveredNcouldNreflectNonlyNthoseNpartsNofNtheNanimalsNutilizedNbyNtheN
occupantsN ofN theN site.N MoreN extensiveN excavationN ofN theN ShepardN siteN mightN
presentNaNdifferentNpictureNofNspeciesNselectionNandNdiet;Nhowever,NtheNinclusionNofN
atNleastNoneNmiddenNinNtheNexcavatedNunitsNallowsNforNsomeNgoodNinferencesNasNtoN
theNkindsNandNcutsNofNmeatNbeingNutilizedNbyNpastNoccupants,NasNwellNasNdietaryN
changes.N
WheneverNpossible,N theN ageN atN deathNwasN alsoN determined.N ThereN areN
severalNmethodsN thatN canN beNusedN toN estimateN theN ageN atN deathN forN variousN
mammalianNspeciesNwhichNhaveNbeenNdevelopedNbyNresearchersNoverNtheNpastNfourN
orNfiveNdecades.N WildlifeNandNgameNbiologistsNrequiredNthisNdataNinNorderNtoNbetterN
manageN theNpopulationNofNlargeNgameNanimalsN (SeveringhausN1949).N DomesticN
mammals,NsuchNasNcows,NpigsNandNsheep,NhaveNalsoNbeenNstudiedNinNdetailN(SissonN
andN GrossmanN1953).N FromNthisNbodyNofN researchNhasNemergedN techniquesN ofN
varyingNreliabilityNforNestimatingNageNinNindividualNmammals.N
TheN timingN ofN toothN eruptionN remainsN theN mostN oftenN citedN andN mostN
reliableNmethodNforNestimatingNtheNageNofNmammalsN(GilbertN1973;N HillsonN1986;N
SeveringhausN1949).N However,NonlyNindividualNteethNhaveNbeenNobservedNamongN
theNShepardNsiteNfauna;NthereNwereNnoNfullNmandiblesNorNmaxillasNmakingN itN isN
impossibleNtoNjudgeNtoothNeruption.N Therefore,NaNsecondNtechniqueNwasNemployedN
toN analyzeN theseN elementsN fromN theN ShepardNassemblage-thatN ofN toothNwearN
patterns.N
InNhisNstudiesNofN toothNwearNpatternsNofNwhite-tailedNdeer,NSeveringhausN
(1949:213)NcontendsNthatNwearNonNteethNshouldNbeNrecognizedNasNaN"dependableN
meansNofNjudging"NageNinNthoseNmammalsNinNwhichNgrowthNandNdevelopmentNareN
wellNunderstood.N However,NSeveringhausN (1949)NhimselfNacknowledgedNsomeN
problemsNwithNtheNmethodNofNtoothNwearNpatternsNinNwhite-tailedNdeerNthatNheN
developed,NasNhaveNotherNresearchersN(GilbertN1973;NHillsonN1986;NRyelNetNal.N1961).N
Severinghaus'sN(1949:202)NmainNconcern,Nthough,NwasNlimitedNtoN"abnormalities"N
inNtoothNwear,NwhichNheNbelievedNwereNnotNsignificantNenoughNtoNproduceNseriousN
errorsNinNagingNdeer.N
InNcontrast,NHillsonN(1986)NhasNraisedNsomeNinterestingNissuesNpertainingNtoN
usingNwearNonN teethN toNageNmammalNbone.N AccordingN toNHillsonN (1986:213),N
attemptsNtoNrecordNattritionNbyNusingNmeasurementsNofNcrownNheightNinvolveNaN
numberN ofNpre-existingNassumptions.N First,NwithinNaNspecies,NandNwithinN eachN
individual'sNlife,NtheNrateNofNwearNremainsNconstant.N Second,NinNallNindividualsN
withinNaNspecies,NtheNstarting,NorNunwornNcrownNheight,NisNtheNsameN(NevenNthoughN
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teeth vary widely in size among individuals). Third, teeth erupt at the same age 
in all individuals within a species. Finally, age at death corresponds to the end of 
functional life for all permanent teeth. Because of these assumptions, Hillson 
(1986) maintains that aging a species according to wear of crown heights is 
somewhat subjective, which could lead to discrepancies among researchers. 
Since sex, nutrition and growth factors are variable in any species, these factors 
can become sources of errors in aging (Hillson 1986). At the same time, however, 
Hillson (1986:184) also states that if a researcher is dealing with one 
homogeneous population in which the rate of wear is "reasonably constant," it is 
possible to assume that the "extent of wear is a function of age." Therefore, even 
if the rate of wear is not known absolutely, an individual's age at death within a 
population can still be determined by comparing the amount of wear reached at 
death to other individuals within that same population. Admittedly, absolute 
ages cannot be determined from wear on teeth, though a range of ages is 
possible. 
Another scholar raising concerns about Severinghaus's (1949) method of 
aging deer from visually inspecting tooth development and wear is Gilbert 
(1973). His main objection is that white-tailed deer exhibit different rates of tooth 
wear, depending upon the region in which they live. For example, while 
Severinghaus's (1949) original method was developed using New York white­
tailed deer, other researchers have found significant variation in white-tailed 
deer populations from Massachusetts and Texas (Severinghaus and Cheatum 
1956). Ryel and coworkers (1961) have found that Michigan game biologists 
could not produce consistency in using Severinghaus's (1949) method; they 
tended to underage deer over four years old and overestimate the age of fawns 
less than a year old. Further, Ryel et al. (1961) reported that there were 
significant differences in the rate of tooth replacement in fawns and yearlings of 
Upper and Lower Michigan. Finally, they noted that deer throughout Michigan 
exhibited a slower replacement of incisors and premolars and a much reduced 
rate of wear on all cheek teeth when compared with the deer used in the original 
New York study. These same concerns over variability in different populations 
of white-tailed deer can also be easily applied to differing populations of other 
mammals, such as domestic animals, according to Hillson (1986). However, 
Sisson and Grossman (1953) point out that domestic animals, such as cows, sheep 
and pigs, constitute homogeneous populations in the United States, given that 
they are raised under similar conditions (e.g., same diet). Therefore, Hillson 
(1986:184) argues that the rate of wear on teeth should be "reasonably constant" if
the population is homogeneous, and that it will be possible for the researcher to 
assume that the amount of wear is a function of age in that population. 
Another method for estimating age in mammals involves the timing of 
epiphyseal fusion in some skeletal elements, particularly the long bones. In all 
mammals, including humans, the long bones, such as the femur, humerus, and 
ulna are formed, inutero, as cartilaginous models (Gilbert 1973). According to 
Gilbert (1973), there are centers of ossification in each cartilage model, 
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representing the shaft (diaphysis) and the articular ends (epiphyses). The shaft 
begins to ossify in the middle initially and then extends toward both ends, which 
ossify last. Although there is usually just one center of ossification on the ends of 
long bones, the humerus has two centers, both located on the proximal head. In 
quadrupeds, the metacarpals and metatarsals can also be considered long bones, 
as they have ossification centers at their distal ends as well as on the shafts. Until 
all growth in the length of the bone is completed, an epiphyseal plate of cartilage 
separates the shaft and epiphyses. This cartilage plate becomes narrower and 
eventually disappears with age when the shaft and end become a single bone. 
There are orderly, age-related sequences of epiphyseal closure for humans and 
some quadrupedal mammals (Gilbert 1973; Purdue 1983; Sisson and Grossman 
1953). Whenever possible, degree of epiphyseal fusion was used to estimate age 
at death for the taxon represented in the faunal assemblage at the Shepard site. 
Of the species present in the Shepard faunal assemblage, it was possible to 
estimate age at death for individual members of four taxa (Bos taurus, Sus scrofa, 
Odocoileus virginianus, and Procyon lotor), according to the degree of epiphyseal 
fusion present, or from tooth eruption and wear patterns (see Table 5-3). A total 
of 23 skeletal elements and 6 teeth produced evidence concerning age at death. 
Three teeth showed evidence of extreme wear: a right maxillary 1st premolar 
belonging to the species Sus scrofa (Unit N65 E42.5) and right maxillary 2nd and 
3rd premolars from Bos taurus (Unit N87 E19). Because of the amount of wear 
(tooth crowns almost worn down to the gumline), it is estimated that these two 
individual animals were advanced in age at the time of death. While exact ages 
cannot be determined, tooth crown wear to this extent indicates that the 
individuals from which these specimens derive were well over five years of age 
at the time of death. Only one other specimen, assigned to Odocoileus virginianus 
(Unit N87 E19), contained enough evidence to estimate age at death to some 
degree of certainty. An incisor, not fully erupted, and an astragalus smaller than 
that belonging to a full adult white-tailed deer, both indicate that the individual 
represented by these remains died between 8 and 12 months of age. Skeletal and 
tooth elements belonging to Procyon lotor from Unit N125 E53 are comparatively 
smaller than an adult. In addition, the lack of fully erupted molars in the right 
mandible indicate that this specimen was a juvenile. 
The remaining elements are long bones that exhibit either differing 
degrees of epiphyseal fusion or lack epiphyses. The ends of other long bones 
display ''billowing," a term used to describe the creases and bumps seen the 
surface of the end of the bone where it connects to the epiphysis. Typically the 
end will become smooth after it has fused with the epiphysis (Gilbert 1973). 
All of the elements assigned to cows (Bos taurus} or pigs (Sus scrofa} are 
from individuals that were less than two years of age at the time of death. 
Unfortunately, however, since only 29 specimens produced any evidence of age, 
no conclusions can be reached as to the average age at death of the majority of 
the mammals represented in the assemblage. 
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Table 5-3. Age estimate of butchered animals from individual skeletal elements. 
Genus/Species Provenience 
Bos taurus N99 F.38 
Bos taurus N99E38 
Odocoileus 
virginianus N87E19 
Odocoileus 
virginianus N87E19 
Bos taurus N87 E19 
Sus scrofa N99 E38 
Bos taurus N118E35 
Bos taurus N88E19 
Bos taurus N115E38 
Bos taurus N106.13 F.34.4 
Sus scrofa Nll0.5 E40 
Sus scrofa Nll0.5 E40 
Procyon lotor N125 E53 
Bos taurus N119 E63 
Bos taurus N119E63 
Element/Side 
tibia (R) 
1st phalange (R) 
1st mandibular 
incisor 
astragalus (R) 
2nd & 3rd max. 
premolars (R) 
3rd maxillary molar 
(R) 
tibia (L} 
1st phalange(R) 
tibia 
1st phalange(L) 
1st phalange(R) 
metacarpal (R&L) 
mandible (R) 
calcanus (R) 
humerus head 
Description/ 
Age Estimation
billowy surface on proximal 
end; less than 2 years old 
no epiphyses, distally or 
proximally ; billowy surfaces: 
less than 2 yrs old 
not fully erupted (8-12 mos.) 
small size (less than 12 months) 
worn to gumline 
(more than 2 years old) 
slight wear (less than 2 years old) 
no proximal epiphysis: billowy 
surface; less than 2 years old 
epiphyseal fusion not complete 
proximally; less than 2 years old 
no proximal epiphysis: billowy 
surface; less than 2 years old 
epiphyseal fusion not complete on 
proximal end; less than 2 yrs old 
epiphyseal fusion not complete on 
proximal end-less than 2 years old 
no epiphyses: billowy ends; 
less than 2 years old 
all molars not erupted: small size; 
less than 12 months old 
epiphyseal fusion not complete on 
proximal end-less than 2 years old 
proximal epiphysis not yet fused: 
billo� surface; less than 2 :r!S old
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TableK5-3K(Kcontinued).K
GenusK/SpeciesK ProvenienceK
Bos taurus N119 E63 
Bos taurus N95 E43 
Sus scrofa N115E38 
Bos taurus N96E43 
Sus scrofa N65E42.5 
Sus scrofa N65 E42.5 
Sus scrofa NSOE95 
Bos taurus N95 E66 
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Element/SideK
femur (L) 
femur (L) 
humerus head 
humerus (R) 
1st mandibular 
premolar (R) 
1st Maxillary 
premolar (R) 
tarsal 
epiphysis 
metacarpal 
Description/K
AgeKEstimationK
epiphysis not yet 
fused; less than 2 years old 
epiphysis missing: proximal end 
is billowy; less than 2 years old 
epiphyseal fusion not complete: 
billowy surface; less than 2 yrs old 
epiphysis missing: proximal 
surface billowy; less than 2 yrs old 
very little wear; less than 
18 months old 
worn to gumline; more 
than 2 years old 
billowy surface; less 
than 2 years old 
no proximal epiphysis, billowy; 
less than 2 �ears old
ByKdeterminingKtheKageKofKdepositsKfromKassociatedKobjects,KaKpreliminaryK
comparisonKcanKbeKofferedKofK theKoccupants'K dietsK overK time.K AnKanalysisK ofK
identifiableKbonesKfromKvaryingKtemporalKcontextsKatKtheKsiteKshowsKthatKtheKsiteK
residentsKutilizedKaKvarietyKofKfaunaKspeciesKinKtheirKdietsKthroughoutKtheK19thKandK
20thK centuriesK (ca.K 1840-1955).K MostKexcavationKunitsKyieldingK fauna!K remainsK
containedKaKdiversityKofKtaxa,KincludingKbothKdomesticKandKwildKspecies.K
BasedK uponK theK identificationKofK specificKelements,K itK appearsK thatK someK
butcheringKofKanimalsKcontinuedKonKtheKsiteKuntilKjustKbeforeKorKjustKafterKtheKtumK
ofK thisK century.K TheKassemblageKfromKUnitKN104.5KEK 39.5,K forKexample,KwhichK
datesKfromKca.K1850-1920,KyieldedKaKSus scrofa hyoidKboneKinKtheKfirstKlevelK(0-12K
cm).K UnitK N99K E38,K alsoK datedK fromK 1850-1920,K producedK twoK teethK andK aK
rostrumK (bonyK nasalK cavity)K ofK Sus scrofa inK theK 10-20K cmK level,K anK occipitalK
fragmentKfromKGallus domesticus inKtheKthirdKlevelK(20-35Kcm)KandKphalangesKfromK
Meleagris gallapavo. UnitKN119KE63,KdatingKfromKca.K1900-1920,KyieldedKBos taurus 
phalanges,Kcakaneus,KandKanKastragalus,KallKofKwhichKareKlowerKfootKbonesKnotK
usuallyK utilizedK forK consumptionK (althoughK theKmeatK fromK theseK elementsK isK
sometimesK usedK inK soupsK andK saucesKandKcouldKbeKeasilyKpurchasedK fromK aK
butcher).K
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AOcomparisonOofO elementsO thatOwereOutilizedOinO theOdietsOofO inhabitantsO
overO timeO revealsO anotherO interestingOpattern.O DomesticOpigO (Sus scrofa) isOwellO
representedOinOexcavationOunitsOassociatedOwithO 19thOcenturyOoccupationOofOtheO
site.O Moreover,OalmostOallOskeletalOelementsObelongingOtoOSus scrofa appearOinOtheO
excavatedO unitsO assignedO toO theseO earlyO dates.O ThisO indicatesO thatO theO earlyO
occupantsOofOtheOShepardOsiteOwereOutilizingOallOedibleOpartsOofOtheOpigO inOtheirO
diets.O ElementsOofOtheOfore- andOhindOlimbsOdominateOtheOspecimens,OindicatingOaO
preferenceO forO hams,O althoughO vertebrae,O ribs,O scapulae,O metacarpalsO andO
metatarsalsOareOalsoOpresentOandOconfirmOthatOmealsOalsoOincludedOaOfairOamountO
ofObacon,Ochops,OspareOribs,Ohocks,OandOtheOlike.O TheOpresenceOofOSus scrofa teethOinO
theseOunitsOindicateOthatOtheOanimalsOwereObutcheredOonOtheOsiteOduringOthisOtimeO
period.O
BesidesOpigOelements,OtheOremainsOassociatedOwithOtheOlaterOhalfOofOtheO19thO
centuryO (ca.O 1850O toO 1900)O alsoO containedO elementsO fromO aO numberO ofO otherO
species,OincludingOcowO(Bos taurus), domesticOsheepO(Ovis aries1 white-tailedOdeerO
(Odocoileus virginianus), EasternOcottontailOrabbitO(Sylvilagus floridanus), muskratO
(Ondatra zibethicus), raccoonO (Procyon lotor), wildO turkeyO (Meleagris gallapavo), 
pheasantO(Colinus sp.),OduckO(Aythya sp.),OandOchickenO(Gallus domesticus), asOwellO
asOcommonOmice,OaObarnOowl,OandOsmallerObirdsO(cardinal,Orobin,OandOcrow).O TheO
latterO speciesOwereOprobablyOeitherOintrusive,Oand/orOnotOutilizedOasOfoodObyOtheO
occupantsO(seeOAppendixODOforOtheOfrequencyOofOspeciesObyOprovenience).O
InOcomparingOjustOtheOelementsOfromOtheOthreeOmainOdomesticOanimalsO(pig,O
cow,O andOsheep),O itO isO interestingOtoOnoteO thatOmostO elementsO fromO theseO threeO
speciesOpresentOinO19thOcenturyOcontextsOrepresentOlargeOcutsOofOmeat,OincludingO
hamsO(pigs),OroastsO(cowOandOsheep),OandOlegsO(sheep).O ThisOindicatesOthatOearlierO
occupantsOatOtheOsiteOwereOcookingOlargeOmealsOperhapsOreflectingOtheOlargerOsizeO
ofOtheOhousehold,OtheOneedOtoOfeedOhiredOhands,OorOmoreOeconomicalOpreparationO
practices.O TheOoccupantsOalsoO tookOadvantageOofOwildOspeciesO inOtheOareaOasOaO
dietaryOsupplement.O TheseOfoodOchoicesOincludedOwildOturkey,Opheasant,Oduck,O
white-tailedOdeer,OandOpossiblyOraccoonOandOmuskrat.O
TheOremainsOdatedOtoO theOfirstOthirdOofOtheO20thOcenturyO(ca.O1900OtoO1930)O
alsoOexhibitObutcheringOandOcookingOpracticesOassociatedOwithOlargerOcutsOofOmeat,O
howeverO theO majorityO ofO cow,O sheep,O andO pigO elementsO deriveO fromO moreO
individualizedOcutsOsuchOasOchopsO (pig)OandOsteaksO (cowOandOsheep).O ThereOareO
alsoOfore-andOhind-footOelementsOfromOallOthreeOspeciesOthatOareOindicativeOofOsoupO
bones.O TheOmajorityOofOelementsOfromOexcavationsOofOthisOtimeOperiodObelongOtoO
Meleagris gallapavo (wildOturkey).O ThisO shiftO correspondsOwithOaOpreferenceO forO
smallerOcutsOofOmeatOperhapsOasOaOresultOofOsmallerOhouseholdOsize.O TheOoccupantsO
continuedO toO supplementO theirO dietsOwithOwildO turkey,OwithO theO additionO ofO
chicken,O pheasant,O andO possiblyO fishO (Cyprinus carpio vertebraO fragment)O andO
turtleO(Chelydra sp.OcarapaceOfragment).O
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The excavation unit (N115 E38) dated to between ca. 1940-1955 contained 
elements from such varied species as cow, sheep, pig, white-tailed deer, 
pheasant, and wild turkey. The elements from the domestic species again 
represent cuts of meat associated with steaks, chops and ribs from cows, sheep, 
and pigs, as well as hams and hocks from pigs. What is interesting about this 
unit, however, is that even as late as the 1940s and 1950s, the site occupants were 
still supplementing their diets with wild faunal species such as white-tailed deer, 
pheasant, and wild turkey. 
In sum, the faunal assemblage recovered from the Shepard site represents 
a broad range of animal food resources including both wild and domestic 
species. Overall, the skeletal remains are well preserved, allowing for the 
identification of 2126 pieces to order or class, and a total of 540 elements to the 
family, genus, and/or species level. Some elements from four taxa (Sus scrofa, 
Bos taurus, Odocoileus virginianus, and Procyon lotor) produced enough evidence to 
estimate age at death to various degrees. Unfortunately, evidence of age at death 
was apparent on less than 30 skeletal or tooth elements in the total assemblage 
making it difficult to determine exactly when most of the domestic mammals 
were butchered. 
Most of the 44 test pits and excavation units that contained bone yielded a 
very diverse assemblage, with both domestic and wild species represented. This 
pattern characterized the site assemblage throughout the period of occupation 
(ca. 1850-1955) represented by the deposits. Furthermore, the presence of various 
elements usually considered inedible (e.g., teeth, cranial elements) suggests that 
the butchering of animals continued at the Shepard site until the beginning of the 
20th century. Comparison of faunal utilization over time suggests that 19th 
century occupants of the site were consuming significant quantities of pork, 
although other taxa are also represented. Moreover, of the three domestic 
mammals utilized in this period (pig, sheep, cow), most elements appear to 
represent large cuts of meats such as hams, roasts, and large steaks and chops. 
Wild species, such as white-tailed deer, pheasant, wild turkey, and duck were 
also present in these units, indicating that the site occupants took advantage of 
nature's bounty to supplement their diets. 
By the turn of the century, dateable samples indicate that the occupants of 
the Shepard site began to utilize smaller cuts of meat from the same three 
domestic species present in the earlier time periods. While roasts and other large 
cuts were not given up entirely, most of the elements indicate that ribs, round 
steaks, and chops were preferred. The size of these elements and the ways in 
which they were butchered suggest that they represent individual portions of 
meat. As in the earlier period, wild species continued to serve as a dietary 
supplement. 
This analysis of the faunal assemblage from the Shepard site is a 
preliminary statement on some of the food choices made by the occupants from 
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the mid-19th through the mid-20th century. While the dietary patterns were no 
great surprise, they are reflective of a household that underwent significant 
changes in size, composition, and disposable income over the past 150 years. We 
expect that the patterns observed at the site could be replicated by a larger 
excavated sample or by an assemblage from other mid-19th century farmsteads 
in the region, though significant variation might also be revealed by further 
work. Considerable regional diversity is expected given the differences that 
existed among households in wealth, status, gender composition, ethnicity, and 
degree of complicity with capitalist notions of consumption. For example, 
numerous health reform movements were gaining momentum in 19th century 
America. In Battle Creek, the Seventh Day Adventists advocated prohibitions on 
the use of tobacco and the consumption of meat and alcohol. Clearly, the 
Shepard site occupants did not subscribe to these trends, despite the success of 
this philosophy in promoting the Battle Creek Health Reform Institute (1866), 
which later became the Battle Creek Sanitarium. Members of the Shepard 
household embraced a consumer mentality and participated in broader .national 
trends that led to the emergence of a middle class in rural America. But this was 
only one pathway that households could have followed in the 19th century. 
Some rejected capitalist principles and the consumption practices that 
accompanied them, whereas others were denied access to full participation and 
were forced to eke out an existence that lacked ample roasts, matched ceramic 
place settings, and other material symbols of economic prosperity. Thus, food 
choices serve to reproduce social relations much like other patterns of material 
consumption. Learning about the diets of past populations can contribute to our 
understanding of who these people were and how they were embedded into the 
broader social schemes of their times. 
In our analysis of the artifacts and ecofacts recovered from excavations at 
the Shepard site, we have attempted to expose the chronological and functional 
dimensions of the material world that the site occupants created, acquired, and 
used to display their social identities. The archaeological deposits that we 
encountered contain objects that were used predominantly in the mid-19th 
through the late 20th century, with sparing numbers of native American artifacts. 
Most of the Euroamerican artifacts reflect the activities of a domestic household 
that served as a locus of production and reproduction at different times in its 
history. As expected, our findings are a sensitive barometer of the political, 
economic, and social conditions that influenced the establishment and 
abandonment of this farmstead as well as the ways in which the site occupants 
related to each other and the world beyond the farmstead. Moreover, our 
analysis provides insights into the activities conducted by the site occupants, 
their use of space, and the changes that marked the development of the 
household over the past 150 years. Although most of the written documentation 
about the site pertains to the economic activities recorded by Warren Shepard, 
the material record is much more democratic by representing the seemingly 
mundane aspects of daily life that were conducted by hired hands, women and 
children, and tenants who operated outside of the spotlight of Shepard's teaching 
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. career. In the following chapter we integrate the information derived from these 
material objects with a landscape reconstruction to underscore how the material 
world can be decoded to infer changing social identities at the Shepard site. 
CHAPTER6 
LANDSCAPE RECONSTRUCTION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
FOR SOCIAL RELATIONS AT THE SHEPARD SITE 
Michael S. Nassaney, Nicole Kuemin, and Daniel Sayers 
In the approach taken in this research project, we have maintained that 
changes in the built environment associated with 19th and 20th century 
landscapes can be interpreted to understand how social relations were created 
and reinforced through the material world. The spaces and the outward 
appearances of barns, gardens, fences, and parlors actively signal the identity of 
their makers and users in a material discourse of everyday life. As symbols of 
social identity, the landscape did not speak in a single voice to all viewers. 
Moreover, the messages and their meanings may appear contradictory as 
individuals and groups attempted to manipulate the material world toward 
particular ends, perhaps hoping to surplant or undermine the positions of those 
who shared different social and political aspirations. The purpose of this chapter 
is to synthesize what we have learned about social relations along class and 
gender lines from our historical and archaeological investigations at the Shepard 
house, as seen through the lens of changing landscapes. As in previous sections, 
emphasis is placed on the architecture, subsurface features, and artifact 
distribution in attempting to present the significant landmarks in the lives of the 
men and women who made and remade the site beginning in the early 19th 
century. 
NATIVE AMERICAN OCCUPATION PERIOD: PREIDSTORY-1830s 
Unfortunately, very little can be added to our understanding of pre­
Euroamerican land-use practices in the area because such limited evidence of 
native American activity has been recovered from the Shepard site to date. The 
absence of evidence for permanent structures and large-scale landscape 
modification is consistent with what is already known about the settlement, 
subsistence, and social practices of indigenous peoples in Calhoun County. More 
systematic work should be conducted to identify physical evidence of "Chiefs 
Knoll" as well as the population aggregation that allegedly occurred in the 
vicinity of this feature near Territorial Road. The only recorded mound in the 
vicinity is shown on a map drawn by Henry Schoolcraft (1838) located a 
significant distance from Shepard's property near Goguac Lake. If there was a 
mound on the property it was probably not particularly large otherwise it may 
have also been recorded. 
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At present, verifiable evidence of native activity is confined to a few 
flakes, two projectile points, two possible scrapers, and two low-fired sherds of 
earthenware. None of this material can be unequivocally associated with the 
Contact (post-1834) period of the site, although the pottery is consistent with a 
Late Woodland cultural affiliation which extends up until the time of contact. 
The scrapers and flakes are not temporally diagnostic, whereas the projectile 
points bear formal similarity to Late Archaic (ca. 5000-3000 yrs. B.P.) specimens 
(e.g., Brewerton Eared). Given the relatively high ratio of tools to debitage at the 
site, it is possible that the tools were actually collected from adjacent plowed 
fields at a later time and then redeposited at the site. It is tempting to conclude 
that the points were collected by Euroamerican children and then lost at the site, 
given their provenience to the west and north of the house in units that also 
yielded recreational marbles. Suffice it to say that we have little understanding 
of the nature or intensity of native American use of the site, except to say that 
such use probably occurred. 
PIONEER PERIOD: 1834-1850 
As with the native occupation of the site, the earliest evidence of 
Euroamerican activity has also been difficult to obtain. But unlike the pre­
Contact period, there is good evidence for objects that may have been brought to 
the site in 1834 or acquired soon thereafter. 
Before discussing the significance of the few artifacts that relate to the first 
half of the 19th century, it is important to summarize what we know about early 
settlement and its implications for the Shepard household during this period. 
Although native Americans may have occupied the site when Shepard first 
arrived from New York state in 1834, there are no reports that relations between 
Shepard and the indigenous peoples were anything but peaceful. Shepard likely 
made few, if any, alterations to the landscape immediately after his arrival, 
particularly since he wasn't even living on the property for the first year or so. 
On the other hand, he may have soon begun to clear an area in anticipation of 
building a log cabin. 
There is some evidence that a portion of the land may have already been 
cleared. For example, Roberts (1932:Figure 441) makes reference to the presence 
of a cabin on the property prior to Shepard's arrival. Such a building may have 
been the home of a squatter, an early pioneer who settled in the area and built a 
structure without ever paying for the land. Squatters typically hoped to 
accumulate the money needed for a piece of property by the time an area was 
officially surveyed and made available for sale. They also often believed that 
their presence alone established a rightful claim to the land. If a squatter did live 
on Shepard's property, he probably did not arrive any earlier than 1825 or so (see 
Dunbar and May 1995) and obviously lost the rights to the land in 1834. 
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However, it is possible that Shepard allowed this person to live on the land for a 
short time after 1834. 
When Shepard first settled on the land, perhaps in 1835, he likely occupied 
a log cabin, possibly the building left by the squatter. The location of Shepard's 
first habitation structure remains unknown, although we suspect that the 
northeast corner of the original parcel may have been an ideal setting. Bounded 
by the Kalamazoo River, this site would have provided Shepard with easy access 
to the river that served as a source of potable water, aquatic fauna (e.g., fish, 
duck), and a means of transportation. The 1873 map also shows the location of a 
mineral spring that likely was known to Shepard at an earlier time. This also 
would have provided water and possibly cold storage. Thus, it seems likely that 
the original settlement area on this parcel was either near the river, near the 
spring or, perhaps in proximity to both. In any case, the original parcel was 
probably selected due to its strategic setting with ready access to water and a 
handy waste disposal system near the junction of a major east-west thoroughfare 
{Territorial Road) and a local access road (Coldwater Road) that led into the 
center of town. 
This domestic space probably consisted of little more than a main cabin 
and perhaps a few auxiliary structures, like pens and cribs, in a cleared area. It 
seems unlikely that there were any substantial outbuildings, as the land was not 
being heavily utilized for agricultural production until the next decade. 
However, Shepard may have built a second cabin for laborers and/or students. 
Furthermore, if Shepard was using his property in the brick manufacturing 
process, he may have had a kiln on the property and/or a clay extraction area(s). 
These would have probably been located near the river where the best clays 
could be found. 
Selected areas of the property may have been cleared to grow provender 
that would be used to graze sheep or other livestock. Clearing land was an 
arduous task that was usually undertaken gradually by early pioneers. But even 
on average sized farms (ca. 100 acres) of the early 19th century, land use was 
often roughly equally divided between pasture for grazing, tilled lands for grains 
and vegetables, and wooded areas for timber, fuel, and perhaps maple syrup 
{Laurie 1989). A mosaic of different land use practices would have emerged 
from the needs and capabilities of pioneer farmers in Calhoun County. 
Early pioneers like Shepard could not count on local self-sufficiency from 
the start. Various consumer goods found archaeologically testify to Shepard's 
involvement in markets beyond Battle Creek. Even before the railroad "snorted 
its way into Battle Creek in December 1845" (Lowe 1976:147), merchants had 
established markets to sell goods locally that had been obtained from Detroit and 
points further east. Perhaps the best evidence for these early purchases are the 
durable sherds of pottery that were produced in England during the period ca. 
1820-1850 that found their way to the site. Diana Lynn (personal communication, 
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1997) has suggested that the earliest ceramic vessels at the sites were probably 
haphazardly bought and collected so as to form a mixed assemblage of different 
styles and patterns. It was not until the late 1840s that individualized place 
settings would have become available in Battle Creek. The acquisition of such a 
ceramic set would imply a change in consumer behavior consistent with the 
newly established values of an emerging middle class. The purchase of the 
Medici pattern ceramics and the construction of his modern Greek Revival house 
in the subsequent are clearly material messages of Shepard's economic prosperity 
and his social, political, and perhaps religious affiliations. 
Shepard was not alone in these undertakings, though he was the head of 
the household. To what extent the purchases of commodities and other decisions 
were influenced by other household members is difficult to ascertain. Specific 
choices, such as the style of ceramics, were likely made by his wife, although Mr. 
Shepard may have established the monetary parameters. 
Shepard's consumer tastes and political aspirations were likely influenced 
from his birth in Erie County, New York, in 1809. Although little is known of his 
early life nor the lives of his parents and siblings, at the age of eighteen he 
graduated from western New York's Aurora Academy, perhaps an indication 
that he came from a fairly prosperous family. After graduating, Shepard taught 
for two years at a school in Sardinia, New York. 
Shepard led an active community and family life throughout his career. In 
1836 he was elected County Assessor and Overseer of Highways, an important 
position at a time when costs to transport goods to market were high. Two years 
later, Shepard married a local Battle Creek woman, Almeda Davis, and their first 
daughter, Amanda, was born in 1842. Despite the birth of several children to he 
and his wife over the next decade, only Amanda and Emily (b. 1852) lived to 
adulthood. Lacking male offspring, Shepard was forced to hire laborers to assist 
with agricultural activities on the farmstead, and perhaps brick-making earlier in 
the period. Thus, Shepard's household consisted of him and his wife, juvenile 
children, and an undetermined number of laborers in the 1840s. 
By 1850, Shepard was an average farmer in the region according to the 
agricultural census figures. Perhaps most important to his success was his 
decision to diversify production early on in his economic pursuits. Even when 
he committed to agriculture, his activities included the raising and slaughtering 
of livestock (especially sheep), dairy production (with an emphasis on butter), 
and the growing of fruits, vegetables, and grains. Unlike many early pioneers 
who concentrated their efforts on producing a surplus of wheat for sale on the 
eastern market, Shepard avoided specialization by producing for both home use 
and the market (see Gray 1996:56-58). He sold some of his surplus to various 
Battle Creek merchants and by the early 1850s, Shepard began to increase the 
number and regularity of laborers to aid in the farm work. Some of the farm 
produce went to compensate these farm hands as his "diary" indicates. 
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PROGRESSIVE PERIOD: 1850-1876 
Significant economic and landscape changes were set in motion in the 
early 1850s spawned by the construction of the mill race and the lawsuit that 
ensued. The documents suggest a more focused commitment to agricultural 
production, and the construction of the Greek Revival farmhouse indicates a 
significant change in socioeconomic status. Shepard was signaling his arrival 
into the emerging middle dass, and he was beginning to adopt the material 
expressions of this new identity. 
With the construction of the new farmhouse, the locus of domestic 
activities shifted from the riverine setting to the junction of Territorial and 
Coldwater roads. This was a radical locational shift given the received wisdom 
of the day. Despite the recommendations of many progressive farmers who 
prescribed that the house be built near the center of the farm to minimize travel 
distance (McMurry 1997:62-63), Shepard chose to concentrate the activities and 
associated buildings of his farm in the northwestern corner of the property in a 
socially strategic location. Based on documentary and material evidence, a 
number of landscape features appeared by the end of the 1850s, including at least 
two barns, pens, a walkway, a garden, and fences. There also may have been a 
springhouse, a meat storage facility, and storage cribs. Of course, there were 
probably numerous privies built on the property during the 19th century. While 
conclusive physical evidence for most of these features remains to be identified, 
it appears that the structures erected in this period were aligned in close 
proximity to the farmhouse, creating a nucleated farmstead. 
A closer analysis of the spatial organization of the farmstead is 
forthcoming (Sayers and Nassaney 1997; Sayers 1997). Historical archaeologists 
and cultural geographers have proposed alternative organizational models for 
building locations that reflect temporal, ethnic, and political economic concerns 
(Long 1972; McMurry 1997; Wilson 1982). These models vary with regard to 
their degree of nucleation and economy of space, as well as the division of labor 
by gender. In both the German-American and the Upland South tradition, 
outbuildings were divided into two major groups. In the former case, however, 
domestic and agricultural outbuildings were separated, whereas the latter 
created two groupings based on gendered activities (Young 1994:61). Both of 
these may be subsumed into what we call a "progressive farmer model" 
(McMurry 1997:56-86). The progressive model sought to put into practice the 
principles of a new economic order based on "competition, market orientation, 
capital accumulation, and profits" (McMurry 1997:57). The purpose was 
ultimately to streamline and systematize activities so as to minimize excessive 
movement, energy, and waste. This attitude was not confined to the farm but 
also had its expressions in the firm (industry) and the home (see Nassaney and 
Abel 1997). Advocates of the new progressive philosophy espoused their views 
in the agricultural journals of the day (e.g., New England Farmer, Prairie Farmer) 
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praising\the\benefits\of\labor-saving\farm\layouts\both\in\the\farm\yard\and\the\
farm\ house.\ Although\ the\ sparse\ evidence\ for\ the\ location\ of\ outbuildings\
during\ this\ period\ severely\ limits\ our\ analysis\ of\ the\ farm\ landscape,\
reconstructions\of\the\house\interior\point\to\the\ways\in\which\the\house\was\
designed\and\used\to\transform\and\reinforce\new\class\and\gender\relations\of\
the\ household.\ For\ example,\ the\ farmhouse,\ as\ well\ as\ the\ farmyard,\ was\
designed\to\minimize\movement\and\maximize\efficiency.\ The\result\ "was\to\
divide\ the\house\ into\two\parts,\one\oriented\toward\the\farm,\ the\other\ to\the\
public"\ (McMurry\1997:68-69).\ This\pattern\ expresses\ the\progressive\ farmer\
mentality\of\the\day,\as\do\other\aspects\of\interior\spatial\design.\
Interpreting\the\Exterior\Appearance\and\Interior\Space\of\the\Shepard\House\
Given\the\premise\that\material\culture\is\an\expressive\medium,\it\seems\
logical\to\ask\what\social\messages\the\house\was\conveying\to\occupants\and\
passers-by.\ This\perspective\guided\Kuemin's\(1997)\analysis\of\ the\Shepard\
house\ from\ which\ much\ of\ the\ following\ discussion\ is\ drawn.\ As\ noted\
previously,\the\large\size\and\ornate\design\of\the\house\ is\consistent\with\the\
image\ that\an\emergent\middle\class\family\would\promote.\ By\choosing\to\
construct\this\house,\the\Shepards\displayed\their\political\achievements,\social\
standing,\and\economic\stability.\ Perhaps\they\were\proud\of\their\country\and\
of\their\freedom\in\America\and\felt\it\patriotic\to\build\a\Greek\Revival\home.\ It\
was,\after\ all,\ the\ American\democracy\which\ gave\ them\ the\opportunity\ for\
elevated\social\and\economic\status\over\the\many\newer\immigrants\entering\
Michigan.\ The\construction\of\large,\permanent\houses\in\southwest\Michigan\
parallels\ the\ arrival\of\new\peoples,\ surely\ in\ order\ to\ distinguish\ class\ and\
exhibit\dominance.\ Likewise,\the\choice\of\brick\in\contrast\to\a\less\expensive\
building\material\such\as\wood\also\reinforced\this\symbolism.\ A\comparison\
between\ select\ features\ of\ Shepard's\ house\and\ those\ associated\with\ eleven\
other\Greek\Revival\homes\in\Battle\Creek\from\the\same\period\demonstrates\
some\of\the\significant\differences\in\design\that\are\related\to\cost\and\display\
(see\Table\6-1).\
The\ following\ characteristics\ that\ distinguish\ the\ Shepard\ house\ as\ it\
appeared\in\the\mid-19th\century\from\the\Greek\Revival\norm\are\worth\noting.\
Among\these\are\the\lack\of\symmetry\on\the\south\wall\(see\Figure\3-2)\and\the\
belt\ course\ three\bricks\high\just\above\the\foundation.\ The\south\wall\stood\in\
contrast\with\other\exterior\walls\and\the\interior\of\the\house\which\displayed\a\
symmetrical\ pattern.\ Greek\ Revival\ structures\ were\ ideally\ balanced\ by\
symmetry\in\their\true\form.\ A\window\may\have\been\omitted\(on\the\second\
story,\ above\ the\side\door)\if\the\function\of\ the\interior\took\precedence\over\
exterior\design.\ For\example,\if\a\wall,\closet,\or\stairwell\were\blocking\the\area,\
a\window\affixed\above\the\door\would\be\impossible.\ The\other\construction\
Table 6-1. Architectural features of twelve Battle Creek Greek Revival houses (from Kuemin 1997). 
Location 
A' 
293 Riverside A 
987 Riverside A 
1000 Riverside ? 
400Capital A 
2320 Capital A 
244Hamblin ? 
63/65 Wood A 
156 Minges A 
4500 S. Minges A 
4463 W. Minges A 
3541 H. Drive S. A 
Shepard house p 
B c 
u A
A A 
p A 
p A 
? p 
u A
u A
u A
? p 
p p 
p p 
p p 
Architectural features (see ke_r below) 
p E E c H I 
smaller back/side A faced stone A A 
larger back p unfaced stone A A 
equal side p ? A A 
smaller side p ? A A 
smaller side p ? A A 
equal side ? brick ? A 
smaller back/side A ? A A 
equal side p brick A A 
smaller side p ? A A 
equal side A ? ? A 
larger side p ? p A 
--- back A faced stone p p 
-- - -- ----
Key: A'= center door; B= belt course; C= brick siding; D= size compared to Shepard house; 
T 
A 
p 
p 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
E= additions or wings; F= side-lighted doorway; G= foundation material; H= front portico; 
I= dentilation; J= attic window; K= 1/2 size frieze windows 
P=Present; A=Absent; U=Undeterminable 
K 
A 
p 
p 
p 
A 
A 
A 
p 
p 
p 
? 
A 
� 
'-l 
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quirk exhibited on the house is the brick belt above the foundation. There is no 
apparent functional reason for this to exist. However, a few other Greek Revivals 
in Battle Creek also display this unusual design which may have been a 
decorative feature used on brick homes throughout the community. 
Besides these deviations from the architectural norm, the house also 
exhibits similarities to other contemporaneous Battle Creek homes of this style 
and appears more ostentatious than most. Although there is considerable formal 
variation during this period which witnessed the architectural transition from the 
Greek Revival style to the Romantic Revival, the Shepard house seems to have 
adhered to the ideal architectural form to a greater extent than most other Greek 
Revival-style homes examined in Battle Creek (Table 6-1). 
In addition to the economic image that Shepard sought to project, he may 
have also wanted to signal his political affiliations through architectural style. 
The Greek Revival, deriving from the "great democracy" of ancient Greece, was 
often preferred by Freemasons (Kennedy 1989) and the style provided order to 
life through its symmetry. With a center door, and perhaps a center hallway, the 
interior of this home would have appeared symmetrical. During the mid-19th 
century, people were certain their lives were formed by their surroundings. 
Thus, a Greek Revival would provide a harmonious and organized environment 
for its occupants through its balance and regularity of design. Perhaps Shepard 
acquired a taste for a systematic lifestyle as a teacher, maintaining discipline in 
the classroom. Another progressive tendency is the way in which he kept track 
of his expenses in his ledger, though this form of record-keeping hardly seems 
systematic or meticulous by today's standards. 
Clues from the exterior of the structure, combined with what remains of 
the house interior and the floor plans of other Greek Revival homes, have made 
possible a reconstruction of the interior organization of space. Floor plans and 
room functions were very similar among Greek Revival farmhouses. One would 
enter into the parlor, typically the largest room of the house located at the front. 
Center hallways were also common, lending themselves to spatial symmetry. A 
dining room, sitting room and/or bedroom surrounded the parlor, while 
kitchens and nurseries were placed toward the rear. In two-story homes, usually 
only the bedrooms, and possibly a nursery, washroom, or both were located on 
the second level. Kuemin (1997) has proposed two possible reconstructions of 
the original floor plan of the structure. The following analysis is based on these 
hypothetical arrangements. 
Entry into the house through the front door was generally reserved for 
important guests and the public. This entrance would lead into the parlor, the 
most elaborate room of the house located in the southwest corner. The well 
known architect Andrew Jackson Downing (1860) recommended that the parlor 
be situated toward the southwest for better sunlight and solar radiation. This 
room should also provide the best view of the surroundings. The Shepard parlor 
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would seem to fit this progressive ideal; it is oriented properly and it allows for a 
good view of the farm and Coldwater Road (Figure 4-2). 
The parlor was apparently used by both men and women. Whereas it was 
a public and hence male space to entertain guests, it was also used by women for 
teas, baptisms, and other social events (McMurry 1997; Nylander 1994). By the 
middle of the 19th century, middle-class women were becoming increasingly 
divorced from agricultural labor. The new "cult of domesticity" theoretically 
freed women from a number of household chores as hired hands and servants 
would perform this work if they could be afforded. Women were to devote their 
"extra" time to raising the children and spending "leisure time" in the parlor or 
sitting room where they could converse with the neighbors while knitting, 
sewing, or reading. Thus, the parlor symbolized leisure time which, in turn, 
reflected wealth. 
It is not clear to what extent Almeda Shepard participated in this ideal. 
For example, various ledger entries in the 1850s record the production of butter 
and other dairy products on the farm, likely the fruits of women's labor (Lapham 
1997). Furthermore, census data show that the practice of hiring domestic 
servants in Battle Creek was not as common as in other parts of the country. It 
does not appear that the Shepards used domestic servants, as none of the 
censuses list anyone living in the Shepard home with such an occupation. Even 
though women were supposed to be spending leisure time in the parlor, it is 
unlikely that this was the case for most women in Battle Creek (Kuemin 1997). 
Without servants, their domestic work was still in demand. Moreover, while 
men may have expected women to engage in leisure time activities, the latter still 
had the responsibility of raising children, helping with farm activities, and 
keeping order within the home leaving little time for socializing or rest. Thus, 
Almeda Shepard probably thought of leisure as a luxury, especially in the 
absence of domestic help. 
According to Kuemin (1997), women controlled access to and from the 
room nevertheless. As guests arrived, it was she who greeted them and led them 
to the room as the man was usually working in the fields outside the home. 
Females also decorated the parlor with their own handiwork, giving an identity 
to the family (McMurry 1997). The parlor, therefore, appears to have been a 
room in which the women made consumer decisions that expressed the 
economic standing of the household. 
The sitting room, much like a present day family room, eventually 
replaced the parlor. But in 19th century Michigan, many Greek Revival houses 
contained both a parlor and a sitting room. Kuemin (1997) thinks that the 
Shepards likely had a sitting room, given its popularity. This room was usually 
located near the front, but separated from the parlor by either a wall or hallway. 
A logical place for the sitting room would be at the northwest corner of the house 
(Figure 4-2) (Kuemin 1997). Whereas gender spheres were distinct in other parts 
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of the house, this room allowed for equality of every member in the family. The 
sitting room excluded only outsiders or visitors, as it was part of the private 
sphere, belonging to the family alone. 
Among the middle and upper classes, libraries were a fashionable 
addition to a house. Those with a taste for books preferred a library and those 
who did not read substituted a bedroom (Downing 1860). For a room to be 
considered a library in the 1850s it needed only to include a bookshelf, defined as 
any piece of furniture that held books. Libraries were part of the male domain, 
where the man of the household reflected on politics and other business matters. 
Libraries were located on the first floor toward the back of the house, preferably 
away from windows so as to minimize distractions. Several of Warren Shepard's 
books are curated in the HSBC archives. Given his educational background, his 
chosen profession, and his penchant for accounting, it is very likely that part of 
his home was devoted to such a space. 
Until the middle of the century, food preparation and consumption 
occurred in the same space. Architectural critics began complaining that the 
kitchen was not an appropriate place to eat. Dirty dishes and repelling odors left 
over from cooking lurked in the kitchen, creating the need for a separate eating 
space-the dining room (McMurry 1997). In the Shepard house this space would 
have been located east of the parlor (Figure 4-2). It is unlikely that hired help 
would have been allowed to eat in this room or frequent the parlor. In a Report of 
the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1863, it was stated that "boys stayed in the 
kitchen with the hired man" and were prohibited from entering the parlor 
because it was "too nice for them" (Adams 1863:309). More than likely they had 
not acquired the proper manners for behaving in these public spaces. 
Table manners, in particular, became increasingly important throughout 
the 19th century (Clark 1988). Rules of etiquette coincided with the shift to 
individualized place settings and specialization in ceramics that created a 
modern discipline as some historical archaeologists have noted (e.g., Shackel 
1991, 1993). Nineteenth century etiquette books were one means of inculcating 
this new ideology. The practice of formal, segmented dining can also be inferred 
from the ceramic set with the Medici pattern that was recovered in our 
excavations. We found at least 5 different vessel forms (plates, bowls, and a cup) 
from what may have been a set of 12 place settings originally containing over 100 
pieces (Lynn and Latuszek 1997). The design elements of this pattern would 
have complemented the interior furnishings and lent an air of formality to the 
dining room. Even as recently as the early 20th century, Mrs. Kline remembered 
the dining room as beautiful, though this comment likely referred to the 
Victorian bric-a-brac that persisted from the 1880s and 90s (personal 
communication to Carol Nickolai, 1996). In any event, when the house was built 
in the early 1850s, food preparation and dining were clearly separated into 
different spheres. 
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Food preparation activities were confined to the kitchen which was 
situated far away from the public sphere. From this perspective, it would seem 
that the addition at the back of the house was part of the original structure or 
constructed shortly thereafter; it was designed for cooking and other kitchen 
activities. One feature that lends credence to this interpretation is the presence of 
a sizable quantity of animal bone derived from subsistence and other domestic 
refuse immediately north and east of the kitchen extension {Nll0 E40.5). 
Moreover, temporally diagnostic artifacts in this midden date to the mid-19th 
century suggesting that the materials were deposited when the extension 
functioned as a kitchen, probably until the end of the 19th century. A lead pipe 
leading from the south into the foundation wall of the rear addition likely 
channeled water into the house for domestic purposes by the late 19th century, if 
not earlier. From the kitchen, prepared foods could be carried a short distance to 
the dining room table by Shepard's daughters or perhaps hired hands. 
Other ancillary spaces were located in proximity to the private, female 
sphere of the kitchen such as a pantry, woodshed, dairy, or wash basin for the 
use of laborers engaged in agricultural activities. For the progressive farmer and 
housewife, efficiency of organization was paramount. According to McMurry 
(1997), farmhouse planners of the 1820s and 30s were designing spatially efficient 
kitchens that entailed the careful placement of auxiliary rooms and an analysis of 
movement within the kitchen itself, decades in advance of Catherine Beecher and 
other domestic reformers (see also Nassaney and Abel (1997] on the importance 
of spatial organization and social control). In principle, appliances were to be 
conveniently situated to maintain the health of the housewife, since it was 
thought that women could not endure much physical stress. It was unhealthy, 
especially for pregnant women, to engage in harsh household activities for the 
day's duration. In reality, however, the chores of a farmer's wife could be quite 
onerous as Borish (1995) has demonstrated for the 1830s and 40s in New 
England. One way in which a man could assist his wife and show her how much 
he cared for her and his daughters was to make various facilities (e.g., well, 
vegetable garden) and household spaces (e.g., nurseries) easily accessible, 
thereby making the chores more manageable. We would expect that these 
factors were taken into consideration when the Shepard landscape was designed, 
and that Almeda, Amanda, and Emily likely had active voices in this type of 
decision making. 
Another specialized room in 19th century America became the nursery; its 
development points to the growing importance placed on childhood in the 19th 
century (Calvert 1992). Nurseries were normally large rooms designed to 
provide children with an area for active play. It functioned to protect children 
from the world, and it protected the house from the children (Calvert 1992:79). 
Nurseries were often located on the second floor within earshot of the kitchen, 
though occasionally nearer the kitchen on the first floor. Although the Shepards 
had seven children, it is not clear how important a nursery would have been to 
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the household since most of their children died in infancy. A possible location of 
such a room may have been on the second floor in the southeast corner of the 
house (Figure 4-2). This would place the nursery in proximity to the kitchen, yet 
distant from the parlor where adults would congregate. Nineteenth-century 
artifacts recovered from our excavations that are associated with children include 
several clay marbles, a popular game into the second quarter of the 20th century. 
Toys proliferated in the 20th century with the introduction of plastic, and several 
examples were recovered from our investigations. 
The care of children often required a washroom nearby, as nurseries also 
substituted as "sick-rooms." Messy children and ill family members were much 
easier to keep clean and attend to with a washroom in close proximity. The 
Shepard house may have had a washroom on both the first and second floors; the 
downstairs room would have been used primarily by laborers if they lacked such 
a facility in their working and living spaces. 
Most of the remaining rooms in the house were devoted to sleeping 
quarters, and all adolescents and adults likely had their own bedroom (Downing 
1860). This spatial arrangement gave each family member a sense of 
individuality, not to mention privacy. Both Amanda and Emily, the only 
children surviving to adolescence, likely had separate bedrooms by the late 
1850s. These rooms served as miniature apartments with which the girls would 
personally identify. Given their own personalized spaces, children might come 
to see their house as belonging less to their father, and more to themselves (Clark 
1988). Perhaps this experience led the two girls to identify themselves with their 
home, later influencing their decision to reside in it long after their father died 
(Kuemin 1997). Although the house had probably long been paid for by the 
1870s, Amanda and Emily must also have had an affinity to the home or they 
would not have chosen to remain there so long. 
Access to the second floor of the house in the 1850s was not via the 
staircase that exists today. It seems that the original staircase may have been 
adjacent to the north wall of the house (Figure 4-2) where a ghost outline is still 
visible. About half-way between floors, the stairs may have been oriented at a 
right-angle leading toward the dining room to the south (Sharon Ferraro, 
personal communication, 1997). Apparently, it was not uncommon for a 
household to rearrange the staircase as their needs changed (Kuemin 1997). 
Further architectural analysis will be needed to confirm or refute this model. 
This work should include detailed measurements and recordation of structural 
features and other techniques of 'building archaeology" such as paint and wall 
paper stratigraphy to determine changes in color schemes and other aspects of 
decorative style. 
The house almost certainly stood at the core of domestic activities 
throughout the progressive farm period. The kitchen and other private spaces at 
the rear of the house formed a bridge between domestic and work spaces. From 
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aqdoorwayqonqtheqsouthqsideqofqtheqkitchenqextension,qitqwasqjustqaqshortqwalkqtoq
theq barnsq andq otherq outbuildingsq aroundqwhichq agriculturalq activitiesqwereq
centered.q Atq present,q weq haveq yetq toq recoverq unequivocalq archaeologicalq
evidenceqofqanyqmid-19thqcenturyqagriculturalqbuildings.q Theqpresenceqofqoneq
andqpossiblyqtwoqbarnsqconstructedqnoqlaterq thanq lateq1850sq isqindicatedqonqanq
1858qmapqandqareqalsoqshownq15qyearsqlaterq (Beersq1873).q Theqarchaeologicalq
signatureq ofq suchq featuresqmayqbeq ephemeral,q despiteq theirq largeq sizeq if,q forq
example,q theyq wereq merelyq builtq onq stoneq piersq lackingq substantialq stoneq
foundationq walls.q Furtherq geophysicalq surveysq followedq byq subsurfaceq
investigationqshouldqbeqconductedqinqareasqwhereqtheqbarnsqareqsuspectedqtoqhaveq
stood.q Thisqworkqmayqalsoqbenefitqbyqethnoarchaeologicalqworkqinqtheqregionqtoq
ascertainqarchaeologicalqexpectationsqforqmid-19thqoutbuildingsq(e.g.,qseeqSayersq
1997;qYoungq1994).q
FINALqAGRICULTURALqPERIOD:q(1877-1896)q
Afterq Warrenq Shepard'sq deathq inq 1876q itq appearsq thatq theq houseq andq
landscapeqstillqfunctionedqasqanqagriculturalqsystemquntilqtheqendqofqtheq1890s.q
Accordingq toq theq1880q census,q aq "John"qShepardqwasqconductingqagriculturalq
activitiesq onq theq propertyqwhereqheqwasq residingqwithq thisqwifeq (Caria)q andq
daughterq(Birtha).q Presumably,qAmandaqandqEmilyqShepardqalsoqoccupiedqtheq
houseqduringqthisqperiod.qWhileqtheqlivingqarrangementsqremainquncertain,qsomeq
ofqtheq firstqsignificantqmodificationsqtoqtheqstructureqmayqhaveqoccurredqatqthisq
time.q Onqtheqotherqhand,qifqJohnqwasqkinqtoqtheqShepardqsisters,qtheyqmayqhaveqallq
occupiedq theq houseq withq Johnq assumingq theq roleq ofq headq ofq household,q evenq
thoughqtheqsistersqownedqtheqhouse.q
Underq theseq circumstances,q JohnqShepardqwouldqhaveq beenqmoreq likeqaq
tenantqthanqanqowner.q Thus,qweqwouldqexpectqlandscapeqcontinuityqsinceqneitherq
Johnqnorqtheqsistersqwouldqbeqlikelyqtoqinvestqdisposableqincomeqinqmakingqanyq
radicalqchanges.q Thisqperiodqwouldqbeqmarkedqbyqtheqmaintenance,qatqbest,qofq
existingq featuresq andq facilities.q Theq gender-basedq divisionsq ofq laborq ofq theq
previousqperiodqmayqhaveq continued,q withq Johnq Shepardq andq hisq wifeqCariaq
substitutingq forqWarrenq andq Almedaq Shepard.q Otherq assistanceqmayq haveq
continuedqtoqcomeqfromqfriendsqorqhiredqlaborers.q Amongqthemqmayqhaveqbeenq
ThomasqMitchellqwhoqpurchasedqtheqnortheastqcornerqofqtheqparcelqinq1897,qthusq
usheringqinqaqperiodqofqlandqsubdivisionqthatqcontinuesqintoqtheq20thqcentury.q
Despiteqthequncertaintyqofqsocialqrelationsqandqlaborqarrangementsqduringq
theq finalqagriculturalqperiod,qscatteredqartifactsqfoundqonqtheqsiteqareqconsistentq
withqcontinuedqagriculturalqusageqofqtheqsite.q Theqolderqceramicqassemblageqwasq
replacedqbyqaq semi-vitreousq ironstoneqsetq thatqwasqmoreq inq keepingqwithq theq
times.q WhetherqAmandaqandqEmilyqorqJohnqShepardqwasqresponsibleq forqthisq
purchaseqisqdifficultqtoqdetermine.q Variousqearthenwareqjugsqandqstorageqcrocksq
indicateqthatqfoodsqwereqbeingqpreservedqtoqextendqtheirqseasonalqavailability,qaq
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pattern that actually continues into the 1940s at the site. We have not been able 
to associate any of the large artifact deposits (e.g., Features 12, 13) with this 
period, with one possible exception. The clinker driveway may have been 
created as early as the late 19th century. Unfortunately, we expect the 
construction of this feature to correspond with some other major change at the 
site such as the introduction of an automobile or the conversion of the kitchen 
extension to a different function such as a carriage house or garage. These 
developments probably did not occur until the first quarter of the 20th century. 
SUBDIVISION AND URBAN FARMSTEAD PERIOD: (1897-1935) 
The early twentieth century is marked by dramatic changes in household 
technology and occupational activities throughout America. Technological 
innovations included new techniques for heating and illuminating the home, as 
well as providing for water and the removal of waste. These transformations 
had significant impacts on the contents of the home, the organization of space 
within it, and the visual landscape beyond the domestic sphere, all of which are 
reflected in the material record of the Shepard house. Schlereth (1992) has 
discussed some of the material ramifications of the introduction of the new home 
utilities that were adopted throughout the country, reaching most parts of 
middle-class, rural America by the 1920s. 
Among these changes summarized by Schlereth (1992:238) are alterations 
in the physical landscape both above and below the ground and the new 
relationship of the home to its surrounding neighborhood. The household's 
interconnections with new utilities (e.g., electricity) made it less self-sufficient. 
With the later establishment of telephone lines, water main, and sewer, 
Americans became accustomed to think of "systems" as metaphors for modern 
life. Moreover, light, heat, and water were no longer the product of the 
homeowner, as they were commodities to be purchased from elsewhere. 
Although electricity was initially introduced to provide light, the advent of 
power outlets throughout the house led to a proliferation of various appliances 
(e.g., vacuum cleaners, washing machines, sewing machines, radios), many of 
which were touted as labor-saving devices (cf. Cowan 1983). 
This period also witnessed the consolidation of farmland, as large land 
holdings came into the hands of specialized producers. The result was the 
abandonment of agricultural practices at many sites that previously had 
supported these activities. This simultaneously corresponded with an increase in 
industrial wage labor throughout the nation. Stewart-Abernathy (1986a) has 
documented the material changes associated with the establish of the so-called 
"urban farmstead" and the processes that contributed to their emergence. This 
model has been shown to have some utility in understanding landscape changes 
elsewhere in southwest Michigan (Rotman and Nassaney 1997) and also has 
potential application at the Shepard site. 
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The urban farmstead is the landscape that resulted from the abandonment 
of farmstead elements due to several mutually-reinforcing factors (Stewart­
Abernathy 1986a:12-13). The first is infilling, whereby land holdings were 
divided into smaller parcels to permit the building of additional houses. Second 
is the development of municipal services. As public utilities such as water and 
sewer became available, the need for decentralized facilities (e.g., recharge basins 
and privies) was eliminated. The third factor is zoning. Building codes and city 
ordinances often prohibited livestock on the urban farmstead to ensure sanitary 
conditions and avoid public nuisance as population density increased. 
Transportation improvements, the fourth factor, led to the elimination of the 
horse and other associated landscape features (e.g., barns). Finally, innovations 
in the transportation, storage, and packaging of foods directly affected, and often 
replaced, food production on the property. 
These factors contributed to additive, subtractive, and substitutive 
modifications over time, examples of which can be documented at the Shepard 
site. Additive adjustments may include the construction of new landscape 
features, such as the placement of a layer of clinkers to create a driveway surface 
for automobiles. Subtractive adjustments lead to the removal or abandonment of 
landscape elements. Privies (e.g., Feature 13) or other obsolete waste disposal 
systems were often abandoned and/ or eliminated once they were no longer 
needed. Barns would have also fallen into disuse. Finally, the replacement of 
one building with another, or changes in the function of a particular space, are a 
substitutive adjustments. For example, the transformation of the kitchen 
extension into a garage suggests the increased importance or popularity of 
automobiles in the 1920s. 
In sum, the first quarter of the 20th century was probably the most active 
period of landscape change at the site since the mid-19th century. During this 
time the focus of the household, which comprised only two members (Amanda 
and Emily Shepard), shifted away from being a primary site of agricultural 
production. Perhaps to supplement their incomes, they began to sell off the land 
holdings that their father had willed them, setting in motion the process of land 
subdivision. Expectedly, landscape features came to reflect those changes. The 
message that their father, Warren Shepard, had sought to project through the 
symbolism of the brick Greek Revival home had long since faded; the older 
relations of power and authority that the building represented had little meaning 
for the subsequent occupants who would use the landscape to express 
themselves in distinctive ways. With the coming of the Meaccis in the 1920s, the 
built environment was actively reconstituted to signal a new set of social 
relations. 
One of our first clues to the structural transformations that occurred at the 
Shepard site in the 1920s were the comments made by Mrs. Kline about her early 
recollections of the house. She repeatedly mentioned how beautiful the house 
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was when Emily Shepard lived there (ca. 1920) and how, in stark contrast, the 
Meacci's had "ruined the house." While we were initially puzzled by these 
remarks, they have taken on a new meaning in the context of changes to the built 
environment discussed above, as well as those initiated by a shift in ethnic 
ownership. 
When Emily Shepard last occupied the house, it was probably little 
changed from its late 19th-century appearance. The parlor and dining rooms in 
particular, parts of the house that Mrs. Kline would most likely have been 
allowed to see and hence recollect, would have been cluttered with numerous 
Victorian furnishings that represented domesticity such as "knickknacks, books, 
live plants, ceramics, fancy needlework, and photograph albums" (McDannell 
1992:185), as well as hair wreaths in glass frames and large family bibles with 
decorative covers (Grier 1992:53). 
By the time the Meaccis came to occupy the house in the early 1920s, "the 
formality of Victorian life, with its elaborate codes of social etiquette" had come 
to an end (McDannell 1992:186). Moreover, these symbols had different 
meanings for the Meaccis, ones that they likely did not care to identify with or 
express. Whether they came to America with Old World tastes and attitudes 
towards furnishings and domesticity or attempted to adopt "American" ideals 
which by now tended toward "simplicity and naturalness in domestic 
architecture and interior design" (McDannell 1992:185), it seems almost certain 
that the Meaccis' consumer choices would have differed considerably from those 
of the Shepards'. 
Outside the house, these differences would have been even more apparent 
as passers-by could view and interpret the landscape changes of the Meaccis as 
they worked to make the Shepard farmstead their home. Some of the cultural 
baggage that probably accompanied the Meaccis were beliefs associated with 
their feast days, ceremonies, games, and food consumption, some of the most 
enduring aspects of culture. In an attempt to reproduce the Old World in Battle 
Creek, the Meacci's created yard spaces the likes of which Mrs. Kline had 
probably never seen before. Immediately north of the house, Silvano Meacci 
planted two rows of grape vines to create a small vineyard. It seems likely that 
these vines were planted for their grapes in order to produce wine for home 
consumption during the Prohibition Era of the 1920s and 30s. Between the vines, 
Mr. Meacci also designated an area to accommodate bocce ball, "a game of Italian 
origin similar to lawn bowling played on a long narrow usually dirt court" 
(Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 1979:122). The grape vines surrounding 
the court would have fostered a private, Old World atmosphere for the males 
who played bocce and perhaps consumed homemade wine, in marked contrast 
to the denuded agricultural landscape, encroaching neighbors, and the activity of 
Coldwater Road. 
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Another exterior change would have been the demolition of the north and 
south wooden porches which were likely in an advanced state of decay, having 
been constructed some 30-40 years earlier. Their removal may have coincided 
with the creation of a direct exterior entrance to the second floor of the house on 
the north and/ or the conversion of the kitchen extension into a garage. About 
the same time, privy use would have been discontinued as indoor plumbing and 
bathrooms became available (Schlereth 1992). The refuse designated Feature 13 
which dates to this period may seal a privy location that had been abandoned. 
An abandoned outhouse would be a suitable and· convenient location to discard 
materials that had been kept in an outbuilding or other storage space such as 
agricultural implements (e.g., pitch fork) and other miscellaneous objects (e.g., 
chamber pot). The removal and discard of these types of objects is often 
associated with cleaning activities conducted by new occupants in an attempt to 
make various spaces (e.g., sheds, barns, storage rooms, attics) available for a new 
purpose (see Rotman and Nassaney 1997). Such a change in occupancy or 
ownership coincides with the Meacci's move into the house (ca. 1920) or their 
purchase in 1925. 
There were undoubtedly some continuities in land use patterns also. For 
example, Bruna Meacci Shaffer recalls raising small animals such as chickens 
and/or rabbits which may have been kept in pre-existing or newly constructed 
outbuildings behind the house to the east. One of these buildings may be 
represented by the foundation wall designated Feature 16. As with the previous 
owners, the Meaccis were using spatial organization to express their social 
identity, though in ways that were radically different from what the neighbors 
had become accustomed to over the past 75 years. 
TENANCY PERIOD: (1936-1985) 
In the late 1930s, the Shepard house was sold again and experienced a 
significant period of rental usage. Although it has been suggested that Battle 
Creek weathered the economic storm of the Depression years better than many 
other communities in America due to the support and employment opportunities 
provided by the large cereal companies (Mary Butler, personal communication, 
1997), the shift from owner occupancy to tenancy represented by the Meacci's 
sale of the property may reflect changes in the economic climate. As segments of 
the population could no longer afford to own their own homes for a variety of 
reasons during this period, the population of tenants increased throughout the 
community and more rental units were needed. Since the construction of new 
homes was severely curtailed in America during the 1930s Ooseph Nassaney, 
personal communication, 1997) and banks were foreclosing on overdue 
mortgages, houses that had been previously owned-occupied became available 
for rent. 
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Initially, the war effort also stimulated the need for rental properties 
followed by a later demand for inexpensive housing to accommodate Gls 
returning to the Battle Creek area. The Shepard house was occupied by a family 
whose father was involved in the production of water pumps for the military in 
1942. Two small houses were also built east of the Shepard house during the 
early 1940s. The purchase of the land for the construction of these house marks 
the last sale and subdivision of land associated with the Shepard house. 
Sometime in the late 1940s (or perhaps slightly later), a new septic system 
was constructed about 15 m north of the house (Feature 12). This installation 
may reflect the need for a separate facility for one of the two rental units in this 
house, perhaps due to a greater volume of waste water associated with new 
appliances in the home (e.g., washing machine) or the addition of a second 
bathroom. The debris used to fill the septic pipe trench probably derives from 
cleaning out a storage area such as a shed or the house basement, perhaps during 
the change of ownership in 1948 (see Table 6-2). 
An interesting artifact that dates to this period is the Michigan Carton 
Company labor union pin. This pin and the affiliation that it represents clearly 
point to the need for wage labor outside of the household, a trend that began in 
the previous period. Moreover, this symbol is also evidence of the vitality of 
collective bargaining and labor organization among industrial workers in the 
first half of the 20th century. Labor union participation in some industries 
during this period was a significant proportion of the work force, whereas in 
more recent years it has declined to a 20th century low. Declining union 
membership has come to be associated with larger proportions of homeless in the 
population and greater disparities in wealth and income throughout America. 
Thus, the plight of working class people nationwide is indirectly mirrored by the 
abandonment and ruin of the Shepard house. 
The tenancy period also corresponds with relative landscape stability or 
stagnation as neither the owners nor tenants were particularly interested in 
making significant modifications. Changes made by owners are likely to be 
minimal, designed to ensure that the units remain rented so as to yield a profit. 
Tenants typically do not have a vested interested in the landscape (see Mascia 
1996), being more concerned with interior design as opposed to exterior 
appearance. Artifacts associated with tenancy, however, may actually belie their 
socioeconomic income, since tenants may be inclined to spend relatively greater 
proportions of their disposable income on consumables. 
The Shepard site took on an increasingly suburban appearance during this 
period as more houses were built behind it and a road (Riverside Court) was 
designed to allow access to those houses from Riverside Drive. By the mid-
1980s, most residents and casual observers with few exceptions could no longer 
remember what the agricultural landscape of the Shepard site looked like, and 
the historical significance of the property was forgotten. 
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Table 6-2. Shepard site occupants and land transactions, 1897-present. 
Date 
1897 
4/29/1897 
10/9/1902 
1/21/1925 
2/21/1931 
2/21/1931 
9/14/1935 
5/14/1937 
5/14/1937 
1/12/1939 
12/1/1942 
2/26/1945 
2/5/1948 
Transaction Sale Price 
W. B. Shepard to Emily and Amanda Shepard inheritance 
W 1/2 of NE 1/ 4 of Sec. 13, 79 15/100 acres 
NW 1/ 4 of SE 1/ 4 of Sec. 13, 39 53/100 acres 
Emily and Amanda Shepard to Thomas Mitchell $600 
small parcel in W 1 /2 of NE 1 / 4 of Sec. 13 (Lot 2) 
E. and A. Shepard to World's Fare Food Co., Ltd. $9538 
NW 1/4 of SE 1/4 and W 1/2 of NE 1/4 of Sec. 13
with the exception of 4 acres retained by Shepards
Emily Shepard to Silvano Meacci (4 acres) $1 
Silvano Meacci to Eula Kahler (4 acres) $1 
Eula Kahler to Silvano and Natalina Meacci $1 
S. and N. Meacci to Cora Thompson no price listed 
Cora Thompson to Robert M. Ward $1 
Robert M. Ward to Edwin E. Ives and Cora Ives $1 
Edwin E. Ives to Cora Ives $1 
Cora Ives to Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. $1 
(sale of southern portion of the property measuring 
48.7 feet north-south and 197 feet east-west) 
Cora Ives to Fred Y. Cooper (Lot 1) 
Fred Y. and Ocie Otie Cooper to Olive Nuding 
no price listed 
$1 
9/22/1965 Olive Nuding Williaume to L. D. Funk no price listed 
unknown 
$10,000 
1985 Gary Thorngate? 
1990-pres. Historical Society of Battle Creek purchases 
the house and small parcel of land (Lot 1) 
The tenancy period was punctuated by another burst of landscape activity 
in 1985 when Gary Thorngate decided to renovate the property for commercial 
uses. He selected the house as a setting for a boutique, although the property 
was not zoned for such commercial activity. Ironically, it was the quaint, Greek 
Revival style that made the building so attractive for its anticipated new use. 
Thorngate began to aggressively seal doors and windows, remove the 
dilapidated portion of the garage extension, level the ground surface, and 
generally make modifications to suit his needs. Luckily, Thorngate compiled a 
good photographic documentary record of the building before and after his work 
(e.g., Figures 3-3 and 3-4). The material that he used and the style of his 
workmanship are readily distinguishable from the original construction nearly 
140 years earlier. Since his work was not completed for financial reasons, the 
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houseG stillG neededG attentionGwhenG itG passedG intoG theG handsG ofG theGHistoricalG
SocietyGinGtheGlateG1980s.G
PRESERVATIONGPERIOD:G1986-presentG
TheGhouse,GhavingGbeenGabandonedGsinceGtheGmid-1980s,GbecameGavailableG
forGsaleGinGtheGlateG1980s.G ItsGstateGofGdisrepairGandGaGdepressedGhousingGmarketG
undoubtedlyG limitedG theG numberG ofG potentialG buyers;G theG HistoricalG SocietyG
I 
steppedGforwardGtoGpurchaseGitGwithGtheGhelpGofGtheGMillerGFoundationGinG1990.G
TheG foresightG ofG theseG twoG organizationsG wasG instrumentalG inG preservingG aG
potentiallyG NationalG Register-eligibleG historicalG andG archaeologicalG siteG andG
usheringG inGtheGpreservationGperiodG thatG continuesG toG thisGday.G VeryG limitedG
landscapeG changesG haveG beenG conductedG duringG thisG period,G exceptG thoseG
associatedG withG archaeologicalG investigationsG (e.g.,G establishmentG ofG aG grid,G
subsurfaceG excavationG inG designatedGareas).G AG newG roofG wasG addedG toG theG
building,GbutGnoGotherGimprovementsGhaveGbeenGmadeGdespiteGtheGfactGthatGtheG
atticGisGoftenGoccupiedGbyGsquirrelsGandGbirdsGwhoGcanGenterGitGfreelyGfromGbeneathG
theGroofGlineGonGtheGsouthGsideGofGtheGbuilding.G
DuringGtheGpreservationGperiod,GandGtoGaGlargeGextentGasGtheGresultGofGthisG
archaeologicalG project,G theG symbolismG ofGGreekG RevivalG architectureG andG theG
resilienceGofGtheGearlyGpioneersGhaveGbeenGreawakenedGamongGtheGcitizenryGofG
BattleGCreek.G ThroughGmediaGcoverage,GpublicGlectures,GandGpublicGtoursGduringG
PreservationG MonthG inGMayG ofG 1996,G theG peopleG ofG BattleG CreekG haveG beenG
remindedGmateriallyGaboutGtheGoccupantsGofGtheGShepardGhouse,GhowGtheGhouseG
hasGchangedGoverGtime,GandGperhapsGmostGimportantly,GthatGbitsGandGpiecesGofGtheG
historyGofGtheGsiteGstillGlieGbeneathGtheGgroundGawaitingGdiscoveryGbyGthoseGwithG
theGappropriateGtheoreticalGandGmethodologicalGtoolsGtoGmakeGtheGpastGcomeGaliveG
onceGagain.G
CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Michael S. Nassaney 
Archaeological and historical investigations at the site of the Warren B. 
Shepard house (20CA104) in Battle Creek, Michigan, have led to significant 
observations concerning the history of site use, its occupants, and landscape 
changes beginning with native American use of the site up through the present. 
Perhaps most importantly, this work has demonstrated that there are 
undisturbed archaeological remains at the Shepard site making the landscape in 
the core area of the site potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historical Places. We recommend that the landscape be nominated to the 
Register in tandem with the extant ca. 1854 Greek Revival farmhouse. Both the 
house and the landscape can contribute important information on a number of 
historical and anthropological issues associated with Native occupation of the 
region, pioneer America, and the transformation of rural landscapes in the 
context of agricultural decline and consolidation. 
The results of our investigations thus far should be seen as preliminary. 
More detailed analysis of our artifactual materials and their contexts are 
forthcoming (e.g., Sayers 1998). Likewise, geophysical techniques have great 
archaeological potential at the Shepard site (Sauck et al. 1997; see Appendix B) 
and their applications are currently being evaluated as the subject of an extended 
M.A. thesis study (Kosaka 1998). Numerous STPs and excavation units were dug
at the site to identify and evaluate the integrity of any intact archaeological
materials. Our geophysical and intensive archaeological surveys have
successfully identified the presence of subsurface artifact concentrations and
features. While data have been collected to address each of the research
questions originally posed, it is now apparent that the site has the potential to
yield more detailed information in all of the research areas initially identified.
Information collected thus far can provide the framework for conducting more
focused background research, continued geophysical survey, and larger-scale
horizontal excavations in select areas, all of which will prove to be fruitful.
To summarize the subsurface testing in 1996, excavations fo�used on the 
core area around the house (see Figure 4-3). In order to examine a number of 
locations over a broad area, relatively small shovel test pits (50 x 50 cm) and 
excavation units (1 x 1, 1 x 2 m) were placed to maximize spatial dispersion. Our 
excavations exposed the foundation of a kitchen extension associated with 
artifacts that were likely deposited when the house was first built in the mid-19th 
century. Geophysical prospecting led us to two interesting archaeological 
features, and other areas of potential sensitivity which remain unexamined. One 
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of the partially excavated features is a ca. 1940s septic system and the other is a 
possible late 19th century privy that was used as a dump after abandonment. 
Each feature yielded a large artifact assemblage containing dateable ceramics, 
glass, metal, and other miscellaneous objects. Preliminary analyses indicate that 
the artifacts from each of these locations are functionally different, suggesting 
changes in disposal behavior and socioeconomic status of the site occupants that 
likely correspond with a shift from owner occupancy to tenancy. 
Limited excavations were also conducted away from the house where 
remains of outbuildings were expected. Two locations did yield artifacts that are 
potentially significant. About 30 m east of the house, a small concrete wall 
associated with 19th century artifacts was exposed less than 20 cm below the 
current ground surface. The presence of egg shell fragments in undisturbed 
context suggest that this may have been a hen house, although other depositional 
factors could account for these remains. Raising chickens is consistent with the 
agricultural activities that likely continued into the 20th century at the site. In 
another area to the south and east, a deep excavation unit (>1 m) recovered 
possible architectural remains found with ceramics dating to the 1850s. Since this 
test pit roughly corresponds with the location of one of two barns shown on the 
1858 and 1873 maps of the site, we are optimistic that further material evidence 
of a barn may remain intact below the surface. 
Much of the data recovered from excavation and through geophysical 
prospecting will be incorporated into M.A. theses and a doctoral dissertation 
being written by students involved in the project at Western Michigan University 
and the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of Dr. Michael S. 
Nassaney. To continue the investigations of archaeologically-sensitive areas and 
provide further data for research projects of local, regional, and national interest, 
the following survey and excavation strategies are proposed for upcoming field 
seasons. First, it would be useful to investigate further a number of the 
enigmatic features and possible outbuilding locations by opening up larger 
excavation units to better ascertain their function and recover a larger sample of 
associated artifacts. Second, more extensive work needs to be conducted in order 
to establish how large an area should be included in our site nomination to the 
National Register. These goals should guide future work at the site as they are 
consistent with the broader preservation plans proposed for the house and 
associated landscape. 
Some of this more extensive work can be conducted using shovel test pits 
to identify archaeological deposits. However, the geophysical techniques used at 
the site proved to be successful in identifying archaeological objects of interest. 
Moreover, our magnetic survey pointed to large areas of intensive land use near 
the Shepard house and the adjacent 1940s residence to the east, as well as low 
intensity areas of activity (see Appendix B). While these broad-scale patterns 
need to be evaluated more thoroughly, they suggest that we should extend our 
geophysical survey beyond the area surveyed in 1996. 
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The most important, if not the largest, "artifact" at the site is the house 
itself. Architect Randy Case has made preliminary measured, architectural 
drawings of the interior of the house and Nicole Kuemin has begun to analyze 
the changing use of space in the house from its construction up to the present. In 
the future, a more systematic architectural survey by a trained architectural 
historian should be conducted to fully document aspects of the house 
construction that will assist efforts in site preservation and restoration. 
Finally, we have come to realize that a better understanding of landscape 
changes at the Shepard site must be developed from a comparative perspective. 
Thus far, we have begun to examine illustrations of other farmstead landscapes 
from the 1877 Calhoun County atlas (Sayers and Nassaney 1997) to discern 
observable spatial patterning that may be culturally significant. The purpose of 
this examination is to create a predictive model of nucleated farmstead 
arrangement that can be used to develop archaeological expectations for the 
Shepard landscape. 
Thus far, some general patterns have emerged that strongly suggest that 
outbuildings were located to the sides and rear of farmhouses in Calhoun 
County with a concentration on either one side or another. At present, it is 
uncertain if this arrangement resembles either the German-American farmstead 
layout or the Upland South tradition pattern (see Young 1994:61). There seems to 
be a division of domestic and agricultural space. For example, vegetable gardens 
may be consistently located opposite agricultural outbuildings such as barns and 
wagon sheds. This spatial separation may also betray a gender-based division of 
labor, illustrating how landscape is used to reproduce social relations between 
men and women (see also Rotman and Nassaney 1997). Orchards were typically 
located behind outbuilding areas at a significant distance from the farmhouse. If 
activities were dictated by an economic logic as progressive farmers advocated, 
farmstead layout may be subject to land use models such as those developed by 
von Thunen, albeit at a different scale (see Paynter 1982:175-178). If the barns 
and other agricultural outbuildings were located southeast of the house as the 
1858 and 1873 maps suggest, then domestic activities such as gardens, walkways, 
and privies would be expected north and east of the house. This model is given 
tentative support by the identification of Feature 13 as refuse associated with an 
abandoned privy. More work needs to be concentrated in each of these areas to 
evaluate the suitability of this model. 
Another tactic to extend our analysis of historic farmstead layout is to 
conduct an ethnoarchaeological study oriented towards examining the spatial 
relationships and land-use patterns of extant farmsteads illustrated in the atlas. 
We have identified 43 landscapes associated with farmsteads depicted in the 
1873 county atlas. We expect that many of these farms are still operated as 
agricultural enterprises and some likely have extant 19th century outbuildings. 
A closer examination of these sites may reveal the above-ground presence or 
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surface indications of various 19th-century landscape features such as walkways, 
barnyards, outhouses, smokehouses, wells, gardens, sheds, barns, and other 
outbuildings. These data will contribute to the development and refinement of a 
model of agricultural land use in late 19th century Calhoun County which can be 
used to assist in our interpretation of the Shepard site and, in turn, can be 
compared with agricultural patterns observed elsewhere in the Midwest and in 
America (e.g., see Moir and Jurney 1987; Young 1994). Changes in these 
landscapes, in turn, are sensitive to changes in social, economic, and political 
relations that result from the ways in which large-scale processes articulate with 
local history as experienced by the occupants who actively signaled their 
identities through the material world. 
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GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS 
WilliamVA.VSauckV
InstituteVforVWaterVSciencesV
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Kalamazoo,VMIV49008V
ThisV AppendixV summarizesV theV resultsV ofV theV geophysicalV surveyV
conductedVduringVtheV1996VfieldVseasonVatVtheVShepardVsiteV(20CA104).V
Magnetometer 
TwoVdistinctVareasVwereVsurveyedVwithVtheVmagnetometerV (FigureV B-1V).V
TheVlargerVareaVisVthatVsurroundingVtheVShepardVhouseV(FigureVB-2),VandVaVsmallerV
outlierVareaVwasVcoveredVinVtheVpearVorchardVsoutheastVofVtheVmainVsurveyVareaV
andV eastV ofV theVFlissV houseV (FigureV B-3).V TheV firstVmapV isV dominatedV byV aV
multitudeVofVdiscardedVorVlostViron/steelVobjects,VandVbyVlinearVrowsVofVanomaliesV
whichVwereVlaterVfoundVtoVbeVwaterVpipelines.V TheseVhigh-amplitudeVanomaliesV
coverV aV muchV largerVareaV thanVtheV sourceV objects,V andV henceV tendV toV concealV
smallerVorVmoreVweaklyVmagnetizedVobjectsVwhichVmayValsoVbeVpresent.V
TheVwestVsideVofVtheVmapV(FigureVB-2)VisVdominatedVbyVintenseVanomaliesV
whichVprobablyVoriginateVfromVlargeVdiameterVsteelV5-NVtrendingVwaterVmainsVorV
otherV utilitiesV beneathVRiversideV Drive.V TheseV strongV magneticV disruptionsV
extendVeastVwellVbeyondVtheirVsourceVtoVcoordinateV5VorV6VmVE.V TheVeastVsideVofV
theVmapVabutsVtheVsecondVhouseVatVtheVrearVofVtheVproperty,VandVthatVpartVofVtheV
mapVappearsVtoVhaveVfeaturesVconcentricVaboutVthatVbuildingVoutVtoVaVdistanceVofV
4-5Vmeters.V TheVsouthVendVofVtheVmap,VatVtheVN60Vcoordinate,VshowsVeffectsVofVtheV
W-EVfenceVatVthatVlocation.
TheVburiedVsteelVpipelinesVextendVfromVtheVfrontVofVtheVShepardVhouseVtoV
theVstreet;VunderVtheVasphaltVdrivewayVfromVtheVstreetVtowardVtheVhousesVatVtheV
rearVofVtheVpropertyV(theVpatternVisVlostVatVaboutV52VmVE);V andVextendingVnorthV
fromVtheVNVsideVofVtheVhouseVatVcoordinateV27E.V AnotherVpossibleVS-NVsegmentVofV
pipeV mayV beV atV 48E,V fromV aboutV 60-B0N. EachV segmentV ofV theV steelV pipeV
apparentlyVcontainsVaVstrongVremnantV(permanent)VmagnetizationVdatingVfromVitsV
fabrication,VandVwhichVisValignedVwithVtheVlongVaxisVofVtheVpipe,VoneV endVbeingVaV
NVpoleVandVtheVotherVaVSVpole.V TheVlengthVofVtheVpipeVsegmentsVcanVbeVcalculatedV
fromVtheVaverageVspacingVofVanomalies.V
AnValignmentVofV magneticV highVandVlowVpatternsVwhichV isV similarVtoV aV
pipeline,V occursV inV theV locationV ofV aV reportedV formerV creekV whichV wasV
subsequentlyVfilledVinVandVcoveredVover.V ThisVbeginsVatVaboutV51E,V90N,VextendsV
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Figure B-1. Areas of the Shepard site surveyed with a magnetometer. 
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NNE for 10 m, then due N along the 57E coordinate to about 125N. At this point 
a very faint, linear feature continues northeast diagonally across the 60E, 130N, 
block. The former depression was apparently filled with iron/ steel debris, 
including some reinforced concrete. The two most northerly survey blocks, N30 
ESO, and N130 E60, are almost devoid of the strong magnetic anomalies 
characteristic of iron/ steel objects. Here the old creek bed is apparently filled 
with a slightly different soil which caused a slight magnetic high. This abrupt 
cessation of magnetic anomalies could mark the boundary between former fields 
and barnyard, as one would not expect many lost or discarded objects in the 
fields. Subtle nearly W-E patterns are found in the lOE, 110N block. These might 
be related to the former driveway, and could be caused by greater or lesser 
thicknesses of an imported soil or fill material. The large magnetic low extending 
east from the Shepard house is still unexplained. The linear row of magnetic 
highs extending northeast through block 30E, 110N, and the anomalies in the 
adjacent block to the east are also clearly artificial. The largest magnetic high (in 
amplitude and area) is in block 40E, 90N, and is clearly caused by a vertical steel 
well casing. A very subtle, linear northwest trending high is in the northeast 
corner of block SOE, 70N. This is at approximately the position of barns shown 
on an early plat map (1873), and corresponds to their orientation at about 45 
degrees to the cardinal directions. It could be a foundation, or other linear 
excavation which was backfilled with something other than native soil. 
The smaller area surveyed east of the Fliss house (Figure B-3), shows 
considerably less magnetic relief, except for an apparent pipeline signature 
trending north-northeast through its center. The north boundary may be affected 
by the fence just north of the SON coordinate. Since this map is almost 
completely free of the discarded iron/steel objects seen nearer the Shepard 
house, it likely represent an area which was tilled during most of its history. The 
steel pipeline may have a well at one or the other end, or it may be part of a 
sewage disposal system, such as an abandoned septic system. 
Electrical Resistivity 
Two separate areas were covered with the resistivity technique. The front 
and north lawn area are shown on one map (Figure B-4), and a smaller area in 
the pear orchard further SE is shown on another map (Figure B-5). The front and 
north lawn area has shallow resistivities which range from about 25 to 450 Ohm­
meters (i-m). The low resistivity values along the street and asphalt driveway 
are likely due to salinization of soils due to spray of de-icing salt. The somewhat 
discontinuous resistivity low trending W-E in the north lawn corresponds with 
the abandoned driveway, characterized by cinder and clinker fill in several 
excavations. Cinders and ash are highly leachable, and are known to contribute 
numerous ions to the soil moisture, which causes it to be much more conductive 
than adjacent natural soils. The lowest resistivity area, at 40E, 114N, is an area 
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where the driveway turned S to the former garage behind the house, and 
probably represents a greater thickness of ash and cinders. 
Subsequent excavations revealed considerable pre-driveway digging and 
soil disturbance in this area also. This block is shown in more detail in Figure B-
6. The steel water pipe connecting the house to the mains in the street did not
show on the resistivity survey for two reasons. They are near the depth limit for
the 0.5 m electrode array spacing, and also were crossed at 90 degrees by the
electrode array. (This is the optimal crossing angle for the GPR and
magnetometer, but offers the least coupling for an in-line resistivity electrode
array.) There is probably a steel pipe extending north from the house at
coordinate 27E, as there is a resistivity minimum ( <100 i-m) with contours
elongated in the N-S direction from it. The magnetic map also shows this feature
(which has not yet been excavated).
The second map area to the SE (Figure B-5), shows an even larger range of 
resistivity values, from 25 to more than 800 i-m. The circular and semi-circular 
minima in block SOE, 30N, are due to, and centered on, mature coniferous trees 
with a thick layer of decayed needles on the ground. Coniferous trees are also 
well known to alter the geochemical environment of underlying soils, as the 
decaying needles acidify the soils, thus liberating ions from the native soil grains 
to the soil electrolyte. The large features of the mapped area are a broad low and 
high resistivity pattern which trends northeast. These are probably depositional 
sedimentary features of the floodplain environment. The lower resistivity soils 
probably have a slightly higher clay content, and/ or smaller average grain size. 
The most interesting features are those along the south edge of the map which 
show orthogonal trends oriented in the cardinal directions (Figure B-7). These 
are surely artificial disruptions to the natural pattern. They could be related to 
old foundations, or to more recent gardening activities. The corresponding 
magnetic map (Figure B-3) does not have any anomalies with this pattern, but 
shows a row of magnetic anomalies trending north-northeast from the most 
westerly rectilinear resistivity anomaly. Subsequent excavation showed this to 
be a steel pipe. The southwest end of this magnetic trend is a circular magnetic 
anomaly which is over the resistivity anomaly near 78E, 33N. This could be a 
pump house for an old well, or another possibility is that it is related to a former 
septic tank and drainfield. Additional magnetometer and resistivity work is 
needed in the next row of blocks to the south to complete the mapping of these 
features. 
Ground Penetrating Radar 
Systematic GPR coverage was only done in the front lawn area where 
towing the unit and the 300 MHz antenna assembly was more feasible. Field 
acquisition parameters were set for a depth range that would give some 
Resistivity (25 Ohm*meter) 
'2 
East (m) 
Pit (1x2m) 
Figure B-6. Detail resistivity contour map of an area northeast of the Shepard 
house. 
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Figure B-7. Detail resistivity contour map of an area east of the Fliss house, 
showing orthogonal features. 
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geological substrate information as well as shallower information of direct 
interest to archaeology. The scan length of 160 nanoseconds should have given 
penetration to approximately 6 meters under favorable conditions, but at this site 
it penetrated with difficulty to half this depth or less, because of the elevated 
surface layer conductivity. A higher frequency antenna (500 MHz) would 
penetrate less, and suffer even more adverse ringing due to the surface 
conductivity problem. A lower frequency antenna (100 MHz) could penetrate 
somewhat further than the 300 MHz, but would only resolve objects with 
dimensions of a meter or larger. Further, because of the strong early air and 
surface waves, arrivals of meaningful reflections would only appear below about 
one meter depth with this antenna system. 
The GPR survey on the front lawn (Lines 6E through 20E) clearly mapped 
the water pipe connecting the house to the mains under the street, as shown in 
Figure B-8. The hyperbolic response at coordinate 104 m N is typical of 
continuous metal pipe. The asphalt driveway and subgrade (at 90 - 96 m N) 
were too conductive for GPR and provoked only ringing (numerous horizontal 
parallel bars), which obscured any possible reflection events from below the 
asphalt. A short segment of discarded pipe also appears at 87 m N coordinate on 
both Lines 19 and 20E. These GPR lines all show the high conductivity 
associated with the ash and cinder fill used for the old, abandoned driveway 
centered at about 115 m N. This appears as a zone of ringing, although narrower 
than that for the modern asphalt driveway further south. 
COMPARISONS WITH EXCAVATED FEATURES 
Every excavation on a magnetic anomaly resulted in the find of some 
iron/steel object (and in some cases additional interesting associated non­
magnetic objects). An example of this are three excavations in block lOE, BON, 
with the 10 m x 10 m magnetic contour map shown on Figure B-9. The pits at 
12E, 86N and 13E, 80.5N sampled two of the four isolated dipolar anomalies on 
this block. Note that the line joining the magnetic high to the magnetic low is 
often not aligned with the magnetic meridian. This implies the presence of some 
remnant (permanent) magnetization, in addition to that induced in the present 
day earth's field. Also, the direction from the high to the low is an indication of 
the long axis of the source object. The next figure (Figure B-10) shows the 
magnetic anomaly in deta 'l, as well as a sketch of the excavation at 12E, 86N. 
The anomaly is clearly due to the iron bar with northeast orientation. The 
smaller iron object and the rocks apparently had negligible effects relative to the 
iron bar. 
Figure B-11 shows the detail around the excavation at 17E, 87N. In this 
case, a curved steel pipe more than a meter long is the source of the anomaly, 
although a guy wire from a power pole is anchored just to the north. Note how 
the high and low are aligned along the trend of the pipe. The excavation at 13E, 
-1' 
Figure B-8. GPR profiles from lines 19E (top) and 20E (bottom) from BON (left) to 
120N (right). Range is 160 nsec, corresponding to a depth range of about 6 
meters. 
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Figure B-9. Residual magnetic map of the lOE, BON block before excavation. 
Note the placement of excavation units and magnetic anomalies. 
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Figure B-10. Detail of magnetic map at excavation unit 12E, 86N, showing in situ 
findings. 
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Figure B-11. Detail of magnetic map at excavation unit 17E, 87N, showing in situ 
findings. 
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80.5N is shown in Figure B-12. It revealed a bent iron rod, and a smaller piece of 
pipe as the sources of this anomaly. 
It can be seen on these and subsequent magnetic anomaly detail maps that 
most of the magnetic extrema are plotted on the survey lines (spaced 0.5 m, 
oriented 5-N). This is an artifact of the contouring routine, which prefers not to 
generate values higher than maxima observed, or lower than minima observed 
along the survey lines. If there were lines at 0.25 m intervals, the magnetic highs 
and lows would be even more useful for exact location of the objects. With this 
magnetic survey, we can assign an uncertainty of about 0.25 m to the location of 
the objects. 
The next survey block, 30E, BON, is shown on Figure B-13. The strong 
dipolar anomaly near its center (34E, 84.SN) was excavated. The excavation 
sketch is shown in detail on Figure B-14, and shows that the source of the 
anomaly was a heavy iron bolt. As discussed above, the magnetic anomalies 
appear to be displaced about 25 cm to the NE, but the line joining the high and 
low shows the long axis of the object. This particular data block was re-surveyed 
at a later date after the bolt was removed, and the result is shown as Figure B-15. 
The dipolar anomaly is completely gone, proof that the bolt was the source. Note 
that other small features on the map are somewhat changed, while the larger 
features are not. This is a result of re-deployment of measuring tapes and 
walking the lines again with the magnetometer. If the tapes were displaced 5-10 
cm E or W relative to their position during the original survey, much of the 
difference could be explained. Also, if the sensing head were not held exactly 
above the tape, some difference could be a result. [The original map had some 
obvious error along Line 37.5, which was the reason for the re-survey.] This 
repeat survey is a measure of the precision of location of the magnetic readings. 
Figure B-16 shows the first excavation which verified that the alternating 
magnetic high and low patterns were due to pipelines. These anomalies were 
created by the water pipe which carries water from the main under Riverside 
Drive to the front of the Shepard house (note that north is to the left). Figure B-17 
is a detail which shows the position of the pipe which was encountered at 77 cm 
below datum, and the trench that the pipe was lying in which was visible as a 
change in soil coloration. 
If the long axis of an iron/steel object is nearly vertical, the anomaly pattern can 
appear nearly monopolar, i.e.,·it may be only an isolated magnetic high or low, 
but not both. The vertical well casing near the center of block (40E, 90N) is an 
example of a very strong anomaly of this type, measuring many thousands of 
nanoTeslas. Figure B-18 contains an example of a much smaller anomaly of this 
type; note that the contour interval is only 10 nT. The detail map (Figure B-19) 
shows that the excavation unit located a vertical iron can, about 16 cm long, near 
the center of the monopolar anomaly of about 100 nT above background. The 
reason for the apparent monopolar form is because the 
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Figure B-12. Detail of magnetic map at excavation unit 13E, BO.SN, showing in 
situ findings. 
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East(m) 
Figure B-13. Residual magnetic map of the 30E, BON block before excavation. 
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Figure B-14. Detail of magnetic map at excavation unit 34E, 84.SN, showing in 
situ iron bolt. 
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Figure B-15. Resurvey of magnetic block 30E, BON, after the iron bolt was 
removed from excavation unit 34E, 84.SN. Compare with Figure B-13. 
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Figure B-16. Residual magnetic map of the two blocks, 0 and lOE, 100N, showing 
magnetic signature of water pipe from Riverside Drive to the Shepard house. 
North is to the left. 
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Figure B-17. Detail of magnetic map at excavation unit 16E, 104N, showing the 
location of a 2" diameter water pipe and the trench in which it was found. 
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Figure B-18. Residual magnetic intensity in part of block 60E, 30N, showing 
isolated monopolar anomaly at 64.SE, 42N. 
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Figure B-19. Detail of magnetic field at excavation unit 64E, 42N, with 
monopolar anomaly pattern due to vertical iron object, a large can. 
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opposite pole is directly below the upper pole (at the bottom of the can), and 
further from the magnetometer sensor. It is truly a dipole, but the effect of the 
lower pole is weaker because of the greater depth, and is thus suppressed by the 
upper pole. 
The complex of magnetic anomalies and low electrical resistivity northeast 
of the Shepard house were investigated with several excavation units. The 
magnetic map is shown in Figure B-20, and shows the line of highs trending east­
northeast, ending in a large dipole anomaly, and then more irregular magnetic 
features trending east-southeast. The pit at 38E, 115N revealed a trench which 
had been backfilled with debris, including iron/ steel. At the bottom of the 
trench was a 13 cm diameter clay pipe. The pipe ended to the northeast at a 
rounded cement structure which appears to be a septic tank. The concrete cap 
was noted at 40 cm below datum in the northeast corner of this excavation unit, 
and throughout another unit opened adjacent and to the northeast. The large 
magnetic high and low (oriented NW-SE) could be due to reinforcing steel in the 
concrete cover. While not excavated, the anomalies leaving this area to the east­
southeast could be more. magnetic debris backfilling a trench where an overflow 
pipe was installed, leading to the former ditch or creek east of the house. 
The corresponding map of electrical resistivity is shown on Figure B-6. It 
shows the pronounced resistivity minimum apparently related to the ash and 
cinder fill used for the former north driveway. The excavation unit at 40E, 
110.SN verified the presence of cinders, and the lack of iron/steel objects
compatible with the smooth magnetic character over this pit location. This is a
location where magnetic and resistivity anomalies are superposed, but the
features causing the resistivity anomaly are independent and have no effect on 
the magnetometer, while those causing a magnetic effect have no effect on the
resistivity map.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The geophysical methods used at the Shepard house site have all 
produced results which have been useful in guiding excavations, as well as for 
extrapolating results of excavations over a much larger area. For example, the 
rows of alternating magnetic anomalies define buried pipelines. Only a single pit 
is required to determine the type and diameter of the pipe, while the magnetic 
map and the GPR profiles show the extent of the feature. Small magnetic high­
low anomaly pairs define discarded steel objects, with the amplitude of the 
magnetic anomaly crudely proportional to the size (and depth) of the object. A 
better relation is not possible because of the variable effects of permanent 
magnetism of the objects, and of their variable orientation in the present-day 
earth's magnetic field. Small iron/ steel objects will only be revealed by the 
magnetometer. Larger iron/steel objects may also be detected by resistivity if the 
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Figure B-20. Residual magnetic map of the two blocks 30E and 40E, 110N, 
located northeast of the Shepard house. 
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arrayCorientationCisCnearlyCalignedCwithCtheClongCaxisCofCtheCobjectC (e.g.,Cpipes).C
GPRCwillC alsoC seeC theC largerCmetallicC objects,C particularlyC ifC theCGPRC lineC isC
orientedCnearlyC90CdegreesCtoCtheClongCaxisCofCtheCobject.C TheCGPRCandCresistivityC
willC alsoCdetectC longCmetallicC objectsCwhichCareCnotCiron/steel,C suchC asCburiedC
copperCwireCorCaluminum.C TheseCwillChaveCnoCeffectConCtheCmagnetometer.C TheC
resistivityCsystemCmeasuredCfeaturesCnotCseenCbyCtheCmagnetometer,CsuchCasCtheC
changesCinCsoilCimpactedCbyCroadCsalting,CandCtheChigherCconductivityCassociatedC
withC theC ashC andC cinderCbasedCnorthC driveway.C Thus,C multipleC methodsC areC
alwaysCpreferable,CasCsomeCareCrestrictedCtoConlyCa- certainCclassCofCobjects,CwhileC
otherC featuresCmayCbeCdefinedCandCevenCidentifiedCbyCtheirCresponsesC toCmoreC
thanConeCgeophysicalCmethod,CanCexampleCofCsynergism.C
WithCtheCequipmentCavailable,CtheCmagneticCmethodCwasCtheCmostCrapidCinC
coveringCanC area.C ElectricalC resistivityCwasCmuchC slower,C asC itC isCaC stepwiseC
measurementCforCwhichCallCfourCelectrodesCmustCbeCinCgoodCearthCcontactCbeforeC
takingCaCreading.C
TheCGPRCisCrapidCinCtheCfield,CbutCrequiresCaCsmoothCpathCaboutCaCmeterC
wide.C Thus,C itC couldC notC beC usedC inC theC woodedC areasC orC locationsC withC
landscapingCobstacles.C InC aCmarginallyCapplicableC siteC suchC asC thisC (marginalC
becauseCofCtheCelevatedCsoilCconductivities),CtheCGPRCdataCrequiresCconsiderableC
post-processingCsuchCasCfilteringCtoCremoveCresonancesCandCenhanceCweakCdeeperC
signals.C ThisCinvolvesCtransferCofCdataCfromCtheCfieldCtapesCtoCdesktopCcomputers,C
time-consumingCprocessing,CandCfinallyCprintingCoutCtheCprofiles.C
ConsiderableC furtherC workCatC thisC siteC isC warranted.C TheC limitsC ofCtheC
patternCofCmagneticCdisturbancesCdueCtoCtheCdiscardedCiron/CsteelCobjectsCwasCnotC
determined,CexceptCinCtheCmostCnorthernCpartCofCtheCmagneticCmap.C OneCmightC
expectC thisC magneticC patternC toC defineC theC extentC ofC theC farmyardC andC
outbuildings,CasCtheseCobjectsCwereCprobablyCnotClostCorCdisposedCofCinCtheCtilledC
fields.C
AlsoC withC regardC toC theC magneticC surveys,C itC wouldC beC desirableC toC
excavateCandCremoveCmanyCofCtheCstronglyCmagneticCobjects,CandCthenCresurveyC
someCofCthoseC10CxC10CmCdataCblocks.C TheChighCsensitivityCofCtheCmagnetometerCisC
notCutilizedCinCtheCpresentC survey,CasCtheC iron/steelC objectsC dominateC theCmapC
withChighCamplitudeC anomaliesCcoveringCmanyC squareCmetersC forC eachC smallC
object.C WithCthoseCobjectsCclearedCaway,CaCnewCmagneticCmapCcouldCbeCmadeC
withCmuchCsmallerCcontourCintervals,CshowingCsubtleCfeaturesCsuchCasCweaklyC
magnetizedCceramics,Cfieldstones,CandCbricks.C
MoreCresistivityCandCmagnetometerCsurveyingCareCneededCinCtheCareaCeastC
ofCFliss'sChouse,CwhereCtheCnorthCedgesCofCsomeCorthogonalCfeaturesCwereCfound.C
MoreC surveyC blocksC toC theC southCareC requiredCtoCoutlineCtheseC features.C GPRC
workCwouldCprobablyCbeCmoreCsuccessfulCinCthisChigherCresistivityCareaCasCwell.C
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Finally, another geophysical system should be tested as an alternative to 
the resistivity system. The GEONICS EM-38 is a compact two-coil 
electromagnetic induction system which measures soil conductivity (inverse of 
resistivity) in the upper .75 to 1.5 m, depending upon the orientation of the 
instrument. It has the capacity for nearly continuous measurement at a rate of 
3000 data points per hour, which should give a surveying efficiency similar to 
that of the magnetometer. 
APPENDIXC 
Artifact Inventory 
This Appendix contains a listing of all artifacts recovered in 1996 field season 
excavations. The 11 columns are headed by abbreviations for the following (in order as 
they appear in the Inventory left to right): Accession Number; Excavation Unit Number; 
Feature Number, Depth (in centimeters); Raw Material; Functional Type; Description; 
Count; Weight (in grams); Date (first or only); Date (second). The following is a brief 
explanation of each column. 
Accession Number (A#): For record keeping and provenience tracking, the objects 
recovered from each excavated ten cm. level were given a separate number. Therefore, 
objects found in the same unit and in the same level are grouped together in this 
inventory. Accession numbers appear as "96-1" followed by a dash and the relative, 
distinctive number (e.g., 96-1-50). Separate numbers were also given to the following: 
artifacts contained in features; objects located in different soil zones in the same unit­
level; objects found on the ground surface; objects extracted from the walls of units; 
objects extracted from the baulks between separate units; objects extracted from baulks 
between a unit and the Shepard house; and, soil samples. 
Excavation Unit Number (U#): Each 50x50cm, lxlm, and lx2 m area excavated was 
called a unit and given a distinct number based upon its relative location within our site 
grid. In all cases at this site numbers represent the southwest comer of the unit. For 
example, NIO0E50 means the southwest comer of the unit was located 100 meters north 
and 50 meters east of our site datum. 
Feature Number (F#): Each cultural feature was assigned its own number. 
Depth (Dp.): Generally, units were dug in arbitrary ten cm. levels. 
Raw Material (R.M.): This category lists the raw material of the object or a class of 
objects. 
Functional Type (F.T.):This category posits the likely function of an object or class of 
objects. 
Description (Desc.): This category contains brief descriptions of objects or groups of 
objects within any given accession number. The following abbreviations were used in 
this category: Prt.=Partial; Frg.=Fragment; Comp.=Complete; E.W.=Earthenware; 
Porc=Porcelain. ; Var=Various.; LT=Light; Dk.=Dark. 
Count(C): The number of objects within a designated group. 
Weight (W(g]): The total weight of constituents of a group. 
First Date or Only Date (Dl): This column contains the known production date of an 
object, a particular year (e.g., the date inscribed on a penny) or the probable earliest 
production date of an object or group. 
Second Date (D2): This column contains the most recent probable date of production for 
an object. If a horizontal entry contains both dates they can be read together as the oldest 
and the most recent probable production dates for an object. 
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A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 MORTAR VARIOUS.FLAT 9 93.6 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN THIN.BROKEN.STRIPS 4 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 CLINKER 1 4 8  402.8 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 LITHIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS.ROUND.CEMENTED 4 13.2 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLAT.BRICK? 1 0.8 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 LITHIC UNKNOWN CURVED.SANDSTONE? 2 3.7 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 METAL BOLT RUST,PRT. 1 5.9 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR, FLAT, FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-1 N118E10 0-10 LITHIC UNKNOWN FLA T,MODIFIED 1 48.8 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 29 58.9 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN FLA T,CLEAR,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 BONE VERTEB PRT. 1 13.1 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 METAL NAIL SMALL.COMP. 1 0.7 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 METAL NAIL PRT. 1 1.9 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 CLINKER VARIOUS 19 98.7 
96-1-2 N118E20 0-10 CHARCOAL 12 2.4 
96-1-3 N134E0 0-10 CLINKER 65 68.8 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 CLINKER 13 14.8 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 GLASS MARBLE CLOUDY.COLORED 1 5.0 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN PRT. 1 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE/WHITE,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-4 N118E15 0-10 CEMENT 4 6.6 
96-1-5 N134E5 0-10 CLINKER 16 25.9 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 CEMENT 4 96.8 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 COAL 41 35.8 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 CLINKER 33 295.8 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 RUBBER? UNKNOWN BLACK 12 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 CLOTH THREAD BLACK 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 - SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 12.4 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 LITHIC FOSSIL 1 1.3 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 LITHIC TILE GRAY.MARBLE 1 > 500.0 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 2 3.9
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 METAL NAIL PRT. 3 6.1 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 METAL NAIL ROUND HEAD 1 1.9 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 METAL NAIL SQUARE HEAD 6 6.0 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 2.5 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 10.0 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-6 N118E10 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,CURVED.FRG 1 14.4 
96-1-7 N118E20 10-20 PLASTIC YELLOW,PRT. 1 0.6 
96-1-7 N118E20 10-20 CLINKER > 1 68.1 
96-1-7 N118E20 10-20 METAL NAIL? RUST,PRT. 1 2.6 
96-1-7 N118E20 10-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 5 22.5 
96-1-7 N118E20 10-20 METAL BRACELET RED.FLORAL.LINKED 1 1.9 
96-1.a N118.5E20.39 21 CERAMIC BOWL BROWN,E.W.,PRT. 1 55.8 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 CLINKER 4 5.1 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 3.0 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 9.0 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 CEMENT 9 45.2 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 COAL > 1 340.6 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 METAL NAIL COMP. > 1 39.8 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 48.3 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 PLASTIC PINK,FRG 2
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 3.2 
96-1-9 N118E15 10-20 FAUNAL UNKNOWN FRG 1
96-1-10 N1185E20.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST 1 6.7 
96-1-10 N1185E20.5 20-30 COAL > 1 15.4 
96-1-10 N1185E20.5 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LA YE RED > 1 73.9 
96-1-11 N134E0 21-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-11 N134E0 21-30 PLASTIC AUDIO TAPE,FRG 1
96-1-11 N134E0 21-30 CLINKER > 1 15.4 
96-1-12 N134E5 20-30 METAL NAIL SQUARE HEAD? 1 7.2 
96-1-13 N134E0 10-21 COAL > 1 29.0 
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A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-13 N134E0 10-21 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-14 N134E5 30-40 LITHlC UNKNOWN GRANITE.MODIFIED? 1 21.1 
96-1-14 N134E5 30-40 CHARCOAL 6 
96-1-15 N134E5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-15 N134E5 10-20 METAL PRT.,THIN,RUST 1 0.6 
96-1-15 N134E5 10-20 COAL > 1 23.0 
96-1-15 N134E5 10-20 FAUNA SHELL SNAIL,PRT. 1
96-1-16 N 118.5E20.5 30-40 METAL NAIL COMP.,RUST 1 14.5 
96-1-16 N118.5E20.5 30-40 COAL 4 2.0 
96-1-17 N118E15 30-43 PLASTIC BANDAID,PRT. 1 1.0 
96-1-17 N118E15 30-43 CHARCOAL > 1 9.3 
96-1-17 N118E15 30-43 PLASTIC DARK.YELLOW 1
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 5.2 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN CURVED.WIRE 1 1.2 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 BRICK LT.ORANGE 3 2.2 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 7 84.1 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 CERAMIC POT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-18 N118E25 20-30 CHARCOAL > 1 44.7 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 COAL > 1 50.0 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 CLINKER > 1 69.0 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 0.6 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN CURVED.RUST 2 9.3 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 32.3 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 27.7 
96-1-20 N118E25 0-10 CERAMIC POT ORANGE,FRG 2 3.0 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 3 23.7 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE, LAYERED > 1 10.1 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 CLINKER 2 3.6 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 COAL > 1 58.8 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 2 2.9 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 METAL NAIL PRT. 1 2.3 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 6.0 
96-1-21 N118E15 20-30 RUBBER BUTTON BLACK,'N.R.CO.' 1 1.4 1851 
96-1-22 N118E15 43-50 COAL 3 4.6 
96-1-24 N118E30 30-40 COAL > 1 11.1 
96-1-24 N118E30 30-40 LITHIC DEBIT AGE? BROWN.CHERT 2 0.5 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 9.9 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN VARIOUS,RUST,FRG 6 3.9 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 16.0 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 COAL > 1 94.9 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 1.0 
96-1-25 N118EJ0 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA-COTT A,FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN CURVED,RUST,COMP 1 22.7 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 1.8 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 GLASS LJNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-25 N118E30 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN TRAPEZOID.COMP 1 9.6 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,'AK',IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 COAL > 1 76.5 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 3.2 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE, LAYERED > 1 10.2 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 CEMENT 1 3.2 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,VARIOUS,FRG 4 15.0 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 CLINKER 3 39.1 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL NAIL? PRT. 1 1.5 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 1 0.6 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL SCREW COMP. 1 13.3 
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96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 1.1 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL LID 'BALL JELLY ',PRT. 1 7.3 
96-1-26 N118E30 10-20 METAL WIRE RUST,PRT. 1 1.4 
96-1-27 N134E15 20-30 COAL 1 0.5 
96-1-28 N134E15 10-20 COAL 3 3.6 
96-1-28 N134E15 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 2.5 
96-1-28 N134E15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-29 N134E15 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN PRT. 1 4.8 
96-1-29 N134E15 0-10 CHARCOAL 1 0.4 
96-1-29 N134E15 0-10 COAL 1 2.9 
96-1-30 N134E0 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-30 N134E0 40-50 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLACK,YELLOW,FRG 2 
96-1-30 N134E0 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 6.7 
96-1-30 N134E0 40-50 CLINKER 1 0.4 
96-1-30 N134E0 40-50 LITHIC UNKNOWN ORANGE,CHERT,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-31 N134E0 60-70 CHARCOAL 1 0.2 
96-1-31 N134E0 60-70 LITHIC UNKNOWN SANDSTONE,FRG 1 39.7 
96-1-32 N134E0 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED.DIMPLED.FR 1 0.2 
96-1-32 N134E0 30-40 ASPHALT ROAD PAVING 4 19.8 
96-1-32 N134E0 30-40 PLASTIC UNKNOWN WHITE 1 
96-1-33 N134E0 50-SO GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-33 N134E0 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-33 N134E0 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 3.5 
96-1-33 N134E0 50-60 BRICK UNKNOWN ORANGE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-34 N134E15 30-40 LITHIC UNKNOWN WHITE.CHERT 1 1.5 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 1.9 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK STRIP 1 6.8 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 3.8 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 CLINKER > 1 108.7 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 54.7 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 CEMENT FRG 3 37.8 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 PLASTIC BOTTLE BROWN,NECK,PRT. 1
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 2 1.2 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP 1 7.9 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK,CURVED,DIMPLED,FRG 1 8.1 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 5 2.8 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE.FLA T,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 4 2.1 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 7 6.8 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 METAL BOTTLECAP 'STROHS' 1 2.1 
96-1-35 N118E35 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-36 N134E15 40-50 CHARCOAL 4 0.8 
96-1-37 N134E10 20-30 CHARCOAL > 1 4.0 
96-1-37 N134E10 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 0.8 
96-1-38 N134E10 0-10 SHELL WHITE.SNAIL 2
96-1-38 N134E10 0-10 COPPER WIRE CLOTH COAT.BROWN 1 4.8 
96-1-38 N134E10 0-10 CLINKER 2 4.1 
96-1-39 N134E10 10-20 COAL 3 4.7 
96-1-39 N134E10 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 8.7 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 1.2 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 9.3 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 4 16.2 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 3 3.6 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA-COTTA,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY ,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 CEMENT 4 51.7 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 COAL > 1 23.9 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 CLINKER > 1 373.6 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 115.8 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 2.0 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN, CURVED, FRG 6 8.3 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 13.7 
96-1-40 N118E40 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 10.0 
96-1-41 N118E10 30-40 CEMENT 3 3.6 
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96-1-41 N118E10 30-40 BONE? UNKNOWN BLACK/ORANGE,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-41 N118E10 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 1.2 
96-1-41 N118E10 30-40 COAL > 1 13.5 
96-1-41 N118E10 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 8.2 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 8 23.6 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 METAL WIRE COPPER.COILED 1 2.5 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 METAL BOTTLECAP RUST,PRT. 1 2.9 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 1.3 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 4 3.0 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 CLINKER > 1 47.1 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 4 3.0 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 5.9 
96-1-43 N118E10 20-30 CEMENT 7 16.5 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 CEMENT > 1 147.1 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 25.1 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN BLACK > 1
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLACK.BENT 1 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 METAL FOIL TIN.BENT 1 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 COAL 8 11.0 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 CLINKER > 1 36.7 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 5 14.6 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 6 7.6 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 METAL BOTTLECAP RUST.COMP. 2 10.7 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG > 1 11.3 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 CERAMIC SAUCER WHITE,IRONSTONE,RIDGED 2 10.9 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 16.7 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 2 2.0 
96-1-44 N118E35 11-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN, CURVED, FRG 1 2.4 
96-1-45 N118E35 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 8 14.8 
96-1-45 N118E35 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 2.8 
96-1-45 N118E35 40-50 METAL NAIL RED PAINT,FRG 3 5.6 
96-1-45 N118E35 40-50 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-45 N118E35 40-50 COAL > 1 5.7 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 COAL > 1 24.1 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 5.7 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 4 9.9 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 METAL BUCKLE RUST ,w/PLASTIC 1 11.8 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 2 1.6 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 15.3 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 6.5 
96-1-46 N118E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 4.5 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 9.2 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 20.7 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 COAL > 1 35.1 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST.BENT 2 1.1 
96-1-47 N118E35 30-40 CEMENT 1 2.7 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, IRONSTONE,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,CURVED,BASE-FRG 1 17.1 
96-1-47 N118E35 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 6 8.8 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 3 23.8 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 3 12.7 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA.BASE 1 8.6 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 4 3.7 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 3 12.7 
96-1-48 N118E35 12-20 CEMENT 2 14.3 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 CLINKER > 1 277.1 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-48 N118E40 12-20 COAL > 1 7.1 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 17.2 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 CERAMIC FUSE WHITE,PRT.,CASING 1 1.0 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 CLINKER > 1 306.5 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 7.6 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 METAL NAIL? BLACK+GREY,PRT. 2 1.2 
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96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 CEMENT 1 20.1 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN SAND-ENCRUSTED > 1 23.8 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 3.2 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE+GREEN.BASE,PRT. 1 9.0 
96-1-49 N118E40 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,RIM,PRT. 1 0.9 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 0.5 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,RIM-FRG 2 1.7 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG > 1 22.6 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 PLASTER CHALKY 2 18.1 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 COAL > 1 18.5 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 87.8 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 CLINKER > 1 59.4 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 39.4 
96-1-50 N118E40 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 8.4 
96-1-51 N118E40 40-50 BONE PHAL.ANGE? 1 0.6 
96-1-51 N118E40 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 3 2.5 
96-1-51 N118E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 3 1.0 
96-1-51 N118E40 40-50 COAL > 1 9.0 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN.CURVED, FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW, E.W.,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 CLINKER > 1 60.7 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 YARN UNKNOWN BROWN,PRT. 1 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. > 1 10.2 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 8 16.6 
96-1-52 N118E50 10-20 COAL > 1 17.5 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 6.6 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN, CURVED, FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 CEMENT 6 53.2 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 6 21.4 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 FAUNAL UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 CLINKER > 1 113.0 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELL EARTHWARE,RIDGED 2 25.2 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 11.8 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN, CURVED, FRG > 1 8.2 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 YARN YELLOW,FRG > 1 1.1 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN FIBROUS 1
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-53 N118E50 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 3 6.0 
96-1-54 N118E35 50-60 COAL > 1 3.5 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE, FRG 3 2.4 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.2 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 COAL > 1 13.0 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 CLINKER > 1 56.3 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 5.7 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 6.0 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,BASE-FR 1 4.5 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,FLAT.FRG 1
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,BASE-FRG 1 18.6 
96-1-55 N118E45 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 5.5 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 BONE TOOTH MOLAR.COMP 1 1.2 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 7.3 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 CEMENT 2 23.1 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 SHINGLE FRG > 1 9.3 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 BRICK UNKNOWN ORANGE,FRG > 1 9.3 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 6.9 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 CERAMIC POT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 8.5 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 8.3 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 4 9.5 
96-1-56 N118E45 20-30 CLINKER > 1 119.3 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 3 23.7 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 6.6 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 COAL > 1 6.7 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 CEMENT 2 23.1 
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96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED.FRG 3 1.8 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN RED,BASE.FRG 1 3.9 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT YELLOW.TERRA COTTA.BASE 1 89.9 
96-1-57 N118E45 6-12 CLINKER > 1 215.0 
96-1-58 N134E25 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 1 3.2 
96-1-58 N134E25 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 3.1 
96-1-59 N134E25 30-40 COAL 1 2.5 
96-1-59 N134E25 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 2.4 
96-1-59 N118E25 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 0.1 
96-1-60 N134E20 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-60 N134E20 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 4.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 METAL NAIUSCREW RUST,FRG 5 7.5 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT.FRG > 1 12.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 LITHIC UNKNOWN BROWN,FRG 1 14.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS.FRG 5
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 COAL > 1 37.2 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 CLINKER > 1 278.9 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 BRICK ORANGE. FRG > 1 107.3 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 235.8 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 METAL HINGE? DOOR,RUST,PRT. 1 24.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG 2 7.8 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 METAL NAIUSCREW RUST.COMP 5 11.0 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 METAL BULLET SHELL.COMP. 1 0.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 UNKNOWN BUTTON DIAMOND-SHAPE FACE,2HOL 1 0.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS MARBLE BLUE,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 BONE UNKNOWN PRT. 2 1.6 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 CERAMIC PIPE STEM.TAN.PRT. 1 0.9 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN.CYLINDRICAL 1 1.9 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS MARBLE GREEN-+6LUE.COMP. 2 8.9 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG > 1 5.4 
96-1-61 N104E16 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN. CURVED. FRG 2 2.2 
96-1-62 N134E25 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED.FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-62 N134E25 0-10 METAL FOIL TIN,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-63 N134E20 20-30 METAL KEY? RUST.PRT. 1 5.8 
96-1-64 N134E20 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 0.3 
96-1-64 N134E20 0-10 COAL 1 0.3 
96-1-65 N134E20 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 5.1 
96-1-65 N134E20 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 1.2 
96-1-66 N118E30 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 6.7 
96-1-67 N118E30 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 1.0 
96-1-67 N118E30 30-40 CHARCOAL > 1 1.9 
96-1-68 N118E30 SURF. METAL RAZOR BLADE,RUST.PRT. 1 1.5 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 6.4 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG 1 3.4 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG 4 8.4 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 BRICK UNKNOWN ORANGE > 1 227.3 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 398.6 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 LITHIC UNKNOWN FRG > 1 528.6 
96-1-69 N104E16 10-20 CLINKER > 1 220.8 
96-1-70 N118E40 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN.FLA T.FRG 1 
96-1-70 N118E40 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-70 N118E40 50-60 CERAMIC PIPE BOWL.DECORATED RIM 1 1.1 
96-1-70 N118E40 50-60 CHARCOAL > 1 0.2 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL ELECTRICAL LIGHT BULB FIXTURE 1 46.0 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 3 11.0 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG > 1 105.7 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 GLASS MILK BOTTLE CLEAR.CURVED.RIM 3 51.0 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE 'SUNKIST',RED.FRG 5 127.9 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 BRICK ORANGE. FRG 2 0.5 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL FOIL TIN.FRG 2 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL STAKE RUST.COMP 1 47.0 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG > 1 95.4 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 UNKNOWN TAR PAPER? > 1 3.6 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 CLINKER > 1 102.1 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 CEMENT 4 10.9 
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96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL BLUE,RIM,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW ,E.W .,FRG 4 4.8 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 6.2 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP 3 87.1 
96-1-71 N86E12 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 49.6 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LA YE RED 3 3.7 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 7 18.4 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 CLINKER > 1 281.3 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 8.2 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 4 11.7 
96-1-72 N118E50 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 CHERT DEBIT AGE? LT. BROWN 1 0.5 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 3.5 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BROWN,FRG 1 15.1 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 CLINKER > 1 153.5 
96-1-73 N118E50 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 6 8.6 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 4 6.1 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 2.0 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 COAL > 1 6.4 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 PLASTER CHALKY.FRG > 1 7.3 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 CLINKER > 1 89.1 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.5 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 METAL BULLET SHELL BASE 1 4.7 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 5 4.4 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 - SHINGLE FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 SHINGLE FRG > 1 6.1 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG:1 RIM 3 2.9 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN CUT,PRT. 1 32.6 
96-1-74 N118E45 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 131.2 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 - SHINGLE FRG > 1 1.7 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 METAL BOBBY-PIN PRT. 1
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 9.0 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 1 9.8 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 CLINKER > 1 12.5 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 9.6 
96-1-75 N118E45 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FLORAL,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 BONE TOOTH MOLAR.COMP 1 8.6 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 CLINKER > 1 337.4 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 3 3.1 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 METAL STAPLE COMP 1 6.8 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 6.3 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 3 7.0 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 METAL NAIL COMP 7 14.2 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 8.6 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 GLASS MARBLE BROWN.COMP. 1 6.3 
96-1-76 N118E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-77 N104E16 20-30 CLINKER > 1 66.3 
96-1-77 N104E16 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 9.0 
96-1-77 N104E16 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 4.7 
96-1-77 N104E16 20-30 METAL · NAIL RUST.COMP 1 8.0 
96-1-77 N104E16 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 70.6 
96-1-78 N118E45 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 4 8.2 
96-1-78 N118E45 40-50 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 1.7 
96-1-78 N118E45 40-50 CLINKER > 1 9.9 
96-1-78 N118E45 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 13.1 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS,FRG > 1 1.0 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 BRICK UNKNOWN DARK-RED,FRG > 1 102.5 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED,FRG 5 8.8 
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96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 METAL NAIL? > 1 64.2 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 CEMENT > 1 128.5 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG:1RIM 6 5.6 
96-1-79 N80.5E13 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 3 5.5 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 199.2 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 CLINKER > 1 155.3 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 119.7 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 CHERT PROJECTILE PINK.COMP. 1 3.9 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 3 4.3 
96-1-80 N104E16 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 4.8 
96-1-81 N80.5E13 0-10 METAL ROD RUST,BENT,PRT. 1 > 550.0 
96-1-82 NO OBJECTS 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 1.3 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 YARN RED.GRAY 5.9 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 15.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 CLINKER > 1 110.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 CEMENT 6 23.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 20.2 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 PLASTIC UNKNOWN STRIPED,FRG 1
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 METAL SCREW COMP. 1 3.7 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 7.9 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 METAL WATCH BAND SILVER,FRG 1 4.6 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN, CURVED, FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN, CURVED, FRG 3 1.3 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 7.4 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 7 16.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 13.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 13.0 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 9 6.4 
96-1-83 N118E35 0-11 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 3 3.8 
96-1-84 N104E16 30-40 CHERT DEBIT AGE? WHITE 1 2.8 
96-1-84 N104E16 30-40 CHARCOAL > 1
96-1-84 N104E16 30-40 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 17.7 
96-1-84 N104E16 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 128.9 
96-1-84 N104E16 30-40 COAL > 1 129.8 
96-1-85 N134E25 20-30 CHARCOAL > 1 4.5 
96-1-85 N134E25 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 LITHIC UNKNOWN MODIFIED?,FRG 2 23.0 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 1.6 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 7.3 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 8.5 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 13.4 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 CERAMIC JUG? BROWN, E.W., FRG 1 41.1 
96-1-86 N80.5E13 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 3.2 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 CLINKER > 1 322.9 
96-1-87 N84.5EJ4 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE,DECORATED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 CEMENT 1 18.4 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 3 3.0 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 PAINT WHITE.FLAKES 2 5.2 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 METAL BOLT RUST.COMP 1 > 550.0 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 GLASS JAR? CLEAR,CURVED,BASE,FRG > 1 62.9 
96-1-87 N84.5E34 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,NECK-+BASE 5 81.9 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 9 6.7 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 SHELL WHITE.SNAIL > 1 1.3 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 1 2.5 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 CLINKER > 1 58.4 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN, CURVED, FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 10 44.3' 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-88 N84.5E34 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE;1"NO" 3 2.6 
96-1-88 N84.5 E34 10-23 METAL WIRE RUST 2
96-1-89 N80.5E13 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN, CURVED, FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-89 N80.5E13 10-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN WHITE.RIM-LIKE 1 0.1 
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A# U# F# Op. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN MODIFIED 1 1.0 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 METAL NAIUSCREW RUST,FRG-+COMP 5 17.2 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 2 4.5 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 6 8.4 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,RIM,FRG 1 4.6 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 BRICK ORANGE/RED,FRG > 1 28.7 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 CEMENT > 1 9.5 
96-1�9 N80.5E13 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 67.1 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 43.4 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 156.8 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP > 1 21.1 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 29.7 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 4 4.9 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 4 23.6 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 COAL 3 6.0 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 18.3 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 CLINKER > 1 265.9 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 CEMENT > 1 145.3 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 SHINGLE FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-90 N87E17 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE, FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-91 N104E16 40-84 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 54.6 
96-1-91 N104E16 40-84 CLINKER 3 45.1 
96-1-91 N104E16 40-84 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 3 23.2 
96-1-91 N104E16 40-84 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT 1 2.4 
96-1-92 N104E16 3040 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE PATTERN,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-92 N104E16 30-40 COAL 2 2.5 
96-1-92 N104E16 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 4 10.5 
96-1-92 N104E16 3040 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 3 14.8 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT 1 3.1 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN GRAY 1
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 39.4 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN, CURVED, FRG > 1 6.0 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 METAL PULL-TAB COMP 1 1.5 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 CEMENT > 1 173.1 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 CLINKER 2 10.3 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 5 114.0 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW, E.W.,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA.RIM 1 2.9 
96-1-93 N87E17 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-94 N86E12 21-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 10.6 
96-1-94 N86E12 21-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 3 18.3 
96-1-94 N86E12 21-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 19.0 
96-1-94 N86E12 21-30 BRICK ORANGE, FRG 2 10.3 
96-1-94 N86E12 21-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 6 10.9 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 LITHIC PENCIL GRAY.COMP 1 2.5 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 4 5.8 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 7.8 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG,DECOR 2 15.3 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 17.2 
96-1-95 N86E12 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT 5 11.6 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 GLASS · UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 2.9 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 2.2 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 COAL 4 11.0 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 METAL VARIOUS RUST,FRG; BOL T,COMP 7 78.5 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 4 12.7 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 PLASTIC TOOTHBRUSH RED.BRISTLED 1 8.3 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 7 5.4 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 PLASTIC WRAPPER "TWINKIES',FRG 4 3.6 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 CEMENT UNKNOWN WHITE > 1 412.4 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 21.1 
96-1-96 N111.5 E11.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.6 
Artifact ln:llentocy 187 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 COAL 2 6.6 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CLINKER 4.1 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 PLASTIC RECORD4..INK BLACK: RED,LINED, FRG 6 8.3 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 METAL BUTTON COPPER,TWO-HOLE,BRONCO 1 0.6 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 METAL NAIL VARIOUS; RUST/NON-RUST, > 1 147.9 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CONCRETE UNKNOWN 1 355.5 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,CURVED,FLAT > 1 32.6 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 METAL SNAP BLACK.COMP 2 0.3 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR, FLAT,FRG > 1 56.8 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG:1 RIM, > 1 72.4 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 GLASS BOWL? GREEN,CURVED,RIM,LINED 3 129.0 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL.GOLD RIM,FRG 1 2.4 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE, FRG > 1 25.7 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 BONE RIBS.ETC. FRG > 1 67.0 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 METAL HARDWARE SCISSORS;SCREW;WIRE;SPR > 1 155.7 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY/BLUE, FLORAL,FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GOLD RIM, BLUE STRIPE 1 1.2 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN RED RIM.IRONSTONE, FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC FLOWER POT ORANGE, FRG/PRT > 1 248.1 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY/BROWN, E.W. 1 25.1 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BROWN, E.W.,PRT 1 24.1 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS, YELLOW RIM,PRT > 1 81.9 
96-1-97 N104.5 E39.5 0-12 CERAMIC CUP.ETC. WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 9 33.8 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 GLASS BEAD WHITE.METAL WIRE,1 HOLE 1 0.2 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 CHERT DEBITAGE RED, HEAT-TREATED? 1 1.2 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 SHINGLE RED STONE, FRG 5 1.5 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST, FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST. COMP 3 15.9 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR, FLAT, FRG 5 9.5 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.IRONSTONE, 1 RIM 3 5.0 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 16.2 
96-1-98 N80 E20 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR, CURVED,FRG 7 3.7 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST/NON-RUST;FRG/COMP > 1 152.7 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 PLEXIGLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 13.2 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 COAL > 1 13.9 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CLINKER > 1 36.9 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 85.4 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG:1 CIRCLE > 1 94.9 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CEMENT VARIOUS,FRG > 1 86.5 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 SHINGLE RED STONE, TAR PAPER,FRG > 1 22.4 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 8.2 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, FRG > 1 21.8 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 METAL VARIOUS RUST, SCREW, FRG > 1 88.9 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 BONE VARIOUS FRG/COMP > 1 76.6 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC CUP WHITE/GRAY, HANDLE,FRG 3 10.9 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE FLORAL, PRT.MARK 3 5.7 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC., 1 HEXAGON, FRG 3 10.8 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN NO GLAZE, FRG 2 1.8 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 GLASS BUTTON BLACK-+WHITE: 2 HOLE 1 1.0 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, INCISED, FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-99 N99 E38 0-10 BRICK ORANGE, FRG > 1 7.5 
96-1-99 N99 E38 3 0-10 BRICK VARIOUS COMP./PRT. 3
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK.FLA T,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 6 10.0 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 COPPER WIRE RUBBER-GOA TED 1 38.1 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 COAL 4 7.5 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 4 12.9 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST, COMP/PRT 9 27.4 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 SHELL BUTTON WHITE, TWO-HOLE 1 0.5 1800 1870 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 METAL HARDWARE SCREW,BOLT,RUST/NON 9 63.1 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN 'HARRIS PATENTS', COMP 2 3.3 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 CERAMIC PIPE STEM/BASE OF BOWL,PRT 1 2.8 1830 1900 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 SLAG WHITE.LA YER ED 4 4.2 
96-1-100 N80 E20 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 1.7 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 3 4.7 
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96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 CEMENT 2 30.8 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURYED,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN VARIOUS, 4 44.6 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,FRG 3 2.0 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 8.0 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN CUT, FRG 4 34.9 
96-1-101 N80 E20 0-10 METAL PIPE RUST.TEETH ON ONE END 1 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG 6 6.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,FRG 1 8.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORCELAIN.WHITE.CURVED 2 1.0 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 5 7.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN DK.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 20.0 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 6 1.6 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE/UNK CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 33.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 CONCRETE > 1 52.8 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 METAL KNIFE RUST.COMP 1 69.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 METAL VARIOUS CAN,STAKE,GUNSHELL,ETC > 1 88.1 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 5 21.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 CHERT UTIL. FLAKE? GRAY 1 9.2 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 COAL 4 9.6 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 24.1 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 11.0 
96-1-102 N87 E19 0-10 PLASTER? > 1 120.7 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 PLASTIC CLEAR.FRG > 1 2.1 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN VARIOUS.RUST/NON-RUST 6 4.0 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 COAL 2 6.2 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE, FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLUE,GREEN,WHITE FRG 3 1.4 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 SLATE UNKNOWN GRAY/BLACK, MODIFIED 2 4.1 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG, > 1 48.9 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 YARN PINK 2 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL PULL-TABS COMP. / FRG 5 2.3 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL BUTTON? RUST. COMP 1 3.3 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,BASE,PRT 2 6.7 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST, 1 PRT., 1 COMP 2 4.8 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE PORC.,BLUE-+GREEN FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE PORCELAIN, BLUE RIM,PRT. 1 2.8 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 - SHINGLE VARIOUS, FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 BONE MANDIBLE? FRG, CUT 1 268.0
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS BUTTON WHITE, PRT 1 0.3 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN, CURVED, FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE, FLAT, FRG 2 1.7 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED.FRG 4 3.0 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 11.4 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN METAL BAR, PLASTIC ENCAS 1 101.5 
96-1-103 N106.13 E33.4 0-10 METAL NAIL ROUND.SQUARE, RUST > 1 67.4 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.3 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST 7 22.0 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 6 1.8 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 7.4 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR.FRG 2 6.7 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 CERAMI(; UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-105 N118 E35 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 32.2 
96-1-106 N118 E35 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 2 5.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 - PAINT? REDNIHITE FRG 3 3.9 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 26.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED.PINK, FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,WHITE,FRG 4 1.6 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,FRG 3 6.1 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 17.5 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 COAL > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS > 1 
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96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 RUBBER UNKNOWN RED FRG 2 1.3 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 - SHINGLE VARIOUS,FRG > 1 49.5 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 FABRIC UNKNOWN GRAY 13.0 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 26.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 METAL PULL TAB ALUMINUM.COMP 4 1.5 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP 1 5.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 5 4.6 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 METAL CURRENCY LINCOLN PENNY, 'D' 1 2.9 1974 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST/NON-RUST,FRG > 1 59.8 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG > 11 17.8 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE/WHITE PATTERN,FRG 2 11.3 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE/BROWN.IRONSTONE? 1 0.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,FRG 2 8.8 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORCELAIN,WHITE,FRG 1 4.2 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 LITHIC UNKNOWN GREEN,MODIFIED,PRT. 1 250.7 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE, CURVED,FRG 6 16.0 
96-1-107 N106.13 E33.4 10-20 METAL BOTTLECAP RUST.COMP 1 2.5 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.CIRCLE 1 2.6 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE STRIPE.GOLD RIM 1 1.9 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 COAL > 1 75.6 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 YARN UNKNOWN BROWN 3
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 METAL STAKE RUST.BENT.LOOPED TOP 1 90.1 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 36.3 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/PRT. > 1 155.7 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 GLASS BUTTON WHITE, 4 HOLES.COMP 1 0.7 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW+WHITE, FRG 2 5.3 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW,E.W.,FRG 3 5.8 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,WHITE,IRONSTONE 8 23.8 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 231.6 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 51.2 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 66.5 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 1.5 
96-1-108 N99 E38 10-20 RUBBER HARDWARE 1 WASHER, VARIOUS 3 0.2 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 CLINKER 6 5.7 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 METAL NAIL COMP-+f'RT. > 1 42.2 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST,FRG > 1 11.3 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 METAL CASING COPPER, 1.5 INCHES LONG 1 12.7 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 CEMENT 2 14.4 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 LITH IC FIELDSTONE 1 GRAY,MODIFIED;1 RED 2 106.5 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 21.4 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE.FRG > 1 180.9 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 5.1 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 CERAMIC CONTAINER SCREW-LID RIM 1 0.7 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 0.9 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 2.6 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR.NECK w/ RIM,PRT 1 15.3 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 COAL 4 15.6 
96-1-109 N111.5 E11.5 20-30 METAL PIPE COPPER.ONE END CUT 1 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP 1 1.0 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG 7 3.4 
96-1-110 N80 E20 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN WHITE,BURNT,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 LITHIC PENCIL? GRAY,C. 1' LONG, 1 1.2 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 CHERT DEBITAGE BROWN/TAN/GRAY 1 0.2 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 MEAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 METAL TACK RUST.HEAD 1 0.3 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 METAL NAIL RUSTED.COMP 6 20.8 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 9.1 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 METAL CURRENCY LINCOLN WHEAT CENT.COMP 1 2.5 1941 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,RIDGED,FR 1 1.6 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 BONE PHALANGE? COMP 1 17.7 
96-1-110 NBD E20 30-40 METAL SAFETY PIN FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-111 N80 E20 40-50 CHARCOAL > 1 2.9 
96-1-111 NBD E20 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 5 10.1 
96-1-111 NBD E20 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 0.2 
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96-1-111 NBO E20 40-50 CEMENT > 1 392.8 
96-1-111 NBO E20 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 5.8 
96-1-111 NBO E20 40-50 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 6 3.5 
96-1-111 NBD E20 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,MELTED,CRYSTALINE 1 0.5 
96-1-112 N87E19 2 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST, COMP.+fRG 10 42.9 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 8 5.5 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 2.9 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG 6 5.0 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 5 5.1 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 4 17.3 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, BLUE MARKING 1 1.0 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 METAL WIRE COPPER.PLASTIC-COAT PRT. 1 93.4 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CERAMIC CONTAINER WHITE PORC,BROWN SIDE 1 10.6 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 189.6 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 1 5.4 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 21.3 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 48.9 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CEMENT > 1 392.8 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 CHARCOAL > 1 2.9 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 COAL > 1 40.2 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP. 1 8.0 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 GLASS JAR WHITE GLASS w/1.ID 1 50.9 
96-1-112 N87 E19 2 10-20 METAL CAN RUST,TOP,PRT. 1 31.8 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG; 1 NON-RUST 15 57.7 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 CERAMIC BOTTLE PORC.,RIDGED RIM,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 GLASS? BOTTLE WHITE,PRT,RIM 1 6.7 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 PLASTIC WRAPPER FRG > 1 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 CEMENT > 1 > 550.0
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 METAL BRACKET? RUSTED 1 271.0
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE, FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 METAL SPIKE RUST.COMP 1 223.5 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 3 9.0 
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 BRICK 2 RED FRG; ORANGE FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-113 N111.5 E11.5 10-20 METAL WIRE RUST,PRT. 1 2.7
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 GLASS VASE RIM? CLEAR,RUFFLED-EDGE,FRG 1 6.7 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 12.2 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP+fRG 7 13.3 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 LITHIC CONSTRUCT. BROWN.FACED FIELDSTONE 1 108.9 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 BRICK ORANGE > 1 30.3 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 CHARCOAL > 1 27.7 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 45.6 
96-1-114 N87 E19 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BLUE MARKS;RIM 1 1.4 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 YARN UNKNOWN BROWN/WHITE 2 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,FLAT,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 BRICK ORANGE,SOFT,FRG 3 150.0 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 8 18.9 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,LOOP,HANDLE 1 5.9 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 METAL NAIL RUST ,COMP/FRG 8 31.0 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 WOOD UNKNOWN FRG 2 6.9 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 GLASS BOTTLE/JAR CLEAR,RIDGED,RIM,PRT 1 21.1 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 6.4 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 LITHIC FOSSIUBEAD? HOLE THRU MIDDLE 1 0.3 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 CEMENT 2 13.9 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 METAL UNKNOWN ALUMIN.,CIRC., 1 SIDE NOB 1 103.1 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 28.5 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,,NECK,PRT.,'X' MARK 1 1.8 
96-1-115 N104.5 E39.5 24-30 BRICK ORANGE,PRT 2 550.0 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 2.6 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 7 9.8 
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96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG 3 5.0 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. GREEN,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 CHARCOAL 3 0.6 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 35.5 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,COILED,PRT 1 22.8 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,FRG 2 2.5 
96-1-116 N99 E38 3 10-20 METAL COILED PROBE RUST.SPIRALED 1 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 27.2 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW SLIP/ORANGE CLAY 1 1.0 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE BLUE,BASE,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK RED/BROWN,FRG 3 0.6 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BURNT? SLIP,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PINK TRANSFER, FARMSTEA 1 0.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW/GREEN,RIM,FRG 1 8.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 91.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 24.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE OLIVE GREEN,BASE,PRT 1 58.7 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG > 1 15.2 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE FLORESCENT YELLOW.RIM 1 3.7 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK,CURVED,FRG 1.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 3 1.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 4.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE "BATTLE CREEK MILK ",FRG 1 5.0 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS MARBLE BROWN,RED,WHITE,SWIRL 1 5.6 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN YELLOW,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 10 21.2 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 266.6 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY BLUE,BASE,FRG 3 6.9 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL WINDSHIELD w/RUBBER;PRT 1 1.5 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL NAIL NON/RUST;COMP/PRT > 1 254.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST,FRG, 1RUBBER-COAT > 1 22.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL CAP RUST. COMP, 1 55.4 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP 1 1.5 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL SCREW RUST,COMP/FRG > 1 43.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL WASHER RUST.COMP 1 1.4 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN,BASE�IM, FRG 3 22.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN "PETERS HV",SHELL-LIKE 1 1.4 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL SAFETY-PIN PRT 1 0.3 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC? PIPE ? STEM 1 1.7 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.UNDULATED 1 2.5 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CERAMIC PIPE BOWL.TAN.MOLD CREASE 1 1.8 1800 1900 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 11.5 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK, "PATENTED" 1 3.4 1920 1996 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 METAL TIN FOIL CRUMPLED 2 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 YARN UNKNOWN GREEN,FRG 1 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 RUBBER TUBE BLACK,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS,FRG > 1 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 CLINKER 1 76.8 
96-1-117 N106.13 E33.4 20-30 COAL > 1 221.5 
96-1-118 N80 E20 50-60 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 10.9 
96-1-119 N80 E21 50-60 DISCARDED IN LAB 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 2.5 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 LITHIC FOSSIL CONE 1 3.0 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 2.6 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 COAL 2 4.9 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 CEMENT UNKNOWN WHITE.FRG 1 8.1 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 BONE TEETH.ETC. FRG,COMP TEETH > 1 70.2 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 18.2 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG 3 3.4 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.,FRG 5 14.8 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 5.2 
96-1-120 N87 E19 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. PURPLE-PINK.CURVED 1 1.5 
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96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 55.0 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 METAL WASHER COMP 1 0.6 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/FRG > 1 55.7 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP 4 39.0 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 LITHIC DEBIT AGE? GRAY,PRT 1 0.4 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 CERAMIC MARBLE TAN.COMP 1 2.9 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 LITHIC UNKNOWN BLACK.CYLINDRICAL 1 0.5 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 4.2 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 COAL 5 4.5 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 CEMENT > 1 344.5 
96-1-121 N111.5 E11.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 6 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 METAL SAFETY-PIN HEAD,PRT. 1 0.4 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 4.4 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,COMPIFRG > 1 26.4 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 BRICK GRAY /BLACK,PRT 1 > 550.0
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 7 20.6
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN E.W.,BROWN,FRG 1 5.8 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 91.7 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 FAUNAL TEETH.ETC. COMP. TEETH;FRG 8 24.2 
96-1-122 N99 E38 10-20 COAL 1 2.6 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 CERAMIC BOWL? BROWN FLORAL.RIM FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW/ORANGE,RIM,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 FAUNAL LONG BONE PRT.,CUT;FRG 2 21.7 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 YARN UNKNOWN YELLOW,FRG 1
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 COAL 1 2.6 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 CEMENT 5 98.2 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 BRICK UNKNOWN ORANGE,FRG 5 169.0 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 15.7 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,RIDGED,RIM,FRG 2 6.8 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,RIM,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN-BLUE,FLAT,FRG 46 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL CAP 0STROH'S0 1 1.7 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 8.9 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/FRG > 1 26.6 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL HORSESHOE RUST.COMP 1 397.7 1862 1930 
96-1-123 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 5.6 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP 3 28.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 LITHIC CORE? TAN/WHITE.CHERT 1 13.8 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 13.3 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 CEMENT > 1 103.5 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 BONE TEETH.ETC. PRT CUT;FRG 10 204.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 CLINKER > 1 10.0 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP,FRG > 1 115.3 
96-1-124 N118 E:35 11-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.CYLINDRICAL 3 235.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 LITHIC ARROWHEAD GRAY.TIP-+ARM MISSING 1 5.2 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP 3 28.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 160.7 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 YARN UNKNOWN VARIOUS > 1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 METAL UNK/BOLT NON-RUST +RUST.VARIOUS > 1 58.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS BOTTLE? CLEAR,CONJOINABLE BASE 2 35.6 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 COAL > 1 29.9 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 86.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LIGHT BLU-GREEN,FLAT,FRG 5 18.1 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 18.7 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 5.0 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.9 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK,DIMPLED,FRG 1 4.9 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,FRG 1 5.8 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS JAR WHITE,FRG 3 8.6 
96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE/BROWN,FRG 1 9.6 
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96-1-124 N118 E35 11-30 GLASS BOTTLE PINK, 1 PRT BASE 2 98.7 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST ,COMP+FRG 12 36.6 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.2 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 CLINKER 1 1.5 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 COAL 5 13.8 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 1.2 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 2.1 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. GREEN, FLAT, FRG 2 7.5 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT. BROWN, FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE/BROWN,FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 23.8 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 13.5 
96-1-125 N118 E35 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 3.6 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 EGG SHELL FRG > 1 0.7 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG; 1 RIM 3 6.5 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 6 4.6 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 METAL NAIL NON-RUST-+RUST 7 18.4 
96-1-126 N104.5 E39.5 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 21.8 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 13.6 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 7.6 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 LITHIC UNKNOWN GRAY/RED.CUT 1 143.2 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 27.0 
96-1-127 N111.5 E11.5 40-50 LITHIC WHETSTONE GRAY,TABULAR,PRT 1 75.8 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 59.5 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 CEMENT 2 12.8 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE/GREEN.FLA T,FRG 1 4.0 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 GLASS JAR CLOUDY,RIM,PRT 1 9.8 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,RIPPLED,FRG,RIM 4 22.3 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE/GREEN,FLAT,FRG > 1 196.0 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN BLUE.HATCH PATTERN 1 0.1 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 CHARCOAL 2 0.2 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 CERAMIC TILE ORANGE,FRG 1 8.6 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 LITHIC F.C.R.? REDfTAN 1 14.9 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 16.2 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 81.9 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 FIBER UNKNOWN GREEN 1 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/FRG > 1 136.1 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 METAL HARDWARE RUST.COMP; 1 NUT,1 SCREW 2 22.5 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST,PRT 1 1.3 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 GLASS MARBLE YELLOW 1 3.9 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 LITHIC SLATE GRAY,FLAT,PRT 1 9.5 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 LITHIC DEBITAGE TAN 1 0.2 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 CERAMIC UNKNOWN POL YCHROMA TIC,FRG 1 4.2 
96-1-128 N99 E38 20-35 CERAMIC TEA-CUP PORCELAIN,DIMPLED,PRT 1 14.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST. COMP 1 8.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG,CUT 1 84.2 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL HARDWARE 1 SCREW, 1 WASHER 2 3.9 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 6.2 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL ROD RUST,4-5 INCHES LONG 1 19.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 CERAMIC? UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC,RED SLIP 2 2.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/FRG > 1 79.7 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL PAIL RUST,FRG,COAL-lADEN > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL HINGE RUST,PRT.,MACHINE-MADE? 1 377.9
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 CLINKER 1 3.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? YELLOW,FRG 4 6.5 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,FLA T,FRG > 1 7.5 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP 1 6.4 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 COAL > 1 61.2 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 5.5 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 19.4 
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96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK-CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 1.4 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 7.6 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 5 4.8 
96-1-129 N106.13 E33.4 30-40 CERAMIC • CUP? PORC,FLORAL,FRG 3 2.9 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 BONE VARIOUS FRG/COMP > 1 13.4 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 13.1 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 CEMENT 4 14.6 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,CURVED,SQUAREHEAD 1 62.0 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP > 1 56.6. 1850 1950 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG > 1 13.0 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN.FLA T,FRG 3 15.8 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 12.5 
96-1-130 N99 E38 3 20-35 GLASS CANDLE LAMP. CLEAR.UNDULATED RIM,FRG 5 18.7 
96-1-131 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 BONE UNK/LNGBONE FRG;PRT > 1 1.4 
96-1-131 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 GLASS CLEAR,,RIDGED-RIM,FRG 1 5.9 
96-1-131 N104.5 E39.5 12-24 METAL NAIL RUST,SQUARED,PRT 1 1.8 
96-1-132 N104.5 E39.5 4 24-30 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,CURVED,RIM,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-132 N104.5 E39.5 4 24-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 0.5 
96-1-133 N99 E38 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 15.5 
96-1-133 N99 E38 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR/CLOUDY,CURVED,FR 1 0.7 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 14.6 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 LITHIC DEBIT AGE? CHERT 1 0.4 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP 1 11.9 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/FRG; 1 L-HEAD 13 23.5 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 SHELL BUTTON 4 HOLE,RNDBACK,SUNK FAG 1 0.8 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 METAL BELL COPPER,2'HT, 1 .5'DIAM.COMP 1 39.9 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 1.2 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .GREEN.FLA T,FRG > 1 38.7 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 5.0 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 COAL > 1 12.4 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 BONE LONG,RIB,FRAG 1 CUT > 1 77.1 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN.CURVED 1 1.6 
96-1-134 N99 E38 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN COPPER,OVALAR,FLA T,PRT 1 2.7 
96-1-135 N99 E38 3 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 1.0 
96-1-135 N99 E38 3 30-40 COAL 2 1.4 
96-1-135 N99 E38 3 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. GREEN.FLA T,FRG 2 1.7 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 5 6.0 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 BONE FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 24.1 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.HAND-WROUGHT 5 13.5 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 WOOD CHARRED,FRG > 1 1.9 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 RUBBER BALL GOLF BALL CORE? 1 15.0 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE, RIM,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 CEMENT 1 12.0 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN.CURVED; 2 DIMPLED 5 2.6 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 4.7 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TERRA COTTA,FRG;2 RIMS 10 14.3 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 CLINKER 1 76.6 
96-1-136 N88 E19 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 3.8 
96-1-137 N111.5 E11.5 8 50-70 CLINKER > 1 151.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN CIRCULAR,DECORA TIVE? 1 3.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 2 8.8 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL HARDWARE VARIOUS 13 36.7 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL · WIRE BARBED 1 6.1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL PIPE RUST 1 179.1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 45.7 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10,20 METAL NAIL COMP/FRG;HAND/MACHINE > 1 189.6 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN WITH PLASTIC 2 0.9 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE BOWL,FRG 5 9.9 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CLINKER 3 12.6 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM,FRG 7 16.6 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL SPARK PLUG 1 50.1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL SPOON PEWTER/LEAD 5 16.0 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL BUTTON BLACK-PAINT.COMP. 1 0.6 
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96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 FOAM FRG 2 0.9 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN DECORATIVE 1 0.7 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CONCRETE 1 1.6 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS BUTTON WHITE.COMP 4 1.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 SHELL BUTTON 2-HOLE, 1 0.2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 LEATHER > 0.1
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 FAUNAL BONE > 1 48.8 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL EYELET 1 0.2
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL STRAIGHT PIN 1 0.1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 FAUNA EGG SHELL FRG 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BROWN 1 0.4 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 YARN UNKNOWN GREEN AND TAN 2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL TIN FOIL 1 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL HARDWARE 3 4.8 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 METAL THIMBLE 4 1.2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 COAL > 1 115.6 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 86.2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 4 2.5 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 2.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG; 2 RIMS 10 12.9 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG > 1 71.7 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,CURVED,FRG 4 6.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 2 48.5 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC CUP BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 2 36.2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BROWN STRIPE 1 1.0 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 3 1.2 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN RED TRANSFER,FRG 3 2.5 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC SAUCER HAND-PAINTED.FLORAL 2 86.7 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE/BLUE ,FRG 2 3.3 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT. YELLOW,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG > 1 23.8 
96-1-138 N106.13 E34.4 9 10-20 METAL PAIL HANDLE 1 
96-1-139 N111.5 E11.5 50-60 CLINKER > 1 23.1 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL PULL TAB 1 0.6 1960 1980 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,FLAT.FRG > 1 10.6 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 3.5 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 6 2.5 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG > 1 7.3 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 CONCRETE CYLINDRICAL.HALVED 1 4.0 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 27.6 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, FRG 10 21.2 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 SLATE UNKNOWN 1 BEVELLED EDGE? 1 0.8 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 PLASTIC WRAPPERS.ET VARIOUS > 1 16.2 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 10-20 CLINKER 3 24.0 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL VARIOUS HARDWARE 16.1 1850 1996 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL NAIL COMP.+fRG 28 62.0 1900 1996 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA 10 56.6 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL TIRE VALVE RIDGED.HOLE THRU CENTER 2 5.4 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM;WHITE,DECORA TED,2" 1 3.5 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 FAUNAL BONE FRG > 1 16.5 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 SHINGLE RED STONE > 1 12.0 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 COAL > 1 137.6 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG; 1 FACED 2 7.1 
96-1-140 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL BOTTLE CAP COMP.RUST; RUBBER SEAL 1 2.9 1950 1996 
96-1-141 N99 E38 50-60 CHARCOAL > 1 0.6 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.6 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL NAIL NON-RUST/RUST > 1 95.6 1900 1996 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL HARDWARE > 1 122.2 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 PLASTIC TOY-+UNKNOW PINK 2 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN NON-RUST/RUST,FRG > 1 98.6 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL BOTTLE COMPJPRT. 5 7.1 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL BUTTON BLACK.SWIVEL-BASE 1 1.4 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,BIANGULAR BASE 1 5.6 
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96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL DECORATIVE 1 SQUARE-TEETH; 1 D-RING, 2 6.8 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 METAL TIRE VALVE CA 1 6.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CLOTH UNKNOWN WHITE > 1 11.1 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 SANDSTONE UNKNOWN MODIFIED,BEVELLED,PRT.. 1 32.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CLINKER 3 3.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 487.5 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE CURVED,FRG:2 SEALS 5 7.6 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CONCRETE CHANNELED 1 9.8 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DK.BROWN, E.W. 1 15.6 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BROWN,CURVED,FRG 5 10.2 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 SHELL BUTTON PEARLESQUE,2 HOLE 2 0.6 1aoo 1900 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS BUTTON WHITE,PRT 1 0.5 1900 1996 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE-YELLOW.TERRA C. 5 25.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BLUE PATTERN 1 1.0 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 3.5 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 LITHIC FLAKE TAN.CHERT 1 2.1 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 SHINGLE VARIOUS > 1 13.7 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK GREEN,CURVED,FRG 4 34.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 46.3 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN VARIOUS, FRG > 1 10.9 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 146.0 
96-1-142 N115 E38 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY SLIP,FRG 3 1.1 
96-1-143 N99 E38 60-80 BRICK 2 ORANGE; 1 RED.SQUARISH 3 3.8 
96-1-144 N106.13 E34.40 20-30 NOT FOUND 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 CHARCOAL > 1 12.1 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN ROD, BLACK PLASTIC END 1 92.9 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 5 13.6 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. GREEN,FLAT,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 COAL 4 8.7 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 CLINKER 5 20.4 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE 2 1.2 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 CEMENT 3 7.3 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-145 NBS E19 10-20 BONE RIB.CARPEL CUT, FRG 7 54.3 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 LEATHER SHOE? 1 HEEL 1 1.5 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CLINKER 3 4.7 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 7.5 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL VARIOUS 1 EYELET,1 CLAMP?, 9 7.8 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 WOOD GRAY 3 1.3 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CONCRETE 3 35.7 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL DRAWER KNOB DECORATIVE 1 14.0 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 PLASTIC VARIOUS 1 TOOTHBRUSH HANDLE;ETC 3 5.0 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 LEATHER DOG COLLAR BROWN, METAL RIVETS 2 5.9 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 SHINGLE 8 8.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL NAIL COMP-+fRG > 50 247.1 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL BOffiE CAP RUST.COMP 2 10.6 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL ZIPPER HEAD COMP 1 9.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL COIN? ILLEGIBLE.COMP.RUST 1 7.0 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL WIRE 6 30.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN NON-RUST/RUST,FRG >·100 449.9 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL HARDWARE VARIOUS 13 316.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN FRG,wf'NOOD 3' 6.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 RUBBER SHOE SOLE BLACK, PRT 1 62.2 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC,NECK,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 METAL HINGE RUST,3 ARMS.COMP 1 144.1 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BROWN,CURVED,FRG 16 32.7 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE; CONJOINABLE FRG 3 0.6 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 379.8 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG: 1 CUT > 10 56.8 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE DARK GREEN.FRG: 1 BASE 14 208.3 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN FLORESCENT GREEN.CURVE 3 13.3 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS JARUD SEAL WHITE,CURVED,PRT 3 17.3 
Artifact lnY:entocy 197 
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96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR,CURVED,FRG-+PRT > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG > 1 380.7
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE LT BLUE; 2 BASE FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS MARBLE GOLD/YELLOW SWIRL 1 5.7 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? TERRA COTTA,YELLOW,FRG 14 89.0
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CLOTH UNKNOWN WHITE, FRG > 1 207.1
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS DOORKNOB WHITE GLASS w/METAL MECH 1 147.9 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 GLASS BUTTON WHITE GLASS, METAL SWIVE 1 0.8 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 PLASTIC BUTTON BLACK,4 HOLE, COMP 1 0.9 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 14 19.9 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC WATER PIPE TERRA COTTA.BROWN GLAZ 1 135.8 
96-1-146 N115 E38 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? TERRA COTTA,ORANGE,FRG 2 13.6 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLACK 1 0.5 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL BUCKLE RUST.COMP 1 9.3
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST.VARIOUS 8 411.3 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN NON-RUST +RUST ,FRG > 1 170.3
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL WIRE NON-RUST +RUST, FRG 5 21.7 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL BOTTLE RUST,PRT 1 10.4 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 COAL 2 54.0
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 100.4 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG;1QT. 8 34.9
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 RUBBER SHOE SOLE BURNT,FRG > 1 9.6 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 3 2.3 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CLINKER 1 4.2 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CEMENT 5 > 550.0 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS JAR BLUE,FRG 14 41.8 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN,ANNULAR,FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL HAMMER HEAD,RUST,COMP 1 509.4 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 3 6.9 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? YELLOW.TERRA COTTA,FRG 3 7.1 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 4 99.6 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC CROCK/JUG GRAY,FRG 1 66.6 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 PLASTIC BUTTON 2 HOLE,BLACK,COMP 1 0.5 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 PLASTIC BUTTON 4 HOLE,BLACK,COMP 1 0.2 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 LEATHER UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 2.7 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS LIGHT BULB INTERNAL MECHANISM;PRT. 1 4.0 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 PLASTIC? UNKNOWN RIDGED,FRG > 1 7.5 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 METAL NAIL COMP+fRG; NON+RUST > 1 119.2 
96-1-147 N115 E38 20-30 CLOTH UNKNOWN GRAY,FRG > 1 10.6 
96-1-148 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN Unn Baulk;PINK,CURVED 1 3.6 
96-1-148 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 SHINGLE From Unn Baulk 1 1.1 
96-1-148 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN Unn Baulk;WHITE,FLAT 1 0.6 
96-1-149 N106.13 E34.4 3040 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-149 N106.13 E34.4 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 0.4 
96-1-149 N106.13 E34.4 30-40 BRICK ORANGE.CORNER FRG 1 10.4 
96-1-149 N106.13 E34.4 30-40 SHINGLE 1 0.6 
96-1-149 N106.13 E34.4 3040 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 CLINKER 4 23.0 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,FLAT,FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE.FLAT ,FRG 1 3.8 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 10.5 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 COAL > 1 14.9 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 4 7.3 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 13.9 
96-1-150 N106.13 E34.4 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 7 8.2 
96-1-151 N87 E19 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-151 N87 E19 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-152 N87 E19 13 METAL MACHINE PART 2 HOLES, BENT;FROM WALL 1 212.2 
96-1-152 N87 E19 13 METAL BRACKET 1/2' LONG, 3 HOLES, BENT 1 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN From Baulk; CLEAR.CURVED 1 0.4 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 WOOD UNKNOWN > 1 4.5 
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96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 COPPER PENNY CORRODED DATE.COMP 1 2.5 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 CEMENT From Baulk 5 126.1 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 METAL NAIL From Baulk;RUST,COMP 2 5.0 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 COAL From Baulk 6 31.5 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 SHINGLE From Baulk 1 1.4 
96-1-153 N106.13 E34.40 0-10 BRICK From Baulk;ORANGE,FRG 7 426.1 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 GLASS CONTAINER BLUE,BASE,FRG 1 30.2 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 WOOD UNKNOWN 1 3.2 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT.FRG 3 1.9 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 10 5.9 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 CLINKER 5 45.8 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 PLASTIC UNKNOWN WHITE-tBLACK 2 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 COAL 13 39.3 
96-1-154 N106.13 E34.40 30-39 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP 1 2.1 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 6.8 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 6.8 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE OLIVE GREEN,FRG 1 9.3 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 7 8.2 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 14.7 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 43.7 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.HANDLE 2 1.0 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 BRICK ORANGE > 1 90.5 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 METAL NAIL NON-RUST -+RUST 5 21.7 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 1 2.0 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 PLASTIC STRAW;ETC. > 1
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK > 1 54.9 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 COAL > 1 97.1 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 CLINKER > 1 380.0 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 CONCRETE > 1 227.1 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 2.1 
96-1-155 N116 E56 0-10 METAL HARDWARE BAR.SCREW.COPPER WIRE,E 6 135.1 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 28.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 3 15.1 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG > 1 130.2 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 129.5 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL WIRE RUST,PRT 1 5.2 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS BUTTON WHITE,PRT 1 2.6 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL BOTTLE RUST,PRT;METAL LINER 1 5.2 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 SHINGLE FRG > 1 18.1 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 YARN UNKNOWN GREEN ;BROWN 2 3.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 4 2.9 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS CONTAINER BLUE; 1 BASE, 1 SIDE 2 122.9 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 104.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 6 27.0 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 WOOD UNKNOWN FRG,CUT > 1 9.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 COAL 7 41.6 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CLINKER 3 21.9 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 PLASTIC VARIOUS 2 BUTTONS,FRG > 1 7.0 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 7 82.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG; 1 FEMORAL HEAD > 1 51.0 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BLUE MARKS.FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL KNIFE RUST, CONJOINABLE FRG. 2 42.5 1880 1930 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL DECORATIVE NON-RUST-+RUST 2 6.0 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 16 34.0 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLACK STRIPE,FRG 1 4.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GOLD-STRIPED RIM,FRG 1 7.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, "LAIN" MARK,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 6.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,HEXAGON,PRT 1 6.7 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 SHELL BUTTON 4 HOLE.COMP 1 0.3 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL HARDWARE 21 SCREWS:2 WASHERS.ETC. > 1 226.8 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE PATTERN,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 METAL NAIL NON/RUST,COMP,FRG > 1 342.2 1900 1996 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 1.0 
Artifact In�entocy 199 
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96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE,COMP 1 0.2 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CLAY MARBLE YELLOW.COMP 1 2.8 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN WHITE,THIN,FRG 7 1.8 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC: PIPE STEM,FRG;ca. 1/4' LONG 1 2.1 
96-1-156 N104.5 E40.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 2 27.8 
96-1-157 N115.77 E39.64 27 METAL JAR LID ALUMINUM.COMP. 1 
96-1-157 N115.77 E39.64 27 1 
96-1-157 N115.77 E39.64 27 CERAMIC SAUCER BATTLE CREEK SAN;COMP. 
96-1-158 N87 E17 10-20 METAL PIPE PRT.,BENT 1 > 550.0
96-1-158 N87 E17 18 METAL PIPE CA.3' LONG,1' DIAMETER 1 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 0.6 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN FRG > 1 107.3 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 3 14.1 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 4 2.9 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 3.5 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS ELECTRICAL BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 72.5 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN Zone I:WHITE,PORCELAIN, 3 8.7 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-159 N115 E38 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 6.1 
96-1-160 N112 E56 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 24.7 
96-1-160 N112 E56 60-70 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-160 N112 E56 60-70 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 1 9.0 
96-1-160 N112 E56 60-70 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 3 7.0 
96-1-161 N112 E56 70-80 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-161 N112 E56 70-80 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-161 N112 E56 70-80 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 6.4 
96-1-161 N112 E56 70-80 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 METAL HARDWARE 'L'BRACKET:VARIOUS 4 174.5 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 15.7 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 9 27.1 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 CONCRETE 6 71.0 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 6 170.1 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 4 7.7 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 PLASTIC TOOTHBRUSH GREEN,BRISTLED,PRT. 1 1.6 
96-1-162 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-162 N115E38;22 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 CLOTH UNKNOWN WHITE > 1
96-1-162 N115 E38;22 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 7 38.1 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 CLINKER 5 31.3 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 LITHIC UNKNOWN MODIFIED? 1 6.4 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 CONCRETE 1 6.8 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 4 53.3 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE.FLA T,FRG 4 4.7 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 2.9 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 9 19.7 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 PLASTIC VARIOUS WHITE 2
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 METAL WIRE COMP. 1 4.6 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 METAL BULLET SHELL COMP. 1 0.6 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 7 9.9 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 4 10.6 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 COAL 2 9.5 
96-1-163 N95 E43 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 10 17.7 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.6 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLLA T,FRG 3 13.6 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 CERAMIC BOWL BLUE/WHITE,PORC,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,UNDULA TED RIM,FRG 1 11.7 
96-1-164 N112 E56 80-100 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-165 N115 E38;23 80-100 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 7 42.9 
96-1-165 N115 E38;23 80-100 METAL HARDWARE SCREW;NUT 2 11.5 
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96-1-165 N115 E38;Z3 80-100 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 CERAMIC CROCK BROWN EXT./WHITE INT,FRG 2 229.0 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 CERAMIC • PLATE? WHITE,BASE,FRG 3 47.7 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 BONE UNKNOWN CUT,FRG 5 26.0 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 METAL BULLET SHELL PRT. 1 0.7 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 PLASTIC BUTTON OLIVE GREEN.MILITARY 1 5.2 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 GLASS MARBLE SWIRLED 1 4.5 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 PLASTIC UNKNOWN RED 1 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR;1 'B.C. BOTTLE', > 1 123.0 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 METAL NAIL RUST ,FRG/COMP. 11 43.5 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 METAL UNKNOWN FRG, NON/RUST > 1 261.8 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 METAL LIGHT BULB SWITCH 1 49.2 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,COMP. 1 27.1 
96-1-166 N112 E56 40-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 70.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CLINKER > 10 85.4 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL BELL PLASTIC HANDLE 1 45.8 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL BOTLE CAPS RUST.PLASTIC LINER 6 20.8 1960 1996 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL CAN RUST,PRT. 1 276.5 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS JAR/BOTTLE DARK BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 50 > 550.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE 'MOUNTAIN DEW",FRG > 30 118.3 1975 1996 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 50 > 550.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 12.9 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 1 8.1 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,FRG 2 10.3 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BLACK PLASTIC COAT,FRG 1 4.0
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 LITHIC UNKNOWN FLAT > 1 261.2 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 4.2 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 COTTON UNKNOWN CLUMP 1 0.1 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 SHELL UNKNOWN WHITE.FLA T,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 WOOD UNKNOWN NAIL IMBEDDED 1 24.2 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE 'PEPSl',FRG 1 0.7 1975 1996 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL PLUMB. TOOL METAL LOOP.BRISTLED 1 61.2 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CERAMIC CUP FLORAL DECAL,FRG 1 10.4 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 7 5.2 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GOLD RIM,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE 'BLUE RIDGE,HANDPAINTED' 1 10.5 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 WOOD STRUCTURAL RED-PAINT.NAILS IMBEDDED > 1 281.3 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL CANS.BOT.CAP MILLER.PEPSI > 1 86.2 1960 1996 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 RUBBER DRAIN PLUG BLACK.LOOP.COMP. 1 22.5 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CONCRETE PAINTED.BLUE/GREEN/PINK > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 PLASTIC VARIOUS > 1
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 NEWSPAPER CHARRED,LEGIBLE,FRG > 1 2.9 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 METAL NAIL VARIOUS > 1 394.9 1900 1996 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CHARCOAL > 1 19.7 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 PAINT WALL BLUE/GREEN/PINK,FRG > 1 4.4 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 TILE FLOOR WHITE/RED SWIRL 3 5.8 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 TILE FLOOR BLUE.FAUX MARBLE,FRG 4 13.5 
96-1-167 N119 E53 20-30 CLINKER > 1 226.6 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL WHITE,FRG 25 47.5 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 4 1.6 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 23.3 . 96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE L T.BROWN,DIMPLED,FRG 1 5.4 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS· BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 2.8 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE.FLA T,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 25.1 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T ,FRG 1 3.5 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 CLINKER 3 21.5 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 27.8 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 2.4 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 METAL HARDWARE 7 68.8 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG/COMP. > 1 71.4 
96-1-168 N110.5 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.3 
Artifact In�ent 
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96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 BRICK ORANGE/PINK.FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 CEMENT SQUARED 1 0.2 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 9.0 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. BLUE,FLAT,FRG > 1 15.3 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 14.2 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN CLEAR SLIP,WHITE.FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE 1 0.2 1837 1865 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 METAL BUCKLE? PRT. 1 6.2 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 3.2 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT./COMP. 13 42.4 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 5 21.4 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 BRICK RED,CORNER,CEMENT AFFIX 1 102.4 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 CLINKER > 1 35.4 
96-1-169 N104.5 E40.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN/WHITE,STRIPED,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-170 N139 E50 0-10 METAL HARDWARE SCREWS.ETC. 9 22.8 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 CLINKER- > 1 76.6 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 29.9 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BROWN, E.W. 1 16.7 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 6 15.9 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT.-+COMP,VARIOUS 20 46.5 
96-1-170 N139 ESQ 0-10 METAL BAR 2' LONG; 2 HOLES AT ENDS 1 
96-1-171 N138.05 E53.4 SURF. METAL SPOON TARNISHED,'WM. ROGERS' 1 22.6 
96-1-172 N99 E38 10-20 NOT FOUND 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 NOT FOUND 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE/WHITE,IRONSTONE 1 1.0 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 24.0 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 2.4 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 16.8 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 4 24.7 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 73.2 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL CLOTH FASTEN ORNATE 2 2.2 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL EYELET NONRUST 1 0.1 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN NON RUST.SQUARISH 1 20.1 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,MELTED,SPHEROIDS 2 0.9 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL BOLT NON RUST 1 36.3 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 14 38.2 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 SHELL OYSTER FRG 3 0.1 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 14 16.9 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN.FLA Tw/MORTAR 6 33.3 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 LITHIC UNKNOWN GREY ,CYLINDRICAL,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 CLINKER 1 1.4 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 BRICK ORANGE > 1 27.4 
96-1-173 N110.5 E40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREY.MELTED SURFACE,FRG 4 6.0 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED.FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 8 15.1 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 PLASTIC UNKNOWN VARIOUS > 1 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS MARBLE BLUE/WHITE SWIRL 1 6.2 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 METAL BULLET SHELL COMP. 1 0.5 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 METAL HARDWARE 1 SCREW;1 STAPLE 2 15.6 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 43.3 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 METAL PLIERS COMP. 1 201.1 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 METAL NAIil RUST 6 19.2 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 9 13.5 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 18 22.5 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 2.2 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CLINKER 1 1.2 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CEMENT 3 26.6 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE w/BLUE FLORAL,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 13 44.7 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .BLUE.FLA T,FRG 4 3.7 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK 2 20.7 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 LITHIC BEAD YELLOW,1 HOLE 1 0.5 
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96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG,CUT 6 57.8 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CERAM IC UNKNOWN L T .BR OWN SL IP.YEL L OW CLA 1 6.7 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CERAMIC CR OCK/JUG BR OWN,GR,A Y WARE,FRG 1 10.2 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,w/BLUE PAT TER N,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-174 N116 E56 10-20 PLAST IC LIPSTICK CASE BLUE,"WOODBUR Y'S', COMP 1 5.0 
96-1-175 N99E38;WAL L 10-20 COAL > 1 6.1 
96-1-175 N99 E38;WAL L 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR.CURVED, > 1 182.1 
96-1-175 N99 E38;WAL L 10-20 METAL NAIL RUsT:coMP. 1 4.4 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CHAL K GREEN,FRG 2 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE. FLAT ,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 6.4 
96-1-176 N106.13E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T .BLUE,FLA T ,FRG > 1 7.3 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR ,FLAT ,FRG 2 2.8 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR ,CURVED,FRG > 1 35.7 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 METAL HAR DWARE WIRE,SCREW,STAPLE 4 20.4 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST ,FRG > 1 36.2 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 METAL NAIL COMP.+fRG > 1 71.9 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CERAM IC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 2.5 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 RUBBER ? UNKNOWN RED,INCISED,DIMPLED,FRG > 1 5.7 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 EGG SHEL L FRG > 1
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CERAM IC UNKNOWN GREEN,HANDPAINTED,R IM , 1 1.9 1830 1900 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CERAM IC UNKNOWN YEL L OW/ORANGE,CLA Y 1 12.0 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CERAM IC T OBACCO PIPE BOWL ,TAN,L INED 1 6.2 1820 1860 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 GLASS MAR BLE? BLACK-PAINTED.CHIPPED 1 7.3 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 COAL > 1 77.9 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 4.0 
96-1-176 N106.13 E34.4 20-30 CERAM IC BOWL FL ORAL.HAND PAINTED,FRG 3 29.7 1830 1900 
96-1-177 N139E50 10-20 CLINKER > 1 39.1 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 LIT HIC DEBIT AGE? TAN 1 1.4 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T .BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 CERAMIC FL OWERPOT ? ORANGE, TER RA COT TA,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 METAL HAR DWARE KEY LAT CH ,EYELET S,COINS > 1 142.8 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN > 1 47.1 
96-1-177 N139E50 10-20 CERAM IC? T OBACCO PIPE BOWL ;BLUE/WH ITE, ST R IATE 1 0.5 
96-1-177 N139E50 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 36.4 
96-1-177 N139 E50 10-20 METAL NAIL > 1 73.8 
96-1-178 N119 E63 10-20 NOT FOUND 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST ,FRG > 1 61.2 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 CERAM IC UNKNOWN WH ITE,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 L IT H  IC DEBITAGE CHER T .GRAY/BR OWN 1 0.6 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 2.1 
96-1-179 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 GLASS JAR L T  .BLUE,CURVED,T H REA�I 1 8.3 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN. FRG;1 CUT > 1 8.1 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 CERAM IC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 7.4 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 CERAM IC UNKNOWN GRA Y /WH ITE,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST ,FRG > 1 8.5 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 BR ICK RED,FRG 3 54.9 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 COAL > 1 79.4 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE.CURVED,FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 METAL NAIL 1 w/RED PAINT;VAR IOUS > 1 90.1 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR ,FLAT ,FRG > 1 26.2 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BR OWN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-180 N119E63 10-20 GLASS · UNKNOWN L T .BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST ,FRG 2 1.8 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP. 1 5.2 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 4.7 
96-1-180 N119 E63 10-20 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN L T .BLUE,SAND-L IKE 23.4 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 WOOD UNKNOWN 3 37.9 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 COAL 4 26.2 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 11 33.5 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 METAL SCREW COMP.,FLA T HEAD 1 3.5 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 PLAST IC VARIOUS BEVERAGE ST RAW.ET C. > 1 
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96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN SAND ENCRUSTED 4 11.0 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN RED,SCALLOPED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS MARSE CLEAR.BLUE SWIRL.COMP 1 3.9 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 6 5.1 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,FLA T,FRG 1 16.3 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG 4 4.6 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN 'HAVILAND+ co.·, FRG 1 4.9 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 6 5.3 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 BONE VERTEBRA FRG 2 5.4 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS JARorSOTTLE LT.GREEN,CURVED,RIM FRG 1 3.8 
96-1-181 N119 E63 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 6.2 
96-1-182 N115 E38 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONE 1 47.9 
96-1-183 N115.82 E38.6 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONE 3 65.4 
96-1-184 N115.19 E39.15 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONE 4 49.7 
96-1-185 N115.84 E39.02 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONES 63.1 
96-1-186 N115.08 E39.80 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONE 4A 31.3 
96-1-187 N115.35 E38.4 20-21 SOIL SAMPLE ZONE 2 52.2 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN TAN 2 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 GLASS DECORATIVE CLEAR.CURVED.DECORATED 3 84.0 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 18.0 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 BRICK RED,PRT. 2 123.9 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 COAL > 20 106.7 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 METAL CLIP RUST,PRT. 1 5.8 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN COILED.SPRING-LIKE 1 86.9 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 METAL BICYCLE BELL? RUSTED,PRT. 1 57.6 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 METAL NAIL VARIOUS,RUST;FRG/COMP > 30 89.2 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 10 76.8 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 LEAD? UNKNOWN FLAT,FRG > 10 7.9 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE BLUE,HAND-PAINT,RIM,FRG 1 1.2 1830 1900 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 7 8.1 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 GLASS JARorSOTTLE CLEAR.COMP; 'PRODUCTS IN 1 59.2 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 2.1 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,FRG; 1 RIM 2 13.2 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 CERAMIC TOY? DOLL'S EAR FRG,WHITE 2 3.5 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 CERAMIC TOY DOLL'S HOOF;WHITE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 4.0 
96-1-189 N119 E63 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 3 7.6 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 176.9 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,STAINED.FRG 2 16.9 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 1800 1860 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.7 1800 1860 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 RUBBER COMB BLACK.SPINE ONLY,PRT. 1 1.8 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP./FRG 39 144.7 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 13 121.9 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG,SOME CUT > 99 357.7 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN/WHITE/BLUE,FRG 1 0.9 1800 1900 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC PLATE LT.BLUE TRANSFER.FRG 1 4.7 1800 1870 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 4 2.3 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,FRG > 15 62.5 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL LT.BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 5 12.1 1800 1870 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL or CUP DARK BLUE FLORAL EXT 3 1.7 1800 1900 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BLUE INT;LT.BLUE EXT 3 1.7 1800 1900 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL or CUP LT.BLUE; DARK BLU PATTERN 1 1.5 1800 1900 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT. BLUE/WHITE 1 2.1 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL or CUP LT. BLUE INT.; WHITE EXT. 1 0.9 1800 1900 
96-1-190 N110.5 E40 30-40 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL GREEN,E.W.;CONJOIN 6 15.4 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 RUBBER COMB 1 TOOTH; PRT. SPINE 2 0.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 BONE KNIFE BONE HANDLE, PRT. BLAD 1 37.9 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BUBBLED DARK GLAZE,FRG 3 2.5 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 8 2.8 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 BRICK ORANGE > 20 157.5 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT. AQUA BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 16.3 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 8.4 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR.CURVED, 1 BASE 2 8.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .BLUE.FLAT ,FRG 10 5.2 
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96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,FLA T,FRG 5 2.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 COAL 9 74.8 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN SPHEROID,FRG 5 6.0 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 2 1.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST.VARIOUS 11 113.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 47.7 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 LIMESTONE 2 5.1 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 WOOD 1 1.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 4 6.1 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 BONE BUTTON TAN,2 HOLE 1 0.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE RIM.LT.BLUE BODY, 3 3.0 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.VARIOUS > 99 429.0 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FRG 2 3.4 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE BOWL.T AN,DECORA TED,FRG 5 7.0 1800 1860 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE BOWUSTEM BASE,FRG 2 3.7 1800 1860 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACO PIPE STEM.TAN,FRG; 1 CHARRED 5 5.3 1800 1860 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE TAN, CLEAR SLIP,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL LT.BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 1 6.1 1800 1870 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC STRAINER? DARK BLUE TRANSFER, HOLE 3 5.9 1800 1900 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 2 2.3 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN RED TRANSFER,RIM,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG DARK BLUE + BROWN, FRG 2 8.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK-l T. BLUE FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 35 38.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE w/ BLACK DESIGN, 1 1.1 1800 1890 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE, 'K' MARK.FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 3 4.2 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL PATTERN,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE SWIRL,FRG 2 2.4 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE LT.BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 2 8.7 
96-1-191 N110.5 E40 20-30 CERAMIC MARBLE ORANGE.COMP. 1 3.0 1800 1930 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,FRG > 1 34.8 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CERAMIC INSULATOR 1 221.3 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 16.0 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.PINK,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 METAL CANw/TAB 'MOUNTAIN DEW' 1 57.3 1970 1980 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 SLATE 3 4.9 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN > 1 13.0 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN, 'MELLOW YELLOW 12 77.8 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG > 1 160.3 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 LEAD PENCIL 1 0.2 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-192 N125 E:53 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.PURPLE,DECORA TIVE,FRG 1 11.9 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 BONE FRG 2 5.3 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG E.W. 1 1.8 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 METAL EYELET 1 0.3 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 6 231.8 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CLINKER 1 11.4 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 COAL 3 73.2 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CONCRETE 1 50.5 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 PLASTER 1 1.7 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 METAL NAIL RUSTED,VARIOUS;1 ROOFING 17 52.9 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUSTED,FRG 10 77.6 
96-1-192 N125 E53 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 5.1 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 10.1 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 245.3 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,CURVED,FRG > 1 243.1 1985 1995 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 182.7 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG > 1 51.8 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 2.4 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,CLEAR,FRG 1 2.3 
Artifact In�entocy 205 
A# U# F# Op. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) 01 02 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 GLASS MARBLE WHITE.SWIRLED 1 3.2 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 > 550.0
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 BRICK BURNED,FRG 2 4.7
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 1 6.9 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 PLASTER 3 175.6 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 COAL 8 36.1 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 MORTAR 1 18.2 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 PAINT FL.AKES.PINK AND GREEN > 1 10.7 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN CUT/BROKE,FRG > 1 94.3 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 225.9 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 - FLOOR COVERI > 1 14.4 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST > 1 59.4 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 PL.ASTER w/PAINT > 1 10.7 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 UNKNOWN 5 5.4 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN,E.W.,FRG 1 6.6 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG GRAY/BROWN,E.W. 1 3.5 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 CLINKER 6 149.5 
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 METAL HARDWARE RUST.VARIOUS > 1 > 550.0
96-1-193 N125 E53 10-20 - FLOOR TILE BLUE,FRG > 1 23.8 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 1.9 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLAT 5 8.8 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 12 30.2 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 61.2 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE CURVED,BROWN,FRG 7 24.7 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 METAL EMBLEM "AMA TOUR AWARD 1961" 1 4.6 1961 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 10 53.3 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 GLASS MARBLE GREEN : CLEAR 2 12.4 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE, TERRA COTTA 1 16.5 
96-1-194 N112 E56 .0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 7.2 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 BONE- FRG > 1 116.5 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 METAL BARBED WIRE FRG 1 3.1 
96-1-194 N112 E56 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST VARIOUS 5 3.3 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CLINKER 1 12.1 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP. 1 5.4 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.FRG/COMP. > 1 47.9 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 193.6 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED.FRG 9 14.4 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 6 4.4 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 METAL VARIOUS HARDWARE,WIRE,ALUMINUM > 1 59.3 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS JAR CLEAR,SQUARE,COMP. 1 115.3 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG > 1 168.9 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 FABRIC GARMENT MESH.ZIPPER 1 16.0 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 PLASTIC VARIOUS STRAW;CUP FRG;ETC. > 1
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG > 1 101.6 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 SHELL UNKNOWN FRG 3 0.8 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 59.3 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CHARCOAL 1 0.1 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 2.5 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC?,FRG 1 32.1 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN.E.W.,FRG 2 2.8 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE.COMP. 1 0.6 1830 1900 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 PLASTIC BUTTON OPALINE,4 HOLES.COMP. 1 0.5 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 BONE VARIOUS FRG 4 27.0 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 PL.ASTER 2 4.0 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 MORTAR 1 2.5 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 COAL 1 0.4 
96-1-195 N112 E56 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 30.0 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 4.5 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 PL.ASTER 1 11.3 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 6 75.7 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN/YELLOW,E.W. 1 5.0 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 COAL > 1 9.5 
96-1-196 N110.5 E40 40-50 BONE VARIOUS FRG 7 10.6 
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A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 123.5 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.VARIOUS > 1 42.9 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 CERAMIC JUG? WHITE/DARK BROWN,FRG 1 32.1 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG GRAY E.W.,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.GOLD RIM,FRG 1 2.6 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 CERAMIC CUP+UNKNOW WHITE,FRG; 1 CUP RIM 8 13.1 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 3.6 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 118.3 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,FRG/PRT.,RIM 4 109.3 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 COAL > 1 36.0 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 GLASS WINE BOTTLE? OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.5 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 283.6 
96-1-197 N119 E63 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 11.4 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 16.4 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 4.7 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST 2 3.9 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUSTED,FRG > 1 50.6 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 CLINKER > 1 38.9 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FLORAL,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-198 N115 E38:Z4 20-30 PLASTIC ODOMETER NUMERALS 0-9,CIRCULAR 1 2.6 1960 1995 
96-1-198 N115 E38;Z4 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG,CHARRED 2 2.9 
96-1-199 N115 E38;ZA4 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 12.5
96-1-199 N115 E38;ZA4 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 2 19.6 
96-1-199 N115 E38;ZA4 20-30 CLINKER 4 2.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG-+COMP. > 1 192.2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CERAMIC ELECTRICAL WHITE, •4• ,FRG 1 3.2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CERAMIC ELECTRICAL WHITE, FUSE COVERS 3 23.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CONCRETE > 1 161.6 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 14 32.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CLINKER > 1 25.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 PLASTIC DRINK STIRRER BLUE 1 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL COMP.,1 FRG 2 25.6 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL CHAIN RUST 1 > 550.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST, 1 BOLT, 1 SPIKE.ETC > 1 324.0
96-1-200 N115 E38:Z5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 COAL 4 3.9
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 FABRIC UNKNOWN > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 3 4.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 MORTAR 1 19.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS JAR CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 > 5,500.0
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE? BROWN,CURVED,FRG 7 22.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,CURVED,FRG:1 RIM 8 48.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN SPECTRAL,CURVED,DECORA 1 8.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38:Z5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 16.4 
96-1-200 N115 E38 25 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BLUE, APP.2 • TALL, COMP 1 76.2 1940 1995 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL BUTTON BLACK.MALE END.SNAP 1 0.8 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG > 1 223.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS JAR-+t!OTTLE RIMS/BASES,CURVED,PRT. > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CERAMIC JUG or CROCK BROWN/GRA Y,E.W. 1 34.6
96-1-200 N115 E38:Z5 20-30 GLASS JAR LT.GREEN,RIM,FRG 1 18.6 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLACK.CIRCULAR, "1/2,3/8" 2 2.2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 1 82.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 GLASS FUSE? BLACK,CIRCULAR,PRT. 1 4.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS LIGHT BULB INTERNAL STEM,CONDUCTO 1 3.2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS JAR MASON/BALL,L T.BLUE.FRG > 1 410.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 CHARCOAL 1 0.3 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CLINKER > 1 119.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 COAL > 1 119.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 LITHIC CORE? TAN.CHERT 1 7.1 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 16.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE NON RUST.CAP 1 19.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE TUBE CLAMP 1 98.6 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE BOLT 1 29.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 9.1 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 METAL WIRE NON/RUST.VARIOUS > 1 126.4 
Artifact Im1:entocy 201 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 > 550.0
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 28 208.2
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 BONE 1 4.8 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 6 23.8 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 7 50.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN/TAN, E.W.,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN, TERRA COTTA, FRG 1 11.5 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CEMENT > 1 550.0 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE/TAN.TERRA COTTA 5 32.7 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG > 1 110.4 
96-1-200 N115 E38;Z5 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 2.9 
96-1-200 N115 E38;25 20-30 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 2.3 
96-1-201 N104.5 E40.5 11 20-30 COAL > 1 4.1 
96-1-202 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 2 7.3 
96-1-202 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-202 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 2 1.5 
96-1-202 N104.5 E40.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-203 N104.5 E40.5 30-40 TAR ROOFING? 1 3.0 
96-1-203 N104.5 E40.5 30-40 COAL 2 3.9 
96-1-203 N104.5 E40.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 METAL HARDWARE 1 SOL T:1 BARBED WIRE 2 85.2 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 PLASTIC 2 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN > 1 36.9 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 METAL NAIL NON-RUST -+RUST 5 13.2 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG > 1 112.3 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 31.2 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE.FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 5 13.8 
96-1-204 N 125 E53 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,FRG;'MELLOW YELLO 3 30.1 
96-1-204 N 125 E53 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 CERAMIC DRAINAGE PIPE BROWN.LG. INCLUSIONS,FRG 1 60.3 
96-1-204 N 125 E53 20-30 TILE BLUE;GRAY 2 6.2 
96-1-204 N125 E53 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 60.2 
96-1-204 N 125 E53 20-30 PLASTIC BOTTLE CAP PLASTIC SEAL.RED PAINT 1 2.8 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 5.8 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 322.9 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 CHERT DEBITAGE GRAY 1 2.2 
96-1-205 N125 E53 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 COAL 2 8.6 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 CONCRETE 2 22.9 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 45.9 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST.FRG/COMP. 2 12.6 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 BONE LONG 2 7.6 
96-1-206 N125 E53 50-60 CERAMIC CUP? WHITE.HANDLE FRG 1 7.6 
96-1-206 N 125 E:53 50-60 BRICK ORANGE 1 3.1 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL HARDWARE 2 CHAIN,SCREW,WIRE,ETC > 1 > 550.0
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE.FRG 6 18.9
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR.FRG > 1 291.7
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 175.0 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN PINK,CURVED.FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.PURPLE.CURVED,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,BEVELLED,FRG 2 29.3 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN, 1 "MELLOW YELLOW' 7 5.2 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST/NON RUST,FRG/COMP > 1 141.4 1900 1995 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 100.3 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 COAL 2 12.7 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL ELECTRIC WIRE . 1 1950 1995 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 RUBBER SEAL BLACK 1 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL EYELET COMP. 1 1950 1995 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 YARN 1950 1995 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,2 BLUE STRIPES.FRG 2 4.6 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 5 19.7 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC CUP or BOWL WHITE.GREEN RIM,FRG 1 3.3 
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A# U# F# Op. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) 01 02 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GREEN STRIPE,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 8 30.9 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FLORAL,GREEN RIM,F 1 7.0 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL FOIL 6.0 1950 1995 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC FUSE or CONDU WHITE,FRG 2 10.0 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PINK,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 LITHIC GRINDSTONE? OVALAR,PRT. 1 103.6 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 SHELL BUTTON 4 HOLE.COMP. 1 0.5 1830 1900 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL EARRING COMP. 1 0.7 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 5.2 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 TILE TAN 2 13.5 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 MORTAR 1 7.9 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 SLATE ROOFING? BLACK 1 6.6 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GOLD STRIPE,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-207 N112 E56 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST 1 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,TRANSFER,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS DECORATIVE CLEAR,RIDGED,POINTED 1 0.3 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS LIGHT BULB 1 0.5 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,PRT JFRG > 1 26.7 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 13.5 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 28.3 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK.CIRCULAR 2 58.1 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 60.6 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 4 5.6 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 METAL LID? FRG 2 5.4 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.,FRG > 1 28.3 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 2 3.8 
96-1-208 N112 E56 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 4.7 
96-1-209 N 125 E53 40-50 PLASTIC TOY BLUE.WHEEL 1 0.6 
96-1-209 N125 E53 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 161.3 
96-1-209 N125 E53 40-50 PLASTIC UNKNOWN RIDGED, BLUE/GRAY 1 0.4 
96-1-209 N 125 E53 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST 1 12.1 
96-1-209 N 125 E53 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 12.3 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.FLORAL 1 49.2 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,FRG 4 7.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS? UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 14.4 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.SIL VER RIM,FRG 1 9.8 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 96.5 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,RAISED,PAINTED,FRG 1 4.5 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.HOLLY PATTERN,FRG 3 27.3 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 11 78.3 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG PLAIN.GRAY E.W.,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL CAN.ETC. RUST,FRG > 1 984.2 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG NON/BROWN GLAZE; E.W. 1 3.5 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCKorJUG PLAIN/WHITE.YELLOW E.W., 1 197.4 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BROWN,MELTED,FRG 1 7.7 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 420.4 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL HARDWARE RUST 2 > 550.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS BOTTLEw/CAP CLEAR.RUST 1 55.1
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN GLAZE.TAN E.W.,FRG 1 54.7
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST ,COMP/FRG > 1 128.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 10 69.2 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL WIRE RUST > 1 1,991.9 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL CLASP RUST 1 49.1 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL BUCKLE RUST 1 18.6 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CEMENT 1 21.4 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL BEDSPRINGS RUST 1 > 550.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 304.9
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GOLD RIM,FRG 1 4.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 BONE VARIOUS SOME CUT > 1 193.5 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG WHITE, GREY E.W.,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL BARREL RIBS RUST.COMP. 4 > 550.0 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 COAL > 1 277.4
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 12 77.9 
Artifact In�entocy: 209 
A# U# F# Op. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CHERT DEBITAGE 6 6.1 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 BONE? TOOTHBRUSH BURNT HEAD 3 0.6 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 5 19.6 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC . CROCK or JUG CLEAR/BROWN,FRG;E.W 3 130.2 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG WHITE/BROWN,FRG:E.W 2 56.8 
96-1-210 N119 E63 13 40-50 METAL PITCHFORK COMP.,HEAD,RUST 1 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 RUBBER UNKNOWN BLACK.CYLINDRICAL 1 1.1 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,FRG 1 7.9 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 PLASTIC VARIOUS 1 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 YARN
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 CEMENT > 1 286.7 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 CLINKER > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 2.9
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 41.4 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 BRICK ORANGE > 1 350.2 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL WHITE.RED STRIPEJRG 1 9.6 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 133.5 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG > 1 9.7 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 METAL NAIL NON/RUST 9 23.1 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 257.6 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED;'MELLOW YE > 1 18.9 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 109.2 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,DECORA TED 1 1.2 
96-1-211 N119 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG > 1 65.3 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS FUSE COVER CLEAR.125 VOLT 1 18.8 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GRREN,CURVED.FRG > 1 255.1 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG > 1 42.7 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED.FRG 4 5.9 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS JAR CLEAR.CURVED,FRG,'BALL 1 39.8 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL SPARK PLUG CHAMPION 1 58.4 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL HARDWARE RUST > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 5 14.1
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL CONTAINER NON/RUST > 1 152.4
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 CARDBOARD . 1 2.6 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL CLOTH SNAP 'DOT SNAPPER' 1 0.3
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL AMMUNITION CARTRIDGE 1 0.6 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 MORTAR 5 104.2 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 11 41.7
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 PLASTER 2 22.9 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN CUT;GNAWED.FRG 3 91.3
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 CLINKER > 1 161.4
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 COAL 6 29.9 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 PLASTIC BUTTON 1 0.5 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 PLASTIC VARIOUS > 1 
96-1-212 N119 E:53 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC.,FRG 1 6.7 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 CERAMIC INSULATOR WHITE,FRG 1 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 228.8 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 BONE KNIFE COMP . .PARING 1 47.7 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWER POT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 2 9.3 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 STONE GRIND WHEEL FRG 1 48.0 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 STONE FIRE CRACKED 2 11.5 
96-1-212 N119 E53 10-20 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN FIBROUS, SYNTHETIC 2 3.8 
96-1-214 N110.5 E40 50-60 BRICK ORANGE,CORNER,FRG 2 54.2 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT.FRG 5 5.3 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 CHARCOAL 5 15.6 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 7.7 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 METAL COIN INDIAN-HEAD,PENNY 1 2.8 1883 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 23 56.1 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 METAL NAIL? DIRT UNCRUSTED 5 27.1 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 4.1 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 5.1 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY/BROWN,FRG 1 1.1 
210 Historical Archaeolo� of Battle Creek, Michigan 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,FRG 3 6.1 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM.BLACK 1 5.0 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 BONE VARIOUS FRG 13 48.2 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 2 5.5 
96-1-215 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CLEAR,FRG 4 6.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS JAR CLEAR,CURVED,PRT. 1 345.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN FLAT.YELLOW CROSS SECTI 5 73.3 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN FLAT,FRG > 30 133.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS JUG CLEAR.HANDLE FRG 1 54.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS MEDIC.BOT? CLEAR,PRT. 2 135.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS CANDY DISH? CLEAR.CURVED.DECORATED 1 21.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 12 220.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS CUP? CLEAR.VERTICAL STRIPE.FR 3 141.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 10 63.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,CURVED,FRG > 20 130.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS CUP.BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG:11 BASE > 99 > 550.0
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE AMETHYST,PRT.,FRG 6 276.6
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 LEATHER SHOE STRAP,SOLE,PRT. 3 27.1
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FLORAL,FRG > 20 63.7
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN IRIDESCENT,DECORA TED.FR 9 13.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 LITHIC DEBITAGE TAN CORTEX.GRAY INT 1 1.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE PORC.,HOLL Y-PATTERN 12 46.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS JAR SEAL WHITE,FRG 1 7.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 COPPER DECORATIVE LEAF 6 1.8 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 3.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 COAL 7 20.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CLINKER > 1 115.3 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 53.6 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 LITHIC CORE ? TAN,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 UNKNOWN SHOE INTERIOR,HEEL,PRT. 3 30.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 99 > 550.0
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP .JFRG 15 72.6 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 1 2.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL BUTTON RUST.COMP. 1 1.9 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL HINGE? RUST,1 'WIDE,PRT. 1 60.6 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL WIRE NON-RUST -+RUST 10 87.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST,PRT. 1 5.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL STRIP RUST,FRG; 1' WIDTH 1 160.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 SHELL N/A 1 5.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP or BOWL WHITE,FRG 3 51.8 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.GOLD/BLUE STRIPE 1 32.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL(DEEP) WHITE,FLORAL,PRT. 2 101.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC VARIOUS WHITE,FRG 4 20.3 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE? WHITE,PRT.;'KOKUS CHINA' 1 41.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE.BURNED 1 28.8 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,IRONSTONE,OXIDIZED 1 24.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,PRT. 1 45.6 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE.GOLD RIM 1 9.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,FLORAL,E.W. 1 13.9 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE.IRONSTONE, CHINA 3 88.8 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,PRT. 1 49.9 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CROCK PLAIN/WHITE.YELLOW E.W. 2 181.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 BONE UNKNOWN FRG > 99 367.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.FLORAL.GOLD STRIPE 1 17.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE.GOLD RIM 1 9.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS JAR LT.BLUE.COMP. > 1 849.7 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY.CLEAR.CURVED > 1 204.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,PRT. 2 35.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE/CLEAR,REDWARE 1 32.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE.COMP. > 1 202.3 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY LT.BLUE.CURVED.FR 14 139.0 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 163.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS CANDY DISH CLEAR.CRYSTAL? 1 294.9 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS HURRICANE LA FRG 1 25.8 
Artifact In�entocy: 211 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE.BLUE-FEATHERED ED 2 48.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC 5 8.2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN E.W .. ,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC · UNKNOWN WHITE/BROWN,E.W .,FRG 1 6.1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,E.W .,FRG 1 4.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BLUE STRIPE 1 0.9 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 CERAMIC CUP PORC,FLORAL "NIPPON" 4 45.4 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 21.5 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL WIRE 2 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL BOWL/PAN WHITE INT.LT.BLUE EXT 1 
96-1-216 N119 E63 13 50-60 METAL BAR RUST 1 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 BONE TOOTH.ETC. FRG 9 51.1 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW/ORANGE TERRA CO 1 1.4 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL CAN? RUST,FRG, w/CLOTH 3 > 550.0 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CLOTH UNKNOWN > 1 400.0 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC POT YELLOW.TERRA COTTA 2 62.3
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC POT RED SLIP,YELLOWWARE 1 5.6 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG WHITE/DARK BROWN,E.W. 1 38.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG GRA Y/BROWN,INCISED,E.W. 1 48.2 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL CLEAR SLIP,REDWARE,FRG 1 13.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CEMENT 8 403.4 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 4 46.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 COAL 3 71.1 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 CLINKER 2 5.9 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 LITHIC RED 1 18.9 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.VARIOUS > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR CLEAR.COMP. 1 307.4 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 SHINGLE 7 8.5 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE LT.GREEN; EBERLE BEVERAG 5 191.7 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T ,FRG 3 2.4 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL ZIPPER CHAIN ON ZIPPER HEAD 1 3.1 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 9 32.9 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 308.6 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR WHITE,CURVED,FRG 4 20.2 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR;"BUTTERCUP DAIRY" 3 349.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR CLEAR"DURAGLASS" ,FRG 1 33.4 1940 1963 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR CLEAR,GRID-PATTERN,COMP 1 227.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR LT.BLUE,"MP",FRG 1 2.3
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE LT.GREEN.RIM 2 20.3 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE LT.YELLOW,CURVED,FRG 2 17.7 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT./COMP. 50 190.8
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL HARDWARE NON-RUST �UST,FRG 10 189.3
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL WIRE NON-RUST �UST 8 48.4 
96-1-217 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE.ETC. CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 63.4
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 METAL WIRE 2 8.4 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 UNKNOWN BUTTON BLACK,2 HOLES 1 2.5 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 CERAMIC POT? BLACK 3 5.1 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 COAL > 1 113.9 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 6 21.9 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL (SMALL) PORCELAIN,FRG 3 7.2 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,FRG 2 6.2 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 9 8.6 
96-1-218 N43 E82.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 3 9.8 
96-1-219 N104.5 E40.5 40-50 GRAPHITE PENCIL LEAD 1 0.1 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 13.6 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 METAL HARDWARE SPRING,WIRE,RUST 2 57.5 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 64.0 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 CLOTH 1
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 GLASS LIGHT BULB CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 38.3 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT.FRG > 1 90.0 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 MORTAR 2 7.3 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 PLASTER 1 1.9 
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96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 CEMENT 2 27.9 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 COAL 9 22.3 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP, 1 8.2 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST COMP ./PRT. 7 43.8 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 CLINKER 1 6.8 
96-1-220 N115 E38;Z2 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 93.4 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 SHELL UNKNOWN 1 0.6 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS MARBLE SWIRLED 1 6.1 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 28.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FRG 3 7.4 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .BLUE.FLA T,FRG 5 4.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 101.3 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 11.5 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 2 3.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 COAL > 1 19.3 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 PLASTIC UNKNOWN YELLOW 1 0.3 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 LEATHER SHOE HEEL 1 3.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 10 14.1 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP/PRT. > 1 57.7 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP. 1 3.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN LEAD,FRG 6 30.3 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CLINKER 2 3.7 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST > 1 52.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC JUG or CROCK? GREY/BROWN,E.W.,FRG 1 19.5 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BLUE/L T.BLUE,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.DARK BLUE PAmRN 1 0.8 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.TRANSFER/FLORAL 1 0.6 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GOLD RIM,FRG 2 9.1 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE TAN,STEM,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-221 N95 E43 30-40 METAL CLOTHES PIN SPRING.RUST 1 4.1 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS LID CLEAR,'BALL',LID,COMP. 1 43.4 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 PLASTIC TOY DOG PICTURE 1 0.8 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 METAL VEHICLE DOOR HANDLE,PRT. 2 96.7 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 4 371.5 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 PLASTER 1 2.7 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 CLOTH UNKNOWN > 1 13.2 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE.STAINED 1 17.5 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS JUG CLEAR,PRT. 1 127.8 
96-1-222 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,PRT. 1 163.8 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 9 5.9 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 9.8 
96-1-223 N 115 E38;ZI 30-40 BRICK ORANGE.FRG 5 30.7 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 BONE UNKNOWN VARIOUS > 1 28.6 
96-1-223 N115 E38;Z1 30-40 GLASS JAR or CUP LT. BLUE.LINED,FRG 1 8.8 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE TRANSFER.BLUE,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL TRANSFER,PINK,FRG 2 3.1 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL WHITE,FRG 27 30.8 
96-1-223 N115 E38;ZI 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 4 2.5 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 4 4.8 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 RUBBER UNKNOWN CIRCULAR,1 HOLE,'3/86' 1 1.5 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST 1 1.4 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 CONCRETE 1 9.5 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED.FRG 2 6.3 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 CLOTH UNKNOWN 9.0 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE? L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-224 N115 E38;Z2 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 21 78.3 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST, FRG/COMP. 29 85.4 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 4.7 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 1 1.3 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 COAL 1 0.7 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 8 14.1 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG 9 14.1 
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96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 3 2.9 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CARNIVAL?, GOLD COAT,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 METAL HARDWARE 2 SCREWS, 1STAPLE,1UNK 4 29.2 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST > 1 30.4 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM, BURNED/WHITE,FRG 2 4.0 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 3.0 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.PURPLE,DECORA TED,FRG 1 6.7 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 14 26.4 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 LITHIC DEBITAGE GRAY 1 1.2 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA FRG 1 13.3 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 16.0 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC TEA CUP PORCELAIN.LT.BLUE/YELLOW 1 13.4 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,GREEN/PINK/BROWN 1 4.5 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 18.6 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL DARK BLUE TRANSFER 1 1.5 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,PINK DECOR,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,PINK/GREEN,FLORAL 1 0.2 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BROWN PATTERN.FR 1 0.5 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.BROWN STRIPE.RIM 1 2.6 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-225 N95 E43 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.GREEN,DECOR.,FRG 1 7.0 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 COPPER WIRE ELECTRICAL 1 11.0 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 4 17.2 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 8 6.6 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 3 3.9 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN.MEL TED,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 SHINGLE RED STONES 4 6.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 METAL NAIL VARIOUS.RUST > 1 181.7 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 METAL STAPLE RUST 1 1.1 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 PLASTIC YELLOW AND BLACK 2 0.8 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 60.7 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 COPPER PIPE CUT 1 121.7 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 89.6 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 COAL 2 4.2 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 2 10.0 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,HAND-PAINT?,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 16 17.5 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 142.2 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 METAL CURRENCY WHEAT CENT 1 3.0 1919 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL BROWN TRANSFER,FRG 1 3.6 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC BOWL GRAY,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 11 10.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,DARK BLUE TRANSFE 1 1.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 3.0 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GRAY LINE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC CUP PORC,STAIN,HANDLE FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 4 12.5 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 3 7.7 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE WHITE,STEM,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,GRAY LINE,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 CERAMIC JUG GRAY /BROWN.UNDULA TE,E. 1 67.3 
96-1-226 N95 E43 30-40 GLASS BUTTON WHITE,4 HOLES.COMP. 1 0.2 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 3.1 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST 7 26.3 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 METAL BOTTLE CAP "TONI' 1 0.7 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 BONE 15 35.8 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 MORTAR 1 0.8 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 11 11.3 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 22.7 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 METAL HARDWARE RUST 1 32.1 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 ALUMINUM? PIPE CAST 1 36.0 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TERRA COTTA 1 0.7 
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96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,GOLD RIM,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FLORAL,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,TRANSFER,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PINK TRANSFER,FRG 2 2.4 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,FRG 5 23.4 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 METAL STAPLE RUST 1 3.5 
96-1-227 N95 E43 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 6.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 CERAMIC PLATE +/or CUP PORC.,HOLLY PATTERN,FRG 24 153.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL CAPS? DECORA TIVE,RUST 4 21.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL NAIL 19 39.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL CAP LEAD.COMP. 1 22.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 > 550.0
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 763.1
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 7.9 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN TERRA COTTA, FRG 1 21.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL KNIFE RUST,HANDLE+f'RT.,BLADE 1 82.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL VARIOUS SMALL FRG > 1 29.2 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL? ROSE TRANSFER,FRG 1 7.2 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL ROSE,TRANSFER,PRT. 3 77.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,TRANSFER,RIM,FRG 1 3.6 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL SPOON HEAD,HANDLE,RUST;PIECES 2 35.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL WIRE RUST 4 83.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL COPPER WIRE COMP.; GAS LINK? 1 36.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 3.5 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL DECORATIVE CIRCULAR HEAD w/STEM 1 2.6 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 LITHIC FIRE-CRACKED > 1 167.6 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 COAL > 1 242.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CLINKER 3 57.5 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 41.4 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 WOOD CHARRED > 1 3.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL SHOE EYELET 3 3.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BEDPAN 'STINTHAL CROOKSVILLE' 1 > 550.0
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL ROSE TRANSFER,PRT. 2 146.7
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 METAL SARDINE KEY RUST.SQUARE HANDLE 1 33.8
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.YELLOW,FLAT,FRG > 1 112.2
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP. 1 7.5 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG > 1 353.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 177.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS JAR WHITE,CURVED,FRG 8 57.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN IRIDESCENT ,FRG > 1 55.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 70.9 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 964.4 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.PURPLE,CURVED,FRG 2 229.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVED,FRG 3 46.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 GLASS STOPPER L T.PURPLE,COMP. 1 12.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS JAR YELLOW,SCREW-TOP,COMP. 1 74.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 GLASS BOTTLE L T.PURPLE,SEAM-NECK 1 31.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE.COMP. 1 > 550.0
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62-80 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 1,797.7
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,E.W.,FRG 156.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 14 67.3 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL CLEAR/WHITE SLIP,REDWARE 3 250.1 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL TRANSFER,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC CUP GILDED RIM,FRG 1 7.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,FLA T,FRG 4 107.9 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL ROSE TRANSFER,PRT. 3 128.9 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,STAINED,FRG 8 90.0 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC CUP SILVER DECOR., RIM,PRT. 1 67.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC SAUCER WHITE,'HOMER',PRT. 1 74.2 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL SILVER LINE RIM,PRT. 1 198.4 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL ROSE TRANSFER,PRT. 2 115.5 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC PLATE SILVER LINE RIM,PRT. 2 101.8 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC BOWL ROSE TRANSFER,PRT. 3 187.4 
96-1-228 N119 E63 13 62.a0 CERAMIC PLATE ROSE TRANSFER,WHITESLIP 6 143.9 
96-1-229 N95 E43 50-60 BONE 1 4.6 
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96-1-229 N95 E43 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST 1 3.9 
96-1-230 N95 E43 14 70-80 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 0.8 
96-1-230 N95 E43 14 70-80 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-230 N95 E43 14 70-80 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-230 N95 E43 14 70-80 YARN TAN 1 0.2 
96-1-230 N95 E43 14 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,PRT. NECKw/RIM 1 66.9 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 6.1 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 CERAMIC BOWL BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 CERAMIC BOWL PINK TRANSFER, 1 RIM,FRG 3 17.6 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 BONE VARIOUS > 1 86.1 
96-1-232 N115 E38;Z1A 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 3.7 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 14 16.8 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 6.3 
96-1-233 N 115 E38;Z1 B 40-50 BRICK ORANGE 4 8.7 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 CONCRETE 1 48.3 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 METAL WIRE RUST 1 26.6 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 10.0 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 BONE VARIOUS FRG > 1 85.7 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,CURVED,w/THREADS 1 5.1 
96-1-233 N115 E38;Z1B 40-50 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,GLAZE,FRG 1 20.6 
96-1-234 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR CLEAR,PRT.,w/RIM 1 89.0 
96-1-234 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS MILK BOTTLE CLEAR,PRT.,w/RIM 1 89.8 
96-1-234 N115 E38 12 30-40 CERAMIC LID MASON LID w/SEAL, PRT. 1 49.3 
96-1-234 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 8 > 550.0
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 PLASTER > 1 49.1 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 COAL 4 14.1 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 CONCRETE BRICK INDENTATION 1 522.1 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 1 2.6 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 BRICK RED 1 109.9 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL WIRE RUST,PRT. 1 15.5 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 1 6.2 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST > 1 205.8 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN YELLOW,FLAT,FRG 1 40.0 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 4 53.1 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 104.3 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,FRG > 1 129.1 
96-1-235 N115 E38 12 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST, 1COMP.,1 PRT. 2 26.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL ZIPPER? HANDLE 1 0.3 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL NUT HEXAGONAL 1 1.3 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL ENGINE PART? RUST ,ACID-SCARRED 2 > 1,000.0
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL HANGER RUST 1 8.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 PLASTIC CAP SEAL WHITE 1 0.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL ALUMINUM FOIL 213.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL ELECTRIC WIRE COPPER 1 1.6 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CLINKER 13 34.8 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL WIRE COPPER 1 6.4 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CONCRETE > 1 > 550.0
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 SHINGLE BLUE-GRAY STONE 12 10.6
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CLOTH BURNED 106.7 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CLOTH 12.1
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 BONE > 1 17.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CLOTH BLACK 2 0.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CERAMIC PLATE/BOWL WHITE,FRG; 2 STAINED 8 73.4 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE/TAN TERRA COTTA 2 32.1 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL SPRING 1 1.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN CHARRED.LAYERED > 1 86.3 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR LID COMP.,MASON,w/SEAL 1 36.5 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL WIRE RUST 1 4.7 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 1,834.2 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,MASON,PRT. > 1 450.6 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 4 32.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR.RUST LID; PRT. NECK 1 73.2 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 94.4 
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96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 3 10.2 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 > 550.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR w/SEAL RED RUBBER SEAL LIP;PRT. 1 107.6 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR CLEAR.BARREL FORM.COMP 1 497.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST ,COMP-+fRG 11 67.6 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN YELLOW,FLAT,FRG 2 105.4 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR CLEAR.COMP.,w/RESIDUE 1 200.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JARw/LID LT.BLUE,PRT. LID.SEAL 1 143.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,COMP,'FEDERAL LAW. 1 419.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR CLEAR. 'DURAGLASS" ,COMP 1 423.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE LT.BLUE.CURVED NECK FRG 1 34.9 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JARw/LID COMP .,SEALED.MASON 1 365.6
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR w/LID LT.BLUE MASON,PRT. 3 186.4
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 GLASS JAR CLEAR.COMP; WIDE BODY 1 314.0 
96-1-236 N115 E38 12 40-50 METAL SHEET RUST 1 
96-1-237 N31.5 E85.5 20-30 METAL NAIL PRT.,RUST 1 2.0 
96-1-237 N31.5 E85.5 20-30 LITHIC CORE TAN 1 9.3 
96-1-238 N42 E64 10-20 METAL CAN RUST,FRG > 1 105.7 
96-1-238 N42 E64 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 4.1 
96-1-238 N42 E64 10-20 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.5 
96-1-238 N42 E64 10-20 METAL WIRE RUST.TWISTED 2 8.1 
96-1-238 N42 E64 10-20 METAL WINDOW HARD RUST; 4' w/2 HOLES 1 31.9 
96-1-239 N31.5 E85.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 2 6.1 
96-1-239 N31.5 E85.5 10-20 CHERT SCRAPER TAN 1 19.8 
96-1-240 N43.5 E93.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 10.6 
96-1-240 N43.5 E93.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 4.1 
96-1-240 N43.5 E93.5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST 1 1.6 
96-1-240 N43.5 E93.5 20-30 RUBBER SEAL RED,FRG 7 2.0 
96-1-240 N43.5 E93.5 20-30 COAL 1 4.5 
96-1-241 N43.5 E93.5 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FLORAL 1 1.0 
96-1-241 N43.5 E93.5 30-40 UNKNOWN BULLET? 6MM HIGH 1 1.8 
96-1-242 N42 E64 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 2 6.1 
96-1-242 N42 E64 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 4.7 
96-1-243 N43.5 E93.5 0-10 COAL 4 45.8 
96-1-243 N43.5 E93.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 5.9 
96-1-244 N43.5 E93.5 40-50 LITHIC DEBITAGE GRAY 1 0.2 
96-1-245 N33.5 E98 10-30 GLASS MED.BOT? AMETHYST,SQUARE,FRG 2 36.4 
96-1-245 N33.5 E98 10-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-245 N33.5 E98 10-30 CLINKER 1 4.2 
96-1-245 N33.5 E98 10-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN INTERNAL FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-246 N31.5 E85.5 0-10 MORTAR 1 9.6 
96-1-246 N31.5 E85.5 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN VARIOUS,FRG 4 2.7 
96-1-247 N43.5 E93.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 6.2 
96-1-247 N43.5 E93.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-247 N43.5 E93.5 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN VARIOUS 2 3.4 
96-1-247 N43.5 E93.5 10-20 METAL KNIFE HANDLE,PRT. BLADE 1 78.0 
96-1-248 N42 E64 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE AMETHYST.NECK AND LIP 1 16.5 
96-1-249 N33.5 E98 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.3 
96-1-249 N33.5 E98 0-10 CLINKER 1 2.2 
96-1-249 N33.5 E98 0-10 SHELL OYSTER > 1 4.6 
96-1-249 N33.5 E98 0-10 PLASTIC GREEN 1 1.0 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.6 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC. 1 0.2 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 COAL 1 1.7 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST 2 4.0 
96-1-250 N42 E64 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 5 5.0 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,GLAZE,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 2 2.5 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 21.6 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 63.4 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 BONE CUT 2 5.2 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL ,GREEN TRANSFER,FRG,RIM 1 3.9 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 CLINKER 18 TT.7 
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96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.-tfRG 16 37.2 
96-1-251 N43 E82.5 10-20 METAL FRAG RUST 5 3.6 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 BONE 3 11.8 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 4 3.3 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 4.3 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 5 34.9 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 13 41.9 
96-1-252 N43 E82.5 20-30 CLINKER 1 1.2 
96-1-253 N43 E82.5 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN CONCRETIONS > 1 106.6 
96-1-254 N43 E82.5 30-40 METAL CONCRETIONS 5 13.6 
96-1-254 N43 E82.5 30-40 BONE DARK BROWN 1 3.3 
96-1-254 N43 E82.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 3.4 
96-1-255 N31.5 E85.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 3.1 
96-1-255 N31.5 E85.5 30-40 METAL IRRIGATION? PIPE w/CEMENT BASE 1 > 550.0
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 METAL STAPLE? RUST 1 8.3 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 CLOTH 6.2 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 MORTAR 1 8.7 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS WINDOW? CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 62.7 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 CLINKER 1 2.5 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 BRICK TAN/RED;RECTANGLE +THIN 2 > 1,000.0
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 COAL 5 63.2 
96-1-256 N1�5 E38 12 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RECTANGULAR.4 BARS 1 30.9 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.-tfRG 5 26.9 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS WINDOW? YELLOW,FLAT.FRG 2 58.8 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS JAR? CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 122.2 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,PRT.,'BAIL HERE' 3 199.0 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 METAL LICENSE PLATE MICHIGAN, 'C 1741' 1 1939 
96-1-256 N115 E38 12 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG > 1 263.9 
96-1-257 N46.5 E92.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-257 N46.5 E92.5 0-10 PLASTIC YELLOW 1 0.1 
96-1-257 N46.5 E92.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-257 N46.5 E92.5 0-10 COAL 4 7.7 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 CLINKER 4 19.3 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 8.4 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 METAL SCREW RUST 1 2.1 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL PORC.,FLORAL,GREEN/GOLD 1 4.1 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE MEDICINE? LT.BLUE,FRG 1 13.3 
96-1-258 N46.5 E92.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 3 15.3 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 3.6 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 PLASTER 1 8.4 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 2 67.5 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 COAL 1 9.8 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 METAL WASHER RUST.COMP. 1 1.0 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP. 1 2.3 
96-1-259 N46.5 E92.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-260 N46.5 E92.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-260 N46.5 E92.5 30-40 PLASTER? 4 0.5 
96-1-260 N46.5 E92.5 30-40 LITHIC DEBIT AGE? TAN 1 0.8 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 1.5 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 COAL 2 0.8 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 METAL CAN 'STROHS',COMP. w/DIRT 1 475.1 1940 1960 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 BONE 1 1.0 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 3.1 
96-1-261 N47 E92.5 0-10 METAL BUCKLE RUST.COMP. BODY.NO ARM 1 7.3 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 1 6.0 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 COAL 4 2.6 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 5 3.4 
96-1-262 N47 E92.5 10-20 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP. 1 2.0 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG GRAY/BROWN E.W., FRG 1 15.9 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED.FRG 2 0.5 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 1 0.4 
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96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 GLASS JAR L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 6.7 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN BLACK.TUBULAR 1 2.0 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST, 2 HOLE, RIGHT-ANGLE 1 8.9 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 METAL BULLET SHELL.COMP. 1 0.5 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 METAL NAIL ROUNDHEAD,RUST,COMP. 2 12.5 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 1 208.0 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 BONE 1 1.4 
96-1-263 N47 E92.5 20-30 FIELDSTONE - RED,FRG 1 67.7 
96-1-265 N37.5 E94.75 10-20 METAL PAIL HANDLE COMP. 1 
96-1-265 N37.5 E94.75 10-20 COAL 2 2.3 
96-1-265 N37.5 E94.75 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 2 2.2 
96-1-266 N37.5 E94.75 20-30 METAL GOLF ITEM POINTED END.COMP. 1 32.5 
96-1-266 N37.5 E94.75 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 2 9.0 
96-1-266 N37.5 E94.75 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CEMENT 4 44.4 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN LEAD?;GREEN PAINT 1 0.7 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. 3 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 3 5.4 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 ASPHALT 3 23.6 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 COAL 3 22.6 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 METAL WIRE FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 METAL STAPLE 5 6.8 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG/COMP. 8 37.4 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CERAMIC INSULATOR WHITE 1 0.3 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY/WHITE.CURVED 1 1.1 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 3 12.4 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE E.W.,GLAZED 1 60.0 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,HAND-PAINT,RED 2 1.3 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 10.9 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,CURVED 7 9.7 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE,FRG;NECK/RIM 4 67.3 1800 1930 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 19 21.1 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 4 4.9 
96-1-267 N96 E68.5 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL or CUP WHITE,DECORA TED,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 11.1 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 METAL SCREW RUST.COMP. 1 6.4 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG; 1 RIM > 1 115.3 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 15 28.4 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLAT,FRG 16 13.6 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 6 25.2 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 METAL BULLET SHELL, 'U' 1 0.7 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 2 3.6 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.-+fRG 21 100.5 
96-1-268 N96 E68.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE,FRG 15 37.8 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,COMP.,FRG 8 16.4 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW TRANSFER,FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 2.9 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 4.1 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 METAL SPARK PLUG? RUST,PRT. 1 82.4 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 COMP.;FRG,RUST 4 17.8 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 METAL BUTTON RUST.COMP. 2 5.7 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS BEAD 1 HOLE.CLEAR.COMP. 1 0.4 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG 11 6.6 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 3.7 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG 6 8.6 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 2.3 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 3 4.3 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE DARK BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 11.1 
96-1-269 N96 E68.5 20-30 BONE PHALANGE COMP. 1 0.3 
96-1-270 N96 E43 30-40;36 BONE FEMUR? CUT 1 88.1 
96-1-271 NOT CATALOGUED IN FIELD 
96-1-272 N75 E47.5 10-20 BRICK REDDISH-ORANGE 5 5.7 
96-1-273 N75 E47.5 20-30 COAL 2 21.7 
96-1-273 N75 E47.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 1 1.8 
96-1-273 N75 E47.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 2.6 
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96-1-274 N75 E47.5 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 2 5.5 
96-1-274 N75 E47.5 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 5 4.7 
96-1-274 N75 E47.5 30-40 CERAMIC? UNKNOWN TAN,FRG 2 1.2 
96-1-275 N75 E47.5 40-50 BRICK ORANGE 1 3.8 
96-1-275 N75 E47.5 40-50 METAL NAIL RUST 2 10.9 
96-1-275 N75 E47.5 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 10.7 
96-1-275 N75 E47.5 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONEFRG;1 RIM 3 2.9 
96-1-275 N75 E47.5 40-50 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT? ORANGE.TERRA COTTA 1 0.5 
96-1-276 N75 E47.5 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-276 N75 E47.5 50-60 COAL 1 0.2 
96-1-276 N75 E47 .5 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 6 14.9 
96-1-276 N75 E47.5 50-60 GLASS MILK BOTTLE CLEAR."1 PINT',COMP. 1 449.1 1940 1970 
96-1-277 N75 E47.5 60-70 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.FLAT.TERRA COTTA 1 6.4 
96-1-277 N75 E47.5 60-70 CLINKER 4 166.4 
96-1-277 N75 E47.5 60-70 BONE TOY.ETC. FRG 3 6.6 
96-1-277 N75 E47.5 60-70 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 12.3 
96-1-277 N75 E47.5 60-70 WOOD UNKNOWN 1 100.1 
96-1-278 N75 E47.5 70..'!0 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 3 18.9 
96-1-278 N75 E47.5 70..'!0 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 2 2.2 
96-1-279 N75 E47.5 80-90 SHELL UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-279 N75 E47.5 80-90 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-280 N75 E47.5 90-100 METAL NAIL? RUST 2 2.3 
96-1-281 N80 E57 0-10 COAL 4 45.0 
96-1-282 N80 E57 10-20 BONE UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-282 N80 E57 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 1.7 
96-1-282 N80 E57 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 7.9 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 CHARCOAL 1 0.2 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 25.0 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 2.7 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 3.8 
96-1-283 N80 E57 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN FRG > 1 7.7 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 METAL NAIL? RUST 4 5.8 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.7 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 1 0.9 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 CONCRETE 2 23.6 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 14.3 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 7 12.8 
96-1-284 N80 E50 0-10 COAL 3 5.9 
96-1-285 N80 E50 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 4 5.8 
96-1-285 N80 E50 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 1 0.9 
96-1-285 N80 E50 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 5.6 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 3 17.6 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 METAL WIRE or NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 8.7 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 5 4.0 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 COAL 4 9.1 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 5.6 
96-1-286 N80 E50 20-30 CLINKER 3 21.1 
96-1-287 N75 E47.5 WALL METAL UNKNOWN WALL SCRAPE;RUST 1 10.3 
96-1-287 N75 E47.5 WALL GLASS UNKNOWN WALL SCRAPE; CLEAR,CURV 1 1.6 
96-1-287 N75 E47.5 WALL BRICK WALL SCRAPE; ORANGE 5 4.0 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 COAL 5 30.1 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 5 7.8 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 1.3 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 16 16.0 
96-1-288 N80E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 5.3 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 COAL 7 2.5 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 14 23.5 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 3 10.2 
96-1-289 N80E50 40-50 PLASTER 4 2.5 
96-1-290 N80 E40 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-290 N80 E40 20-30 PLASTER 2 0.4 
96-1-290 N80 E40 20-30 COAL 3 2.7 
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96-1-291 N80 E40 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 0.7 
96-1-291 N80 E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED;MEL TED 1 0.7 
96-1-291 N80 E40 30-40 COAL 6 12.9 
96-1-291 N80 E40 30-40 METAL NAIL COMP. 1 4.3 
96-1-291 N80 E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-292 N80 E50 50-60 CERAMIC BOWL? WHITE,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-292 N80 E50 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-292 N80 E50 50-60 COAL 4 8.9 
96-1-292 N80 E50 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 BONE PHALANGE? COMP. 1 1.0 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG; "S" 1 1.9 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN.FLA T,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 COAL > 1 19.7 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE RED/BROWN,CLEAR-SLIP,FR 1 0.9 
96-1-293 N80 E50 60-70 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 0.8 
96-1-294 N115 E38 SURF. GLASS UNKNOWN SURFACE FIND;CLEAR,CURV 1 6.4 
96-1-295 N80 E35 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG > 1 5.5 
96-1-296 N80 E35 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 6.2 
96-1-296 N80 E35 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 8.0 
96-1-296 N80 E35 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 2.8 
96-1-297 N80 E40 NOT FOUND 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.7 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 LEATHER UNKNOWN 1 0.4 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 CLINKER 1 24.9 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 8 15.3 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE TERRA COTTA 2 4.3 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 COAL 8 42.7 
96-1-298 N60 E35 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 METAL WIRE or NAIL FRG,RUST 2 8.9 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 COAL > 1 175.9 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. 3 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 PLASTER PAINT-COVERED 1 4.5 
96-1-299 N66.5 E40.5 20-30 CONCRETE 1 12.6 
96-1-300 N80 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 4.3 
96-1-300 N80 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 2 1.4 
96-1-300 N80 E40 0-10 METAL NAIL COMP. 1 6.3 
96-1-300 N80 E40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE.FLA T-FACE,FRG 1 5.2 
96-1-301 N99 E38 0-10 COAL 6 3.7 
96-1-301 N99 E38 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 1 0.2 
96-1-301 N99 E38 0-10 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. > 1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CLINKER 1 14.8 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 23 57.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .BLUE.FLAT ,FRG 14 34.4 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 PLASTIC BUTTON WHITE.COMP. 1 0.9 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 42 63.9 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL NAIL 38 161.6 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 18 98.4 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL HARDWARE WASHER.EYELET.NUT+ BOLT 3 28.5 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL SPARK PLUG "CHAMPION, COMP. 1 109.9 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 7.8 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 7 30.1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 COAL 1 2.4 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 MORTAR 1 1.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 SHINGLE RED-STONE,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS? UNKNOWN BLACK.MEL TED,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 PLASTIC BLACK 1 0.5 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL PULL-TAB COMP. 1 0.6 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN-YELLOW, FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 COAL > 1 194.2 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 17 34.4 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 METAL CURRENCY "INDIAN HEAD",PENNY 1 3.0 1901 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC SEWAGE PIPE BROWN.CLEAR SLIP,FRG 1 0.8 
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96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE/BLUE,FRG 1 3.2 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE.FLORAL (FAINT),FRG 1 3.2 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC. UNKNOWN WHITE/BROWN.DECORATED, 1 1.1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 BONE > 1 50.9 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC INSULATOR WHITE,FRG 1 5.1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS BUTTON WHITE,4 HOLE.COMP. 1 0.2 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 GLASS MARBLE LT.BLUE.SWIRL.COMP. 1 5.0 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 167.1 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC CUP WHITE.ROSE TRANSFER,FRG 2 14.2 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 7 8.9 
96-1-302 N102 E49 15 0-10 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. > 1 13.7 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL NAIL 88 395.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CLINKER 1 1.0 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 6.7 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 RUBBER SHOE HEEL,PRT.,w/LEATHER 1 8.7 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 MORTAR 3 29.1 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CHARCOAL 1 7.4 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CLOTH SOCK? 1 4.8 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 227.9 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN ALUMINUM.CONTORTED 1 21.1 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 6 45.6 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 COAL > 1 166.8 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL WIRE COPPER.INSULATED 1 1.6 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL BOTTLE CAP 2 COMP.;2 PRT.,RUST 4 18.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 3 19.0 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL DECORATIVE CURVED BASE.WINGED.RUST 1 29.7 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL DECORATIVE SILVER.SQUARE.TEETH, FRG 2 11.1 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL HARDWARE RUST 2 24.8 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.5 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. > 1 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL DECORATIVE OVALAR.HOLE IN CENTER 1 5.4 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,FRG 6 31.0 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 METAL DECORATIVE EYELETS 3 1.3 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUEM'HITE,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS BEAD WHITE.COMP. 1 0.6 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 BONE > 1 112.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN/YELLOW,GLAZE,FRG 2 2.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN/TAN,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW/TAN.TERRA COTTA 2 4.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC TOY TEA CUP PORC., WHITE,PRT. 2 15.8 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC TOY? PORC.,PINK FRG 2 2.1 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FLORAL 2 1.9 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,WHITE,FRG 4 1.6 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FLORAL 1 0.6 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS LIGHT SHADE? GOLD-COATED,DECOR.,FRG 5 86.5 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.YELLOW,FLAT,FRG 1 7.4 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 CERAMIC TOY.ETC. WHITE,FRG; "GRINDLEY-+CO" 15 40.5 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 75.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 189.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE "SINGER CO.", MACHINE OIL 1 134.3 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 104.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 2 4.2 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 16.7 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 14 20.0 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 4 8.3 
96-1-303 N102 E49 15 10-20 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 10 13.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL BULLET SHELL 2 2.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 8 18.3 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,FRG 5 54.4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 11 35.0 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 3 3.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 214.6 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 78.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC TOY TEA CUP PORC.,WHITE,PRT. 3 12.9 
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96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.9 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,CURVED,RIDGED 1 1.7 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS LIGHT SHADE? GOLD COATED,FRG 1 4.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST, COMP.-+PRT. > 1 220.4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL DECORATIVE 1 'B.B. MAKE';VARIOUS 4 8.6 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LT.GREEN/YELLOW,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 301.7 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST,FRG 3 5.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC SEWAGE PIPE BROWN/ORANGE,FRG 1 10.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PLAIN,WHITE-+BLACK FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST.VARIOUS 12 448.3 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL GEAR 5 SPOKES (ARMS) 1 2.0 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL GOLD RIM.GREEN FLOAL,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC DRAWER KNOB WHITE.HOLE THRU CENTER 1 7.9 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CLOTH UNKNOWN BLACK 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 3.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL BATTERY? NODE 1 59.3 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 BONE VARIOUS > 1 31.8 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 PLASTIC VARIOUS 4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 10 29.9 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 PLASTER > 1 1.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 METAL GARB CLASP SILVER,TEETH,COMP. 1 13.4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 COAL > 1 84.1 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,COMP .. PERFUME 1 23.4 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 RUBBER WASHER ORANGE 2 3.1 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 RUBBER RUBBER BAND BLACK 1
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE/CLEAR ,REDWARE 1 6.3 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE/BROWN,IRONSTONE 1 6.3 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 9.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.GREEN FLORAL,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN FLORAL.IRONSTONE 1 1.2 
96-1-304 N102 E49 15 20-30 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE,PRT. 1 1.6 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 5.4 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 CEMENT 1 37.6 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 18.1 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 55.5 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 COAL > 1 23.8 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 11.6 
96-1-305 N95 E66 0-10 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN/GREY,E.W. 3 32.4 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 12 24.6 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC CROCK BROWN,E.W.,PRT. 1 196.6 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 4.8 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 15.1 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE RED SLIP,FRG 1 4.5 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL.ETC. WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 9 11.2 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE.PAISLEY PRINT,FRG 1 5.5 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE.ETC. WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 10 21.6 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 75.1 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 METAL HARDWARE RUST;2 STAPLES, 1 BOL T,ETC 8 205.0 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 METAL VALVE BULBOUS CENTER,'M/F" END 1 34.2 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CONCRETE 1 31.4 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 COAL > 1 50.9 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 12 38.8 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CLINKER- 3 4.3 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 BONE VARIOUS 13 72.3 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 5 23.6 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG GRAY/BROWN, E.W. 1 25.8 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 METAL WIRE RUST 5 30.1 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 7.4 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 130.5 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,GRADUATED 2 1.1 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 4.2 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS MILK BOTTLE AMETHYST,PRT.; "PINT" 1 160.2 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 30 48.0 
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96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED.FRG 10 42.9 
96-1-306 N95 E66 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED.FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 10 24.3 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC · UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 3.7 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FLORAL,IRONSTONE 2 1.6 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BROWN SLIP, YELLOW E.W. 2 3.9 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TERRA COTTA 2 10.1 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 METAL PIN MICH. CARTON CO LOC.20910 1 1.4 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 6 3.9 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 2 1.9 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 METAL HARDWARE RUST 4 16.1 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAY.FLORAL 1 0.8 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 10.5 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 15 23.1 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 PLASTIC TOY HORSE.SOFT 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 3 13.8 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG 19 99.6 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 16 12.9 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 3 2.0 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 9.8 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 4.5 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.7 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED 2 4.0 
96-1-307 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 4.4 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 3.3 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 CLINKER 2 4.4 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 SHINGLE WHITE STONE 1 0.3 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 METAL WIRE 1 4.7 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 . 297.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 11 26.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 2.6 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 CERAMIC SAUCER FLORAL.TRANSFER 1 12.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 1.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN.MEL TED 1 14.8 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST 6 17.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 36 174.8 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE TERRA COTTA 2 5.4 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 BRICK REDDISH GREY 1 51.7 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 CEMENT 4 28.7 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST > 1 386.0 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 METAL HARDWARE 2 82.6 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.9 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG ORANGE.LA YE RED 2 5.3 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 PLASTIC VARIOUS 
96-1-308 N116 E40 10-20 BONE 4 28.6 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG ORANGE.LAYERED 1 4.5 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 5 53.5 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 PLASTIC LID BLACK w/PERFORATIONS 1 3.9 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN ']' SHAPED 1 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN RED/ORANGE.HARD 3 2.7 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 CLINKER 1 1.2 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 9 41.7 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 392.4 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 7 22.3 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 2 5.0 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS MARBLE YELLOW SWIRL 1 5.3 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL ALUMINUM 1 0.3 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T.FRG 3 4.5 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 3 1.4 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL STRAIGHT RAZ RUST ,BLADE.TANG.RIVET 1 55.1 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 BRICK REDDISH GREY 4 484.0 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 290.1 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 MORTAR 3 2.8 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE STEM, FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 BONE 1 1.2 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 CERAMIC TOBACCO PIPE BOWL,FRG 1 0.3 
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96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL NAIL 6 58.6 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 8.9 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL COPPER TUBE 1 32.9 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 METAL HAND GUN RUST, 1 312.9 
96-1-309 N116 E40 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 2 3.7 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 4.9 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 METAL HARDWARE HINGE.BOLT 2 15.6 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 METAL NAIL 2 6.2 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 2.5 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 COAL 4 17.0 
96-1-310 N60 E60 10-20 CLINKER 1 3.1 
96-1-311 N75 E52.5 40-50 LITHIC DEBITAGE 1 0.4 
96-1-312 N60 E60 50-60 LITHIC UNKNOWN MODIFIED.ROUNDED 1 119.9 
96-1-312 N60 E60 50-60 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE TERRA COTTA 3 0.9 
96-1-312 N60 E60 50-60 METAL NAIL 1 2.5 
96-1-313 N75 E52.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-314 N69.5 E55 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT.-+COMP. 3 12.9 
96-1-314 N69.5 E55 20-30 COAL 2 3.5 
96-1-315 N70 ESQ 60-70 CHARCOAL 8 0.5 
96-1-316 N65E42.5 20-30 CLINKER > 1 30.3 
96-1-316 N65E42.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 6 1.4 
96-1-317 N70 E45 40-50 CERAMIC WATER PIPE TERRA COTTA?, BROWN 1 1.6 
96-1-317 N70 E45 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 14.4 
96-1-317 N70 E45 40-50 CLINKER 3 3.2 
96-1-318 N70 E45 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-318 N70 E45 20-30 CLINKER? 4 32.5 
96-1-319 N70 E45 10-20 CLINKER? 2 10.1 
96-1-320 N60 E45 10-20 CERAMIC DISH.PLATE WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 11.1 
96-1-320 N60 E45 10-20 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-320 N60 E45 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 2.2 
96-1-321 N65 E47.5 20-30 COAL 3 5.1 
96-1-322 N75 E87.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 2.4 
96-1-322 N75 E87.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN TWISTED.RUST 1 3.3 
96-1-322 N75 E87 .5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 6.1 
96-1-323 N60 E30 20-30 COAL > 1 522.9 
96-1-323 N60 E30 20-30 CEMENT 1 > 550.0
96-1-324 N70 ESQ 50-60 BONE 2 2.4 
96-1-324 N70 E50 50-60 BRICK ORANGE/RED FRG 1 6.3 
96-1-325 N70 ESQ 70-80 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-326 N65 E42.5 10-20 CLINKER > 1 41.4 
96-1-327 N70 E45 30-40 BONE VERTEBRA 1 7.4 
96-1-328 N70 E40 60-70 COAL > 1 95.8 
96-1-328 N70 E40 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-328 N70 E40 60-70 BRICK BLACK,CORNER,FRG 1 70.5 
96-1-329 N60 E45 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST,FRG 1 1.6 
96-1-329 N60 E45 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 3.6 
96-1-329 N60 E45 20-30 CLINKER 4 . 5.0 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 CLINKER > 1 190.0 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 0.4 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 3.9 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 BONE RIB FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-330 N70 E40 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 3.7 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 METAL HARDWARE CYLINDRICAL 1 8.5 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 CLINKER > 1 104.4 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 BRICK - ORANGE,FRG 1 4.5 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 RUBBER WASHER? BLACK 1 2.1 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 5 11.4 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-331 N70 E40 40-50 METAL LICENSE PLATE MICH.,RED+ WHITE, PRT. 1 30.2 1976 1980 
96-1-332 N75 E57.5 10-20 COAL 1 2.0 
96-1-333 N60 E60 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN FLAT,FRG 1 6.4 
96-1-333 N60 E60 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN VARIOUS:1 CUT 2 5.2 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 2 6.2 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 GLASS JAR BLUE.CURVED,FRG 2 0.9 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
Artifact In�entocy 225 
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96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 5 3.1 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 METAL CAP RUST,PRT. 1 7.7 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 - SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 7 30.7 
96-1-334 N69.5 E55 30-40 COAL 16 18.6 
96-1-335 N75 E57 .5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST 2 8.8 
96-1-335 N75 E57.5 30-40 LITHIC UNKNOWN RED.FLAT-SIDED 1 7.0 
96-1-336 N70 ESQ 30-40 CHARCOAL 1 0.5 
96-1-336 N70 ESO 30-40 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 3.3 
96-1-336 N70 ESO 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 1.3 
96-1-336 N70 ESQ 30-40 METAL CURRENCY INDIAN HEAD PENNY. 1 3.0 1893 
96-1-337 N70 E45 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-337 N70 E45 60-70 BRICK ORANGE 1 1.3 
96-1-337 N70 E45 60-70 COAL 1 1.3 
96-1-338 N70 E40 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 7.9 
96-1-338 N70 E40 30-40 PLASTIC 1 
96-1-338 N70 E40 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 7.4 
96-1-338 N70 E40 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED,RAG 1 2.3 
96-1-338 N70 E40 30-40 CLINKER > 1 532.8 
96-1-339 N75 EGO 10-20 LITHIC UNKNOWN ROUNDED-MODIFIED 1 179.8 
96-1-339 N75 EGO 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 10.1 
96-1-340 N75 E52.5 30-40 COAL 2 46.3 
96-1-340 N75 E52.5 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 PLASTER SIDE RIPPLES,FRG 1 2.5 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 GLASS FUSE AUTOMOBILE.TUBULAR 1 1.5 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 METAL NAIL PRT.,RUST 1 1.4 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 COAL 2 5.5 
96-1-341 N75 E52.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 3 8.7 
96-1-342 NGO E40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 8.7 
96-1-342 NGO E40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE or JUG L T.BLUE,PRT. MOUTH�ECK 1 17.0 1850 1900 
96-1-342 NGO E40 0-10 COAL 3 7.6 
96-1-342 NGO E40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 7.4 
96-1-342 NGO E40 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-343 N70 E55 20-30 COAL > 1 20.4 
96-1-343 N70 E55 20-30 BONE VARIOUS > 1 9.3 
96-1-343 N70 E55 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.CLUMPS 3 13.8 
96-1-344 NGO E40 20-30 BONE UNKNOWN CHARRED,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-344 NGO E40 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,'1 PINr,PRT. 4 115.8 
96-1-345 NGO E40 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 5 15.5 
96-1-345 NGO E40 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 7.1 
96-1-345 NGO E40 30-40 COAL 1 8.9 
96-1-346 N70 E40 10-20 COAL 6 24.6 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 METAL BOTTLE CAP "DIET COKE, sss· 1 2.3 1979 1990 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 GLASS LIGHT BULB? CLEAR,THIN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 PLASTIC TUBE CLEAR 1 3.7 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 COAL 1 1.6 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 4 18.5 
96-1-347 N65 E47.5 0-10 METAL, ETC. TOYS 2 METAL CARS:1 PLASTIC 3 66.3 
96-1-348 NGO E45 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-348 NGO E45 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-348 NGO E45 0-10 METAL WIRE+UNK 1 WIRE: 1 RUST,FRG 2 5.6 
96-1-349 NGO E45 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-350 NGO E45 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG: "ENGLAND' 5 6.6 
96-1-351 N75 E42.5 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 3 4.0 
96-1-351 N75 E42.5 0-10 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN TAN, AMORPHOUS 1 10.9 
96-1-352 N80 E30 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN TAN, PREHISTORIC 1 0.3 
96-1-353 N65 E57.5 11-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-353 N65 E57 .5 11-20 BONE UNKNOWN 3 5.0 
96-1-353 N65 E57.5 11-20 PLASTIC PEN RED.MELTED 1 7.0 
96-1-355 N65 E42.5 30-40 COAL > 1 52.1 
96-1-355 N65 E42.5 30-40 BONE VARIOUS TEETH, ETC. > 1 30.5 
96-1-356 N65 E47.5 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 2 2.3 
96-1-356 N65 E47.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST 1 1.4 
96-1-356 N65 E47.5 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-356 N65 E47.5 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-356 N65 E47.5 30-40 METAL WIRE FRG 1 0.1 
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96-1-357 N65 E42.5 20-30 ASPHALT 1 60.1 
96-1-357 N65 E42.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 3.7 
96-1-357 N65 E42.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-357 N65 E42.5 20-30 METAL NAIL FLAT,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-357 N65 E42.5 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-358 N65 E47.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 2.5 
96-1-358 N65 E47.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-358 N65 E47.5 10-20 COAL 9 15.7 
96-1-358 N65 E47.5 10-20 BRICK RED,FRG 2 4.4 
96-1-359 N65 E57.5 30-40 NOT FOUND 
96-1-360 N60 E30 30-40 COAL > 1 122.5 
96-1-360 N60 E30 30-40 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-360 N60 E30 30-40 GLASS WINDOW GRID PATTERN 2 72.5 
96-1-360 N60 E30 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 METAL NAIL COMP., NON-RUST �UST 2 9.8 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 1.2 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 CONCRETE 1 54.3 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 METAL CURRENCY WHEAT CENT.COMP 1 2.9 1944 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 38.7 
96-1-361 N75 E42.5 40-50 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 13.8 
96-1-362 N65 E57.5 40-50 COAL > 1 31.5 
96-1-363 N65 E42.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.MEL TED,FRG' 1 2.2 
96-1-364 N75 E60 30-40 METAL SPRING? RUST,FRG > 1 34.8 
96-1-365 N75 E60 20-30 METAL SPRING? RUST,FRG > 1 87.9 
96-1-365 N75 E60 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 3.0 
96-1-366 N70 E50 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-366 N70 E50 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 4.0 
96-1-367 N60 E60 10-20 METAL NAIL COMP. 1 5.1 
96-1-367 N60 E60 10-20 BRICK ORANGE- RED 2 43.4 
96-1-367 N60 E60 10-20 CEMENT 2 70.1 
96-1-367 N60 E60 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,INVERT.SIDES,RIDGE 1 85.6 
96-1-367 N60 E60 10-20 CLINKER 1 47.5 
96-1-368 N65 E47.5 50-60 CHARCOAL 3 0.5 
96-1-368 N65 E47.5 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 9 29.6 
96-1-369 N70 E40 20-30 COAL 2 21.4 
96-1-369 N70 E40 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-369 N70 E40 20-30 PLASTIC UNKNOWN FLEXIBLE 1
96-1-369 N70 E40 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 7.2 
96-1-370 N75 E37.5 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 86.3 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 PLASTIC UNKNOWN CLEAR 4
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 METAL HANGER? RUST 1 15.8 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 METAL NAIL? RUST,FRG 5 7.0 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 CERAMIC FRAG WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 LEAD? PENCIL 2 0.8 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 CLINKER > 1 68.4 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 CONCRETE 1 61.7 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 COAL > 1 254.4 
96-1-371 N60 E35 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 2.5 
96-1-372 N80 E30 20-30 CHARCOAL 4 1.7 
96-1-372 N80 E30 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 3.0 
96-1-372 N80 E30 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 6.5 
96-1-372 N80 E30 20-30 METAL NAIL PRT.,RED-PAINT 1 2.1 
96-1-373 N75 E37 .5 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN FLAT ,RUST,FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-374 N75 E37.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN FLA T,RUST,FRG 4 3.0 
96-1-375 N75 E32.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 2.0 
96-1-376 N75 E37.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 3.4 
96-1-376 N75 E37.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-376 N75 E37.5 0-10 COAL 1 4.5 
96-1-377 N67 E57 0-10 METAL NAIUSPIKE? RUST ,PRT .,BODY 1 34.5 
96-1-378 N70 E35 0-10 COAL > 1 114.4 
96-1-378 N70 E35 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 1.1 
96-1-378 N70 E35 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 1 0.5 
96-1-379 N75 E42.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 2.3 
96-1-379 N75 E42.5 30-40 METAL UNK+WIRE RUST,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-379 N75 E42.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 2.4 
96-1-379 N75 E42.5 30-40 GLASS MILK BOTTLE CLEAR,RIM,FRG 1 7.6 
Artifact ln:\lentocy 221 
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96-1-379 N75 E42.5 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-380 N70 E45 50-60 COAL 8 48.0 
96-1-380 N70 E45 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 3.9 
96-1-380 N70 E45 50-60 WOOD UNKNOWN > 1 20.7 
96-1-380 N70 E45 50-60 VARIOUS UNKNOWN BURNT > 1 17.9 
96-1-381 N70 E30 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-381 N70 E30 20-30 CHERT DEBITAGE GRAY 1 1.4 
96-1-381 N70 E30 20-30 COAL 1 4.5 
96-1-381 N70E30 20-30 BONE 3 1.4 
96-1-382 N80 E35 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 1 2.1 
96-1-382 N80 E35 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL? WHITE,BASE,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-382 N80 E35 10-20 CEMENT 2 24.1 
96-1-383 N70 E35 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 5.5 
96-1-383 N70 E35 10-20 COAL > 1 39.3 
96-1-384 N70 E30 10-20 METAL WIRE RUST; 1 UNKNOWN 2 31.4 
96-1-385 N75 E42.5 50-60 COAL > 1 11.4 
96-1-385 N75 E42.5 50-60 CLINKER 2 5.8 
96-1-385 N75 E42.5 50-60 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.4 
96-1-386 N65 E42.5 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-386 N65 E42.5 50-60 COAL > 1 4.5 
96-1-387 N50 E30 60-70 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 7 12.3 
96-1-387 N50 E30 60-70 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 5 20.5 
96-1-387 N50 E30 60-70 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED > 1 110.5 
96-1-387 N50 E30 60-70 COAL > 1 42.0 
96-1-387 N50 E30 60-70 CLINKER > 1 155.4 
96-1-388 N70 E40 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN TUBULAR,PRT. 1 61.9 
96-1-388 N70 E40 0-10 COAL 2 4.4 
96-1-388 N70 E40 0-10 PLASTER? BURNT 1 8.4 
96-1-389 NGO E30 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 5 6.7 
96-1-389 N60 E30 50-60 BONE UNKNOWN 1 3.2 
96-1-390 N60 E30 0-10 NOT FOUND 
96-1-391 N60 E30 10-20 CLINKER > 1 341.7 
96-1-391 N60 E30 10-20 COAL? BLACK.LAYERED.THIN 1 4.3 
96-1-391 NGO E30 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 6.4 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 COAL 6 80.3 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 BONE RIB PRT. 1 2.4 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE? CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 3.7 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE? BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.CLUMP 3 13.6 
96-1-392 N75 E42.5 10-20 METAL HOOP 3/4 CIRCLE.RUST 1 3.5 
96-1-393 N75 E52.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE? BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 6.2 
96-1-394 NGO E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-394 N60 E35 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 0.6 
96-1-394 N60 E35 0-10 COAL 1 40.1 
96-1-394 NGO E35 0-10 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 3.9 
96-1-395 N60 E60 0-10 METAL PIPE 2JOINTS 1 > 550.0
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 1.4 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 METAL NUT RUST 1 11.4
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 METAL HARDWARE RUST 1 11.6 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 MORTAR 1 29.2 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 9 26.1 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT .BLUE.FLA T,FRG 2 1.2 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 GLASS CONTAINER CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 138.1 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRAYSLIP,BLUE FLORAL,FRG 2 1.0 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE WHITE,FRG; 1BASE FRG 2 3.4 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 PLASTIC VARIOUS > 1 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 BRICK ORANGE,FRG > 1 44.5 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 PLASTER? 1 7.2 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 CONCRETE 4 159.1 
96-1-396 N116 E40 0-10 CLINKER > 1 58.0 
96-1-397 N80 E40 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 6.3 
96-1-397 N80 E40 10-20 LITHIC FIRE-CRACKED 1 28.6 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED.CLEAR 5 31.3 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 8.8 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,SCREW-TOP,FRG 1 43.5 
228 Historical Arcbaeolo� of Battle Creek, Michigan 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 6.5 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 8.2 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 METAL BOLT 1 76.7 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 CONCRETE 1 51.0 
96-1-398 N116 E40 50-60 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 4 1.2 
96-1-399 N102 E49 �0 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE, CURVED,FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL NAIL 89 328.3 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 572.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL HARDWARE RUST,FRG 3 35.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL CLOTH SNAP 'PULL' 2 10.4 
96-1-399 N102 E49 �0 METAL ELECTRIC INSULATED WIRE 2 8.0 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,FRG 4 42.0 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 110.2 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 70.8 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL STAPLE RUST 2 7.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS BOTTLEorJAR. BLUE,CURVED,FRG. 12 44.1 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 53.9 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,FLAT,FRG 2 8.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 9 22.6 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS JAR 'CHEESBROUGH,NY' 1 62.4 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 PLASTIC TOY.ETC. 3 1.6 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 2 10.3 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 SHELL BUTTON 2 HOLE 1 0.2 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 GLASS JAR FRG,SCREW-TOP 1 154.4 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL BOLT RUST 2 31.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 COAL 6 31.4 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 BONE VERTEBRAE, 8 17.2 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL CURRENCY LINCOLN CENT 1 3.1 1919 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 4.1 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG,FLORAL 1 2.1 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.IRONSTONE 1 2.0 
96-1-399 N102 E49 �0 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN/WHITE, BASE,E.W 1 69.5 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC,FRG: GERMANY 2 1.8 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC SEWER PIPE BROWN 2 10.9 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC CONDUCTOR WHITE.ELECTRICAL 2 5.9 
96-1-399 N102 E49 �0 CERAMIC UNKNOWN ORANGE.TERRA COTTA 1 4.1 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL SCREW RUST 11 42.4 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC,FLORAL 1 0.5 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 3 22.1 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CERAMIC DOLL PORC.,BODY FRG 1 9.7 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 CORN COB BURNT > 1 31.8 
96-1-399 N102 E49 30-40 METAL ELECTRICAL 5 87.6 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 5 5.1 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 SHINGLE RED-STONE 1 0.4 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 252.5 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG > 1 37.3 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 26.7 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 PLASTIC 2 0.2 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 10 13.7 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 CONCRETE 6 155.1 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITEw/RED-STRIPE,FRG 1 1.9 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 GLASS FUSE FRG 1 1.2 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 23 46.1 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 7 27.6 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 METAL HARDWARE 4 4.2 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 METAL TOKEN? 1 4.8 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 METAL BUTTON 1 5.8 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 2.0 
96-1-400 N116 E39 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA 1 2.7 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL HARDWARE RUST.BRACKET 1 68.0 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST, COMP./PRT. 77 254.8 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT.FRG 9 20.1 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG > 1 18.4 
Artifact In�entocy 229 
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96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 28.1 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,FLAT.FRG > 1 81.7 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST.COMP. 1 7.0 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 11 24.2 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL BARBED WIRE? RUST,PRT. 1 3.9 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG > 1 364.7 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG. 10 24.4 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 METAL BOLT COMP. 1 9.5 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC . .FRG 2 2.0 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 12.6 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS DECORATIVE WHITE,CURVED,FRG 9 17.5 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GRA Y-STRIPE,RIM,FRG 1 4.2 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL? ROSE.GRAY STRIPE, RIM 2 14.9 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL or CUP GREEN-YELLOW, FRG. 1 8.3 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC? UNKNOWN GRAY E.W.,NO GLAZE 2 3.1 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 COAL > 1 136.6 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LA YE RED 1 8.4 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 10 64.8 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE WHITE,FRG 15 45.5 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 BONE 5 7.5 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 FIELDSTONE ARCHITECTURE BLACK.FACED 1 162.0 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 150.2 
96-1-401 N95 E66 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN TRANSFER? 1 0.2 
96-1-402 N102 E49 NOT FOUND 
96-1-403 N65 E42.5 60-70 BONE 1 9.3 
96-1-404 N30 E84 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 LITHIC CORE? TAN 1 3.9 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 FIELDSTONE UNKNOWN BLACK.SPECKLED 1 54.4 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 1.2 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 BRICK ORANGE.FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 CHARCOAL 2 0.2 
96-1-405 N30 E84 20-30 CHERT CORE/SCRAPE GREY-TAN 1 13.6 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 1.8 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 6 21.4 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG; 3MELT 1 1.0 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 METAL NAIL NON/RUST; 1 PRT. 11 37.2 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 6 9.1 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 COAL 3 3.4 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 1 1.7 
96-1-406 N35.5 E60.5 0-10 PLASTIC GARDEN? BLACK 2 
96-1-407 N35.5 E60.5 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 3.5 
96-1-407 N35.5 E60.5 40-50 BONE VARIOUS 1 SCAPULA FRG., ETC, 6 0.1 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,BASE-FRG 1 5.3 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 SHELL UNKNOWN FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 10 6.8 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.AMETHYST,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.5 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 GLASS DECORATIVE? CLEAR,CURVED,COLUMNAL 1 10.3 
96-1-408 N50 E100 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-409 NSO E105 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE or JAR LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 4.5 
96-1-409 N50 E105 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG ORANGE 1 8.1 
96-1-409 NSO E105 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 4 15.9 
96-1-409 NSO E105 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-409 N50 E105 10-20 SHELL 2 1.2 
96-1-409 NSO E 105 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-409 NSO E105 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,;1WHITE, 1 FLORAL 2 1.1 
96-1-410 NSO E100 60-70 BONE? BROWN 1 2.2 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 METAL EYELET;WIRE RUST 14 20.8 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 2.4 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 COAL 5 53.8 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP JPRT. 26 70.8 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 PLASTIC VARIOUS 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 2 1.4 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 4 3.9 
96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 8 6.9 
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96-1-411 N35.5 E60.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-412 N50 E115 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-412 N50 E115 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 4.0 
96-1-412 NSO E115 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-412 N50 E115 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-412 NSO E115 30-40 CLINKER 1 0.9 
96-1-413 N35.5 E60.5 30-40 BONE VARIOUS 6 0.7 
96-1-413 N35.5 E60.5 30-40 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN THIN,CURVED,IMPRESSED 1. 0.1
96-1-413 N35.5 E60.5 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP ./FRG 2 7.1 
96-1-413 N35.5 E60.5 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-413 N35.5 E60.5 30-40 COAL 1 2.8 
96-1-414 N50 E105 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR.NECK w/ RIM.NO SEAM 1 11.6 
96-1-414 N50 E105 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-414 NSO E105 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 6.5 
96-1-414 N50 E105 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 6 3.9 
96-1-414 NSO E105 20-30 CLINKER 6 42.2 
96-1-414 NSO E105 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL? WHITE PORC.,RIM,FRG 1 4.6 
96-1-414 N50 E105 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 0.9 
96-1-414 N50 E105 20-30 LITHIC DEBITAGE GRAY/TAN 0.5 
96-1-414 NSO E105 20-30 SHELL 1 0.6 
96-1-414 NSO E105 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-415 N50 E105 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-416 N50 E100 10-20 COAL 3 2.2 
96-1-416 N50 E100 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,FRG,PORC 1 0.3 
96-1-416 N50 E100 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 3.2 
96-1-416 NSO E100 10-20 SHELL 1 0.3 
96-1-416 NSO E100 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 8 10.2 
96-1-416 N50 E100 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,FLAT,FRG 1 5.9 
96-1-417 NSO E100 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-417 N50 E100 30-40 METAL NAIL PRT. 1 2.1 
96-1-417 NSO E100 30-40 COAL 5 5.9 
96-1-417 N50 E100 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 0.2 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 PLASTER 1 6.3 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 PLASTIC WRAPPER "SNICKERS" 2 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 3 4.9 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 LITHIC FLAKE? TAN 1 1.0 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 COAL 1 3.3 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 20.2 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG/COMP. 6 16.4 
96-1-418 N35.5 E60.5 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 1 0.2 
96-1-419 NSO E100 40-50 BONE VARIOUS BURNED? 4 2.7 
96-1-419 N50 E100 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-420 N50 E90 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN.FLA T,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-420 N50 E90 10-20 LITHIC DEBITAGE GRAY/TAN 1 1.4 
96-1-421 N29.5 E91.5 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 14.5 
96-1-421 N29.5 E91.5 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN WHITE 1 
96-1-421 N29.5 E91.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 2 9.5 
96-1-421 N29.5 E91.5 0-10 METAL WIRE/HANGER RUST,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-422 N30 E84 30-40 LITHIC CHIPPED? 2 12.0 
96-1-423 N50 E115 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 3 3.9 
96-1-423 N50 E115 20-30 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.3 
96-1-423 N50 E115 20-30 COAL 6 4.6 
96-1-423 NSO E115 20-30 BRICK ORANGE 1 0.3 
96-1-424 N75 E47.5 110-120 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT. 1 4.2 
96-1-424 N75 E47.5 110-120 PLASTER 2 1.3 
96-1-425 NSO E90 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 3.5 
96-1-426 NSO E90 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-426 N50 E90 0-10 COAL 1 3.7 
96-1-426 N50 E90 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-426 NSO E90 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.GREEN,FLAT,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-426 NSO E90 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 2.1 
96-1-427 N50 E115 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL FLORAL,FRG 1 5.2 
96-1-427 NSO E115 0-10 COAL 3 8.0 
96-1-428 NSO E125 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG 2 3.5 
96-1-428 N50 E125 10-20 GLASS JAR LT.BLUE,CURVED,RIM 1 1.5 
Artifact lmlentocy 231 
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96-1-429 NSO E104 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-430 N53 E 135 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-430 N53 E 135 10-20 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 18.7 
96-1-430 N53 E 135 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 3 9.0 
96-1-430 N53 E135 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 1.4 
96-1-431 N30 E84 10-20 LITHIC CORE? CHERT 1 6.5 
96-1-431 N30 E84 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 2 0.4 
96-1-431 N30 E84 10-20 COAL 2 2.0 
96-1-431 N30 E84 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST,FRG/COMP. 2 8.6 
96-1-431 N30 E84 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN NON/RUST,FRG 3 4.0 
96-1-432 N50 E115 10-20 METAL BULLET .22 CALIBUR SHELL 1 0.7 
96-1-432 N50 E115 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT 1 1.1 
96-1-432 N50 E115 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 4 4.2 
96-1-432 NSO E115 10-20 COAL 1 44.6 
96-1-432 N50 E115 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE-+BLUE GLAZE w/MARK 1 0.5 
96-1-433 N50 E125 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 2 0.6 
96-1-433 NSO E125 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-433 N50 E125 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 11.4 
96-1-433 N50 E125 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-433 N50 E125 0-10 CERAMIC PLATE or BOWL WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 2.4 
96-1-433 N50 E125 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 6 5.2 
96-1-434 N50 E120 10-20 CEMENT 2 1.8 
96-1-434 N50 E120 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE LT.BLUE.CURVED 1 8.0 
96-1-434 N50 E120 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 8.0 
96-1-434 NSO E120 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED;' .. ARTIN' 1 3.2 
96-1-435 N50 E95 10-20 BONE 1 1.7 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 LITHIC UNKNOWN FIRE-CRACKED 7 229.3 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 BONE 1 4.2 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 CERAMIC BOWL UNGLAZED.HAND-THROWN?, 1 69.6 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 1 1.7 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 METAL NAIL PRT. 1 3.9 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 METAL NAIL PRT. 1 3.9 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 WOOD 6 39.1 
96-1-436 N75 E47.5 100-110 PLASTER 3 2.1 
96-1-437 NSO E110 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-437 N50 E110 20-30 COAL 3 3.7 
96-1-437 NSO E110 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 2 3.6 
96-1-438 N75 E47.5 90-100 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 1 4.6 
96-1-438 N75 E47.5 90-100 LITHIC UNKNOWN FIRE-CRACKED? 1 110.6 
96-1-438 N75 E47.5 90-100 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-438 N75 E47.5 90-100 BONE 1 149.3 
96-1-438 N75 E47.5 90-100 BRICK ORANGE 2 0.6 
96-1-439 N50 E110 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-439 NSO E110 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN AMETHYST,CURVED,FRG 1 3.3 
96-1-439 N50 E110 0-10 GLASS JAR L T.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-439 NSO E110 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-439 N50 E110 0-10 CLINKER 1 0.8 
96-1-439 NSO E110 0-10 COAL 8 58.0 
96-1-440 NSO E120 20-30 LITHIC FIRE-CRACKED 2 19.7 
96-1-440 NSO E120 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 4.1 
96-1-440 NSO E120 20-30 COAL 2 3.2 
96-1-441 N50 E105 0-10 SHELL 1 1.6 
96-1-441 N50 E105 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN 1 0.8 
96-1-441 N50 E105 0-10 CLOTH UNKNOWN 1 0.1 
96-1-441 NSO E105 0-10 METAL BULLET SHELL 1 0.5 
96-1-441 NSO E105 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-441 N50 E105 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FARG 4 5.3 
96-1-441 N50 E105 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 4 2.2 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 CERAMIC JUG PRT.,RIM/NECK,REDWARE 1 9.4 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 3 21.3 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 GLASS BOTTLE RUSTED CAP 1 177.3 
96-1-442 N75 E47 .5 30.a0 WOOD > 1 35.6 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 CERAMIC PLATE 'IRONSTONE CHINA' 1 10.0 1890 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,FRG 1 3.1 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 BONE RIBS 3 81.8 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 BRICK BUFF 1 71.0 
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96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 BRICK ORANGE 1 56.7 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 METAL UNK(NAIL?) RUST FRG 3 35.1 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 METAL JAR LID PRT. 1 11.7 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,FRG 2 27.0 
96-1-442 N75 E47.5 30-80 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG. 2 8.8 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 BONE VARIOUS > 1 59.7 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 ALUMINUM JAR LID? 5 3.3 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 GLASS JAR LID w/SEAL SCREW TOP, PRT. 1 44.6 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 METAL SPIKE RUST.COMP. 1 201.5 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 METAL KNIFE BLADE,PRT. 1 22.2 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST,PRT ./COMP. 73 309.3 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN VARIOUS,RUST,FRG > 1 346.3 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 METAL HARDWARE 1 HOOK;1 STAPLE;1 UNK 3 17.3 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 CARBON? BATTERY POLE BLACK 1 4.8 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 COAL 4 4.4 
96-1-443 N101 ESO 20-30 METAL BULLET SHELL, .22 CLAIBUR 1 0.6 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 METAL CLOTHING EYE - 1 0.1 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS JAR? BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 46.4 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 CERAMIC SEWAGE PIPE BROWN,E.W .. ,PRT. 3 346.0 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 CLINKER 1 29.2 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 12 16.7 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 137.4 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW ,FLORAL,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 9 22.0 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG > 1 27.1 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE? OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 10.9 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,CURVED;NECK + RIM 1 5.2 1880 1900 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 PLASTIC COMB BROWN,PRT. 2 0.6 
96-1-443 N101 ESQ 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,WHITE,FRG 2 7.5 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 6 12.3 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL BLUE+ WHITE.HAND-PAINTED 1 3.7 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE+WHITE,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN SPECTRAL,CURVED,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-443 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 117.5 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL NAIL VARIOUS.RUST 27 120.7 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 5 11.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLOW-BLUE,FRG 1 9.0 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW/GREEN.IMPRESSED, 1 0.6 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC BOWL WHITE,IRONSTONE,BLUE RIM 1 4.2 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC PLATE LT.BLUE, TRANSFER,RIM,FRG 1 2.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC CUP or BOWL FLORAL DECAL.GILDED RIM 1 9.7 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,IRONSTONE,PRT .. MAR 1 1.3 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,PRT .. MAR 1 1.3 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 349.6 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CERAMIC SAUCER WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 4 55.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 COAL 12 172.2 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 EGGSHELL FRG > 1 2.3 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL SPRING +or WIR RUST,FRG > 1 122.3 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 BONE VARIOUS > 1 25.2 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LA YER ED 2 6.2 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL SPOON COMP,TARNISHED,STERLING 1 19.0 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL LIGHT-BULB BASE,PRT. 1 12.0 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 METAL BULLET BUCKSHOT BASE 1 3.8 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 LITHIC FLAKE? TAN 1 7.7 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 CLINKER . 2 44.7 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 4 26.0 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 22.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG 28 109.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 15 22.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN OPAQUE,CURVED,FRG 1 48.0 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 4 22.1 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 4 7.9 
96-1-444 N95 E66 40-50 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN CIRCULAR.WHITE 1 13.7 
96-1-445 N101 ESQ 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,WHITE,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-445 N101 ESQ 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK eLUE,FLAT,FRG 1 1.6 
Artifact lnYentocy: 233 
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96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN BLACK/GRAY,SWIRL,MELTED 1 1.3 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 87.4 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FAG 18 26.2 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 METAL HORSESHOE RUST.COMP. 1 315.6 1880 1920 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST 35 135.0 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 METAL WIRE RUST > 1 77.0 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL KNIFE BLADE,PRT.,RUST 1 29.8 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN NON/RUST,FRG > 1 119.1 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN MILK GLASS,FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 CARBON? BATTERY ROD BLACK,CYLINDRICAL,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 5.5 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 RUBBER UNKNOWN BURNT 8 4.9 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN GARMENT CLASP,PRT. 1 1.1 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN RED-PAINT ,CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 3 5.6 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE,TRANSFER,PORC.,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 SHELL BUTTON 4 HOLE,PRT. 2 0.4 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS BUTTON 2 HOLE,CREME,COMP. 1 0.8 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 PLASTIC BUTTON 4 HOLE.BURNT.COMP. 1 0.1 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL BUTTON ROUND.SHANKED 2 7.6 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL CAP SCREW-TOP 1 6.3 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL SPRING CORRODED 4 2.7 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 METAL BULLET .22 CALIBUR 1 0.6 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 LEATHER SHOE PRT.,SOLE 4 25.2 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE OLIVE GREEN,LIP/NECK,PRT. 3 202.3 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 4 19.2 
96-1-445 N101 ESO 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 5 12.1 
96-1-445 N101 E50 30-40 BONE VARIOUS 4 3.3 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10-20 COAL 4 29.9 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE CLEAR,PRT .. ,RECTANGULAR 1 16.6 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10.20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 8.7 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10-20 BONE 1 0.9 
96-1-446 N50 E110 10-20 CERAMIC CUP PORC.,WHITE,FRG 1 7.0 
96-1-447 N101 ESO 0-10 RUBBER SHOE? BURNT.SOLE 2 38.4 
96-1-447 N101 ESO 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN MELTED 2 3.1 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 COAL 1 4.8 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 79.6 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 26.6 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 METAL HARDWARE RUST,2 BOLT 2 40.3 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.VARIOUS 23 114.1 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 5 3.5 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLOUDY,CURVE,MOLD-OESIG 1 1.5 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CARNIVAL,CURVED,FRG 1 3.7 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 25.3 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWER POT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0.10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 8 5.2 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 BRICK ORANGE 1 3.3 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 9 8.4 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0.10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN IRONSTONE.RED STRIPE,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 CERAMIC ASHTRAY GRA Y,IRONSTONE,PRT. 1 89.1 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE BLUE.TRANSFER.IRONSTONE 1 5.1 
96-1-447 N101 ESO 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN 1/2 EGG SHAPE,WHITE,PORC. 1 0.3 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 12.4 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 5 7.7 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 4.0 
96-1-447 N101 E50 0.10 BONE VARIOUS 9 16.2 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL HARDWARE 2 4.2 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 SO.SO GLASS UNKNOWN CARNIVAL,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 PAPER WALLPAPER? BLUE > 1 10.3 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL DOLL'S HEAD? HOLLOW.SPHEROIDAL w/NEC 1 47.2 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 117.6 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL WIRE > 1 85.7 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL BOTTLE CAP 2 12.3 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL NAIL 20 75.6 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL EYELET 1 0.3 
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96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CLINKER 2 2.8 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.DIAMOND.PATTERN 2 39.2 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 PLASTIC 1 0.7 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL BARBED WIRE 3 23.7 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.9 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CERAMIC DOORKNOB BLACK,REDWARE,CONJOINA 4 103.5 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL HARDWARE SARDINE CAN KEY? 2 8.4 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 COAL 9 112.8 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CEMENT 1 57.9 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 BRICK ORANGE 3 10.5 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CERAMIC ELECTRICAL WHITE,HOLOW CENTER,PRT. 1 26.4 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CERAMIC PLATE.ETC. WHITE,IRONSTONE;1 RIM 2 47.3 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 5 8.1 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 BONE VARIOUS 9 22.8 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL BUCKLE(BEL T?) CORRODED,COMP.,2"LONG 1 44.9 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 METAL DOORKNOB INTERIOR MECHANISM 1 45.4 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 6.0 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG > 1 43.8 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 5.5 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 3 4.5 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 43.8 
96-1-448 N95 E66 16 50-60 CERAMIC UNKNOWN FLORAL,DECAL,IRONSTONE 1 0.1 
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 PLASTIC UNKNOWN YELLOW 1 0.1 
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 SHELL UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.9 
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FLORAL,DECAL 3 21.8 
96-1-449 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 4.0 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 SHELL FRG > 1 4.5 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 3 36.2 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 LITHIC FLAKE CHERT.RED 1 0.4 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 CERAMIC HANDLE PORC.,WHITE 1 3.0 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 CERAMIC UNKNOWN PORC.,FLORAL,DECAL 1 3.5 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 BONE UNKNOWN 14 6.3 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 5 1.7 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN CURVED.DOWEL 1 5.5 
96-1-450 N29.5 E101.5 0-10 METAL HANDLE+PLATE 2 RIVETS 1 23.6 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GRAPHITE PENCIL LEAD? 1 1.0 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 CERAMIC SEWER PIPE BROWN, E.W .. 2 14.0 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL BAR PRT. 1 30.4 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL DECORATIVE LEAD 1 1.1 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL HARDWARE LOCK PLATE? 1 21.7 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 13 15.4 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL UNKNOWN FLAT 2 40.7 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL BOTTLE CAP 1 7.3 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL NAIL? HEADLESS 12 25.3 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 METAL NAIL 14 47.2 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,FLAT,FRG 5 7.8 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT ,FRG 13 46.5 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 COAL 4 4.9 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 7.1 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN.CURVED; "OXOL" 2 14.1 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 15 9.1 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,FRG 2 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN CURVED,FRG 2 25.8 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 GLASS UNKNOWN YELLOW,CURVED,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 BONE 3 6.8 
96-1-451 N101 E50 40-50 CERAMIC UNKNOWN BLUE TRANSFER,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL HARDWARE NUT or WASHER 1 36.6 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL NAIL VARIOUS 23 103.5 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC CUP WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 16.0 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 COAL 2 19.5 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CLINKER 1 8.1 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP COMP.,RUST 2 17.1 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL HEADLESS NAIL RUST 11 27.4 
.Artifactln�entocy 235 
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96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL HARDWARE STAPLE.RUST 1 7.7 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC CROCKorJUG GRAY.BROWN,FRG 1 32.7 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 149.4 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC SEWAGE PIPE BROWN 1 75.4 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 METAL HARDWARE PIPE JOINT 1 90.7 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 BONE 2 6.4 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,MELTED,FRG 1 1.0 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CARNIVAL,CURVED,FRG 1 4.6 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 6.5 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 11 59.4 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS CANDY DISH? LT.AMETHYST, 2 9.2 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CURVED,CLEAR,FRG 8 8.3 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 4 16.8 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN.CURVED 2 60.5 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,'OXOL' 1 136.4 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 GRAPHITE PENCIL LEAD? 1 0.8 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 RUBBER? CURVED 1 1.8 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC GROCK orJUG GREY /BROWN, 1 BASE,FRG 2 129.0 
96-1-452 N101 E50 20-30 CERAMIC SAUCER WHITE,PORC.,FRG 1 30.1 
96-1-453 N115 E38 12 50-60 METAL CONTAINER RUST,FRG 4 > 550.0
96-1-453 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,DIMPLED,CURVED,FR 1 4.7
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 CLINKER 2 4.8 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 CEMENT SEMI-CIRCULAR 1 118.7
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 SHELL > 1 8.1 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 BONE RED 3 0.5 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 METAL NAIL 10 25.8 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 11 6.9 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG 2 1.4 
96-1-454 N30 E94 20-30 GLASS DECORATIVE CLEAR w/ WHITE STRIPES 1 1.1 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 METAL BARBED WIRE > 1 8.1 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 COAL 3 1.8 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN LA VENDER/BLACK,SPONGE. 1 21.2 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 CERAMIC CUP PORC.,GILDED-RIM,FRG 1 7.3 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 METAL NAIL 4 COMP.,2 PRT. 6 16.1 
96-1-455 N32 E72.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR 1 0.7 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN CLEAR,REDWARE 1 0.1 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE.PORC.,DECAL 1 0.1 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-456 N29.5 E 101 .5 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL or PLATE WHITE,PORC.?,GOLD DECOR. 1 2.6 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL CLEAR/WHITE,REDWARE 1 3.9 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 0.3 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 METAL WIRE 3 2.3 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 3 13.4 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 BONE VARIOUS 4 2.1 
96-1-456 N29.5 E 101.5 10-20 COAL 1 4.1 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 LITHIC DEBITAGE CHERT.GRAY 1 1.0 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 SHELL > 1 5.0 
96-1-456 N29.5 E101.5 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,DECORA TED 1 0.3 
96-1-457 N32 E72.5 20-30 METAL UNKNOWN RUST 2 0.9 
96-1-457 N32 E72.5 20-30 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 1 4.2 
96-1-457 N32 E72.5 20-30 LITHIC UNKNOWN MODIFIED 1 100.2 
96-1-457 N32 E72.5 20-30 LITHIC DEBITAGE RED/GRAY.CHERT 2 1.9 
96-1-457 N32 E72.5 20-30 CHARCOAL 1 0.2 
96-1-458 N32 E72.5 30-40 LITHIC DEBITAGE TAN.CHERT 1 1.0 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 10 5.5 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.AMETHYST,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 4 32.7 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 BONE 1 1.9 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 CLINKER 1 4.2 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 1.0 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 COAL 8 80.6 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-0 SHELL > 1 5.1 
96-1-459 N30 E94 10-20 CERAMIC CUP or BOWL IRONSTONE.RED-STRIPE RIM 6 8.5 
96-1-460 N102 E49 CRAPE WOOD UNKNOWN 1 35.0 
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96-1-460 N102 E49 CRAPE GLASS UNKNOWN BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-460 N102 E49 CRAPE GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 1 2.0 
96-1-460 N102 E49 CRAPE CERAMIC ROPE HANDLE TAN.HOLE THRU CENTER 1 16.3 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 METAL NAIL? HEADLESS? 3 19.1 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 2 4.0 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 5 3.4 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 1 2.1 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 LITHIC DEBIT AGE? TAN.CHERT 1 0.6 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 1 1.6 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 1 0.6 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 FIELDSTONE ARCHITECTURE FACED? 1 94.0 
96-1-461 N30 E94 30-40 METAL NAIL 2 6.1 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 CERAMIC CROCK or JUG BROWN/GRAY ,SAL TGLAZE,FR 1 12.9 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 2 5.0 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 METAL WIRE 1 1.2 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 COAL 2 9.3 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 8.5 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG 2 0.6 
96-1-462 N30 E94 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLAT,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-463 N32 E72.5 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST.COMP. 3 4.6 
96-1-463 N32 E72.5 0-10 GLASS DECORATIVE CLEAR.CURVED.PEDESTAL 1 18.9 
96-1-463 N32 E72.5 0-10 METAL BARBED WIRE RUST FRG 6 10.6 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 RUBBER SHOE SOLE BLACK,FRG,BURNT 1 7.4 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 2 10.7 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN BLUE.CURVED.FRG 8 7.5 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 0.7 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN OLIVE GREEN,CURVED.FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,CURVED.FRG 1 0.1 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.MEL TED,FRG 10 120.6 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 PLASTIC COMB VARIOUS 3 1.2 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL NAIL VARIOUS 33 122.3 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL NAIL? FRG 16 26.3 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST.FRG > 1 148.8 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL HARDWARE RUST.HOOK 1 31.8 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL HARDWARE STAPLE 2 15.7 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CARNIVAL GLASS.CURVED 1 0.2 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 3.9 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL DECORATIVE KNOB 1 5.0 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN,PORC.,FRG 1 1.8 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN IRONSTONE.SIL VER-RIM 1 1.3 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 4 2.8 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC PLATE WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 5 9.8 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN/YELLOW.MOLDED 1 6.5 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 2.3 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 0.7 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CERAMIC? BUTTON 4 HOLE BEIGE.COMP. 1 3.9 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 METAL BATTERY GABL HEAD.COMP. 1 3.9 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 BONE VARIOUS > 1 25.1 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 COAL 3 13.3 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS JAR LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 8 21.2 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 BRICK ORANGE 9 95.7 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 FIELDSTONE UNKNOWN TAN 1 69.2 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.CURVED,FRG > 1 61.6 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 64.1 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 CLINKER 1 18.1 
96-1-464 N101 E50 15 10-20 GLASS MARBLE ORANGE,SWIRL,PRT. 1 3.8 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 2 8.3 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC BOWL SILVER-STRIPE.RIM. 1 4.4 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 306.9 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 METAL NAIL VARIOUS.RUST 11 35.0 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 WOOD ARCHITECTURA RED PAINT 1 0.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN RED SLIP,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 METAL NAIL? VARIOUS.RUST 16 62.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN GREEN,FRG 1 2.8 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 3.6 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 BONE 2 2.5 
Artifact Imi:ent 
A# U# F# Dp. R.M. F. T. Desc. C W(g) D1 D2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 9 82.7 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CLINKER 1 3.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 COAL 1 5.8 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 2.0 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS JAR? BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 216.4 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 MORTAR > 1 111.7 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 BRICK ORANGE > 1 344.3 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 METAL HARDWARE BOLT 1 55.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 METAL ELECTRICAL 1 PLUG, 1 MOTOR PIECE 6 184.8 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 LEATHER SHOE HEEL EDGEOF SOLE- 1 2.6 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS CONTAINER WHITE,CURVED,RIM,FRG 1 0.8 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 PLASTIC DECORATIVE FACETED,RED,CIRCULAR 1 0.6 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS ELECTRICAL? BLACK,CURVED,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 87.5 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN/ORANGE.TERRA COTTA, 3 15.0 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.BLUE,FLA T,FRG 3 12.5 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.YELLOW,FLA T,FRG 2 21.5 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 GLASS CONTAINER VARIOUS,CLEAR,CURVED > 1 1,073.1 
96-1-465 N116 E39 12 10-20 CLOTH UNKNOWN 2 0.4 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL WIRE RUST 9 58.5 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC BOWL CLEAR SLIP,REDWARE 1 17.9 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 8 40.1 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.YELLOW,FLA T,FRG 2 12.3 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 520.0 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS BOTTLE BOTTLE,CURVED,FRG 4 45.6 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 29.9 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.GREEN,CURVED,FRG 1 17.1 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GLASS JAR? BLUE,CURVED,FRG 3 17.3 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CEMENT 3 171.5 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 BRICK ORANGE,FRG 1 10.1 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE.TERRA COTTA,FRG 2 5.9 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 1 6.9 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN TERRA COTTA 1 0.8 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 GRAPHITE PENCIL LEAD FRG 1 0.5 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 3 4.4 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,PORC.,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 BONE VARIOUS 6 22.2 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 PLASTIC TOY PROPELLER 1 1.0 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL NAIL VARIOUS 15 40.0 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL HARDWARE VARIOUS 8 345.2 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL WIRE FRG > 1 1.4 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL SAFETY PIN FRG 4 0.8 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 METAL HARDWARE EYELET, BUTTON SNAP 4 2.6 
96-1-466 N116 E39 12 20-30 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE/TAN TERRA COTTA 2 5.9 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 2 9.3 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 GLASS JAR? BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 1.6 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR.FLA T,FRG 6 37.5 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 184.4 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 METAL SPRING RUST,FRG 1 1.3 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 6 6.3 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 METAL WIRE RUST,FRG 5 10.4 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 METAL NAIL RUST 4 8.7 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 UNKNOWN SLAG WHITE.LAYERED 2 1.1 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 MORTAR 2 16.4 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 BRICK RED,FRG 2 27.5 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 BRICK UNKNOWN ORANGE 9 22.3 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 GLASS DECORATIVE CHANDELIER.ORNAMENT 1 17.8 
96-1-467 N116 E39 12 0-10 METAL? UNKNOWN GREY,CIRCLE,PRT. 1 4.3 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 FIELDSTONE RED 1 21.2 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL DRAIN COVER ROUND.HOLES 1 4.7 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL AUTOMOTIVE TIRE-AIR VALVE 1 0.8 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN L T.YELLOW,FLA T,FRG 5 38.3 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,FLAT,FRG > 1 45.5 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 193.6 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GRAPHITE PENCIL LEAD FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL FOIL ALUMINUM 1 0.1 
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96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT TAN.TERRA COTTA,FRG 1 1.1 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG 11 78.7 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS CONTAINER GREEN,CURVED,FRG 3 33.9 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL HARDWARE RUST;1 BAR wfWOOD HANDL 4 119.6 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL NAIL HEADLESS 6 10.5 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL NAIL VARIOUS,COMP./PRT., 16 40.4 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 2 21.8 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 1 2.2 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL EYELETS VARIOUS, CLOTHING 4 1.2 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN NON-RUST.STRIP 1 5.3 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS LID SEAL WHITE,CURVED,FRG 2 2.3 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 10 230.0 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE,CURVED,FRG 2 4.5 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS CONTAINER BROWN,CURVED,FRG 3 8.6 
96-1-468 N116 E39 12 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,MELTED,FRG 2 43.8 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 METAL UNKNOWN RUST,FRG > 1 503.0 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS CONTAINER GREEN,CURVED,FRG 4 12.3 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS CONTAINER BROWN,CURVED,FRG 7 11.7 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN DARK BLUE,CURVED,FRG 1 0.2 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 CERAMIC FLOWERPOT ORANGE,TERRA-COTTA,RIM 1 2.4 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 829.2 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS VARIOUS CLEAR.FLA T,FRG > 1 150.0 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS UNKNOWN LT.BLUE.FLA T,FRG 1 0.6 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 BRICK ORANGE 1 3.3 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 UNKNOWN ROOFING BLACK!WHITE,PRE-SHINGLE > 5 2.8 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 CHARCOAL 1 4.5 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 SHINGLE VARIOUS > 1 35.2 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 CONCRETE 10 421.3 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG > 1 64.5 
96-1-469 N115 E38 12 50-60 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN GRA Y,CIRCLE,CLOTH-LIKE 1 11.6 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN WHITE,CURVED,FRG 5 4.3 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL STAPLE RUST.COMP. 2 2.8 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 COAL 8 18.5 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 BRICK ORANGE 2 1.6 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 PLASTIC? UNKNOWN RED,FRG 2 0.8 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 BONE VARIOUS 6 14.8 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN WHITE,IRONSTONE,FRG 2 3.9 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 CERAMIC UNKNOWN YELLOW!WHITE,IRONSTONE 1 1.8 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL NAIL RUST 31 124.5 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL NAIL? HEADLESS.RUST 9 26.0 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL BOTTLE CAP RUST 1 4.9 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL UNKNOWN RUST > 1 28.1 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 CONCRETE 1 4.0 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 WOOD 1 4.5 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 BRICK RED,CORNER-FRG 1 27.0 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 GLASS BOTTLE BROWN,CURVED,FRG 1 0.4 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL WIRE RUST,FRG 4 7.6 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL BULLET SHELL, .22 CALIBUR,COMP. 1 0.5 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 METAL HARDWARE "S" SHAPED HOOK 1 11.6 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN CLEAR,CURVED,FRG > 1 50.3 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 GLASS JAR BLUE,CURVED,FRG 4 6.8 
96-1-470 N95 E66 30-40 GLASS UNKNOWN 
APPENDIXD 
FAUNAL REMAINS BY SPECIES AND PROVENIENCE 
Christine McMillan conducted the inventory and identification of faunal 
remains from the 1996 excavations at the Shepard site. This appendix serves 
to summarize the distribution of all identifiable elements by species and 
provenience. Also included are the taxonomic and common names of all of 
the species identified. 
Taxonomic Name 
Sus scrofa 
Bos taurus 
Odocoileus virgzmanus 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Sylvilagus floridanus 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Heteromyidae 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus brachyrhynches 
Turdus migratorius 
Gallus domesticus 
Colinus sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmondena cardinalis 
Cyprinus carpio 
Angiospira sp.
Common Name 
domestic pig 
domestic cow 
white-tailed deer 
muskrat 
Eastern cottontail 
domestic sheep 
raccoon 
mouse (genus/species undetermined) 
snapping turtle 
mud, musk or snapping turtle 
wild turkey 
common crow 
robin 
domestic chicken 
pheasant (species undetermined) 
duck (species undetermined) 
barn owl 
cardinal 
carp 
land snail 
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Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11ms 
Odocoile11s virginian11s 
Ondatra zibethic11s 
Sylvilag,,s Jloridan11s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striat11s 
Sci11rus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus bmchyrhynches 
T11rd11s migmtori11s 
Gallus domestie11s 
Colin11s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmondena cardinalis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprin11s carpio 
Gastropods 
An�iospira sp. 
N96 E43 N80 ES0 N102 E49 N102 E49 N102 E49 N116 E40 N70 E45 N60 E60 N112 E56 N112 E56 Nl 12 E56 
30-43 60-70 0-10 20---30 30-40 10-20 30-40 20-30 0---10 10-20 40-60 
2 4 1 1 
1 
1 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos taums 
Odocoileus virginianus 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Sylvilagus Jloridanus 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striatus 
Sciurus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus brachyrhynches 
Turdus migratorius 
Gallus domesticus 
Coli1111s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmondena cardinalis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprin11s carpio 
Gastropods 
Angiospira sp. 
N116 E56 N139 E50 N119 E63 N119 E63 N119 E63 N119 E63 N119 E63 N119 E63 N119 E63 N95 E43 N95 E43 
10-20 10-20 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-62 62-80 20-30 30-40 
1 
4 1 29 8 7 2 
2 
1 12 62 20 24 
1 
7 
2 
1 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos taun,s 
Odocoileus virginian11s 
Ondatra zibethic11s 
Sylvilag11s jloridanus 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striatus
Sciurus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus brachyrhynches 
Turdus migratorius 
Gallus domestirns 
Colim,s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmo11de11a cardinalis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprinus carpio 
Gastropods 
An�iospira sp. 
N95 E43 N95 E43 N46.5 E92.5 N96 E68.5 N99 E38 N99 E38 N99 E38 N99 E38 
40-50 50-60 10-20 20-30 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 
5 1 1 1 
8 
1 
5 
7 7 
12 
1 
2 
4 
2 
3 
N106.13 E34.4 
10-20
9 
4 
1 
8 
N106.13 E34.4 
30-40
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11ms 
Odocoile11s virginiam1s 
Ondatra z1'bethic11s 
Sylvilag11s j1oridam1s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon /otor 
Tamias strint11s 
Sci11rus sp. 
-Heteromyidae
Birds
Meleagris gallapavo
Corv11s brachyrhynches
T11rd11s migratori11s
Gallus domestic11s
Coli1111s sp.
Aythya sp.
Tyto alba
Richmondena cardinalis
Reptiles
Chelydra serpentina
Chelydra sp.
Fish
Cypri1111s carpio
Gastropods
Angiospira sp.
N88 E19 N104.S E40.S 
10---20 0---10 
2 2 
1 
N104.S E40.S Nl 18 E20 N134 ES 
10---20 0---10 10---20 
1 
N134 ElO N84.5 E34 N87 E17 Nl04.S E39.S 
0---10 10---23 10---20 0---12 
3 
2 5 
6 
I� 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11n,s 
Odocoile11s virgi11ia1111s 
011datra zibethiws 
Sylvilag11s Jlorida1111s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striatus 
Sci11rus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus brachyrhy11ches 
T11rd11s migratorius 
Gallus domestiws 
Coli1111s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmo11de1111 cardinalis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprim1s carpio 
Gastropods 
A11giospira sp. 
Nl04.5 E39.5 Nl04.5 E39.5 Nl04.5 E39.5 NI 18 E40 NI 18 E40 Nl 18 E40 Nl04 E16 N86 El2 N86 El2 N86 El2 
12-24 24-30 30-40 20-30 40-50 50-60 10-20 0-10 10-20 20-30 
2 1 1 
1 
1 1 1 1 
4 
3 
6 1 
6 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11rus 
Odocoile11s virginian11s 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Sylvilag11s floridan11s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striat11s 
Sci11rus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Conms brachyrhy11cl1es 
T11rd11s migratori11s 
Gal111s domestic11s 
Coli1111s 511. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmondena cardi11alis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cypri1111s carpio 
Gastropods 
An!liospira sp. 
N118 E50 
40-50
1 
1 
NB0 E20 NB0 E20 NB0 E20 NB0 E20 N87 E19 N87 E19 N87 E19 N87 E19 N106.3 E33.4 N106.3 E33.4 
0-10 20-30 30---40 50---60 0-10 10-20 2�0 30---40 0-10 10-20 
4 1 1 
8 6 
1 3 3 
2 
I� 
Genus /Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11ms 
Odocoile11s virgi11ia1111s 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Sylvilag11s jlorida1111s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striat11s 
Sci11rus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corv11s brachyrhy11ches 
T11rd11s migratori11s 
Gall11s domestic11s 
Coli1111s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tyto alba 
Richmo11de1111 cardinnlis 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentina 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprin11s carpio 
Gastropods 
Anfiospira sp_. 
N1063 E33.4 N106.3 E33.4 Nl 18 E35 Nl 18 E35 Nl 18 E35 
20-30 30-40 20-30 30-40 40-50 
1 4 1 1 
3 3 
2 
5 
1 
1 
N115E38 N115 E38 N115 E38 N115 E38 N125 E53 
0-10 20-30 30-40 40-50 0-10
5 
4 1 
1 
3 2 
1 
1 
1 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
Sus scrofa 
Bos ta11nis 
Odocoil e11s virgi11im111s 
Ondatm zibethic 11s 
Syl vilag11s floridan 11s 
Ovis ar ies 
Procyon /otor 
Tamias striat11s 
Sc i11rus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Corvus bmchyrl1y11c hes 
T 11r d11s migmtori11s 
Gallus d omestic 11s 
Col i1111s sp. 
Aythya sp. 
Tytoalba 
Rich mo11dena cardinal is 
Reptiles 
Chelydra serpentin a 
Chelydra sp. 
Fish 
Cyprin 11s carpio 
Gastropods 
A11�iosp ira sp. 
N125 E53 N125 E53 N125 E53 N65 E42.5 N65 E42.5 N75 E42.5 N95 E66 N95 E66 N95 E66 N95 E66 
10-20 20-30 30-40 30-40 60-70 10-20 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50
4 2 
3 1 
1 
11 
1 
1.i::. 
;'-J 
Genus/Species 
Mammals 
511s saofa 
Bos ta11ms 
Odocoile11s virgi11im111s 
011datrn zibethicus 
Sylvilagus j1orida1111s 
Ovis aries 
Procyon lotor 
Tamias striat11s 
Sciurus sp. 
Heteromyidae 
Birds 
Meleagris gallapavo 
Conms brnchyrhy11ches 
T11rtf11s migrntorius 
Gallus domestic11s 
Coli1111s sp. 
Aythyn sp. 
Tyto nlba 
Ricl11no11de11a cnrdi11J1lis 
Reptiles 
Chelydrn serpe11ti11a 
Chelydrn sp. 
Fish 
Cyprim1s cnrpio 
Gastropods 
A11giospira sp.
N35.5 E60.5 NS0 E95 N75 E47.5 N101 ES0 Nl 16 E39 Nll 1.5 El 1.5 N110.5 E40 Nl 10.5 E40 
30-40 10-20 30-80 10-20 20-30 10-20 10-20 20-30
2 
4 
3 
3 
19 
3 
3 
Nl10.SE40 N110.SE40 
30-40 40-50
21 
4 
2 
